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ARAGON

COLLECTION

aragon palladium, the balance of power

2,000 kVA Transformer

Epoxy Sealed Resistors

Matched Transistors

Balanced Output

Discrete Class A

Balanced Input

Palladium monoblocks go beyond the typical high-end
amplifier with balanced inputs. Palladium's unique discrete
dual differential circuit is balanced from input to output.
Now your balanced preamplifier will provide balanced
Class A operation all the way to the loudspeakers.
Aragon's world renowned value is again very evident. You
cannot acquire Palladium's quality for under $15,000, yet
the pair are only $4,000. With this unique balanced power
amplifier, the balance of power shifts to Aragon.
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2Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502

• 914-693-8008
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C OMING

A TTRACTIONS

For the second year running, Stereophik's December issue will feature our "Components of the
Year"—the pick of the products reviewed in
the previous 12 issues of the magazine. As I
write this copy, Ihave no idea who the awardees
will be—I'm waiting for the voting forms to
come back from our team of writers—but it's
going to be interesting. There's strong competition in loudspeakers, for example, with two
models each from Vandersteen and Thiel in contention, while in digital, the C.E.C., PS Audio,
and Mark Levinson CD transports that measure so well but sound so different go head to
head. And amplifiers? There's tube, there's solid-

state, there's solid-state that sounds like tube,
and tube that offers the virtues of solid-state
while holding on to the traditional thennionic
virtues. The overall "Component of 1992" was
the Mark Levinson No30 reference digital processor. Who will wear the 1993 crown?
Components scheduled for review in December include the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 D/A
processor, the NHT 3.3, Sonus Faber Minima
Amator, Merlin Excalibur II, Harbeth HL-P3,
Harbeth LS3/5a, Unity Audio Signature Pyramid, and Rogers Studio 3loudspeakers, the
Atma-Sphere MP-1 preamplifier, and the Quad
66 FM tuner.
(continued on p.272)
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CARY AUDIO D ESIGN CAD 300B POWER AMPLIFIER (SAM TELLIG)
CARY AUDIO D ESIGN 300SE MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER (SAM TELLIG)
M CI
NTOSH MC275 COMMEMORATIVE EDITION POWER AMPLIFIER (SAM TELLIG)
ACURUS DIA 100 "D IRECT- I
NPUT" AMPLIFIER (COREY GREENBERG)
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J
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ASW ESEE I
T

Michael E Zeugin argues that the traditional quest for high fidelity meaning
"accuracy" has been replaced by an infatuation with "surrealistic sound."

LETTERS
Topics this month: the supposedfailure of the High End; sensible shopping; Tim

Norton responds to criticism of his speaker survey in September; and readers respond to
recent reviews of the Vandersteen 113 and Shahinian Diapason loudspeakers and Barry
Willis's September article debunking the Elvis myth.

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end newsfrom the US and UK, including: the dealer-promoted manufacturer
seminars taking place in November; the launch of anew BBC-designed minimonitor; a
profile of the B&W Silver Signature loudspeaker; and DG comes clean about the
technical basis for its "21-bit" 4D recording system.

SAM'S SPACE

Sam Tellig listens to tube ampleersfrom Cary Audio and McIntosh.

179

BUILDING ALIBRARY

205

RECORD REVIEWS

243
274

Paul L. Althouse surveys recordings of Bach's Mass in B-minor.

November's Recording of the Month is Arturo Delmoni's latest, on Athena Productions.
Plus piano music of Brahms, Fauré, Griffis, Haydn, Liszt, MacDowell, Messiaen, and
Mozart, in addition to new recordings of Berg's Lulu (with Tate), Rossini's Il Turco in
Italia (with Marriner), and Verdi's La Traviata (with Levine). Under 'Jazz"find
reviews of live recordingsfrom Miles Davis (his last), Pat Metheny, and Branford
Marsalis. Featured in Rock is the ultimate pop boxed set: the Beach Boys' Good
Vibrations, 30 years of surf in five 76-minute CDs.

M ANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
THE FINAL WORD

Larry Archibald celebrates some high-end anniversaries.
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MORE GUTS FOR THE Sweet Little Amp 70B
Over the past three years, the Cary SLA-70 has set new
standards for fabulous sounding, reliable, trouble-free vacuum
tube audio amplifiers. The music loving engineers at Cary have
now given the SLA MORE POWER. The new SLA-70, "B"
version offers 50 watts per channel of beautiful "punchy" class AB
tube power. For even more power the Signature version wrth 6550
output tubes elevates your music system to 60 watts per channel.
When you sit down to listen to your favorite musical performers
with aSLA-70B, you will immediately acknowledge that the
"Sweet Little Amp" 70 is sweeter but not so little anymore. Please
audition and look at this gorgeous SLA-70B amplifier at your
favorite high-end authorized Cary Audio dealer.
Cary .

Discover midrange bloom, definition of the
bass line and liquid highs with the point to
point, hand wired vacuum tube SLP-90
preamplifier from Cary Audio. The SLP-90
is another
classic
investment
from
Cary.

.A world-wide statement in audio amplification.
8

AR
adioeesign

CALL 1-919-481-4494
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FAX 1-919-460-3828

1 1A Woodwinds Industrial Court, Cary, NC 27511
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M ICHAEL ZEUGIN

T

oward the end of last year's Summer
CES in Chicago, J. Gordon Holt
ambled into Audio Influx's demonstration room. He was curious about which
PDQ Bach CD we were playing, as afitting
end to the show. We chatted about PDQ
Bach live concerts and the grand-spoof
entrances made by Professor Peter Schickele.
Suddenly he said, "You know, these speakers
sound real:' going on to mention that he
hadn't heard many real-sounding systems.
1Michael F. Zeugin is President of Audio Influx Corporation,
the US distributor of Arcam amplifiers and digital electronics,
and Ftuark loudspeakers. Audio Influx was also formany years
the importer of Rogers loudspeakers. Please note that Mr.
Zcugin's opinions are his own and do not necessarily represent
those of the magazine.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

Itold JGH that most of what Iheard at shows
and in dealer showrooms nowadays was surrealistic sound.
Gordon got me thinking about what's
been bothering me about music-reproduction systems lately. More and more Ifind
product combinations that just don't sound
natural. Maybe I'm being contrary, aging
badly, or just imagining things. On closer
listening and rumination, however, it's apparent that stereo systems are drifting away from
reality toward the surreal.
This isn't all that surprising. It's just a
reflection of the direction of media and the
mass embrace of its distortion oflife, which
then, in turn, emulates its artifice. The sur-
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REAL, NATURAL SOUND DOESN'T DRAW YOUR
ATTENTION; IT AVOIDS IT.
realistic Batman Returns made big bucks,
while Howard's End struggled for monetary
success. Music and playback systems suffer
asimilar fate. Many audio systems are now
afterthoughts to giant TV/video systems.
Once in awhile, though, something happens to offset the tendency toward the surreal.
As if to recognize its over-the-top surreality,
MTV starts aprogram called "Unplugged."
(Well, sort of unplugged; there are still alot
of lights and wires.) A rock singer goes bluegrass or jazz. A country singer does torch
songs. The PBS series on the Civil War
becomes such asuccess that asoundtrack CD
is released. An expansion of horizons and a
triangulation on reality occur.
Surreal sound is everywhere The marketing system fosters it. Trade and consumer
shows abound with systems meant to impress people Sometimes these show systems
are the worst. The hardware combinations
used are often assembled for the wrong reasons. Manufacturers offer to share space and,
Presto!—a system is born. Exhibitors forget
to bring the necessary hardware to make
sound and go begging for any extra units
another manufacturer might have brought.
(Lately, this seems most common with CD
players.) Manufacturers offer deals for other
manufacturers to buy or borrow equipment,
enticing them into combinations. Some
manufacturers align themselves with each
other in political back-scratching arrangements that include sharing exhibition space
and making mutual customer recommendations. Few of these convenient arrangements
produce balanced, natural sound.
There's more Dealers play systems to wow
customers for 60 seconds. Reviewers write
about "killer" components that overwhelmed
them, using overzealous hyperbole to
describe what they heard. The catch? When
installed at home, these systems often produce listener fatigue. Real, natural sound is
so boringly neutral we don't notice it. It
doesn't draw your attention, it avoids it,
making it harder to identify. The very nature
of comparing prevents real absorption. You
must decide, A or B—now. Better to soak up
the sound of A for afew days, then switch
8

to B for awhile. You can't do that in aquick
showroom listen.
Components can sound completely palatable without sounding real. Quad ESLs,
Rogers LS3/5As, Martin-Logan CLSes, and
Magneplanars are all speakers that produce
what Icall aromanticized sound. It is asoft,
pleasing, almost gossamer sound. The Magneplanar lc speakers in my living room do
their job perfectly. They are both visually and
sonically unobtrusive Guests often ask what
they are, after hours of hearing them.
"Speakers:' Isay. "Nah," they respond in disbelief. Ioften listen to and enjoy the Maggies for hours, as Idid once with my Rogers
LS3/5As. One is bigger than life, the other
smaller; both are enjoyable, neither are real.
Md some equally romanticized tube electronics to the above examples and you take
the sound into the surreal. Tubes, like Vaseline
smeared on alens, push the aural representation even further from reality. The sonic
naturalist can usually still enjoy and tolerate this, but also recognizes its failings.
The more prevalent surrealistic sound is
the "detailed sound"—the opposite of
romanticized sound. Speakers from this category, often lauded by dealers and reviewers,
slip too easily into the offensively surreal
when coupled with the wrong, or equally
"detailed"-sounding, electronics. When
linked to smooth-sounding electronics, these
products, like those mentioned before, are
also enjoyable.
So what should asonic naturalist expect?
Don't expect to be blown away by every CD
or LP played on abalanced system. Most of
these aren't good enough in performance or
recording. They can sound pleasant and
listenable, though—not strident, as if the system is trying too hard. The equipment
shouldn't make discs sound unnaturally
impressive Here, good sound is abit like life.
It moves along uneventfully, punctuated by
infrequent moments of near-perfection and
occasional near-disaster. When you stop
noticing the equipment, or even listening for,
or to it—oh no, that sounds dangerously
Linnie—you've probably got it right.
The key, as we've often read and heard, is
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getting the right combination of components. Sure, you can use tube electronics to
counteract an overly detailed speaker hooked
up with bright-sounding speaker cable. But
the balancing act is harder if you load the
extremes against each other. It's easier to teeter out of balance and into the surreal zone.
Getting valid recommendations for balanced, natural sounds is hard for the consumer because many manufacturers and
retailers don't listen to enough competitors'
products. When they do, manufacturers have
difficulty characterizing their own products,
admitting their flaws and, finally, acknowledging the reality of good competition and
identifying bad competition. Some retailers
buy products based more on profit margins
than on good sound. Others simply carry
products based on reviews rather than their
own careful listening and experiences. It's
important to know that this is not always the
case. Thorough listeners with consumers'
best sonic interests in mind also exist. They're
just harder to find.
There are almost endless combinations of
well-built products that mate and balance
naturally. The trick is to avoid ending up with
horrendously surreal-sounding combina-

WHITE

tions that drift dangerously close and into the
Twilight Zone. The solution is simply to test
and listen more carefully. Less instant A/Bing and more long-term listening would also
help. A system's sound often needs to permeate one's consciousness over time rather than
in instablips. Listen with people who can play
an entire cut or side of aCD, without constantly leaping around like aMexican jumping bean to adjust things. Leapers are often
deep into surreality.
Manufacturers, reviewers, and retailers all
need to be more specific in their recommendations. You can't just say, "Wow, the Z,emboid 2is agreat-sounding amp!" With what
speakers? Does it interface well with the
Blandos Superbosity preamp? What if Iput
it in asmall listening room, with wood floors,
and speakers close to room boundaries?
The more high-end stereo moves to the
cutting edge, the harder it becomes to maintain anatural balance. Musicians encounter
the same problem when recording. Emmylou Harris probably summed it up best in her
spoken preamble to track 9on the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band's Will the Circle Be Unbroken,
Volume Two (Universal UVLD-12500). But
you should listen to it for yourself.

AUDIO

LABS

Ssss h... Listen.

Dealer and Customer Inquiries Welcome
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IT'S THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
10 CUPS OF COFFEE
AND NONE.

Sonic Frontiers'
SFD-2 Digital Processor

WorldRadioHistory

Introducing Sonic Frontiers'
Revolutionary SFD-2 Digital Processor:
The first product capable of improving
your system's sound quality by rejecting
the inherent jitter of your transport.

LOWEST JITTER . . .

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY . . .

Jitter, lime variations present in adigital signal,

The SFD-2 Digital Processor is an exceptional value

degrades the sound quality of your music. In fact,

filled with the highest quality parts: Sovtek 6922

even slight changes in jitter level ore audible. Using

tubes -Ceramic/Silver tube sockets -MIT MultiCaps -

the new UltraAnalog AES20 Input Receiver, the

VVima and Solen caps -Vishay, Caddock and Holco

SFD-2 reduces litter to less than 40 ps (picoseconds) -

resistors -Kimber Ka()le AGSS Silver hook-up wire

in non-technical terms that's like decaffeinating coffee,

and Ultraplate RCA jacks -Cornell Dubilier ultra-low

keeping all the flavor but without the "jitters". On the

ESI/ESR p.s. caps -Panasonic HFQ p.s. caps.

other hand, the competition retains degrading jitter

Moreover, the SFD-2 has ashielded modular design

from the transport and may even introduce more jitter.

for inexpensive upgradeobility and non-obsolescence

With the introduction of our SFD-2, we have opened

-3transformers -I
6 regulation stages (both IC and

another door towards the natural reproduction of

discrete) -as well as AT&T optical, RCA coax and

music in the digital domain.

AES/EBU digital inputs, all standard. As with all of

LATEST CIAC AND TRUE BALANCED . . .

The SFD-2 is the first digital processor on the market

our products, the SFD-2 comes with afull warrantyfive year parts and labor and aone year warranty on
the tubes.

to use the newest UltraAnalog D/A converter:
the DAC D20400A. This is the first significant

To learn more about the SFD-2, give us acall or write
and ask for our product brochure and technical white

improvement to their DAC in 5years and offers,
without odoubt, the best sound and performance.

paper. We will be happy to answer your questions

In addition, the SFD-2 attains atrue balanced

on this truly

innovative

digital

processor.

configuration (throughout both the digital and analog
domains) by utilizing 2of these Dual D/A converters
and 4of everything else that follows (positive/

WE'VE LEFT THE COMPETITION
WITH THE JITTERS . .

negative, left/right channel). Na compromise or
"faking" of true balanced performance was made
in offering this feature all the way through to the
XLR outputs.

1W,
Ira SONIC FRONTIERS
ILMINCORPOR

A

TED

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

760 Pacific Road, Unit 19, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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L6L 6M5 -Telephone (905) 847-3245 •Facsimile (905) 847-5471
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THE ATOM,
159*/PAIR.

Sound&Vision
CRITIC'S CHOICE
AlviRD

V
rhe ATOM represents an
amazing

price

break-

through in high performance sound. Although
diminutive and designed to
fit into small spaces, and
small budgets, the ATOM is
first of all designed for
superb sound!
cooling/damping. The multi-element crossover is

That 's why superior components are used, such as the

frequency/phase corrected.

PARADIGM built bass/midrange

The ATOM must be

drive unit that has no

heard to be

less than aprecision

believed. It is

diecast chassis,

completely nat-

polypropylene cone

ural and true to

and kapton former.

live music. And at

The tweeter is aX" wide-

$159/pair it's not just abest buy, it's asteal!

dispersion polyamide dome with ferrofwid

pia

•MAIIIWOMOI.
"

.11011■1 1m.
III

:
CIK

011itill

•Aisin COPYRIGHT«, PARADIGMIBAV

For more information on the Atom as well as other fine Paradigm
speakers visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Dealer, or write:
AudioStream, WO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
II
In Canada: Paradigm. 101 Flanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON ML 3P5
WorldRadioHistory
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it
anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address
more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and adaytime telephone number.

TOLERANCE, PLEASE
Editor:
Ienjoy Stereophile but, as agay man, will not
pay to see myself maligned in your pages, as
Iwas by Rev. Dudley C. Cammock in the
June "Letters" section.
Should you elect to give aforum to antigay bigotry in the future, Iwill cancel my
subscription and cease to use your classifieds.
GREG LEBLANC
Roselodge, OR
THE STATE OF THE ART
Editor:
Re: JA's reference to the popular image of
"the reviewer sitting in his La-Z-Boy [rediner]" in Vol.16 No.9 (p.7).
As Stereophile is involved with the continuing state of the art, you should be aware that
with the emerging era of Home Theater, the
furniture industry has upgraded the term
"recliner" to "motion furniture."
Motion furniture includes the all-toofamiliar recliner, plus sectionals with built-in
recliners, fold-down arm rests, cup holders,
and storage cubbies for remote controls and
other couch-potato detritus.
The creation of this new category of furniture is nothing short of atestimonial to the
furniture industry's dedication to the emerging concept of Home Theater. No longer will
the La-Z-Boy be the ultimate complement
to the remote control. Isuspect as reviewers
and other home entertainment lovers leave
their La-Z-Boys behind, they are only sinking deeper into the cushions of their new
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

motion furniture, designed expressly for
optimum Home Theater enjoyment.
BRYAN STANTON
President, J.B. Stanton Communications
New York, NY

A VOTE FOR VIDEO. ..
Editor:
A vote for Home Theater, surround-sound,
and video. Small doses are fine. ..
the past
contributions, particularlyi Gordon Holt's
wonderful review afew issues ago, are sufficient in amount and most appreciated.
SHERM CLOW
Salt Lake City, UT
...AND A VOTE AGAINST
Editor:
Iam probably one of hundreds of people
responding to Ken Gould's "As We See It"
in August, so I'll try to keep it short.
Ihave always thought of listening to music
and watching TV as separate activities. Iagree
that most television has very low-quality
sound, and trying to upgrade it to high-fidelity sound is ahopeless venture. But we can
try to make it sound better than it does when
it comes over the airwaves. Although sound
in television will never sound as good as a
well-recorded piece of music, it's still worthwhile to improve the sound as best we can.
On the other hand, many movies are recorded with very good soundtracks. What
would Star Trek VI be without the thunderous sound of Praxis exploding and the shockwaves roaring past the screen? (For all you
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non-Trekkers out there, Praxis is aKlingon
moon that explodes and sets up the plot for
the Klingons to start talking peace.) Top Gun
(remember Top Gun?) is vasdy improved when
you add asubwoofer to let youfeel the F-14
Tomcats fly by instead ofjust watching them.
And who could forget Beauty and the Beast,
amovie that sounds much better with alittle
equalization to accent slamming doors and
all the other wonderful sound effects, not to
mention music, in the movie.
As for Stereophile carrying articles concerning A/V systems, Isay no. Most other electronics magazines have done so; it would be
nice to have amagazine that keeps to audio.
This sort of specialization is hard to come by,
and is valuable when presented in its true
form. Keep up the good work—and keep out
the video.
DAVID B.SHERE
Cedar Falls, IA

GET WITH IT,
HIGH-END RETAILERS

Editor:
In Ken Gould's "As We See It" in Vol.16
No.8, he bemoaned the attack of Home Theater product in the high-end audio marketplace.
High-end audio retailers have invited this
attack on themselves. They retailers have
never invested time in instructing customers
in the proper ways to evaluate the quality of
music emanating from an audio system,
preferring instead to instruct them to listen
to the "gee whiz" effects created by audio
hardware. Even J. Gordon Holt, in his recent
glossary of subjective terms, states "that hi-fi
components should be judged on how good
they sound." Good heavens, the important
thing is how music sounds through that particular component. And those statements are
not one and the same.
In the late '60s and early '70s, as electrostatic, planar-magnetic, and high-quality
compact dynamic loudspeaker designs
started becoming popular, the high-end
audio fraternity invented audio evaluation
terms like "imaging," "ambience "depth,"
"layering," "localization," and "openness"
to describe the performance of these products. In time, as high-end audio retailers saw
positive responses to these attributes translate
into increased sales, they became the single
most important sales tool utilized by highend salespeople. ..
14

We have two three-dimensional senses:
hearing and seeing. For me to tell people to
evaluate ahi-fi system by listening for alifesize, three-dimensional image is like an artappreciation instructor telling his pupils that
life-size sculpture is the only worthy visual
art, and then not instructing them how to tell
if abust by Rodin is more worthy than one
created by asix-year-old! In visual art, the
single most important thing is the communication of emotion from the artist to the
viewer. In hi-fi, as in music generally, the single most important thing is the communication of emotion from the composer and
performer to the listener. And, as anyone
who has listened to aparticularly moving
performance on amonophonic recording
knows, that communication has absolutely
nothing to do with imaging, ambience, depth,
or layering.
With the high-end audio retailer's emphasis on musically non-important attributes,
is it any wonder that Asian manufacturers
have found ways to attack this market with
cheaper, more obnoxious electronic effects
generators? Quadraphonic died, but surroundsound and aplethora of DSP effects have
created consumers who are filled to the brim
with "spacey" sound. This concept is now
so ingrained into nearly all consumers that
many audio manufacturers have no choice,
if they are to survive, but to get involved in
the manufacture of products that sport these
special-effects technologies.
What high-end audio retailers have to do,
if they choose to resist any "pact with the
devil," is to start educating consumers in ways
to evaluate music, not special effects. One
additional benefit of the concentration on
musical values is that many audio retailers
may finally realize that some of the products
they now sell are actually quite lousy when
it comes to communicating the emotion of
the performance. The high-end audio retailer
is responsible for educating and "making"
the high-end listener, just as he is also responsible for making or breaking the high-end
audio designer, depending on how well the
products the latter creates communicate the
emotion of music.
PARKER KING
Indianapolis, IN

THE FAILURE OF THE HIGH END?
Editor:
As the consumption of recorded and broad-
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cast music has escalated, demand for pukka
high-fidelity components has attenuated.
"High-end" stuff fails to demonstrate itself
as worthwhile either to the mass market or
to most educated and discriminating consumers. What is needed in amagazine is critical
guidance—such as Stereo Review lusterlessly
does not provide—to the class of equipment
folks actually buy.
JOHN W ITHEY
Centralia, WA

I
STHE HIGH END IN J
EOPARDY?
Editor:
Is high-end audio in jeopardy? Like motorcycles, my other passion, I'll bet that the average age of enthusiasts has increased over the
past 15 years. The consumer base has always
been an isolated group; with the recent stagnant economy, surely revenue available from
sales to both retailers and manufacturers will
decrease. As enthusiasts, we want to retain
the stellar level of performance and rapid
development rate currently provided by
many designers. We also want the diversity
in product choices and auditioning environments that only ahealthy industry can support. In order for high-end audio to survive
and hopefully thrive, the customer base must
increase, especially with young supporters.
Manufacturers, dealers, and enthusiasts can
all contribute to this goal.
Manufacturers already provide quality
competitive products at almost every price
point. Instead of spending that next dollar
on product development, spend it on drawing new customers toward your present
product line. Hire aspecialist whose sole
focus is attracting new buyers outside the
established group. Advertise, for example, in
Time, People, and Popular Science in addition
to Stereophile and The Absolute Sound. These
new supporters will bring increased revenue
to the industry which can be used for product
development and more advertising. And the
cycle continues. ..
Dealers should try to arouse the curiosity
in the general public and attract them into
their stores. Once there, the undeniable superiority of quality audio components would
be obvious. The products almost sell themselves if people are just exposed to their
merits. Dealers should try advertising in local
newspapers and radio. (I see very little of this
at present.)
As enthusiasts, we also can have an impact.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Daily Iwork with professionals who have
enough disposable income to be potential
buyers. Almost all people Italk to about
audio reproduction are not even aware of the
existence of high-end audio. Invite acquaintances over to hear your system as often as
possible. Most people can't deny the increased
sound quality once they hear it. Some may
even justify apurchase. Pass around copies
of Stereophile and TAS for others to read.
Encourage people to subscribe.
It's time for all of us to do what we can to
expand the consumer base. Stereophile has
done its part with quality coverage of the
industry. The addition of CG, with his writing style, musical tastes, and affordable component selections, will probably appeal most
to ayounger group of readers.
Names like Krell, Thiel, and Audio Research should be as familiar to the American
public as Lexus, Boeing, and Rolex. The
futures of the High End and of quality audio
reproduction depend on it.
JOHN D. LEOSCO
Rock Springs, WY

YOU CAN'T BUY HAPPINESS

Editor:
Please cancel my subscription and refund my
money.
Ihave suppressed my initial reaction and
continued to read several issues to try to
understand "where you guys are coming
from:' Ihave concluded, based on my experience in mental health therapy, that you are
pandering to aself-centered group of perfectionists, many of whom need or will need
psychiatric therapy in the years to come.
If some of you are laughing from your
throne on high, just remember when therapy
time comes that Iam telling you here to save
some of your obviously surplus thousands
of dollars ...This is beginning to sound like
"preaching"—good luck to all of you trying to find happiness: you can't buy it!
ROBERT DUNN
Riverdale, MD

BUT YOU CAN BUY
AHIGH-END SYSTEM

Editor:
Ihave become both comfortably happy and
continually dissatisfied. Ihad to write and
let you know that it's your fault. But not
yours alone—Brooks Berdan, Rich Calande,
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c or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of
dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What Hill? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System" has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.

1.1 E
1

Aclaimed by Audiophile 11/91), the RB980 can form the heart

of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and

S

then add another when you need. Audio Review (2/92)
measured the RB980; 137watts

8ohms per channel, 267watts

•4ohms per channel, 388watts

2ohms per channel. Audio

Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM

tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
8

cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim.

Choice 11/91) Rotel CD player

RCD965 'Best Buy' produces the sort of sound that many
higbend products wouldn't have a hope of
achieving."

World (11/91) RCD965

"effortless sound quality..." CD &
HID Buyer (12/21) again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear... -

RTC950
RCD965
RD965

Designs developed in England by
audiophileTony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What 11141? cm) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
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and Dave Draws are guilty too. And so is my
dad. None of you would leave well enough
alone.
You see, Iread Stereo Review for more than
15 years, pleased that Iwas getting good
information. Then, about three years ago my
dad attended aconvention in Las Vegas
where he picked up afree copy of Stereophile.
Knowing my love of music, he gave it to me.
As Iread, Ithought you were all snooty,
head-in-the-clouds promoters of ultraexpensive toys that demonstrated selffulfilling prophecies more than empirical,
verifiable sonic improvements. Subsequently,
Iput down that January 1990 issue and continued reading Stereo Review.
However, Ibecame dissatisfied with the
lack of real information about the sound of
the equipment that magazine was reviewing.
Iheard adifference between the sounds of
my Quatre amp, my Onkyo amp, and my
SAE amp. Iheard adifference between my
Sony CD player and my Denon CD player.
Yet according to Stereo Review, Iwasn't supposed to hear any significant differences
between those components.
So what's athinking person supposed to
do? Istarted re-reading that one issue of Stereophile, from cover to cover.
Then it got worse. Iactually subscribed to
Sterecphile! But no, you wouldn't let me enjoy
my Philips turntable, my Denon CD, my
Sanyo preamp, or my SAE 500W master-ofthe-universe. You even made me doubt my
beloved Klipsch Choruses. With every new
issue Ibecame more hooked on your indepth descriptions of "the sound," and your
comical anecdotes. That's not all—I came
within the "Final Notice" of quitting my
subscription to Stereo Review!
Wait, I'm only halfway to the torment that
was instigated by ST, DO, JGH, CG, and all
those other initials that kept popping up.
Because of them, Ihad to exchange my
patchcords for interconnects, and my speaker
wires for cables. Ihad to shelve my Sanyo for
the exorbitantly priced Adcom preamp. The
truth is, Iwas shocked at the improvement
in sound. But immediately, Idoubted my
faithful Philips turntable. Torture, you didn't
recommend my dream Thorens—I had to
search Los Angeles for something you did
like. That was the coup de grace.
After stopping at three stores sporting
Denon turntables, Iwas referred to aBrooks
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Berdan, Ltd. Irode up on my Suzuki, and
Brooks spent our first 20 minutes conversing
motorcycles; he invited me to join him for
aride that Saturday. When we turned to
audio equipment and Ilooked into his main
listening room, the Jeff Rowland, Jadis, Wilson Audio, VPI, and Theta components he
sold were out of my league. Yet when Itold
him of my system, he didn't change the angle
of his nose at all. Instead, he showed me the
'table/arm/cartridge combination he recommended. As Irode home, Iwas determined
to ride on Saturday, and ponder the turntable.
Icould feel the changes in my stomach and
my wallet. Icouldn't explain why Ihad to
have that VPI/AQ/Sumiko, I
just knew life
would be happier with it. Then Ilearned about
break-in time. All of my friends thought I
had really cracked my helmet when they
learned Ispent athousand dollars, but "It
won't work right 'til it runs for aweek."
Thanks to you and Brooks, it all made sense
to me.
Oh no! Now the system was out of balance. What's restricting it? Maybe the SAE
wasn't open enough, and perhaps its soundstage was too shallow. "Audition," you said,
so Iasked my local dealer. Yes! Rich and Dave
at California Soundworks loaned me two
amplifiers for two weekends: aCounterpoint
and an Adcom. Iwas astonished to learn, as
you've implied, that watts are absolutely not
the decisive factor that determines sound
quality in an amplifier. The diminutive
Counterpoint soundly defeated my SAE,
which had defeated the Adcom. The Counterpoint stayed.
This whole thing's really gotten outta
hand! That's pushing $4000 spent on TOYYYZZZZZ in the last 10 months. I've gotta
stop!
Last week Icalled Brooks and asked,
"What do you think Iought to get next?" His
answer didn't bother me. He said, "Replace
your Adcom preamp with aRowland Consonance?' What bothered me was that, when
he told me the price, the angle of my nose
didn't even change.
You see! You see! That's what you writers
about pie-in-the-sky, snooty stuff have done
to me! Three years ago Iwould have thought
me crazy to spend $1000 on aturntable. Now
I
joke that it's the cheapest thing in his shop.
Three years ago Iwould have walked out on
the idea of spending nearly $4000 on apre-
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mind, anything is
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showroom.
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amp. Now 1ask, "How soon can Iafford it?"
Ihave to blame my insanity on Brooks
Berdan. Or maybe Ishould trace it back to
my dad innocently picking up that free copy
of Stereophile. That places you, Mr. Editor, as
the culprit in my life. But no, truly, I'm the
one who subscribed. I'm the one who keeps
reading (and laughing) every month. I'm the
one who loves music in my home. You
printed that there is adifference. Ihave heard
it with every purchase. There's just no getting
beside it, I'm plain happy to be dissatisfied.
Now I'm more involved and have incredibly better sound than ever before. I
just had
to write to let you know that Ithank you
from the innermost reaches of my eardrums
for all the pleasure that you, Brooks, Rich,
Dave, and my dad have opened up to me.
Now if Ican just get another $4000. ..
ROBERT DULEY
Rosamond, CA

SENSIBLE SHOPPING?

Editor:
In his "As We See It" in September, it seems
that JA inadvertently left out the sixth possible outcome from areview in ahigh-end
magazine:
6) The product gets adeservedly positive
review, and customers flock to your store to
spend hours auditioning the product with
every CD they own. Then they leave the store
and you never see them again. Why? Because
they decided they could buy it at adiscount
from amail-order dealer that invested no
time with the customer. Then, Mr. HighEnd Retailer, you get to go out of business.
I
just thought Stereophilds readers, as well
as potential high-end retailers, deserve a
touch of reality.
PAUL J. ROSENBERG
Mondial Designs Ltd.
It may be my puritanical streak, but 'feel that the
scenario outlined by Paul Rosenberg amounts to
theft, the time the retailer devotes to the demonstration being equivalent to money. Audiophiles should
remember that aretailer with good listeningfacilities
and awide range of excellent components who
doesn't make any sales is aresource with alimited
lift Those whofeel that Paul's scenario amounts
to no more than sensible shopping should read William Poundstone's book The Prisoner's Dilemma,
which covers at length the conflict between selfinterest and social responsibility. (The two, ofcourse,
ultimately coincide.)
-JA
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

UNFORTUNATE

Editor:
Thanks to reader Roy A. Wooland for correcting my error in mistaking Tavener for
Taverner in my April 1993 review of the
former's Protecting Veil. It was an unfortunate
solipsism.
BOB HESSON
Jacksonville, FL

DEVASTATED

Editor:
Iwas devastated after reading CG's negative
review of the.Vandersteen 1B loudspeakers
in September. I'm aproud owner, using apair
with the cloth-dome tweeters for over two
years now. Every time Imade an upgrade to
my system, the change, for better or worse,
would be revealed by these musical-sounding
loudspeakers. Your readers should listen for
themselves to the lBs because they sound
much better than CG said.
GEORGE TÈDROW
Grooksville, OH
As CG touched on in his review, the traditional way
for aspeaker designer to produce ahigh-quality inexpensive loudspeaker is to make it aminimonitor.
What Richard Vandersteen attempted to do with
his IB was to provide extended bass without too
much compromise in the higher ranges. CG obviously felt that he hadn't succeeded, but, as Mr.
Tedrow says, those who can't do without their low
frequencies should listen to the lBsfor themselves.
-JA

I
NFINITE

Editor:
The inventor of the "infinite-slope" crossover
topology used in the Joseph Audio loudspeakers was Richard Modaferri of McIntosh tuner fame, who later did work for JSE
in the early '80s (including designing my JSE
Model 1speakers).
LOUIS PERLMAN
Forest Hills, NY

CORRECT

Editor:
The line of speakers in question happen to
be those of Nobis Technologies. Iknow
because Iown apair of DM2STs. Ithought
that Imight finally see areview of their top
model (the DM2ST).
M ICHAEL KUNDY
La Crosse, WI
Following my mislabeling of the Nobis speakers in
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our August SCES report as being from "Joseph
Audio," Iasked readers both if they could identify
the mystery speakers pictured on p.97 of Vol.16 No.8
and if they could tell me who invented the "infiniteslope" crossover topology used in theJoseph Audio
loudspeakers. In addition to Mr. Kundy and Mr.
Perlman, the winners of afree Stereophile Test
CD 2are Lawrence McDeere of Riverside, CA;
Rene S. Ramirez of Dallas, TX; Walt Fleming of
Norwich, C77 Russell Reich of New York, NY;
Dave Sutton of St. Louis, MO; Matthewflurick
of Silver Spring, MD; Dennis Hess of Basking
Ridge, NJ; and George Weber ofMonroe, NY -JA

DUBIOUS TESTS?

Editor:
Usually, the "Manufacturers' Comments"
segment of Stereophile ends up being little
more than anon-informative (if amusing)
forum for lemon-makers to embarrass themselves by whining about the obvious (to
them) flaws in your review of their product.
Ialmost always dismiss whatever the manufacturer has to say if the review was poor.
Almost.
The noteworthy exception to this rule was
September's blind loudspeaker tests. In particular, Ifelt that Mr. Michael Russo (of Dahlquist) made avery strong case, and Iwould
like to embellish it here. Before Ieven get
started, though, let me make it clear that Iam
the proud and contented owner ola pair of
KEF C-80s, and, as such, consider myselfan
impartial observer in this entire affair.
The first difference of opinion Iencountered between your methodology and my
own sensibilities was your decision to compromise the design integrity of each speaker
by inserting after-market wedges, of various makes and various degrees of sonic
integrity, between each speaker and the
floor—with the theoretical advantage being
that each speaker would be listened to on its
[correct] vertical axis. On p.109, TJN as
much as admitted that this move probably
corrupted the validity of the entire-50page—test, noting that "In some instances
...
the [resultant] bass-balance difficulty may
have contributed to criticisms of excessive
leanness."
I, for one, tend to believe that the designer
of aloudspeaker knew what he or she was
doing, until it's proven otherwise. By
immediately raising every speaker in the test
with assorted gadgets, apparently without
20

even having read the owner's manuals, you
dismissed out of hand the very real possibility
that the designer might have specifically
engineered the speaker for optimal sound
with the listener seated slightly above the
axis—as is the case with my KEFs, and it says
so right in the manual. It is only amild exaggeration to compare what you did to the
drilling of large holes in each of the sealedbox designs, out of apersonal belief that all
speakers should be ported. Clearly, no test
ola loudspeaker or any other product can be
even remotely legitimate if the product isn't
being used in the manner for which it was
designed.
Interestingly, the Dahlquists themselves
did not need to be raised much, but instead
of excusing the relevance of my criticism to
their tepid reception, the short distance probably accentuates it—because the less spacing one needs, the more likely it is to come
from some mid-fi sonic goofball designed
to get apair of $99 department-store specials
up out of the deep-pile.
The second observation is one which did
not occur to me until reading Mr. Russo's
comments. It is very likely that some (if not
all) of the speakers in the panel owe their final
rankings to the fact that what was being
tested didn't have as much to do with how
each speaker sounded as it did with how each
speaker contended with an assortment of
corruptions to the listening circumstances,
which were so bad that they border on the
un-repeatable.
In addition to the use of risers, each speaker
was expected to sound acceptable to the
individuals toward the back of the room,
with other reviewers sitting directly in the
listening path. The problem with this is that
it isn't aneutral corruption—meaning that
two speakers which sound about the same
under closer-to-ideal conditions might react
very differently to the task of getting themselves around asolid object. What we really
learned from the test is that the Vandersteens
and the Linns do this very well, and some of
the other speakers do not; and since Idon't
make ahabit out of listening to my stereo on
the other side of a170-lb brick wall, Ididn't
find this information very useful.
Finally, Iconcur with Mr. Russo's observations that the use of the Vandersteens as a
reference and the appearance of the H/Ks in
atest which was represented to Dahlquist as
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preclusive of the DQ-30s, were both patently
and crashingly unfair. The unfairness of the
latter speaks for itself, and the unfairness of
the former is evidenced by the Vandersteen's
defacto composite score of 5.0, which would
have been the highest score in the test, even
though (as Mr. Russo observed) they weren't even tested. JA's nervous statement in
footnote 13 on p.156, suggesting that the
Vandersteens would have been "among the
top scorers"—an inaccurate statement at
best—constitutes afurther admission that the
overall test was essentially non-informative.
What Icannot understand is why the decision was made to dedicate 50 pages of such
afine magazine to the write-up of an exercise which all parties agree was of dubious
usefulness. If the same amount of space had
been taken to review each speaker individually, under the usual methodology, Ifor one
would have considered the findings to be far
more accurate.
DAVID R.O'
GORMAN
Ames, IA
Mr. O'Gorman raises some interesting, and not
entirely invalid, objections to the methodology we
used in this loudspeaker panel test (and in our previous three—he must have missed them). We discussed
them ourselves, at length, in the review One of the
reasons, infact,for the extensive introduction to this
and prior survey reviews was precisely to be up-front
with the reader in presenting the tradeoffs necessary in order to conduct such ablind panel test.
That such trade-offs are necessary, however, does
not affirm your conclusions that they "corrupted
the validity of the. ..
test," or that "all parties agree"
that the test was ofdubious usefulness. All parties?
The main objections, it would seem, originate with
those manufacturers whose loudspeakers did not score
highly. Truth be told, most manufacturers dislike
having their products placed in competition with
others at all—unless theirs come out unequivocally
on top. Despite the currentfashion to minimize competition in society (children must not be allowed to
'fail" in school, no one "wins" an Academy Award
or Emmy, it simply "goes" to them), it isjust such
competitiveness which advances the state of the art.
Why was it unfair of us to use the Vandersteen
2Ce as areference? Should there have been no
specec loudspeaker set up as areference? We reject
the latter. The Vandersteens were chosen because
they have been consistently well received here—
and in the marketplace at large They are also widely
available, giving the reader the opportunity to hear
them and thus have apoint ofreferencefor our other
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

ratings in the survey. Their de facto score of5.0
was intended merely to establish another reference
point—a qualitative one. If apanelist rated aparticular loudspeaker higher than that, it means that
he considered that loudspeaker superior to the Vandersteens, at least on aparticular musical selection.
The Vandersteens were included twice on each day
precisely tofacilitate such acomparison. The 5.0
reference score was assigned to the Vandersteens
before the test was run, not after. Some of the
panelists did rate some of the loudspeakers higher
than the Vandersteens on agiven day, some lower.
Thefact that none of the average scores were higher
than the reference score of5.0 assigned to the Vandersteens does not mean that the latter would have
finished on top had it been tested blind, or that a
given reader will necessarily prefer the Vandersteens.
But it is certainlyfair to say that the 2Ce more than
held its own.
On the matter of the Harman/Kardons, it may,
quite frankly, have been more unfair to HarmaniKardon to include them rather than to the
other contenders. Had the H/Ksfinished poorly,
it would have been devastating to them, considering
their higher price. If theyfinished well, the others
could always argue that well they should, given their
cost. They didfinish well, but note that the Linns,
which are comparable in price to the bulk ofthe contenders (even with their optional granite-composite
bases), did virtually as well in the blind sessions.
The subject of increasing the height of what are,
ostensibly, floorstanding loudspeakers was discussed
in some detail in the introduction to the review. First
of all, the assortment of spikes, heavy bases, and
MDF shims (which were actually as large as the
bases of most of the loudspeakers and ofthicknesses
varyingfrom a
75" to several inches) used were not
"mid-fi sonic goofball" kludges. The height adjustment was not done arbitrarily, and Iassure you that
the owner's manuals were read carefully. Setup
instructions included in such manuals can be useful,
and Iwould certainly not discourage them being
offered or used, but they should not be accepted on
blindfaith. (On the matter of toe-in, the manuals'
recommendations werefollowed unless the measurements indicated astrong reason not to.)
In our situation, the loudspeakers were measured
prior to the listening tests, and an appropriate vertical
listening axis determined which would result in the
smoothest response through the critical midband.
The NHT 2.3a,for example, appears to give its
smoothest response with the listener's eats level with
orjust below the woofer, alow 28-30" from the
floor. This meant that it wasn't possible in the panel
test to get both the optimal midrange performance
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and bass extension from this speaker. A small sacrifice in low-end extension was judged to be more
acceptable than alarge suckout in the crossover
region—which in this and most other cases would
have been the result of an incorrect vertical axis.
It has been my ongoing experience that many
manufacturers—though certainly not all—simply
get the vertical listening axis wrong. This isn't
necessarily due to incompetence; the aesthetic and
cost impacts ofgetting this right in afloorstanding
loudspeaker exert powerful pressures. A taller loudspeaker—which is what we're talking about here—
is both more expensive and, often, less domestically
acceptable.
But it is precisely because there are certain limitations to any practical panel loudspeaker listening
test that we also conducted individual listening accecsmerits on each loudspeaker. You state that you would
have liked to have seen the same space devoted to
the review but using our usual methodology. We did
use the usual methodology for these individual
assessments—though in less space—and those reviews were included in the text. The article was,
in actuality, athree-pronged effort: panel tests,
individual tests, and measurements. All three parts
were meant to be read.
Mr. O'Gorman's letter is the only serious written
objection we received to datefrom areader to our
four panel surveys. Manufacturers generally praise
our tests and methodologies when their products do
well and criticize them when they do poorly. The
planning conducting and writing up ofsuch atest
is complicated, time-consuming, and expensive, not
to mention controversial. Which is perhaps why no
other US magazine attempts it in such depth.
None ofour procedures are sealed in cement, however. We do, infact, have revisions under considerationforfuture tests which may answer at least one
ofMr. O'Gorman's objections: the presence ofseveral listeners in the room at once The more extended
availability of the Stereophile listening room due
to the completion of my dedicated listening room will
make it possible to run more of the day-long sessions
with perhaps just one, or at most two, listeners per
session. But that will dramatically increase the complexity of running the test and the overall length
of the auditioning. Stay tuned. As abottom line,
however, and as Ihope Imade clear in my conclusion
to the review, the point of the whole exercise, as is
the case with all of our reviews, was to provide
assistance, not to dictate what to buy.
—TJN

HELPFUL TESTS

NIGHT OF THE LONG KNIVES?

Editor:
The Diapason Club of New Zealand wish
to state quite categorically that we find no
problems with the Shahinian Diapason loudspeaker not previously found in my 44 years
of listening to classical orchestral music
which interfere with amusical experience.
That also was J. Gordon Holt's opinion in
1990 (Stereophile, Vol.13 No.4). Iquote: "Why
am Idevoting all this space to what would
appear to be aquite undistinguished system?
Because its sound was absolutely magnificent,
that's why. These speakers came closer to
creating the impression of live-orchestra sound
than any other speakers Ihave ever heard ..
What's happened? Have you suddenly
gone deaf? Sorry, JGH. Since your review last
May (Vol.16 No.5, p.160), your credibility
as areviewer is somewhat tarnished. Iprefer to make no comment on the part John
Atkinson took in the review, only to say:
Would you stand only 12" away from the
Mona Lisa? Of course not. To appreciate the
art, one needs to stand at the appropriate distance. Same with the Diapason. It's amusical
sum of its parts.
H. M ILES
New Zealand
As we have said many times, the time to judge a
component's true worth is when you listen to it under
familiar circumstances with familiar ancillary equipment and recordings. AlthoughJGH had been very
favorably impressed with the sound of Shahinian
loudspeakers at shows—witness the above quote—he
was disappointed in their overall quality when he
set the Diapasons up in his home. Asfor my contribution to the review, Iam satisfied that the measurements Itook of the review samples nicely correlated both withJGH's listening impressions and
with my own.
-JA

THEY J
UST DON'T GET IT

Editor:
Ilove Stereophile's blind speaker tests. It was
STEREOP/4ILE, NOVEMBER 1993

one of those tests that led me to audition a
pair of PSB 500s (the replacement for the
PSB 40 Mk.II). Ihave never been happier
with any speaker I've owned. The recent articles from J. Gordon Holt and Jack English
detailing the subjective language in your reviews were also particularly helpful.
EARL CLINE
Fredericktown, OH

Editor:
Itruly enjoyed Irving Fried's letter (Vol.16
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No.8) regarding Wagner's Ring. While on the
subject of classical music, Imust comment
on another letter (same issue) by a Mr.
Dimitratos, and on remarks made by Corey
Greenberg (again, same issue, p.113).
To answer Corey first: We "old goats" are
not so senile as to have the attention span of
aflea. If you want "instant communication,"
stick to pop. "Old Goat" or not, Ibecame
aclassical music lover in my early 20s.
As for the charming Mr. Dimitratos, he
calls us "vocal, uptight, regressive [whiners]
with far too much free time on [our] hands:'
He lumps all classical music as "dead men's
music:' thereby showing his abysmal ignorance.
There has been more classical music written in this century than all the others put
together. The fact that music composed
hundreds of years ago and into the present
is still being listened to and loved should
prove something. Does anyone believe that
200 years hence, people will be listening to
the rock music of today?
Mr. Dimitratos and Mr. Greenberg, I'm
afraid that you just don't get it!
KENNETH H. W ISE
Goleta, CA

ASKING THE WRONG QUESTIONS
Editor:
Some of the comments made by Christopher
van Duker in July cry out (to use his expression) for aresponse. However, Iwould like
to look at the "Quality Music" debate from
adifferent point of view, because Ifeel that
the wrong questions are being asked, while
pertinent questions are being avoided. Ifeel
also that emotional reaction is getting in the
way of rational response.
It seems to me that the distinction between
commercial success (which too often involves
promotion of inferior talents by saturation
publicity) and genuine artistic merit is deliberately confused. There is no doubt that
lovers of what Iwill broadly term "Classical
Orchestral" music are asmall minority in
Western communities. However, for this listener, "Classical" music is the only form
which really excites my emotions, my intellect, my physical (and my spiritual?) wellbeing simultaneously. Further, music is for
serious listening, it is not aural wallpaper.'
In limiting my interest to aparticular style,
Iam probably missing out on agood many
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

great experiences. Ido regret that Icannot
share my love of music with many of my
friends and acquaintances, or, conversely,
share their pleasure in the different musical
forms they enjoy, but music is an intensely
personal activity, and my training and experience have conditioned me to be what Iam?
Iam not saying that my value judgments
are superior to those of others, Iam saying
that MY value judgments are valid and vital
for ME.
What do Ifind enthralling in Classical
Music?
First, there must be asense of development. The music must go somewhere. Like
agood story, it must have abeginning, a
development, and aresolution at the end.
Also, music must have tunes, distinguished
tunes. Even that 20th-century masterpiece
The Rite of Spring has aplethora of short
snatches of melody. A Brahms symphony,
for instance, is acontinuous thread of melody
from start to finish. Without melody, you just
have noise. (Despite this, Ido find the music
ofJohn Adams fascinating.)
Second, the wealth of musical detail must
be obvious. This quality is to be expected
when you have 100 and more musicians
playing up to 30 or so independent but coordinated musical lines simultaneously? To preserve this detail, an audio system must be
both transparent and tonally pure. It must,
for instance, allow the listener to distinguish
between aclarinet and an oboc It must transmit clues to tell the listener whether there are
two or 22 violins playing. Very few audio
systems can do this, and transmission of
details is one area where CD fails, in my
opinion.
Third, the inventiveness of the composer,
which was asecond insight given by the
Strauss example mentioned in foonote 3. I
need to make astatement that Isuspect may
1Isubscribe to the Melbourne Symphony concerts and, if
forced to choose between concerts and audio, would probably
choose the live concerts. Further, my record collection is
irreplaceable, and certainly worth more than my audio system.
2At the age of 58, my time is too precious to misuse on what
past experience suggests will be second-rate events.
3Recently we saw the Georg Solti/Dudley Moore "Orchestra" series on Australian television. Solo had the full orchestra
play the introduction to the Strauss tone poem Donjuan, and
then, to show how the whole was built up, he had each of the
individual sections play their parts separately. Ifound the
insight into awell-known piece riveting, and arevelation as
an illustration of the complexity of the music. Additionally,
this segment serves to illustrate the brilliance and originality
of the composer.
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raise howls of anger and derision, but which
Ibelieve to be true: 4 There is NO compositional
device used in modern popular music, which was
not devised by and used (with restraint) by alongdead classical composer. Iprefer to hear these
effects in the context for which they were
devised, not repeated ad infinitum by someone
who appears to think that if it was good once,
then 20 times must be better.5
Fourth, the system must suggest the infinitely variable dynamic range present in live
music. The common understanding of the
term is that dynamic range is the difference
between soft and loud. This is just too simplistic. At least as important is the subtle variation from note to note, and phrase to phrase.
Sadly, this low-level dynamic variation is
invariably suppressed in an audio system,
which is one reason why live music sounds
so different. An example of the common
understanding of dynamic range is the transition between the third and fourth movements of Mahler's Symphony 2. The orchestra finishes on aloud chord, and out of the
dying echoes, the mezzo soloist comes in so
quietly you are surprised to realize she has
been singing for several seconds. Magic.
Again, that sort of detail is suppressed in the
audio system. Heard live, this effect is breathtaking.
Fifth, rhythmic precision and simultaneous
freedom. Rhythm is commonly assumed to
be the "bang bang bang bang" of adisco system, but this is not so. True rhythm, as understood in Classical music, and in the best of
jazz, lies in part in subtle variation to the basic
pulse. The second movement of the Brahms
Symphony 4, as played by Reiner on the
Chesky LP (it is not so noticeable on the
CD), is built on abasic three in the bar. However, Reiner is able to vary that basic pulse
to heighten the emotion in away that proves
the movement to be amasterpiece. In less
subtle hands, it can be quite prosaic.
Sixth, the reproduction must suggest the
unrestrained power of the orchestra. A live
orchestra produces sound levels close to the
threshold of pain, but these levels occur only
4Please do not read this letter as astatement of my implied
or assumed personal status, or of the snob value of Classical music. Elitism (in the sense that some music is intrinsically moral, and therefore more worthwhile) is across all art
has to bear.
5But surely much of the music of Tchaikovsky and Bruckner,
both of whom mistook repetition for development, falls into
this camp?
—JA
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at climactic points, and only last for ashort
time, while retaining clarity. This is in stark
contrast to awell-known rock band Iheard
recently. Idon't know how much power they
were producing, but the venue was an openair arena and the levels produced exceeded
the threshold of pain by asubstantial margin. The pity was that distortion levels were
so high you could hardly follow the tune,
never mind the words.
Seventh, style of performance. Most classical performers know and practice four
cardinal rules for performance:
1) If the basic pulse is accelerating, the
music will tend to generate excitement, while
aslowing-down tends to relax the tension.
To the listener who understands this, there
is no more boring performance than one
where the beat is locked to ahidden metronome, or worse, adrum machine.
2) A similar effect can be achieved by subtle
variations to the volume level.
3) Repeat where you have to, but never,
never, play it exactly the same way twice.
Music is about growth and change. An identical repeat kills any idea that there is some
development in the musical argument.
4) If what you are doing becomes routinely
obvious, you have gone too far. With subtlety, these practices give afeeling of spontaneity to the performance, but if overdone
the effect is paradoxically more rigid, and
apparently wanting in spontaneity. The effect, to this listener, is ola studied, rigid performance, worse than the dreaded metronome.
Any performance by Beecham or Barbirolli will illustrate the truth of these assertions.
A performance that does not display these
qualities simply bores me. Neither can Itolerate banal or pretentious lyrics or the mindnumbing beat of most rock music. My special contempt is for lazy singers (probably
receiving saturation promotion from their
record companies, and worse, believing their
own publicity) who mask poor vocal techniques by more and more sophisticated studio production practices. The fade-out
introduced because the arranger is unsure
how to stop is another no-no.
While there may be an element of"! like
what Iknow and Iknow what Ilike" in all
of this, it is my decision not to waste my time
and cash on musical styles that Iknow from
past experience simply bore me. The real
dilemma here is that music is amost personal
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hen is abox not abox?
When it's aFried speaker.

Clockwise from left: Valhalla System (C/5 satellite and D/2 subwoofer),
R/5, Beta V, 0/5, Studio V, A/5 and CP/1 (center channel).

Dhas been perfecting transmission line
uring the past four decades, Fried

technology and its variations such as the
line tunnel. Line technology is what
transforms ordinary-looking speakers
into extraordinary sounding musical
instruments. To put it simply, ordinary
box speakers can not solve the problem of
the rear wave — the energy that comes
from the back of aloudspeaker cone.
Fried speakers are free from the restrictions of bass reflex designs or sealed
enclosures; they solve these problems and
eliminate such undesirable characteristics
as bass thump, time smear and coloration in bath the bass and midrange. The
WorldRadioHistory
results speak for themselves and can be

heard in our incredibly affordable
Beta V at $399 per pair all the way up to
our incomparable Valhalla System.
For amore detailed explanation of the
Fried solution and the name of your
local dealer, please call our acoustic
experts at (800) 255-1014. Once you
audition aFried speaker, we're sure that
you'H never want to listen to abox again.

FRIED
"RODUCTS 0 CORPORATION

13 2 3 Conshohocken Road
Norristown, PA 19 4 01-2 70 7
215-277-1014 o FAX 215-277-4390

When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design
and music record:h.g, charged its most talented engneers to create arange of
cost-no-object components, clearly the goal was not for immediate sales.
Instead, Denon »pile' the most advanced technologies to improve the resolution, integnty and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate,
transparent sound reroduction and pure musicality.
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company
shares the same deoication to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources gained through 83 years of
recording music and building record/playback components. No other high-end
or mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.
The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited
edition of S-Series components could never be recouped through sales, even
at their seemingly lofty prices Instead. Denon, in keeping with its "Design
Integrity" philosomy, will explore ways to incorporate many of these advances
in future Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...
Denon ivneo. Inc .222 bin, Road. Parsepaiy. AU 07054 (20D 575-7810
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and intimate art. kis amind game on the very
highest plane, and its value has nothing to do
with its commercial success. But because it
is so personal, it is too easy to take criticism
of your musical tastes as apersonal attack.
Ihave taken some time to get to my main
point, which is aconsideration of why the
style of music used in equipment evaluation
is important.
Ilisten as music lover first, and aStereophile
reader, home constructor, and audiophile second. The reality is that all equipment tells lies.
At best, listening to audio is like looking
through the wrong end ola telescope. Some
compromises are taken in every design, and
to be blunt, no audio system comes close to
replicating live sound. If you think this is not
so, then take yourself to alive concert, perferably one where some major choral work
is being performed. The Mahler Second
would be admirable. If you think your system
will reproduce that sound, you have your
great system, but then you don't hear what
Ihear.
Thankfully, each design compromise or
technical limitation will suppress adifferent
set of information, and to adifferent degree,
than the next compromise. The skill in building
an audio component (or sysk,m) lies in the designer's
ability to balance the individual components. This
will allow each listener tofind asystem that allows
him or her to suspend disbelief
This really is the best adesigner can do; the
skill in design lies as much in selection of
compromises as in technical wizardry. Unfortunately, the set of design compromises
in the equipment that suits me and my musical
tastes may not suit another listener, and
equipment that does not reproduce the qualities Ihave described is useless to me.
Ithink the concept of the universal system
is asophistry.
Now Iwould never choose to listen to
Famous Blue Raincoat, or to Sam and Dave,
whoever they are, or to any audiophile disc
where we tolerate the music to listen to the
sound. Reviews that attempt to evaluate an
item of equipment using this class of disc
without making comment on its performance with some better classical discs are of
no use to me (or to your other readers who
listen to Classical music). Classical music is
all about producing beautiful and profound
music using live unamplified instruments,
and therefore reproduction of Classical music
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

must allow me to hear those unique qualities of the music that Ihave described, and
desperately strive to hear. This quality is most
important to me.
As long as Stereophile writers, and others,
attempt to write reviews that try to tell me
what Ineed to know, Iwill continue to read
them. Otherwise Imay just as well stick to
Glass Audio and build equipment for fun, my
other passion. But that is another story.
J
OHN DREW
Melbourne, Australia

ATLAST!

Editor:
At last, Barry Willis has spoken for the Silent
Majority about the myth of Elvis ("The
King's New Clothes:' Vol.16 No.9)! And Stereophile had the guts to publish it! As many
people do, Ienjoy his music. A god or "King
of Rock" Elvis certainly is NOT!
However, Barry Willis went over my head
with his comment about Madonna being a
take-off from Tina Turner. Icannot recall
Tina wearing her underclothes as "outerware." Nor ofher being accused of performing bestiality.
A terrific article nonetheless.
J
OHN SKUBICK
Naples, FL

M ISSING THE POINT
Editor:
Iam writing in response to Barry Willis's
excoriation of Elvis Presley in September.
Although Iam sure many of your readers
share his view that Elvis "outgrew his usefulness," Istrongly object to his conclusion
that Presley's seminal recordings at Sun did
not mark the beginning of rock and roll, and
his further statement that Elvis pales in comparison to Chuck Berry and other early rock
luminaries.
In discrediting Elvis, he completely misses
the point of his impact on contemporary
music. Ihave never heard any creditable
source place Elvis on atechnical level with
Chuck Berry, Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis,
or Buddy Holly, either as amusician or
songwriter. Nor would any knowledgeable
person deny that nascent rock and roll did
not emerge from black Delta Blues, gospel,
and urban rhythm variations of this genre.
What is historically important is that Elvis
absorbed this musical culture while growing
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up in Memphis, and, rather than suppressing
it to become apop singer like Pat Boone,
allowed it to develop spontaneously when
he began his career at Sun. His early performances weren't rehearsed to accommodate
and please the audience. They were raw,
uncensored, and provocative, disrupting the
prevailing standards of the day. Elvis forced
the audience to concentrate on him, and
herein lay his genius. You either ached for
more or totally rejected the whole presentation. No other artist of his time had such
agrip on people, and none could have made
black R&B palatable to white teenagers, or
to white radio stations! Elvis didn't bridge
the polarity between generations, he intensified it, furnishing the youth of the 1950s
their identity through this new musical style.
The raw material that fueled the phenomenon was black rhythm and blues, courtesy
of Elvis Aaron Presley.
When Elvis appeared on Tommy and
Jimmy Dorsey's Stage Show in January 1956,
he performed Big Joe Turner's "Flip, Flop,
and Fly" and "Shake, Rattle and Roll," as well
as Ray Charles's "I Got aWoman." This was
followed the next week by Little Richard's
"Tutti Frutti." Elvis did for black R&B musicians what they could not do for themselves
—he put their music in front of mainstream
America. He didn't steal their material, but
rather introduced anation of teenagers to the
treasures of his musical inspiration. Little
Richard, Chuck Berry, Clyde McPhatter, Big
Joe Turner, Fats Domino, Ray Charles, and
countless others were finally given air time
and the opportunity to earn the money they
deserved because their music was no longer
categorized as "race," played exclusively on
black radio stations.
Iwill never forget aFats Domino concert
Iattended some years ago when he dedicated
"Blueberry Hill" to Elvis Presley and everything Elvis meant to people like him who
labored so long in obscurity. Elvis was not
an opportunist as Mr. Willis claims, nor was
he a"hick from the sticks." He was born in
rural Mississippi, but brought up in urban
Memphis. In fact, Elvis displayed almost no
white country and western influence in his
work, and probably didn't care much for that
style of music.
To dismiss Elvis's contribution to contemporary music as opportunist is not only
incorrect, but degrading to the man. Yes, he
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

was surrounded by opportunists and sycophants as his popularity soared, and his later
career was manipulated by this element.
However, the Elvis Presley who recorded ten
songs for Sun in 1954-55 and appeared in
honkytonks, auditoriums, and civic clubs
from Texas to Tennessee was the one person
who had the ability, courage, and resolve to
universalize his R&B roots into the music we
now call rock and roll.
M ONTE R. BADASARIAN
West Chester, PA

W HAT ABUNCH OF CRAAAAAAP!

Editor:
Well e:ccuuuuuse me for tapping my foot to the
music ofElvis, Buddy Holly, Jim Morrison,
Bill Haley, and all the other white people
"who launched their careers from afoundation laid by black forebears." Please tell Barry
Willis, author of "The King's New Clothes"
in the September issue, that I'm really sorry.
How could Ibe so inconsiderate? Venerate
awhite rock musician? Honest, I'll never do
it again. I've seen the light. Ethnically
cleansed music is the only way to go.
Consequently, Ihave also resolved to quit
cheering for Jordan, Magic, and Barkley
because they play agame invented by awhite
guy and thus harvest profitably from the
fields plowed by white people. That's right,
Mr. Willisjordan'sjumper would have been
inconceivable without Dr. James A. Naismith, inventor of the game of basketball.
How could black people be so brazen as to
profit by imitating their European-American
mentors?
Did Iget this right, Mr. Willis? It's bad to
venerate Elvis because he's white? It's good
to dig Chuck Berry because he's black? Black
guys can't earn millions because some white
guy invented basketball? Ray Charles can't
sing "America the Beautiful" because it was
written by awhite woman?
What abunch of craaaaaap!
A longer list of absurdities could be compiled to illustrate that the intrinsic worth of
aperformance is not based upon skin color,
but that would be beating you over the head
and you have brain damage enough
Keep up the clear thinking, Stereophile.
What America really needs is music appreciation based upon racial compatibility
6Is it okay for whites to listen to pink noise when they've got
the blues?
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between the performing artist and whoever
wrote, sang, or played it first.
JOHN ARRINGTON
Arcata, CA

J
OURNALISTIC TRIPE?

Editor:
Barry Willis's article on Elvis was the most
pathetically biased piece ofjournalistic tripe
Ihave ever seen in an audio magazine. If
Willis wants to learn something about Elvis
and what influenced him, much less attempt
to critique his music, he needs to broaden his
sources beyond Albert Goldman and Jane
and Michael Stern. His statement that Elvis
was just a"hick from the sticks who happened to be at the right place at the right
time" says more about Willis than about
Elvis. Willis's notion that, at 19, Elvis was an
opportunist who knew the sexual taboos of
his generation were waiting to be shattered
and planned to take advantage ofit is laughable. Willis obviously knows nothing about
where Elvis was coming from in 1954 and
1955. Even more laughable is the notion that
Elvis's stature is based on the color of his skin
rather than on his abilities. You don't sell a
billion records over nearly 40 years based on
the color of your skin.
Elvis would be the first to agree that he was
influenced by black gospel and R&B (he said
so several times on tape), as well as by the
country music of his day; but his genius was
in his ability to interpret these musical styles
totally differently from what anyone had ever
done and fuse them into what became the
essence of rock'n'roll. As he told Marion
Keisker at his first visit to the Sun studio, "I
don't sound like nobody." Elvis came from
abject poverty in Mississippi; he was southern "white trash" and was well aware of it,
but he used his God-given vocal talents and
interpretive abilities to lift himself out of that
and realize his dreams. Not abad role model
in that regard. That his dreams became a
nightmare is not unusual in the world of
rock'n'roll, or anywhere else where success
leads to great wealth and fame.
Elvis undoubtedly did his share of cavorting with nymphets. Chuck Berry's use of
teenybopper fans to practice voyeurism and
engage in prostitution is as well documented
as his fondness for pot and his notoriously
poor memory when filing income tax returns.
So what. Surprise, surprise: Elvis and Berry
32

are human and less than perfect. What will
remain when everything else is forgotten is
the music; I'm with Corey Greenberg there.
In my opinion, Elvis's Sun material alone
outweighs Berry's entire catalog for defining
rock'n'roll. Ican very easily conceive of rock'n'roll without Chuck Berry, but not without
Elvis. You won't get an argument from me
that it was wrong to keep Chuck Berry and
Little Richard off AM radio because they
were black, but you can't deny that without
Elvis they would never have gotten access to
Top 40 radio. Remember, he was denounced
and vilified by the same bigots as black artists
were. Willis's racially motivated bitterness
pervades his article. The combination of
Elvis's stature and color is what really bothers
Willis. White men not only can't jump, they
can't dance or truly appreciate R&B. They
just ain't got soul, snifft Willis. To paraphrase
acomment on Jane and Michael Stern from
Dave Marsh's excellent bio of Elvis: IfBarry
Willis were as superior to Elvis as he imagines
himself to be, he would be ashamed to write
an artide so filled with hateful condescension.
Enthnocentric myopia? Gee, Ialways
thought Iwas just enjoying some great rock'n'roll. But then, what do those of us among
the great unwashed know? Please, Stereophik
spare us any more such politically correct pap
from highbrow pundits like Willis and use
your magazine's space for thoughtful, wellresearched articles of substance on hardware
and music.
TERRY SWIFT
Bismarck, ND

A CORRECTION

Editor:
Permit me to make acorrection to your July
report on the Academy for the Advancement
of High-End Audio's biennial Awards weekend ("Industry Update,' Vol.16 No.7, p.53),
held this past April in New Orleans. Stereophile and The Abso!ute Sound were not "the
only press present."
Our Chuck Bruce was not only in attendance, but filed an informative "midriffbulging" report which, along with Chuck's
thorough and illustrative feature on the Winter CES, proved to be one of the highlights
of Classical disCagest #5. As awell-traveled
veteran audio-industry observer, Chuck
Bruce has been an important contributor to
the pages of CdC.
On behalf of the hard-working people
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whose efforts and passion for hi-fi and classical music recordings make CdC possible,
allow me to inform [you] that our October
'92 "Audio Mart" special offer to Stereophile
readers still stands: six issues of CdC for
$14.95.
A belated and most sincere congratulations
on your 30th Anniversary milestone. We
modestly look forward to perhaps one day
knowing what that might feel like.
PETER KOCH
Editor, Classical disCDigest
Box 192, Ringwood, NJ 07456
Tel: (201) 487-3344; Fax: (201) 487-7853

A GLARING MISTAKE
Editor:
To better inform your readers, you should be
made aware of aglaring mistake in Peter
Mitchell's July 1993 "Industry Update" column concerning 20-bit A/D converters being
"routinely available" in the Sony 3348 digital
multi-track recorder.
As an authorized dealer of the Sony 3348
digital recorder (we also own two for our
own recording studios), we can tell you that
Sony has never made the 3348 digital recorder available with a20-bit ADC.

After calling Sony Engineering, we were
made aware that, while Sony is considering
a20-bit ADC for the 3348, no production
units have been built using a20-bit ADC.
Perhaps your readers would enjoy amore
careful checking of your writers' facts prior
to publication.
ROBERT PURSELL
Newbury Park, CA
It is true that Sony has not yet made 20-bit ADCs
availablefor their open-reel digital recorders. The
confusion arose because it is, of course, possible to
use such recorders with outboard 20-bit ADCs, such
as that made by UltraAnalog. Our apologiesfor
the error.
-JA

W HERE IS EUMIG?
Editor:
Iown an Eumig Metropolitan CCD cassette
deck. Ihave been desperately looking for a
company address in the US or Canada but
have had no luck. Iam desperately looking
for service manuals. Do you know anyone
who has these manuals, or where Imay contact the company?
W.P. KROL
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Anyone out there know?

PROAC USA 112 SVVANHILL COURT •BALTIMORE ,MARYLAND 21208 •410-486-5975
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RESPONSE 4

L
OOK WHERE WERESORT-ED
To HOLDING

HI -FI '94!
MIAMI

DORAL RESORT AND C
OUNTRY CLUB
APRIL 29 -MAY 1, 1994
We learned something in six years of High End Hi -Fi Shows.
The nicer the place, the more fun we all have.
HI-Fl '94 will top
them all! By an incredible stroke of
good luck (yours and
ours), we're able to
hold it at the posh,

ORDER NOW.
SAVE $10
PER TICKET!
For exhibitor information,
contact: Ken Nelson
Nelson &Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone (914) 476-3157
Fax (914) 969-2746
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prestigious Doral Resort and
Country Club over the last
weekend in April. Everyone will be there! (You're
coming too?
Great!)

ORDER TICKETS FOR
MIAMI Now AND
S
AVE $10
Vie IWANT TO SAVE $10 ATICKET.*
Send me
advance tickets
to HI-Fl '94 at $15 each.
Ticket good for all 3days.

ADDRESS

APT. #

CITY/STATE/ZIP

HOME PHONE

WORK PHONE

III Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile, HI-Fl '94)
O Charge my: Ell VISA D MasterCard 1=1 AMEX
CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE

For special-rate hotel accommodations, phone the Doral direct at
(800) 223-6725.
*Tickets at the door will be $25.
STBD94
Mail to: HI-FI '94, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502.
(505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 989-8791.
WorldRadioHistory

Mail card to Stereophile as shown on other side.

Address your envelope to:

HI -FI '94
THE S
TEREOPHILE
HIGH- E
ND S
HOW
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502
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If you attended Stereophile's
previous Hi -Fi Shows, you know
why HI-Fl '94 will be such a
blast.
The finest hi-fi manufacturers
from all over the world go all out
to produce the best sound they
can, often using new equipment
that even we haven't heard
yet ...and they invite YOU to
take alistening seat.
You feel absolutely no sales
pressure to buy—you're invited
to just listen. You can compare.
Discuss. Stay the whole weekend, go back and listen again.
You get ideas on how to
upgrade all or part of your system. You can ask the manufacturers and editors—or even
other audiophiles—for their
suggestions and advice. You can
buy CDs and LPs at special Show
prices—many of these recordings are impossible to find at
your local record store.

There's more.
Continuous live music. Special
concerts—with tickets distributed

free of charge. (No extra charge
for anything. This year even the
parking is free.)

Enjoy your vacation.
Why just spend the weekend
when you can make avacation
out of it? The Doral Resort and
Country Club would love to see
you—before, during, and after
the Show. And since you're coming to the Show, you rate aspecial rate. Call the Doral direct!
The Doral is where President
Clinton vacationed ¡ust before
the election. 99 holes of golf,
including acourse for beginners. 15 tennis courts. Pool and
Jacuzzi. 18 lakes stocked with
freshwater fish.
Plus dozens of rooms stocked
with millions of dollars' worth of
the finest stereo gear in all price
ranges. Video systems too. See
and hear the latest in Home
Theater.
In between demos, you can
get away to the beach—free
shuttle bus. Enjoy the Doral's
international spa resort next

door— Doral guests enjoy all
privileges.
Four great restaurants on the
premises, with hundreds of
others ¡ust minutes away. South
Florida is afeast.
For your room at the Doral,
phone them direct:
(800) 223-6725
And tell them you're part
of HI-FI'94!
Afeast for the ears, too. Don't
miss out. Order your tickets now
and save $10. Pack your swim
trunks. Bring your golf clubs.
Take your tennis racket. Just all
of us being together at the same
time and place is terrific. The
Show is agreat get-together—a
place to meet old friends and
make new acquaintances. People will be coming from all over!
This will be our only Show in
'94. Stereophile's best Show ever!

ORDER TICKETS FOR MIAMI NOW AND SAVE $10

e,

WANT TO SAVE $10 ATICKET.* Send me
Ticket good for all three days.

advance tickets to HI-FI '94 at $15 each.

NAME
ADDRESS

APT. #

CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME PHONE

WORK PHONE

D Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile, HI-FI '94)
CARD NUMBER

LI Charge my:

D VISA

EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE
For special-rate hotel accommodations, phone the Doral direct at (800) 223-6725.
'Tickets at the door will be $25.
Mail to: HI- Fl '94, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. (505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 989-8791.
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ri MasterCard

D AMEX

SU,

XL 0E
LECTRIC CO., I
NC., 9480 UTICA S
TREET, S
UITE 612 •RANCHO CUCAMONGA, C
ALIFORNIA 91730
PHONE (909) 466-0382 F
AX (909) 466-3662
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US: John Atkinson

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars should Fax me (don't call)
the when, where, and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event—ie, if you're putting on something in
February 1994, you should get the information to me by December 1. Mark the Fax
cover sheet "For the attention of John
Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board."
California: SpeakerCraft (3627 Merrill
Ave., Riverside) is presenting the alwaysinteresting Ken Kantor of NHT, with his
Model 3.3 loudspeakers, on November 21
at 3pm. On the same day, Richard Colburn
of AudioQuest will demonstrate the differences to be heard between various AudioQuest cables. Seating is limited, so call Andy
or Jeffrey—(909) 787-0400—for areservation.
Home Theater specialists AudioVisions
(15375 Barranca Parkway, Suite B-107,
Irvine) will present aseminar on High-End
Home Theater on November 10 and 11,
featuring factory spokespeople from: Sony,
discussing the 1251 video projector and
IFB3000 scan converter; from McIntosh,
discussing THX sound systems and multiroom systems; from AMX (custom user
interface systems); and from Lutron (enSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

vironmental lighting). Call Bill Organ at
(714) 753-0503 for reservations.
Colorado: On Thursday, November 4, at
8pm, Gold Sound (4285 South Broadway,
Englewood) will have aseminar on their electronic crossovers and subwoofer kits. The
class will be taught by Ron Gold, who has
over 20 years' experience building speakers
and has written five magazine articles on
speaker construction and test equipment.
Call (303) 789-5310 for details.
Florida: Appearing at Peter McGrath's
Sound Components store (1533 Madruga
Ave., Coral Gables) will be John Dunlavy,
previously of Duntech and now of Dunlavy
Audio Labs, on October 28; and, giving the
World Premieres of the new Mark Levinson No38 remote-controlled preamplifier
and the Proceed PAV audio/video preamplifier/surround-sound processor, will be
Sandy Berlin and Mark Glazier of Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Call (305) 6654299 for times and details.
Georgia: Hi-Fi Buys' "store-within-astore," the Sound Gallery (1200-A Wilson
Way, Smyrna), is hosting awhole series of
seminars this fall: Mo Iqbal of Monitor
Audio on October 26; Bill Low of Audio-
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Quest on October 28; Dan D'Agostino of
Krell on October 28; Glen Grue of Classé
on November 2; Mark Schifter of Audio
Alchemy on November 4; and Michael
Elliott of Counterpoint on November 11.
Each seminar will run from 7:30pm9:30pm; phone (404) 333-9932 for details.
New York: Sound by Singer (18 E. 16th
St., New York) is presenting aseries of seminars throughout the fall. David A. Wilson
and Mark Goldman of Wilson Audio
Specialties will appear on October 28; Dan
D'Agostino, Dean Roumanis, Joe Sammut,
and Steve Portacarrero of Krell and Krell
Digital will appear on November 11; and
Jason Bloom of Apogee Acoustics will
appear on December 2. Call (212) 924-8600
for times and details.
Brooklyn's Innovative Audio (77 Clinton
St., Brooklyn Heights) is also presenting
David Wilson with his new Wilson $58,950
X-1/Grand SLAMME loudspeakers on Friday and Saturday, October 29 and 30, along
with Richard Fryer of Spectral and Bruce
Brisson of MIT Three weeks later, Chief
Engineer Martin Dalgleish of Linn Products will host aLinn Seminar at Innovative
Audio Thursday and Friday, November 18
and 19, from 2-8pm each day, with special
presentations at 2pm, 4pm, and 6pm.
UltraSystems' Manhattan showroom has
RoomTune head honcho Michael Green
available for personal customer consultation
on room acoustics and treatment, clamping devices, and speakers until June 1994.
Michael will also make house calls, but as all
consultations are by appointment only, those
interested should call UltraSystems at (800)
724-3305, or Fax (215) 297-8661.
Ohio: David Wilson will be demonstrating
the X-1/Grand SLAMME loudspeakers
at Progressive Audio, 1764 N. High St.,
Columbus, on November 16. Seating at this
presentation is limited, so call Progressive
Audio at (614) 299-0565 for times and reservations.
Texas: Houston retailer The Groove Audio
Video (2624 Westheimer at Kirby) is presenting aMark Levinson and Proceed
seminar, hosted by Madrigal's Dave Nauber,
on Thursday, November 4, at 7pm. Two
weeks later, on Thursday, November 18,
38

again at 7pm, John Macintosh will host a
B&W seminar featuring the 800 and Silver
Signature loudspeakers, B&W's new THX
Home Theater system, and the entire B&W
line. Call (713) 523-2900 for reservations (but
no one will be turned away, says The
Groove's Stan Clark).

US: Peter W. Mitchell

Most tests to evaluate perceptual coding
schemes have focused on an individual system's ability to reduce bit rates without compromising sound quality. For example, a
DCC recorder may copy aCD and play the
sound back without obvious change. Successive generations of re-copying onto other
DCC decks evidently has little effect. But in
the real world, low-bit-rate coding systems
usually won't be used in isolation. Can perceptual coding systems work in combination?
For example, what happens if aCD is
broadcast via digital radio, the broadcast is
recorded at home on DCC, and then the
DCC tape is copied onto aMiniDisc for
playback in the car? In this situation the original 16-bit code from the CD would be compressed via Musicam coding for broadcast,
expanded back to 16-bit code at the digital
tuner's S/PDIF output, compressed by PASC
for recording on DCC tape, expanded back
to 16-bit code in DCC playback, compressed
by ATRAC for recording on MiniDisc,
expanded back to 16-bit code in MD playback, and finally decoded to analog for
listening.
There is acritical need for experiments to
see how the sound may be degraded when
different types of low-bit coding are combined in this way. In arecent edition of Pro
Sound News, Herb Squire, an engineer at
WQXR-FM in New York, reported the
results of such atest. Combining recording
devices and transmission systems that performed well individually resulted in imperfections that were not only perceptible
but downright disturbing. Apparently the
artifacts created by one perceptual coding
system were made worse by successive coding systems.
Oddly, listening on smooth monitor
speakers was not always the best way to hear
these artifacts. One recording that sounded
okay in the control room was horrible when
heard via asmall speaker, and other distortions became much more conspicuous
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when heard at low background-music levels.
Whether low-bit coding systems can be used
successfully in combination is likely to prove
afar more important question than whether
DCC or MD can accurately duplicate aCD
when used alone.

UK: Ken Kessler

Cautiously, nervously—nay, incredulously—
I'm about to tell you that, yes, there is anew
BBC minimonitor on the horizon. Okay,
okay, stop the smirking and the groaning. I
know you've heard it all before, but for once
the Beeb isn't describing the new model as
areplacement for the LS3/5A. Iget the
impression that the BBC has given up on
trying to understand why certain audiophiles
are prepared to worship a17-year-old design
which appears to offer bad value for money
because of its lack of deep bass and low
power handling. So it's time to introduce the
all-new LS5/12A.' It was launched to the
trade in September in the Harbeth room at
The Hi-Fi Show at London's Heathrow Airport, so you'll be able to read more about it
(like how it sounds) in next month's Show
report.
According to Graham Whitehead of the
BBC's Design & Development Group, the
LS5/12A differs from the LS3/5A in one main
sense. The LS3/5A, he feels, makes everything
sound great in the midband. It's a"nice:'
friendly speaker. The new one? It's amerciless
bitch, designed to serve as a"high-quality,
stand-alone,full bandwidth monitor for use
in small studios or listening rooms, recreating the sound qualities of larger units
whilst using asmaller enclosure" (my italics)
And tiny it is, too. At 295mm H by 184mm
W by 213mm D (11 3/s" by 71/
4"by 8
3
/s" to
you users of Imperial units), it's actually abit
smaller than an LS3/5A.
The LS5/12A was developed at the BBC's
Engineering Research and Development
Department, and it's being manufactured
under license from the BBC by Harbeth,
who remain one of the licensees of the
LS3/5A. The design was fine-tuned at the
BBC using live performers and "highly
trained expert listeners:' and the tonal balance was set to re-create sonic reality rather
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

than atheoretical measurement ideal. Which
is a rather cool way of suggesting that
tweakers have invaded the Beeb.
The company did not have new drivers
developed for the LS5/12A, using instead
commercial units selected for consistency, a
naturally smooth response, high powerhandling capabilities, and alow external
magnetic field. (The latter is an interesting
recognition of the emergence of Home Theater; the LS3/5A is anotoriously bad design
if proximity to aTV set is acustomer priority.) The crossover and cabinet are BBC
designs using computer-aided design techniques and modeling tools. The cabinet is
vented to extend the low-frequency response,
and the company says that "novel aerodynamic techniques" have been employed
to reduce port noise. (Please, no gags about
port-noise complaints.)
Spec-wise, the new minimonitor has afrequency response of 55Hz-22kHz, an input
impedance of 8ohms, and acrossover frequency of 3.2kHz. The drivers chosen by the
BBC are both Dynaudio designs, including
the 15W 7808 woofer and the Esotec® D-260
tweeter. But this speaker won't be asnap to
drive, despite its sane impedance, because its
sensitivity is alow 81.5dB/W/m. It will, however, handle 120W, which is good news for
headbangers. (Maximum spis have not been
stated.) Price will be in the £1000/pair ($1600)
region, and I'm guessing that the LS5/12A
will be made available under license from
makers other than Harbeth, as per the LS3/5A.
If any others are interested.
So where does that leave the wee classic?
The LS3/5A, to my great relief, remains in
production, but there's been anew twist since
Rogers relinquished its license. To recap,
Rogers' departure from LS3/5A manufacture
left only two active licensees, Harbeth continuing with the single-wire LS3/5A while
Spendor offers the bi-wired version. (Graham Whitehead told me that the single vs biwire argument affects the manufacturer
rather than the BBC because the testing of
the bi-wire model is done in single-wire
mode. In other words, abi-wired LS3/5A
only has to match the BBC's reference standards in its single-wire mode. Note, too, that
the only other freedom an LS3/5A licensee
has is in choice of cabinet finishes.)
As soon as Rogers dumped its license, in
moved KEF, who already make all of the
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drivers and crossovers anyway. And just why
would KEF want to make the LS3/5A after
years of avoiding it? This is pure conjecture,
but Ireckon that the company, now under
new management, has finally admitted that
those years of messing around with incar and in-wall, with Isobarik clones and
pseudo-Tannoys, was aBIG mistake, and that
the company could do with areturn to its
illustrious past. Word on the street is that
KEF will launch arange of "classic KEFs"
under anew series banner along the lines of
Legacy or Heritage; the LS3/5A is aperfect
choice for reminding people that KEF has
always made great OEM drivers. (Don't hold
me to it, but Ireckon that we're also—finally
—going to see what KEF supporters have
been after for years: anew version of the KEF
R104aB.)
Which gives us the requisite three licensees, the BBC's preferred number of sheer
choice and fairness: KEF, Harbeth, and Spendot Meanwhile, another little birdie tells me
that Rogers, now under new ownership, has
reapplied for its LS3/5A license Apparently,
it will be granted. And to think that Iwas
afraid this classic speaker was heading for its
grave.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In July Ireported the RIAA's plan to ask
Congress to add another provision to copyright law, one requiring the payment of
royalties to performers and record companies every time arecording is broadcast. In
fact, abill embodying this proposal was
introduced into Congress in midsummer.
The legal theory is that each broadcast of a
recording is amusical "performance" that
deserves protection from unauthorized copying. Allegedly this would compensate musicians and record companies for the anticipated loss of record sales that would occur
if consumers use digital recorders to tape digital radio signals.
During the 1980s, the RIAA kept digital
recorders out of the country by threatening
to sue any company that sold them here, and
also attempted to legislate schemes that
would make recordings uncopyable. In order
to break this deadlock, electronics manufac40

Joyce Dudney Fleming and Steve McCormack

curers finally agreed to protect recordcompany profits by including an SCMS
copy-control circuit in every digital recorder
produced for consumer use, and last year
Congress made this compromise alaw. But
optimists who hoped this victory would
pacify the RIAA have now been proven
wrong. The big record companies not only
get apayment for every DCC or MD recorder and every blank digital tape or disc
you buy, they also want to be paid for every
digital broadcast that you might tape for later
listening. Apparently the RIAA is so paranoid about home digital recording that it is
willing to forget the enormous advertising
value that record companies receive when
their records are broadcast—at no cost to
them.

US: Cupid Greenberg

Carolyn and Lloyd Fleming of Delaware,
OH proudly announce the engagement
of their daughter, Joyce Dudney Fleming,
to Steven "Steve" McCormack, son of
Margaret and Mike McCormack of Lake
Chelan, WA.
The bride-to-be received her B.A. in Psychology from Ohio Wesleyan University, as
well as her Ph.D. in Psychology from the
University of California, Berkeley. Formerly
Assistant Managing Editor of Psychology
Today magazine, Miss Fleming is currently
the Director of McCormack Audio Corporation, as well as the President of the
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{PER-BALANCED

Hyper-Balanced Re-Defines State-of-the-Art
Hyper-(hi .p.?r)

II

<Gr hyper ji

()\ cr.

abo\

bc)ontl,

Balance(d)_(hardits) I<LL bilàextl
1 general harmony betweerii the parts of anything,
springing from the observance,of just proportion
and relationship; esp. in the Arts Of Design.2 stability or steàdiness dtie to heequihbrrum
between all the
forces, of any .yStem
Hyper-Balanced cables are also
available in full-balanced
•
configuration (with
XLR conneCbrs).

;

Hyper-Balanced (hi"par- baransd)
II <Am.Eng. II
an advanced interconnect cable design
featuring minimal energy storage within the ,
music signal path. allowing the music to
come tlutongh pure and clean. unaffected by
cable-indUcedldistortioits
*
quite simply. the finest audio interconnects
available

No other interconnects come close to our Primus arid Antis Hyper-,
Bálaneedeables. -Experience avastlY increased >Sen:se of realism frórn
your .systenk., Visit one ofbur select audio dealers to personally audition these
superior interconneets'in your own sYsterb with our -no risk home audition program- :'

Call Esoteric Audio USA today for the name of your nearest
dealer, and receive afree brochure detailing the technology
behind the remarkable Hyper-Balanced cables.
(404) 867-6300

ESOTERICAUDIOUSK
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Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Road, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H8T 1A1 Tel.:(514) 636-6384 Fax:(514) 636-1428
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Academy for the Advancement of High End
Audio.
The groom-to-be attended Western Wesleyan State University before embarking on
acareer in audio that included positions at
Real-Time Records, Miller & Kreisel Sound,
Spatial, and Oracle Audio Corporation. In
1982, Steven founded The Mod Squad, a
high-end manufacturing empire whose name
was changed to McCormack Audio Corporation in 1993.
A late-'94 wedding is planned. After a
hoped-for overseas wedding trip given as a
gift by one of their foreign distributors, the
young couple will reside in sunny Vista, CA.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

Two years ago aChilean inventor named
Nelson Camus created an unintentionally
funny exhibit at the 1991 WCES. It featured
apurported invention called "Nd Nithium"
("Nelson's lithium") that was said to be
derived from lithium salts and snake venom.
Semiconductors doped with this substance
were claimed to make the sound more
dynamic and lifelike, but demonstrations that
attempted to show this benefit were, to put
it politely, sadly incompetent. (See p.105 of
the May 1991 issue, Vol.15 No.5, for details.)
In late August Nd lNithium Electronics
returned with anew invention that made a
big splash in newspapers and TV news: the
urine battery. Camus demonstrated it by
pouring urine into his battery to illuminate
asmall light bulb. Evidently uric acid reacts
with "nithium" to produce electric current.
Comedians immediately began to envision
electric cars that would continue running as
long as you pee frequently. (Of course, many
common acids, including orange juice, can
be used to generate electric current, but not
with enough efficiency to be useful.)

UK: Ken Kessler

Every country has its own, unique music
market. What signifies the character of the
British market is the dwindling number of
quality independents and specialists, leaving most sales in the hands of afew chains
like Our Price, Smith's, and Woolworth's.
And, sadly, the giant multiples are so chartSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

oriented, so unwilling to stock back catalog
or small, independent label titles, that it's no
wonder the British music scene sucks like a
vacuum cleaner. A human being can only
take so much techno, rap, or dance music,
and—believe it or not—there are other artists
out there besides Nirvana, U2, and Whitney
Houston. Which reminds me: charges were
pressed against awoman who played Whitney's dire theme song to The Bodyguard at
high levels all night and day. The court sentenced her to seven days in jail. Now that's
what Icall justice.
For those who want something more than
hits compilations, something more obscure
than the latest Garth Brooks CD, the
independents still serve us well. But not
everyone lives in or near London, Brighton,
Manchester, or the other major cities. Me?
I'm lucky enough to live in acollege town
which supports acouple of indic shops. But
Iknow how bad it is out there, so Iwasn't
surprised to read afull-page advertisement
in anational newspaper declaring, "If you
love music, you'll love this. Call us now."
The ad, for acompany called Titles Direct,
continued as follows: "Now there's anew
and easier way to buy the music you want."
Interested? You bet Iwas. Claiming access
to over 200,000 titles on CD and cassette, the
company promised delivery within three
days, and with prices the same as regular shop
prices. Minimum order was £4.98 ($8) with
free postage and packing.
Alas, my title requests—all imports—were
not readily available; the operator suggested
await of afew days for asearch, and up to
amonth for delivery. But further conversation revealed no fear of labels smaller than
EMI or Warners, meaning that any title
released in the UK could be supplied. Which,
Isuppose, is the yardstick by which this venture should be measured. Here's hoping that
it takes off in abig way, and does severe damage to the shops that are holding back music
because of greed, sloth, and stupidity.

UK: Alvin Gold

The biggest, most widely distributed, and
most successful of all British loudspeaker
manufacturers is B&W, which, following
founder John Bowers's death in 1987, has
been owned by Robert Trunz, who once
worked for B&W's Swiss distributor. Robert
is an interesting guy—one of the diminishing
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But this story relates only indirectly to
Robert, who exits the narrative after Iexplain
that, following his enthronement at B&W a
few years ago, he briefed his designers to use
their imaginations and conjure up the loudspeakers of their dreams. And they did, rising
to the challenge with aburst of creativity
which spawned the whimsical, upendedsaxophone-like Emphasis, the rolled-up
transmission-line Nautilus, and B&W's 25th
anniversary celebration model, the Silver Signature. Of this triumvirate, the Silver Signature is the only one being replicated in sufficient numbers to avoid being branded a
"limited edition," though the Nautilus is said
to be nearly ready for series production. The
Signature is also the only one of the three that
makes any concession to normality.
Though "normal" only in the sense that
the Mad Hatter's tea party is normal, in its
way the Signature is as quintessentially English as buttered scones, punitive CD pricing,
and royal toe jobs.

The Silver Signature is atwo-way vented
box, similar in size and superficial shape to
the company's well-received Matrix 805? Its
most obviously unusual feature, shared with
various B&W designs over several years, is
that the tweeter is bolted on externally. It is
mounted slightly off-center in its own small
low-diffraction housing, itself mounted off
the baffle centerline. With an attention to
detail echoed throughout the design, the
main box structure is gouged away near the
tweeter in away that many designers would
reject on aesthetic grounds, though the end
result is asmoother, less diffraction-prone
enclosure. The cabinet itself is internally
braced by acomplex honeycomb matrix of
interleaved wooden panels. The system is
supplied in "handed" pairs; dedicated slate
stands are available.
Thoroughgoing attention to detail can be
seen in various other ways, not least the
bright metal protective loops arching over
the drive-units in place of the usual clothand-frame covers. Like many loudspeakers,
the Silver Signature is designed for bi-wiring,
but in this case the crossover is housed externally and fitted with short leads to attach to
the amplifier, longer ones to connect through
to the two drive-units. This ensures that the
network is well distanced from the varying
magnetic flux around the loudspeaker itself.
The Silver Signature's real headline feature,
however, is its use of silver. Not, says silverhaired, bow-tie-wearing designer John
Dibb, because the speaker celebrates B&W's
silver anniversary, but because of the metal's
sonic properties. Silver isn't just used for the
internal wiring, but also in the voice-coils,
connectors, in the crossover, and in the wiring back to the amplifier. The entire circuit,
in fact, is silver. (The color of Dibb's hair is
coincidental.)
The physical description of the Signature,
whose qualities of build and finish are nothing less than extraordinary, implies that it
ought to show considerable refinement on
audition. This is certainly the case. The
tweeter is B&W's best to date, and, listened
to on the proper listening axis, the integration
of the bass and treble is nothing short of
magical. (The tweeter and bass units are
too far apart for the handover to be very
smoothly accomplished off-axis.) The system

1See "Industry Update," April '93 (Vol.16 No.4, p.51).—JA

2Reviewed by Larry Greenhill last April (Vol.16 No.4, p.225).
—JA

B&W Silver Signature loudspeaker

number of industry luminaries whose face
lights up when the conversation veers round
to the subject of music, especially if the music
happens to be modern jazz. The worries of
running abig loudspeaker company appear
to weigh lightly on his shoulders; he talks
more animatedly about his part in running
the Montreux Jazz Festival in the '80s, and
of his recently established purist jazz record
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Certainly you've read the reviews.
Perhaps you've experienced it with your own ears.
That is, actually hearing aTheta processor liberate the heretofore
unheard minute nuances of sound captured within acompact disc.
Detail. Dynamics. Clarity. Subtlety.
But what about the cost?
Introducing the Theta DS Pro Prime II, the affordable Theta
digital-to-analog converter.
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is seamless and utterly lacking in the artifice
and boxiness of its peers; its bass is smooth
and well-extended, though not magical. High
power levels, incidentally, are not required.
So refined and controlled is the Silver Signature that some have been dismissive, writing the speaker off as polite, lacking in
dynamics, even bland. This is partly amatter
of interpretation, of course, but Ibelieve the
criticism is misconceived. Most of the things
that could be said about its sound are in reality descriptions of the source and amplifier
used to drive it, or of the music itself. It's true
that the Silver Signature demands unusual
refinement and analysis from the rest of the
system, but if this requirement is matched,
it is the music that does most of the speaking, and the speakers become just part of the
furniture—which, of course, is exactly as it
should be.
On the surface, the Silver Signature sounds
like afairly radical, high-tech project, but
beneath the glitz and the glamor is arather
more backward-looking design which differs
from the crowd only in the lengths to which
the designer has gone to ensure that each element of the design is exactly right. It is this
essential conservatism that makes the Silver
Signature quintessentially English; the extravagant material content and retro-'50s Buick
styling, however, have probably served as
well as has the high ticket price to drive away
potential buyers in this country. It is acommon observation that British audiophiles
look suspiciously on hi-fi that isn't on the,
well, dour side—which, of course, has nothing whatever to do with national temperament or even the renowned English climate.
The result of all this is that the Silver Signature has not been as influential as it deserves.
Still, it has done well worldwide, and has
quietly established asmall but committed
following even in the UK, thanks to the
advocacy of the handful of dealers who are
prepared to look beyond the current locus
of fashionable attention.

UK: Martin Colloms

On March llth of this year, Deutsche Grammophon presented the UK professional
audio press with what appeared to be anew
era in audio recording systems. The impression was given that DG had stolen amarch
on its competitors. Far from being astaid old
Teutonic lady relying on other manufacSTEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

turers' long-established recording systems
(fabled for years to be Sony 1610 and 1630
A/D converters and Sony U-matie video cassette recorders), DG was, in fact, revealing
strong activity in the design and development
of advanced digital recording technology
with their "4D" system?
As this report will reveal, much of their
work is sound, based on agood technological
foundation and reflecting upward of $20 million worth of reequipping at DG. Bettersounding recordings are agreed to be the
result; anumber of recent reviews suggest
that CDs produced with the 4D system have
found favor with many critics. I've sampled
the Boulez/Stravinsky Firebird and found it
to be one of the most transparent DG recordings ever.
Perhaps in their enthusiasm to tell the
world how hard they've worked on this project, DG failed to clarify certain points which
have since proved amajor source of contention in the UK audio press. So much so, in
fact, that the latest DG meeting was held with
the specific aim of trying to clear the air. DG
director Klaus Hiemann, the project architect,
complained bitterly that they got critical
comment only in the UK. It could be argued,
however, that as London provides one of the
highest concentrations of studio engineering
and technical recording expertise in the world
of high-quality audio, it is well placed to take
acritical view when required.
When it became apparent that some of the
original technical details—such as 21-bit
encoding and a24-bit network—were proving asource of contention, DG's publicity
department swung into action. Unfortunately, instead of clearing the air they
allowed afull-scale row to develop with
some pressmen. All manner of acrimonious
correspondence ensued, even to the point of
veiled legal threats. As might be expected,
this heavy-handed approach to press comment did no good at all. A hastily organized
meeting on August 18 was welcomed by one
and all as an opportunity to finally set matters
straight.
Anticipating the imminent public release,
DG's 4D recording package encompasses
much of the recording chain. 4D came about
as the result of Klaus Hiemann's dissatisfaction
with established digital hardware, and stems
3See Richard Schneider's report in September (Vol.16 No.9,
p.55).
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from his personal goal of producing substantially better-sounding recordings. 4D is
exclusive to DG; the technology will not be
sold or lent to any other company or recording label. As much aphilosophy as aspecific
system design, an upgrade path exists which
will ultimately allow the high-definition
promise to be fully attained in practice.
In the atmosphere of increasing competition among record labels, some recording
companies, in my view, have been applying
descriptions to their recordings which could
be described as misleading. Sony has recently
begun using "20-bit" as adescription for
their recording technology. The "bit wars"
have now spread to the promotional wings
of the professional audio industry. (The consumer industry is already heartily sick of the
bit wars still raging in the consumer CD
replay market.) Perhaps in abid not to be
outdone, DG announced this March that a
key element of 4D was "21-bit" A/D encoding. Of course, it's acoincidence that this is
one bit better than Sony. DG also stated that
the subsequent recording chain or network
was "24-bit.' Little or no clarification or
qualification was given for these figures,
which are also to be found on the labeling of
some CDs made with the 4D system, specifically the sampler and the Boulez Firebird
noted above. A 32-fold improvement is
claimed over the original CD standard.
Here in the UK, DG's claims were—to put
it bluntly—not accepted by some members
of the recording fraternity and some journalists. The resulting row has rather obscured
other features of the 4D approach which are
interesting and definitely important. Together
with avery low-noise and low-distortion
microphone amplifier, the analog-to-digital
conversion is done most beneficially at the
performance end of the chain, close to the
musicians. DG engineers have designed an
eight-channel "stage box" which allows the
conversion to digital with short analog cable
runs to the microphones. As Klaus Hiemann
explained, "a key feature of 4D was the elimination of long mike cables in the analog
domain, noise- and distortion-susceptible
connectors, switch contact, the patch bay, and
other studio components." The exclusive
"21-bit" A/D converters are in the stage box.
The data line running from this box is to
the AES/EBU 24-bit standard, sampled at
44.1kHz.
48

4D recording began early in 1993, but it
now transpires that it was not until June that
the full "24-bit" path was fully established
to the digital mastering recorder, these now
selected as Nagra 24-bit units. Up to this
date, the 4D session tapes were in fact a
mixed-down stereo format reduced to 16bit; aPCM1610 controlled the U-matic tape
cassette, the standard format for CD transfer.
Thus it was a16-bit "archive" version that
DG's engineers took back to base after afield
recording session.
When pressed on this point, DG said that
they had never claimed better than 16-bit on
the final recording stage and did not do so
now; as such, it is hard to understand why
such an emphasis was made of the "21-" and
"24-bit" descriptions for "4D" CD issues.
Another key element of 4D is aDGdevised version of the noise-shaping and
dither schemes being pursued by many
researchers in order to get more subjective
resolution into a16-bit replay channel, given
that superior, original recordings have abetter than 16-bit content. Sony has Super Bit
Mapping, Reference Recordings is using
HDCD I" from Pacific Microsonics, while
Meridian has its own proposals founded on
psychoacoustic principles. DG has its ABI
(Advanced Bit Imaging). Low-distortion
requantization and noise-shaping are used
to squeeze anominal 24-bit audio data channel (whether or not all the bits are in use)
down to 16-bit, and attempt to carry across
the maximum amount of music information—a laudable goal.
In fact, this is not an unrealistic dream.
Dither alone has the ability to erase the severe
and audible black hole of digital distortion
at the lowest signal levels around the least significant bit. We are familiar with graphs in
which those massive steps in the linearity
staircase at low signal levels are smoothed by
dither, thus producing the ideal pure line.
That line truthfully indicates that there is life
below the 16th bit. In fact, with the correct
dither, music signals may be cleanly recorded
and reproduced at levels down into the noise
floor, until they are totally buried in noise.
Dither noise may also be chosen to sound
smooth and innocuous, just like background
hiss from analog tape.
While much publicity has been given to
related schemes such as Super Bit Mapping
and their various attributes, consumers have
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been enjoying the benefits of higherresolution dithered processing down to 16bit CD for some time. For years now, Decca
has been mastering with 18-bit ADCs,
employing very high dynamic range digital mixing desks, and has taken great care to
get as much music as possible to the final 16bit CD manufacturing tape. It goes almost
without saying that they use precision
rounding and dither to get this right.
At DG's August meeting, the UK audio
press had their opportunity to question aDG
technical panel on some details of 4D, as well
as to try to clarify the terms used. To help
support DG's case were aset of measurements and graphs taken on an Audio Precision test set.
One matter which had to be resolved early
on was aclarification of the 4D chain. The
stage-box mike A/D units were said to be 21bit, the data paths (network) 24-bit in and
out of the Yamaha MC1000 mixer console.
The final stage consists of adithered requantization down to anormal 16-bit CD cutting master recorded on aSony U-Matic. So
far, so good.
Next came the thorny question of the 21bit A/D: There is no known commercial chip
that offers this performance, and DG is not
in the business of growing its own IC chips.
It was disclosed that two 18-bit Delta/Sigma
ADCs are used in the Yamaha-built modules. (These are similar to those commonly
used in 18-bit consumer DCC recorders.) In
Yamaha's development of their Hi-Bit system, previously seen in Yamaha CD players,
the two chips are combined, in conjunction
with level shifting, to achieve higher effective
bit resolution. DG qualifies the 21-bit spec
as "floating-point"; and, in fact, the third bit,
or -18dB, level is chosen as the joining point
for the two ADCs. One is operative at a
maximum of 18-bit resolution when the signal level lies in the -18dB to OdB range, full
scale. Below -18dB the other chip is fed
audio which is amplified by 18dB. This
pushes its last, 18th bit further down into the
floor of the input dynamic range by afactor
of three bits, simulating a21-bit overall result.
DG admitted at the meeting that the actual
dynamic range, and thus the effective number
of bits at any time, was by definition dependent on signal level. In theory, it was something less than 18 bits for loud signals, and
perhaps approached 21 bits for quiet ones.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993
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Looking at DG's graph for the original DG
8x "21-bit" ADC (fig.1), you can see that the
noise-and-distortion floor is located at
around -94dB for signals from full level to
-18dB. This is approximately 16-bit performance, 5bits less than the claim. Below
-18dB there is the expected "gear change"
as the first ADC is switched out and the analog gain is enhanced. Now the second ADC
kicks in, and its output is digitally rescaled.
There is astep transition to the second-level
noise and distortion floor at -112dB. This
approaches a3-bit improvement, to 19-bit
performance. On this evidence, DG's "21bit" description is misleading, in my opinion.
By August 1993, DG had upgraded these
converters to an improved type, called DG
8x11 (fig.2). At OdB full level, some kind of
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Virtual Reality.

Imagine, if you will, the first product of its kind in the world.
A digital processor with true reference performance in the

The PS Audio

area of D to A conversion. At the same time, acomponent
which meaningfully brings digital recording to the home,
and enhances it in the studio.

Reference Link LS

State of the art Analog to Digital conversion; as well as
Digital to Analog. A digital tape loop. An analog tape loop.
Une stage preamplification of the highest possible quality.
No mechanical pots or switches in the signal path. Digital
volume and balance. And micro-processor based remote
control operation.
Suppose, in addition, this product legitmately laid claim to
superior sound quality whether the source was analog or
digital. And beyond even this, that it offered true step-up
performance to the now famous PS Audio UltraLink.
What you have would undoubtedly be called revolutionary.
We simply call it the Reference Link LS, by PS Audio.

PS
&Audio

PS Audio, Inc.

PO. Box 1119, Grover Beach, California 93483
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both as single-unit and cascaded pairs. In cascade there is afurther loss of numeric precision. It was thus agreed that, under certain
conditions of normal use, it was unlikely that
the final output would in fact be of full 24-bit
precision. In consequence, it was also unlikely
under certain conditions that a21-bit signal,
assuming that you really did have one, would
appear in full 21-bit precision at the output
to the next stage, the 24-bit data recorder.
Consequently, Ithink that the use of a
global 24-bit description for the main part
of the chain is confusing. Stefan Shibata of
DG did say that afuture target was ahigherFig.3 DG8X II ADC, departure from linearity
(1 dB/vertical div.) using 997Hz tone. Note
precision console with as many bits as they
that, on astep-by-step basis with bandpass
could sensibly get.
measurement filtering, the linearity error
Questions were asked about the future of
does not exceed approximately ±0.5dB
4D, since it had been represented as an ongodown to —120dBFS, implying aclose
ing development program with aview to
approach to 20-bit resolution.
improving the quality of recorded archives
for the future. Generally, DG's view was,
limiting is present which in theory gives a "the more bits, the better?' Firmly reiterating
that their system was "effectively" 21-bit and
resolution figure of only 12.5 bits! However,
really did sound better, the team looked forit is also possible that this is ameasurement
ward to agenuine 24-bit A/D, one inherently
or data glitch in the test setup. At a-1dB level
better than the theoretical dynamic-range
we are probably in amore secure region, with
limits for the analog input amplifiers. Under
a-90dB THD +noise floor; je, 15-bit resothis condition, the A/D conversion process
lution. Things improve gradually to a-10dB
offers the ideal of no perceptible technical
input level where the -102dB floor indicates
degradation to the input signal.
17-bit; fair enough for atheoretical 18-bit
DG stated that their 21-bit floating-point
ADC, Delta Sigma or not. Again we see the
conversion design was the best currently
expected improvement below -20dB, now
available, but that if a21-bit non-floatingto asuperior -118dB floor. However, as can
point ADC emerged, DG would be the first
be seen from the linearity plot (fig.3), this is
to try it out. Floating-point is not favoredper
still alittle less than 20-bit performance—
se; it was simply aviable route to more bits
once more, below the 21 claimed. Again, to
which had been successfully developed by
my mind, a"21-bit" description is an overYamaha.
optimistic view of this latest, second system.
What DG does claim is that their special
In their defence, DG said that this was how
digital processing box combines the outputs
the ADC manufacturers described the perof the two DACs in away which renders
formance, and that other firms used asimilar
inaudible that potentially awkward transition
practice. Most of the press felt that two or
at -18dB. This may be true, despite my own
more wrongs did not make aright.
and other engineers' experience and opinThe 24-bit data chain was described by
ion that changing horses at -18dB is not a
DG as a"network." Accepting that more
wise move. This is acritical region of the
recordings are now being made on 24-bitdynamic range where an awful lot is going
wide Nagra tape decks, there remains the
on—the medium-volume area where music
question of the Yamaha digital mixers. Their
internal architecture is 28-bit, and when a power resides. For example, most VU meters
on traditional recorders do not have more
digital operation is performed—level control, equalization, or whatever—there is a than a26dB working range. Transient edges,
spatial clues, and timbre are all strongly
limit to the final precision. Internal accumurepresented in this volume region.
lators may fill up, and their output words are
Returning to the future of 4D, it was noted
inevitably truncated. Moreover, the DG team
that it was DG's intention to invest in digagreed that their Yamaha mixers were in use
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Why won't conventional
hi-fi speakers work
for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers -left, right and center to achieve
realistic home theater. Astereo pair would place the dialog in the center
(where it belongs) from only one listening position. You can't use
conventional hi-fi speakers for the center channel, even shielded models,
because their dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high or laying
UNI -O DRIVER TECHNOLOGY
LETS EVERYONE BE IN
THE *SWEET SPOT'

them on their sides.
KErs proprietary Uni-Oedriver, which places its tweeter at the center
of the woofer, allowed KEF s' engineers to create the ideal center channel

speakers, the Models 100 and 90. Their uniform dispersion patterns let them be placed
beautifully above or below the screen, creating the impression that the sound is coming
directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models 100 and 90 are both Reference Series, which
not only ensures their quality and consistency; it permits their use as satellites and their
seamless integration with other KEF Reference and O-Series loudspeakers
The Uni -O driver. One of aseries of KEF scientific achievements
dedicated to one goal: the most realistic performance in your home
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The Science of Loudspeakers

KEF Electrones ol Amer.. Inc .
89 Doug Brown Way, Monster MA 01786
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ital mixers/control units with large internal
architectures of greater precision to realize
aconsistently high 24-bit precision.
Higher sampling rates are the subject of
much research at present. Philips is experimenting at 88.2kHz, while the Mitsubishi
professional open-reel recorder will handle
96kHz. DCS has a96kHz ADC, while on
the consumer front Pioneer has successfully
manufactured adouble-speed DAT deck
running at 96kHz-sampling with an audio
bandwidth clean to 40kHz. The results are
promising and intriguing.
At the August DG meeting there was a
certain reluctance to discuss this subject, but
finally Klaus Hiemann agreed that, in his
opinion, and with hindsight, the 44.1kHz
sample rate had been set too low. He agreed
with his former mentor, Dr. Thomas Stockham :s that 90kHz or more would have been
preferable. The DG engineers felt that they
could adapt their 4D system to work at
doubled sample rates without too much
trouble. On the other hand, they did state that
sample-rate conversion was not atrivial
computation, and that there were unavoidable and substantial losses in signal quality
in down-converting from 96kHz, or even
from asecond-multiple 88.2kHz, to the present 44.1kHz CD standard. Other engineers
present questioned this and felt that the
benefits could well outweigh the difficulty.
And what about adouble-data-density
blue-light CD system? "Well, of course, that
could sound much better properly replayed
at the higher sampling rate."
As mentioned earlier, the final processing
link in the 4D chain is aDG-designed unit
called AB! (Advanced Bit Imaging) which
reduces the "24-bit" data to the 16 required
by the CD standard. When pressed for more
details, arather vague block diagram was
produced in which were outlined numerous
options and permutations for processing 24
into 16. Requantization was DG's buzzword,
and their process is not fixed. The parameters
are under the control of the Tonmeister, who
uses his or her judgment to select the combination of dither and spectrally tailored
noise-shaping which best suits the music and
4Now at the University of Utah, Dr. Stockham laid much
of the groundwork for the takeover of the recording industry
by digital technology. His original Soundstream digital
recorder was used in 1977 by Tdarc to make the first American
digital master recording for commercial release, Frederick
Fennell conducting music for wind band.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

the recording venue. As Klaus Hiemann put
it, "It's like selecting aperfume for the final
sound—certainly subtle, but worthwhile."
The ABI technical description was equally
vague. What follows is aquote from the press
release: ". ..
to shift audible noise into frequency bands where it cannot be perceived. ..
Different noise-shaping curves have been
found to be appropriate to particular kinds
of music using different filter techniques and
both correlated and non-correlated noise
generation" (presumably whether the dither
noise is random for the two stereo channels
or is common to the pair).
It was explained that, with correlated
dither noise, the requantizing artifacts located
at the center stage, where they were masked
by the primary image. With uncorrelated
dither, the unwanted sounds could appear
concentrated at stage left and/or right and
might be more audible.
Interestingly, given that DG's objective for
4D was higher-data-rate, higher-resolution
recording, they categorically refined to comment on the new generation of data-reduced
audio systems: DCC, MD, and the digital
broadcast proposals. One has the feeling that
commercial politics had effectively gagged
them in this contentious area.
Stefan Shibata did explain that the requantization technology was amatter of continuing interest since the perceived sound quality
was more strongly dependent on some
aspects than had been expected. For example,
the particular stage in the noise-shaping loop
where the dither noise was injected has aparticular subjective value. Likewise, there are
many possibilities when these are used in
combination with frequency-weighted dither.
There is not space to cover the theory of
the subjective value of higher-resolution
recordings properly equalized to 16-bit.
However, the objective is clear: how to get
more information through the 16-bit CD
channel. It isn't abottleneck after all. These
various dither and noise-shaping schemes
open that dosed door below 16-bit, allowing
signal to reach down to 18-bit levels. The
dither energy keeps the door open, necessarily present at the 15-bit level, and is shaped
and guided to areas of the spectrum where
it is not of audible significance. In practice,
digital life is more complicated than this, but
the more effective shaped-dither schemes do
appear to be delivering the desired effect.
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The Digital Art
The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by a mastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Meridian
Audio recognised its benefits and limitations.
Ten years on, we have built a reputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
established our reputation, second to none, for
understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
products.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.

A1ERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112,
Eastpoint (Atlanta), GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
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Sorry, DG, shame about the confusion,
shame about the 21-bit AID claim and the
24-bit network/mixer channels, and shame
about the premature publicity concerning the
technical performance which in some areas
was only obtained with subsequent development. Most of all, shame it took so long to
tell the UK press what 4D really meant. Now
that we know, what was the fuss all about?
Who could argue with adedicated investment in better-sounding recordings?
With aclear potential for the misuse of
digital "bits" as some kind of horsepower
specification, Iplead to the AES to come up
with some better definitions for bit resolution
and dynamic range, whether scaled to peak
level or some arbitrarily chosen lower level.
Both the pro and domestic audio industries
would benefit from the avoidance of such
terms as "21-bit" and "oversampling" where
these are used to give direct indications of
sound quality. Surely terms such as "21-bit"
and "24-bit" should be omitted from the CD
sleeve notes of all companies, and DG should
not unfairly be singled out.

UK: Ken Kessler

Archivists transferring vintage recordings
to CD have been using avariety of digital
technologies to clean up the sound. One of
the most successful, used to good effect by
Charly Records for many of its blues transfers, is CEDAR (Computer Enhanced Digital
Audio Restoration), the system developed for
the British Library National Sound Archive
by Cambridge University's Engineering
Department.
Most impressive has been the CEDAR
DC-1 "de-clicker," which has been used to
remove pops and clicks from recordings
being transferred from vinyl records, acetates,
78s, and other discs when no tape or master disc exists. Joining it is the latest CEDAR
real-time restoration tool, the CR-1 decracIder, said to remove crackles (eg, staticbased), buzzes, and other distortions. The
CR-1 uses "split & recombine" processing
to separate the elements containing the
unwanted artifacts from the musical signal,
which is recombined to produce aclean signal. Unlike the DC-1, which works solely
on clicks, the CR-1 will help to remove the
distortions produced by overdriven microphones, overloaded analog inputs, and digital
clipping, and could prove aboon in cleanSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

ing up live recordings. Add this, then, to
every bootlegger's Christmas list, eh?
el-7.. 1 Orr

Australia: Dan Houston

If the smile on Surya Moorthy's face was
anything to go by, then the Melbourne
Absolute High End Show might become a
regular fixture on the hi-fi calendar. This was
the morning after, and the 33-year-old
Melbourne-based distributor and dealer was
in astate of elated exhaustion. The 1993
Show was his first—as much an educational
exercise for local music lovers as astatement
promoting Australian hi-fi—and it had been
successful.
All things considered, it was aballsy exercise. Few people around the globe would
have the nerve to stage apurely high-end
exhibition from which audio-video and the
Japanese majors were excluded. But Surya
had shelled out 100,000 Australian dollars to
push purist hi-fi, and had gathered an
impressive consortium of industry figures
from Europe, the Far East, and the US.
There were several first showings of products and ahealthy contingent of Antipodean
companies. The aim was not so much to
encourage ahemorrhage in visitors' bank
accounts as to promote superlative sound
systems—starting around A$1600 ($1000).
As to whether the Show would break even
or cause an immediate boom in this market,
Surya says: "It wasn't intended as acommercial Show. We wanted to make the specific
point that high-end products are designed
by music lovers for music lovers. It's also the
right environment to explain products and
accessories properly—which Idon't think
you find at aCES." Judging by the awestruck
faces of some of the visitors, he certainly succeeded in putting the High End on the map.
he map was mostly that of Melbourne,
though some attendees had come in search
of the sonic Holy Grail from as far as Brisbane and Perth.)
The Show might have attracted more
attention had it been held in Sydney, Australia's great metropolis two hours' flight to the
east. But in terms of population, Sydney isn't
significantly larger than Melbourne's three
million. And Melbournians regard their
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compatriots from Sydney as Bostonians view
New Yorkers: They consider themselves in
many ways more civilized. "People go on
about the Sydney Opera house, but you
should hear the acoustics of our own concert hall," they say in accents less nasal than
the Aussie norm. The Melbournians' discerning view of themselves is ideal for Surya,
who first put his tap in the marketplace two
years ago when he opened the Absolute High
End shop.
And so to the Show. It was held at the
Radisson President Hotel on one of Melbourne's spacious avenues, ashort tram ride
south of the city center. Above the Radisson's
marbled foyer the Absolute High End occupied
20 rooms. ..
admission was A$5 ($3 US).
To his credit, Surya managed to bring in
several new products, some literally finished
the night before and still showing traces of
some last-minute soldering. The High End
being the mix-and-match business that it is,
very few rooms had one-name systems, and
it looked as if the exhibitors had been busy
swapping product on setup night. There was
aplethora of British-made Audio Note
DACs and loudspeakers around the rooms,
and French THangle loudspeakers were
being used in several places. Even New
Zealand brand Perreaux, relaunching itself
for the occasion with arange of eight new
pre- and power amplifiers, was using the
stunning new David Chessell preamplifier
instead of the slimline Perreaux SA. It all
seemed very friendly, and promoted the
ethos of matchmaking at atime when many
see remote-controlled, one-system designs
as the only way forward.
Potentially the most interesting (and now
ready for production) device was the Essex
Audio Digital Loudspeaker Correction Filter. Designed by ateam headed by Dr. Malcolm Hawksford of Essex University, the
equali7er works entirely in the digital domain
using pre-programmed information about
aloudspeaker's impulse response. To be
inserted between atransport and DAC, it uses
EPROM technology to apply an inverse
response that gives the speaker aflat frequency character and corrected phase response. This nonpareil digital tweak comes
in aslim, full-width box for around A$2000.
The Essex's downside is that it requires
pre-programmed information for aspecific
loudspeaker—it's not the sort of thing you
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

can carry around to gobsmack the guys—
though the EPROMs are easily changeable.
But it did work, with immediately obvious
and appreciable differences through the
Triangle Calisto speakers. Most obviously,
it brought more ambience to CD sound,
improving dynamics and giving instruments
and voices more space and power.
The Show was entirely CD-oriented,
which was perhaps amistake considering
that most potential purchasers of the equipment were of an age to own LP collections.
The CD bias reflects the market in Australia,
however, where there is very little vinyl
activity and few secondhand outlets.
There was no shortage of gorgeous replay
devices for the silver disc. LA Audio of Denmark showed its new CD-2 transport and
DA-2 DAC at A$9000 per pair. In the mode
of such devices, the CD-2 is top-loading,
using the Philips CDM 9Pro pivotal arm
and drive system. Some of the price is justified by gold-plating the front panel. LA's
DAC is adual-mono construction with 20bit Burr Brown converters and atriode tube
output buffer for low-pass filtering.
LA is better known for its tube amplification—a A$22,000 pre- and power combination was in use. The range will shortly
be joined by anew tubed monoblock—for
the car! Rumor has it the system will require
its own separate 12V battery, which looks
like goodbye to space in the trunk.
The LA gear drove Californian Epic
Ultima X loudspeakers, which follow in the
B&W tradition of using aseparate tweeter
atop the main cabinet. The Ultima X is a
two-way transmission-line system using
Focal bass units and an Accuton inverteddome ceramic tweeter—all beautifully housed
in awood-veneer cabinet with 2"-thick walls
composed of layers of different materials.
Also new from Scandinavia was Dr. Forsell's Swedish CD turntable and DAC, wickedly finished in piano-black lacquer with
gold controls at A$8500 apiece. Apparently
the first of its kind, the transport uses airbearing technology between the platter and
disc for frictionless stability. Again the Philips
drive system is employed, and with enough
power supplies to run acomplete system, let
alone the elements of atransport. Forsell's
DAC uses power supplies running in classA—and must qualify as one of the hottest
things on the market!
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The most commonly seen CD players at
the show were from Micromega, whose
models adorned several rooms. These French
components aren't new, but most are toploading, and the Microdac and Microdrive
are surely among the nattiest products of the
year, with their Sony-Walkman appearance
belying much more than Walkman-like performance.
Other top-loaders from Audiomeca were
the 4995 Mephisto, designed by Pierre Lumé,
and aDenon DP-S1 (with DA-S1 DAC
using the company's new Alpha D/A circuitry, which synthesizes information below
the LSB). Denon's high-end division was the
only such Japanese presence in Melbourne.
Amplification at the Show seemed almost
exclusively tubular. One of the world's most
expensive triode devices—the A$130,000
Audio Note Ongaku—undoubtedly drew
many to the Radisson to hear the sound of
its pure-silver circuitry.
In addition to the LA Audio range, established models from around the world were
being shown, including: the British Woodside tube monoblocks (derived from the
popular'60s Radfords); VTL pre- and power
combinations (driving Australian Joule electrostatic loudspeakers); Akma with its Silver
Night A$6000 300B class-A pure triode
design; and the A$12,500 SL1 Signature preamp from Convergent Audio "kchnology.
One of the stars of the Show was the new
David Chessell preamp, which the exAudion designer had just finished. But details
were so scant on this that even the price was
uncertain. Chessell is now working with Eric
Andersson, brain-father of the original Audio
Innovations range, and the pair have produced the Alema 300B.
Solid-state offerings came from Magnum,
sometimes praised for tube-like sound, Perreaux, and John Sheame—who came to promote his latest design, the A$1400 Phase II
integrated, which made some outrageously
good sounds through locally made Moratori
loudspeakers.
From Australia there was the ME (Modular Electronics) combination of pre- and
power amplifiers made by Peter Stein. The
New South Wales designer has been making solid-state amplifiers for 17 years, and
said he'd borrowed some ideas from tube
circuitry—so he was among friends! Salient
aspects of an ME amp are straight-line conSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

struction with distortion-busting no-loop
feedback circuitry using avoltage amplifier
before the current amplifier—which then
works like the transformer in tube designs.
"It allows us to design the voltage amp properly so everything at that stage is predictable says Stein, whose ME 1500 stereo power
amp operates at various "class-A" points up
to 100W while basically being a220W 'AB
design. Stein's commitment to his craft goes
as far as matching his transformers for synergy, another chore well known to tube
designers.
Stein's amps were playing through another
New South Wales brand, Audio Definition,
which makes arange of loudspeakers designed by Glenn Portch. The colossal AD
Silhouette is indeed guaranteed to block out
the light, standing nearly 6' high with an
array of polypropylene drivers offering PA
performance for serious audiophiles. Audio
Definition is only five years old, and is better
known outside Australia with exports of
95%.
Local loudspeaker legend Lewis Moratori
is also getting into the export market with
his range of three loudspeakers. Lewis had
the decency to bring in his own turntable
design on the second day of the Show, and
was playing aselection of gorgeous vinyl
through his diminutive but excellent julias
(A$1200) powered by Audion 300Bs. Moratori's other designs are the A$2000 Duetto
and aribbon hybrid, the Flatline, which sells
for A$9000.
The third Australian loudspeaker firm
exhibiting was Joule, which makes electrostatics. Designed by Alan Gregory and
Frank Smit, the full-range Joule 2made its
debut at the Show. Standing nearly 5' high
in apolymer frame, the speaker uses anewmaterial coating process which the designers
say gives alifetime of reliable performance.
The speaker employs asimple mechanical
crossover technique to relay bass from the
lower area of the diaphragm and treble from
the top; adot matrix of holes in square patterns is cut into the diaphragms, with plugs
in between. The system centers energy in the
middle of the squares, which reduce in size
going upward, thus filtering out bass. Joule
also makes avoltage regulator and multiplier
to avoid needing different power supplies
for use around the world. The system uses
2.75kV of power, and was relaxed and trans-
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parent when driven by abrace of VTLs.
Also new, but not from down under, was
Alcante, aA$3000 addition to the
French company's impressive range. Ideally
suited to tube amplification, the Alcante
wasn't getting as much attention as the
A$6500 floorstancling Calistos or the A$12,500
transducers-as-architecture Octants.
Australians are not averse to tweaking, and
there was ahealthy contingent of local and
foreign accessory manufacturers. Ray Shab
of Arcici (US) had brought his range of
tables and platforms along to demonstrate
the benefits of banishing noise from asystem, and Mr. ICiuchi of the Japanese Consbak Corporation was busy explaining his
Hartnonix tuning devices. He also unveiled
anew tuned interconnect cable (A$350).
Local brands such as Brighton Eclipse
Audio and The Audio Alternative provided
astrong range of isolation feet and tables.
There was only one moment of discord,
when Mr. Kiuchi noticed that the Brighton
Eclipse isolation feet looked remarkably like
his own design ...
But then, the Show was all about importing the ideas behind high-end audio as much
as the products themselves. Visiting designers
and journalists were invited to give their definitions of quality sound at aseminar tackling the merits of objective and subjective
audio evaluation. Of course, everyone had
adifferent viewpoint!
The Australians' view was that it was great,
for once, to get the chance to listen to some
superb hi-fi. Many clearly appreciated the
demonstrations and explanations of the
purism behind the designs. Some even
wanted to take up residence in front of the
Ongaku and British Audio-Note speakers.
You couldn't claim it was aboriginal sound
quality, but the dreamtime had certainly
come to Melbourne.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In several recent reports about digital movie
soundtracks, TJN and Ihave stressed that our
comments were restricted to the sound that
we heard in theaters. Without an opportunity to compare the digital playback against
the original analog master tape, one cannot
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

be certain whether the bright and aggressive
sound of many digital soundtracks is an
artifact of its compressed-digital coding or
is merely afaithful reflection of abright,
over-equalized master tape.
In late August the developers of Digital
Theater Sound (1)1b) invited afew members
of the press to hear adirect comparison
between aDTS digital soundtrack and its
source, the 35mm magnetic-film master
tape, in Studio A at Todd-AO in Hollywood.
Todd-AO, which became well known 40
years ago as asupplier of the special "anamorphic" lenses that are used to photograph
wide-screen films, now provides both optical
and audio services to movie makers.
Studio A is both ascreening room and
mixing studio; its reference-quality sound
system is used by major directors to evaluate the final mixdowns of their films. (The
machine room in the rear contains dozens of
the 35mm magnetic-film "dubbers" that are
used throughout the film industry for soundtrack mixing.) The small theater is equipped
with amps and speakers for all standard
soundtrack formats, including six channels
behind the screen plus independent left and
right surrounds. But in one respect it is not
astate-of-the-art facility: background noise.
Because of plainly audible hum from the airconditioning system, the room would not
come close to meeting the noise criteria for
THX certification. Nevertheless, the sound
system was plenty good enough to expose
the faults that we've heard in recent digital
and analog soundtracks.
The demonstration began unpromisingly,
with aDTS sampler reel whose first entry
was aspoken introduction by two wellknown Hollywood sound engineers, Bill
Varney of Universal and Buzz Knudson of
Todd-AO. I've heard both voices in person,
and the recorded sound did not sound at all
like them. In fact, the sound's brightness and
metallic coloration reminded me of some of
the Dolby Digital soundtracks I've heard.
(Knudson agreed but said the segment had
been badly miked, picking up reflections that
would cause comb-filtering.) Fortunately
other excerpts in the sampler sounded better.
These were from several films that had previously been released in the 70mm six-track
magnetic format (such as Far and Away), now
converted to digital sound. The MS company uses this sampler reel to sell theater
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a passion for music

owners on the merits of digital sound.
After the sampler, the real demonstration
used an excerpt from Flesh and Bone, anew
film scheduled for November release. As in
most films, its soundtrack is acomposite of
hundreds of original recordings (dialog,
music, and fragments of action noise such as
footsteps, car engines, gunshots, and environmental ambience), all mixed to a4- or
6-track discrete master tape, which finally
was encoded to make the digital soundtrack.
The conventional matrixed optical Dolby
Stereo soundtrack may be derived from the
same master or may be remixed to offset the
losses of separation and dynamic range that
occur in astereo-optical soundtrack.
The sound had awide dynamic range,
from soft nighttime ambience to the blast of
rifle shots, but it did not impress me as being
particularly natural or lifelike in character.
Like many soundtracks, it was noticeably
brighter than the real sound of human voices
and musical instruments. But the purpose of
the demo was to see if the visiting audio journalists could hear any difference between the
digital playback and its analog master.
The master (on 35mm mag film) and the
DTS soundtrack (on aCD-ROM disc) were
synchronized with the picture and were
exactly matched in volume level for an A/B
comparison. The engineer who mixed the
original soundtrack was present at the demonstration and mentioned how delighted he was
that the DTS playback accurately reproduced
everything that he put into the mix. Though
Ilistened carefully with my eyes closed to
exclude distractions, Iwas unable to hear any
difference at all between the discrete magfilm sound and the DTS version.
Gary Reber, editor of Widescreen Review,
mentioned that of the first three movies that
were distributed to theaters with UM sound,
Jurassic Park and Hard Target both sounded
aggressive and bright, while Heart and Souls
sounded much more natural. Taking Gary's
hint, Iwent directly from Todd-AO to the
Avco Cinema in Westwood and heard Heart
and Souls through the very same electronics
and speakers though which I'd heardJurassic
Park three weeks earlier. Vocal timbres did
indeed sound much more natural, without
the bright tonal balance and thin, bodiless
vocal quality that detracted fromJurassic. Evidently the digital coding in DTS does not add
false brightness to the sound. Bright soundSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

tracks like Jurassic were mixed that way.
The possibly surprising conclusion is that
although the DTS system is much less costly
to install than the other two digital soundtrack systems (Dolby Digital and Sony's
SDDS), it is not inferior to them in sound
quality. With awell-recorded mix such as
Heart and Souls, DTS can sound fine.
This conclusion becomes less surprising
when the bit rates of the three formats are
examined. In order to fit 5.1 channels of
wide-range sound on the film print while
using large enough bit images on the film to
guarantee reliable playback, the Dolby Digital format uses the remarkably efficient AC3system of compressed-digital coding. Taking advantage of relationships among the signals in the five full-range channels, AC-3
coding captures 5.1 channels in atotal of only
320,000 bits per second—an average of only
64 kilobits/s per channel. The competing
SDDS format employs Sony's ATRAC coding as in the MiniDisc. The latter's bit rate
is 300 kilobits/s per stereo pair, or 150,000
bits/s per channel.
DTS is based on the apt-X system of perceptual audio coding, widely used for studioto-transmitter links in FM radio. The DTS
system uses five individual apt-X100 chips
to encode its 5.1 tracks, and the coding
reduces the bit rate of each track by afactor
of four. (Since the DTS soundtrack is delivered to theaters on CD-ROM discs rather
than on the film, there's no need for more
aggressive compression.) The effective bit
rates of the three soundtrack formats can be
summed up as follows: Dolby SR-D, 64kbits/s/channel; Sony SDDS, 150k-bits/s/channel; DTS, 175k-bits/s/channel.
Generally speaking, higher bit rates make
it easier to deliver good sound. The ToddAO demonstration showed that DTS accurately duplicates the sound of adiscrete master
tape, and it may even prove to be the best of
the three systems. SDDS also can deliver
excellent sound, as TJN and Ireported last
month. SR-D delivers vivid sound, but it
remains to be seen whether the excess brightness that we've heard in every Dolby Digital soundtrack to date (a dozen so far) is
characteristic of AC-3 coding or is just a
reflection of current Hollywood mixing
practices.
With DTS, as with SR-D, if any problem
occurs with the digital playback the decoder
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automatically reverts to the analog optical
soundtrack. (In the future this may not always
be Dolby Stereo; the MS company is developing its own Dolby-compatible matrix that,
they say, will have greater flexibility and
dynamic range than the standard Dolby MP
matrix.) During the DTS demonstration the
operator removed the CD-ROM discs from
the DTS player, forcing it to play the analog
optical soundtrack. The AJB switch that had
been comparing DIS to the mag-fdm master
was now selecting between the matrixed
optical track and the discrete master.
This comparison showed how much is lost
in the conventional optical track. When the
playback was switched from the discrete mag
tape to the film's optical Dolby Stereo track
there was an obvious contraction of the
soundstage, aloss of fine detail, and anoticeable dulling of the sound. Ifound myself
wondering whether Hollywood engineers
have deliberately been producing over-bright
mixes in order to offset the anticipated dulling and congestion of the optical playback—
just as, during the '70s, record companies like
DG fell into the habit of using spotlight
multi-miking and toppish equalization because they knew that most people would hear
their recordings only through mass-market
record players and cassettes. The clarity of
CD exposed these compromises and eventually forced recording engineers at DG (and
CBS) to clean up their act. Similarly, the brilliance and clarity of digital movie soundtracks may gradually influence film studios
to reduce the excess brightness of their mixes.
The DTS player that is installed in a
theater's projection booth has slots for two
CD-ROM discs. A single disc can play for
about 100 minutes, so along movie would
be distributed on two discs, and the player
switches automatically from Disc 1to Disc
2. There are no controls for the projectionist
to screw up. The operational simplicity of the
DIS system goes along way toward overcoming the potential awkwardness of adualcarrier system whose sound is on discs rather
than on the film itself.
Universal was so happy with the results
of distributineurassic Park with DTS that it
has decided to use DTS with virtually all of
its new movies henceforth. Other studios are
beginning to follow suit: Paramount, Warner
Bros., and New Line Cinema will include
DTS in major releases this fall and winter. By
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Christmas there will be 14 movies in circulation with DTS sound, and over 2000
theaters will be equipped to play them.
Despite this apparent success, DTS has
made three tactical errors to date:
1) A "trailer" advertising the benefits of
DTS has been included at the beginning of
each film made with the system. When afilm
is played in atheater that is not equipped for
DTS playback, the projectionist is supposed
to skip over this trailer, in order not to mislead
audiences into thinking they are hearing DIS
when they are not. But many projectionists
have not gotten this message The DTS trailer
should be separate from the movie (as th.
trailer for Dolby Digital is), so that it would
be shown only in theaters equipped for digital
playback.
2) It is easy for atheater owner to add MS
if his sound system is already set up to play
70mm six-track magnetic soundtracks, or
if it is THX-certified. But the big selling
point of DTS is its low cost, so DTS players
may be going into many theaters with older
sound systems that have only stereo playback. In the first production run of DTS
decoders, about half were 5.1-track models,
but the remainder were only two-channel
(matrixed-surround) players. The popularity
of 5.1-channel surround sound has forced
DTS into furious catch-up activity, turning
out lots of upgrade kits to convert twochannel DTS players for full discrete surround operation.
3) Digital soundtracks, in each of the three
formats, have 10 to 15c1B greater headroom
for peaks than the analog Dolby Stereo format. If atheater owner is attracted to DTS by
its modest $6000 cost but decides not to
invest in new amplifiers and loudspeakers to
handle this headroom, the DTS soundtrack
is likely to produce amplifier clipping on loud
peaks (gunshots, shouting, and musical
climaxes). And if atheater chooses to play the
low frequencies through its main speakers
rather than installing aseparate subwoofer
and amplifier, the bass in the DTS soundtrack
is likely to overload the system. To avoid
these consequences, the operator could turn
down the overall playback level, but this
would deprive the audience of the impact that
the soundtrack is intended to deliver.
Such decisions are at the discretion of the
theater manager. DTS may recommend improvements for asound system, but (unlike
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the THX program) it imposes no mandate.
The result is that the DTS logo is no guarantee of good sound. It's up to audiophiles
to vote for good-sounding theaters with our
feet and our popcorn-buying dollars. If you
hear amplifier clipping, overloaded woofers,
or too-soft playback in atheater that advertises digital sound or THX certification, tell
the manager.

UK: Ken Kessler
Predictably, the quiet (sales-wise) period
between the Summer CES and the round of
international autumn shows found the UK's
manufacturers busy preparing the wares at
which they only hinted in Chicago. And it
looks like there's going to be another flood
of new or revised loudspeakers, as if the British hi-fi industry has finally admitted that this
is its specialty area. Waiting in the wings are:
The Ruark Crusader II, afloorstanding
three-way design developed with Ruark's
new CAD system and the industry-standard
MLSSA computer analysis program. The
tweeter is a28mm fabric-dome type with
ferrofluid cooling. The midband is handled
by a75mm treated fabric-dome unit, and the
lower registers emanate from a165mm airdried, treated, paper-cone driver with an
undamped, pure-rubber surround. The Crusader II can be tri-wired. [Ruark speakers are
now distributed in the US by Audio Influx, P.O.
Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381. Tel:
(201) 764-8958. Fax: (201) 764-8479.—Ed.]
Monitor Audio's new range. Known for
the widest array of veneers in the industry
and for metal-cone drivers, MA has anew
series in the offing, dubbed "Ruby." So far,
I've seen/heard only the entry-level Ruby 3,
asmall, LS3/5A-sized monitor suitable for
stand-mounting. Since the port has been
placed at the front, the smallest Ruby can also
be shelf-mounted without too much difficulty. Ever ready to provide agimmick, Mo
lqbal has anodized the drivers (the Ruby 3
also employs an aluminum woofer) in red,
hence the name.
Tannoy's Mk.II Sixes. This popular, if
controversial, range has been uprated to
Mk.II status with both sonic and cosmetic
changes, the latter including gold-anodized
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tweeter domes and piano-black laminated
tops. More important, the anodizing of the
dome produces alighter, stiffer driver. All
models are now wired with high-purity,
oxygen-free copper. The 603 has anew
mid/bass driver surround and closed-box
cabinet design, while the 607 and 609 have
had their crossovers revised.
Meridian's latest digital speaker, the
DSP5000, is athree-way system in areflex
enclosure with aseparate 18-bit, 64x-oversampling Delta-Sigma converter. As with
earlier Meridian digital systems, it features
full remote-control adjustment of balance,
listening-axis control, room-position correction and optimization for free-standing
or wall-mounted positioning, and favorite
tone-setting memories. The rear of each enclosure features two digital inputs to S/PDIF
standard, and there's a70W power amplifier
inside each cabinet.
HarmaniKardon's LS Series. Harman/
Kardon? Aren't they American? Yes, but the
LS Series is UK-designed and -built, and
aimed at the British and European markets.
There are three LS models, each fitted with
an Audax 34mm soft-dome tweeter (also
used by the BBC in certain designs). All
models can be bi-wired, and they're aimed
directly at the budget sector, with prices
between £169 and £299/pair ($250-$445).

US: John Atkinson

Although Robert Harley ultimately gave a
thumbs-down in August to the Lynnfield
500L loudspeaker from Boston Acoustics,
both he and Iwere impressed with the level
of engineering expertise that had gone into
it. Designed from the ground up, it featured
innovative metal-diaphragm drive-units and
abandpass woofer.
Sadly, we heard at the end of September
that the Lynnfield's designer, Phil Jones, had
parted company with Boston Acoustics. Phil,
who was also the designer of the original
Acoustic Energy loudspeakers, has anumber
of ideas for new loudspeakers. If anyone is
interested in contacting him, they should
write or Fax him c/o Box 1611, Stereophile,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Fax:
(505) 983-6327.
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If Santa were an audiophile,
he'd give b.„
o

Hold on — YOU'RE Santa.
You're an audiophile. Have we got adeal for you!
Renew your own sub AND give a gift subscription.
TWO subscriptions for the price of one!
Here's the deal. Ordinarily, when
you renew your own subscription
to Stereophile, the regular rate is
$35 for one year. Now — for the
same $35 — you can renew your
own sub AND give aone-year
gift subscription. That's half price
— or two subs for the price of one!
Surely you know afriend who'd
love Stereophile. Turn him/her
on to the hobby! Maybe your
friend will have as much fun as you
do. At the very least, your friend

will love the reviews of CDs and
LPs. The great writing.
No need to tell your friend —
but since you were going to
renew anyway, it's as if the gift
subscription were free! We'll send
your friend ahandsome card to
announce your gift ... we'll extend
your own subscription by 12
more issues (regardless of when
it expires) ... and we'll bill you
just $35 total for BOTH
subscriptions.

If you prefer not to renew your sub, you can give two gifts for $35.
Additional gifts are just $17.50.
Special two-for-one offer good only in the U.S. This is aGREAT DEAL! Gift subs start
with the January issue. Gift card is sent after 12/1/93. Offer expires 12/31/93.
If the order form is missing, or if you are ordering after December 10,
phone your gift order toll free.

1-800-334-8152
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TUNE IN TO THE NEW ADJ
ECTIVES ON...

Saturday October 31st at 4:30 (et) on CNBC.

305-427

THE NEW ADJECTIVES
After receiving some very
impressive adjectives from serious
reviewers, the producers of SIGHTS &
SOUNDS are pleased to feature B&K
Components, Ltd. on their October
31st show. "From bass to treble, the
sound quality is remarkable"..."I was
bowled over by its smoothness and
detail" ..."finally an AV system with
great sounds".. are among afew of
their descriptions for B&K.
Reviewers applauded the
AVP2000 Audio/Video Control Center
with remote control, independent
two-zone operation, and easy-to-use

BC

programmable presets. They called
the AVP2000: "best in its class"...
with "an amazing sense of clarity and
immediacy".
And to open awhole new
dimension in ease of use and great
sound, you might want to pair the
AVP2000 with the EX4420 dual mono
amplifier. This combination will "bring
your home theatre to life" with
balanced inputs; four large computergrade capacitors; excellent channelto-channel separation; and superb
bass response that extends to the
lowest frequencies.

DGK COMPONENTS, LTD. •1-800-545-5252
In NY: (716) 656-0026 •FAX: 716-656-1291
2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA
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SA/VI TELLIG LISTENS TO TUBES
gain.
Tubes, tubes, tubes.
The amps (and preamps) keep

coming.
McIntosh Laboratories is back in the act
with alimited-edition revival of the MC275
tube amplifier, the original of which was produced from May 1961 through July 1973—
one of the longest model runs in hi-fi history.
New companies devoted to tube gear keep
cropping up—in recent years, America's VAC
and Cary and Canada's Sonic Frontiers. The
same thing appears to be going on in the UK.
The pages of British magazines are filled with
new tube gear.
Iwas talking with afew dealer friends. It's
not the old farts—or, as Aunt Corey would
say, the Old Goats—like me who buy most
of the tube gear. It's younger 'philes, who
may be more open-minded toward tubes
than we old fogies.
"You still buy records?"
This was my ex-wife's incredulous uncle
afew years back—a man then in his 70s. Like
alot of old folks Iknow, he always had to
have the latest. Leisure suits. Digital watches.
You know—it kept him young.
Me. ..1 like almost everything old.
"Yeah," Ireplied matter-of-factly. "LPs
usually sound better than CDs."
"You say you use abelt-drive turntable?"
Iraised an eyebrow. "Yes. Of course."
"Isn't that like the ol' horse and buggy?
You live in the past, my boy. You wouldn't
turn back to tubes, would you?"
AH-HA—I had him!
"I already have. Tubed preamp, tubed
power amp. Even kids listen to tubed gear."
And that conversation took place before
tubes really took off. Irony of ironies: The
Digital Age appears to have fired up the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

demand for tube gear. Maybe audiophiles
have decided that they can live with one
evil—digital—if they have to, but not two
evils: digital and solid-state. Tube gear helps
take the edge off all those sharp bits and
pieces, seems to connect the dots, makes the
music more musical, more human. Maybe
it's because tubes distort and we need distortion, particularly if it's even-order.
Why tubes? For me, it comes down to two
catchphrases: "truth of timbre' and "palpable
presence."
By truth of timbre Imean harmonic
accuracy, or something which can pass for
harmonic accuracy. Lars thinks this is important, too, only he calls it "tonality." (Ironically, Lars, asolid-state man, started out with
tubes.)
Tube amps may produce more distortion
than their solid-state counterparts, but that
may be one reason that so many of us love
them. Bob Harley, Bob Deutsch, Dick
Olsher, Guy Lemcoe, Corey Greenears—
they all love tube amps.
We had "perfect sound forever" with the
introduction of the Sony CDP-101 adecade
ago. Maybe what we crave is imperfect
sound—especially sound that's rich in
second-order harmonic distortion.
It's the overtones, or even-order harmonics, that give amusical instrument—
or avoice—its tonal color. So if atube amp
(or preamp) adds abit more even-order distortion, it matters very little. It won't scrape
against the ear.
Solid-state amps, on the other hand, tend
to produce odd-order harmonic distortion,
which, even in scarcely quantifiable quantities, will scrape against the ear—even more
than the jagged bits and pieces of digital
sound.
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• Second in aseries...

Don't Just Listen
To Us!
Reading ads can be amusing, boring, bewildering and down-right frustrating. Why don't they just say, "Buy our product and you will grow back all
your hair; out-drive John Daly and Mario Andretti; it will improve your
standing in the community and you'll never get audited"? C'mon. Reading
reviews and getting afeel for what the cognoscenti in the industry think
is amore intelligent way to prepare to make abuying decision. So, for
your reading and planning pleasure, we offer you afew facts, quotes and
observations.
Just the facts. Over 85% of the major recording studios in the world
use Lexicon equipment. 8out of 10 recordings—music or film soundtracks—that you listen to use Lexicon processing. Virtually every broadcast network in the world owns Lexicon products. Every consumer
product that Lexicon manufactures is rated class Bor above in Stereophile's
recommended components.
A smattering of quotes. In the November, 1991, issue of Audio Video
Interiors,11 top installers were asked what brands of equipment they use
in creating high-end systems. Most mentioned: Lexicon (10), Pioneer and
Yamaha (3), ADA, Audio Source, Fosgate, Shure (2). Interestingly, three
of the installers didn't even sell Lexicon.
All three of Lexicon's products have been reviewed in StereophileJanuary 1989 (CP-1), December 1989 (CP2), and December 1992 (CP-3).
Among the notable comments were, "The CP-1 ranks with electrical and
multi-channel recording as one of ahandful of genuine advances in sound
reproduction." (Bill Sommerwerck, Vol. 12 No. 1, January 1989) And about
the CF-2, "if you're looking for state-of-the-art decoding of film surround, the
Lexicon CP-2 is the decoder to buy." (J.Gordon Holt, Vol. 12, No. 12,
December, 1989) Finally, about a system incorporating the CP-3, J.
Gordon Holt commented, "The sound was as good as anything I've heard in
amovie theater, and infinitely better than any home theater system Ihad heard
until then." (Vol. 15, No. 12, December 1992)
Some observations. It would be impossible in this space to quote from
every review of Lexicon's Digital Signal Processors. Besides, the quotes
alone don't tell the story. We strongly recommend that you read these
reviews in their entirety. Then you will be able to make amore informed
decision about what products you want to audition. Finally, you have to
listen to the products, and make your own judgements about what
sounds right to you—after all, you and I, and even J. Gordon Holt,
probably don't hear exactly the same things the same way.

exicon
III

HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES

WO BEAVER STREET, WALTHAM, MA 02154-8425, TEL (617) 736-0300, FAX (617) 891-0340
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Most solid-state amps are like frozen
food—the texture is destroyed. Remember
Jeff Goldblum in The Fly, and how the teleportation device ruined the steak by processing it? That's digital. Remember Invasion of
the Body Snatchers (either version), with the
Pod People from outer space? The Pod People
brought us solid-state.
True, truth of timbre is something that
many audiophiles appear not to give adamn
about—particularly Linnies (members of the
Linn church), who've kept prattling on about
pace and rhythm and tunes. (Funny how few
of them seem to like classical music.)
About 20% of my listening is jazz, and
here, just as with classical, truth of timbre
counts. Listen to atenor or an alto sax in particular. Does it sound reedy? Can it pass for
real? It probably will, with tubes. Try Billie
Holiday or Louis Armstrong with tubes.
They're alive.
With good tube gear, there is usually more
space or air around instrumentalists, their
instruments, and vocalists. With solid-state
you tend to get less air, and instruments tend
to congeal or glom up on one another like
so much sonic oatmea1. 1
There's yet another reason that tube amps
tend to sound so good:
Simple circuits.
Tube amps are usually designed with little
or no negative feedback. Feedback is that
brilliant idea (like the servo-controlled directdrive turntable) by which some of the amp's
output is sent back to the amp's input in
opposite phase to cancel out distortion and
thus muck up the sound.
Simple circuits, by the way, are one reason that certain solid-state equipment sounds
the way it does—the B&K ST-140 again.
Are tubes for everyone?
Not for Larsik. Not for Mario.
Mario says he loves the sound of tubes. He
has aConrad-Johnson tube preamp. But he
also owns apair of B&W 801 speakers, and
atube amp isn't the best choice for driving
them. The big woofers, especially, seem to
need solid-state amps, which he has. They
are apair of monoblocks, no longer made,
with avery obscure name. Veekh-tor Goldstein sold them to him four or five years
ago—I think only three or four pairs were
1A few solid-state amps do surprisingly well in the palpable presence department, among them the B&K ST-140,
which now sports snazzy new cosmetics.
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actually sold.
Ican't resist. "What kind of amps did you
say those are, Mario?"
"Oh, shut up!'
Lars likes tubes, too. Or did at one time.
Now, however, he owns apolitically correct (in audiophile circles) pair of Wilson
WATTs/Puppies, and these speakers, too,
aren't particularly well-suited to tubes?
"I used to own aMcIntosh tube amp many
years ago in Sweden:' Lars said.
"It must have been this model," Ioffered,
showing him my recently arrived McIntosh
275 Commemorative Edition, named in
honor of Gordon Gow, the late president of
McIntosh Laboratories.
"That's the one!'
"Best amp you ever owned:' Isaid.
"Thirty years of hi-fi, Larsik, and I'm afraid
it's all been downhill since your Mac 275:'
Lars erupted with one of his strange Scandinavian snorts.
"I didn't know you spoke Danish, Lars:'
Icontinued innocently. "Well, here it is—a
new Mac 275, with updated components and
afew changes in circuitry. Balanced as well
as single-ended inputs. But basically the same
design. Same transformers!'
Lars looked at the amp.
"The chickens have come home to roast,"
he mumbled.
"What?"
"The chickens have come home to roast!'
"I think you mean, 'The chickens have
come home to roost,' but I'm not sure we'll
have the chance to find out.3The Mac 275 is
probably not up to driving your WATTs/
Puppies. Besides, I'm not moving it. It stays
here. Forever!'
"Forever? You own it?"
"Absolutely. Ibought it, sound unheard,
when Iheard they were going to make them
again. So now Ihave to like it. Actually, Hike
it very much. Iordered asecond one for The
Child!'
"Amy?"
"Yes, when she returns home from diplomatic service in Prague, she will have her
own McIntosh 275. You should have kept
yours!'
But, as usual, I'm getting ahead of myself.
2Ah, Sam, that's because you haven't heard the WATT/Puppies driven by Audio Research Classic 120s or 150s. —JA
3Perhaps Lars has been watching too many Wendy's cornmerdais.
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Cary CAD 300B power amplifier

There are some other tube amps in the mix
this month—the Cary CAD 300B stereo
amp and 300SE Monoblocks
For starters, Iwant to commend Cary
for not producing araft of "me-too" hohummers. One reason that some audiophiles
appear bummed and/or burned out with the
hobby these days is the sheer number of hohum products. Nothing ho-hum about the
Cary products I've auditioned.
Dennis Had of Cary is crazy about the
300B triode output tube, first developed as
the 300A in 1931 by Western Electric .
4 The
300B tube may be yust the thing for yaded
ears—oops! Imean, of course, just the thing
for jaded ears. (Gad—so much time spent
with Lars. Did Itell you about the days when
he used to own apair of Yadis amps?)
Remember when Itold you about the
McIntosh MC275 amp amoment ago? (I'll
go into more detail later.) That was acase of
not much progress having been made since
1961. Well, listen to one of the Cary amps
using the 300B tube and you might think
there's been precious little progress since
1931.
No, Iant not going to tell you that aCary
amp is for everyone. But Iurge you to audition one—or, better yet, several. Make an
appointment with aCary dealer, preferably
at an off-hour where you won't be whisked
out of the listening room.
Ithink you'll find it avery interesting
experience.
Of course, you have to find aspeaker that
these amplifiers will drive. Unfortunately,
that's not so easy. Most speaker manufacturers insist on building insensitive, lowimpedance speakers which are devils to drive
First up was the stereo Cary CAD 300B,
4The rube became the 300B in 1935. The number of the tube
in Europe was the ST-4300.
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listing for $2995, using two 300B output
tubes per side, and rated at 30Wpc. It's atriode amp, push-pull. Iused it with apair of
ProAc Response Is speakers. (The MartinLogan Aerius speakers needed more power.)
Obviously, some magic was going on
here—smooth, sweet, liquid, with awonderful sense of spaciousness, and especially
of air around the instruments. Here was a
glimpse of hi-fi heaven. True, the CAD 300B
is not the most dynamic amp around, and the
bass is not quite as powerful as it is with most
solid-state amps-30Wpc is, after all, 30Wpc.
But the bass isn't bad. At least it's not soggy,
the way it is with some tube amps rated at
much higher power. Bass was tight, tuneful,
well-defined.
The amp itself, built on achrome-plated
chassis, is an object of beauty. No wonder
they love this equipment in the Orient. You
can turn off the lights and venerate it. If you
have apair of reasonably sensitive speakers—
say, apair ofEpos ES14s or Mo IqbaPs Monitor Audio Studio 20s—this may be your
ticket to hi-fi paradise.
The best, however, was yet to come.
Most manufacturers would quit while they
were ahead—Adcom, for instance, never sent
me another product after Ifavorably reviewed the original GFA-535. Dennis Had,
on the other hand, seemed eager to send me
more. He shipped me apair of single-ended
300SE mono amps, rated at apowerhouse
9Wpc or 12Wpc, depending on when you
talk with Dennis.
That's right-30W not enough? All right,
says Dennis. ..
try 9Wpc! Okay, 12Wpc. I
think it's officially 12. Suggested retail is
$3495/pair. We're getting up there.
Iam not the one to take you through a
technical discussion, but with apush-pull
amp, the current is pushed and pulled through
the speakers by apair of output devices. More
power, less distortion. With asingle-ended
amp, there's just one device to do the pushing
and the pulling. Single-ended is supposed to
be awildly impractical way to do things
because you can't get much power from the
output tubes this way, and the 300Bs are not
the most powerful tubes to begin with.
Incidentally, all amps using the 300B tube
are direct-heated triode. That's the way the
300B tube works.
Forget the 9W or 12W for amoment. (I
know that's hanging you up. Doesn't sound
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ALL OUR LINES
CARRY THE SAME MESSAGE:
RIBBON TRANSPARENCY
FROM $1,295 -$85,500

Patented Full-Range
Ribbon Technology
With Dedicated Subwoofers

CENTAURUS

Patented Ribbon Hybrids
"RIBBIN-WALL"
In/On Wall Ribbon Hybrids
For Custom Installation
—1=1-1='0GEE r1COUSTICS, INC.

35 York Avenue, Randolph MA 02368

(617) 963-0124
Designed and manufactured in America by craftspeople who care.
EXPERIENCE THE BEST FROM BOTH WORLDS!!

APOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC. & MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB
* Audition any Apogee product at your favorite dealer and Apogee will provide
50% toward your purchase of any Cold CD from Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Customer Name

VALIDATION
Dealer Name

Address

Signature

City

Offer Expires 12131/93

State

Zip

Phone

To take advantage fer this offer call (890) 423-5759 for a Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab catalog.
Then return this validated coupon with your Gold CO request.
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very macho.) What do the 300SE amps
sound like?
In aword ...
glorious. Palpable presence
in spades.
These amps are not up to driving Lars's
WATTs/Puppies or, say, apair of MartinLogan CLS Hs. For that matter, they're not
up to driving apair of Martin-Logan Aeriuses. Even the ProAc Response 1
sloudspeaker could have used alittle more dynamic
drive—more get-up-and-go. More oomph.
But get these amps on the right speakers—
maybe ahorn-loaded speaker or one of
Mohammed lqbal's more efficient babies—
and watch out. The sound can be devastatingly good. (I mean that literally—devastating to other amplifiers, tube or solid-state.)
First of all, there's truth of timbre. This is
the first amplifier I've had in my system with
which Ican actually enjoy listening to string
quartets on CDs for more than ahalf hour—
or 15 minutes. Iexperienced no listener
fatigue. No digititis. Quite the contrary—the
only problem Ihad with the 300SE amps is
that Ididn't want to turn them off and go to
bed. Marina was not pleased.
When Itell you that the 300SE amps were
sweet, Idon't mean sticky-sweet—I mean
musically sweet, naturally sweet. Instrumental and vocal timbres seemed exactly and
startlingly right. What's more, the amps were
extended on top without going over the top.
The 300SEs never sounded hard or strident.
Resolution was extraordinary, which only
enhanced the sense of palpable presence—the
illusion of "live" in my listening room. My
daughter's boyfriend sat transfixed as Iraised
Willie Dixon, Billie Holiday, and Louis Armstrong from the dead. (Yes, that's the kind of
amp it is—miraculous!)
Downside? Not much in the way of
dynamic drive, as Isaid. However, once
again, as with the CAD 300B, the bass with
the 300SEs is reasonably tight and never
soggy. So while there was nothing about the
bass to stand up and applaud, there was also
nothing to actively irritate. What Imissed,
not surprisingly, was balls. But truth of
timbre, palpable presence, and extraordinary
resolution of fine detail more than compensated.
Ishould also tell you that in the two
months or so Ihad the CAD 300B and the
CAD 300SEs Ihad not amoment's problem.
No noises, no buzzes, no excessive transSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Cary 300SE monoblock power amplifier
former hum, no tube problems. Nothing but
glorious music.
Then Dennis had (small "h") something
else for me: aCAD 300SEE stereo amp,
another single-ended job, this time astereo
unit putting out 20Wpc. Give or take, Isuppose. It supplies alittle more yuice than the
300SEs, as Larsik would say. Not that I'm
complaining about the sound of the 12Wpc
300SEs. Ihave also yust received another pair
of Quad ESL-63s, which might be the perfect match with the CAD 300SEE. Stay
tuned.
Which Cary is to be Had, assuming you
get Caryed away? (Heh-heh.) Fine as the
push-pull CAD 300B was, the single-ended
300SE monoblocks were even better. More
sweetness. More liquidity. More freedom
from listening fatigue. Don't get the idea that
the CAD 300B isn't liquid or that it produces
fatigue. It's just that the single-ended amps
give you alittle more magic. Who knows—
maybe you should hold out for the more
expensive CAD 300SEE.
Meanwhile, you must go hear these 300B
amps. The sound might make even Larsik
think about trading in his WATTs/Puppies,
or Mario might think about selling his B&W
801s.
Be warned. Dennis Had is right: These
amps can seriously mess with your head,
particularly the single-ended jobs. These
amps sound so right and so different from
other amps, tube or solid-state, that you have
to scratch your head and wonder. You also
have to ask yourself some very serious questions about whether the hi-fi industry, such
as it was, took avery wrong turn—oh, let's
say, some time around 1938.
Why do speaker manufacturers produce
such insensitive speakers, requiring muscle
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2 AND MF2300

Solid State Components Without Solid-State Sound
Too often, solid-state audio components
sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solid-state
designs that audiophiles readily identify
this unmusical sonic signature as "transistor
sound". At conrad-johnson, we have long
believed that these audible distortions are
not inherent in solid-state devices. Instead,
they are aconsequence of circuit design
and implementation. Through innovative
circuit design and the use of highest quality
parts, we have developed arange of conradjohnson solid-state products that prove the
point. They do not sound like solid-state.
They just sound like music.

For more detailed infiemarti5.-range of conrad-johnmn solid-state products write, phone or fax:

conrad-johnson design, inc.
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McIntosh MC275 Commemorative Edition power
amplifier

amps that don't sound nearly as good as one
of these tube amps with a300B? Why can't
more manufacturers consider high sensitivity
to be akey element in the design? Why all
those complicated crossovers—found in
most high-end speakers—that suck up such
power?
You say 9watts? Okay, Dennis, 12. Who's
counting?
Yeah. Heh-heh-heh. (I laugh my evil
laugh.)
Now back to the McIntosh MC275—
Commemorative Edition.
Sorry. (Another evil laugh.) 5
Here's agreat tube amp, and by the time
you read this, you probably can't have it.
McIntosh took 3000 or so orders for this
special $3995 limited edition amp in 1992,
including my order. Throughout 1993, the
company has been producing the amps and
filling the orders. No more will be made. (A
few amps have become available, but only to
the extent that any of last year's orders are
canceled.)
So why write about the MC275? (JA hates
it when awriter teases you about what may
be an unobtainable product.)
The reason is simply this.
The McIntosh MC275 is astartling amplifier. From the moment Iturned it on, I
understood why it stayed in production for
adozen years, and why mint-condition used
MC275s often fetch up to eight times their
original purchase price. This is aclassic. Long
after most other amplifiers, tube or solidstate, are forgotten, the MC275 will still be
aclassic.
5Larry is thinking about flying me out to Santa Fe so Ican
record the evil laugh for Sterrophile's Test CD 3!
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What's so special?
The history, for starters. This is one of the
most famous high-end amplifiers ever made.
It's also, in my opinion, one of the most beautiful amps ever made. The Mac 275 reminds
me of alate 1950s or early '60s Cadillac. I'd
have to own one of those on looks alone.
At $4000, the MC275 isn't cheap. The
price is high partly because of the US-made
Richardson KT88 output tubes. (The tubes
are no longer made by Richardson in the US,
but Iunderstand that Richardson will be
producing KT88s in France.) The tubes cost
McIntosh more than $115 apop—that's over
$500 per MC275. Of course, McIntosh has
to pass along the cost, but I'm told they
haven't marked them up. They make their
margin on the amp itself, not the tubes.
Actually, cheapskate—or former cheapskate—that Iam, Ifound that aquartet of
Shuguang Golden Dragon KT88 Super
tubes worked just splendidly in my McIntosh MC275, so the original Richardson
tubes are preserved for posterity. (You can
also use 6550s, though Iwouldn't. Itried
some and greatly preferred the sound quality
obtained with either brand of the KT88s.
Time will tell about the reliability of the
Golden Dragon KT88s, but Ithink they're
fine-sounding tubes.)
What's really special about this amp is
exactly the quality that Imissed in the 9Wpc
Cary 300SEs—namely, the quality of
dynamic drive. These amps have an amazing amount of forward thrust. They punch
out the music in alively, exciting way—lots
of push/pull going on!
And not just on jazz or rock. Classical
music, too, benefits from this added power
or thrust. There's more of afoundation on
symphonic pieces. Cellos sound more exciting on string quartets. Even most solid-state
amps sound weak or wimpy compared to the
Mac. It's big, beefy, ballsy. It's like a1960s
Cadillac.
All of this dynamic drive is fine. The good
news is that it's not at the expense of midrange and treble sweetness or overall transparency. The amps are smooth, sweet, maybe
just atad rolled off on top, with superior
resolution and detail. Compared with some
amps, however, the sound is, in soundstaging
terms, alittle forward rather than pushed
back. This may be acharacteristic of the
KT88 output tubes.
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Caution, though: This dynamic drive, this
balls-out quality, which can be fine with
speakers such as the ProAc Response is, may
not be so wonderful with other speakers. A
friend who knows the original MC275 very
well warns me, for instance, that it's perhaps
not the ideal amp for driving the Vandersteen
2Ci, which is already endowed with avery
dynamic and generous bottom end.
How does the Mac 275 compare with the
Cary amps? The Mac 275, in case you didn't
get the point, is much more dynamic. Its
sound is forward while the Carys are more
laid-back. (The soundstage itself comes forward with the Mac; goes back with the
Carys.) For sweetness and liquidity, the Carys
are unsurpassed, but the Mac is very, very
fine. Resolution of fine detail is superb with
the Mac and the Carys.
The Mac 275 also offers away out of the
audiophile rat race that requires you to update
your amp every two years. This is one of
those rare audio products that transcends
time. A cynic may say it's already obsolete.
Me? Imay wind up with the Mac in the
living room and aCary amp in my main
listening room.6 The Mac is yust ayoy to
look at. But it's not yust amuseum piece—
it's agreat-sounding amp that can hold its
own against any of today's top tube amps.
(Its sound reminds me most of the KT88equipped Air Tight ATM-2, which retails for
$5950.)
The MC275 is not without its drawbacks.
There is no ON/OFF switch. (AC power was
switched on and off by an accompanying
preamp.) So you may have to do as Idid and
use an external power-switching box. The
binding strip, while secure, takes only the
smallest of spades—or bare wire. You may
have to file down the sides of your spade lugs
so they fit.
Like the original, the new MC275 can
6Some audiophiles have purchased this amp as an "investment?' Iphoned one of them, who advertised in Stereophiles
"Audio Mart." He was trying to bag aquick $500 profit on
his purchase. His daughter needed the money for her wedding, or some such story. Ican't predict how well this amp
will hold its value, but I'm certain it will do so far better than
most audiophile products. Ican think of acertain solid-state
muscle amp that retailed for $4000 afew years ago. Now
you'd be lucky to fetch $1500 for it. Idon't advise purchasing
any audio gear as an investment. On the other hand, I'm reasonably sure that if you're lucky enough to find aMac 275,
it won't lose 62.5% of its value over four years. (If you buy
an amp for $4000 and sell it four years later for $1500, it will
have cost you $625 ayear in depreciation. That's $1.71 a
day-76 an hour.)

be user-bridged to run in mono, where it
delivers 150Wpc instead of 75Wpc stereo. By
the way, the input sensitivity is adjustable,
and these adjustments can function as volume controls. You can run aCD player or
processor straight in.
So what to do?
You might try to find one of these amps.
Some dealers might have one or two? If you
can't find aMac 275, you're out of luck, because, according to McIntosh President Ron
Fone, his company has no plans to go into
regular production again with atube amp
(though they are reviewing the possibility of
reintroducing the C22 tube preamplifier,
again on alimited basis).
The Mac 275 is adassic. Actually, its sound
quality—not to mention its build quality—
embarrasses many of today's tube amplifiers.
And it shows you how much overpriced junk
there is around today.
Imagine if General Motors reissued the
1960 Cadillac Eldorado. ..
or if Leica brought
back the M-2 ...
7On the other hand, Ihave abrand-new B&K ST-140 coming in for review. Inexpensive though it is, this amp has proven
in the past to be asuperb combination with the costly Quads:
one of those combinations that shouldn't work well, but does.
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A TRANSPORT OF DELIGHT

ROBERT HARLEY
EXAMINES
THE EFFECES
OF J
ITTER
IN THE
OUTPUTS OF
CD TRANSPORTS
AND DAT RECORDERS

N

ot that long ago, digital audio was
considered perfect if all the bits
could be stored and retrieved without data errors. If the data coming off the disc
were the same as what went on the disc, how
could there be asound-quality difference
with the same digital/analog converter? This
"bits is bits" mentality scoffs at sonic differences between CD transports, digital interfaces, and CD tweaks. Because none of these
STEREOPHIT E, NOVEMBER 1993

products or devices affects the pattern of ones
and zeros recovered from the disc, any differences must be purely in the listener's imagination. After all, they argued, acopy of a
computer program runs just as well as the
original.
As our knowledge of digital audio has
become more sophisticated, however, we've
learned that the timing of those ones and zeros
is of utmost importance. It isn't enough to
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get the bits right; those bits have to be converted back into music with the same timing reference as when the music was first
digitized. It turns out that timing errors in
the picosecond (ps) range—the time it takes
light to travel inches—can audibly degrade
digitally reproduced music. These timing
errors—called jitter—are only now beginning to be understood.'
Although Ihave apretty good feel for how
jitter in adigital processor can degrade sound
quality, what Idon't begin to understand is
why CD transports sound so different. Some
have asmooth treble, soft bass, and adeep
soundstage, while others are bright, have
tight and extended bass, and poor soundstaging. My auditioning of the C.E.C. TL 1beltdrive transport (reviewed in Vol.16 No.7)
deepened the mystery: The TL Ihad the
most distinctive sonic signature of any transport I've heard, with an extremely smooth
treble, lushly liquid midrange, and asoft,
somewhat sluggish bass. The TL 1's presentation was in sharp contrast to the Mark
Levinson No.31 transport's tight, punchy,
highly detailed rendering. Ifjitter is the cause
of these sonic differences, why don't poor
(high-jitter) transports all have the same sonic
signature? What mechanisms create such a
broad palate of sonic flavors?
There are two possible answers. The first
is that, besides the bits and the timing of those
bits, sound quality is influenced by athird,
unknown factor. The second—and much
more likely—answer is that the jitter's spectral content affects certain sonic aspects differently. Jitter can be randomly distributed
in frequency (like white noise), or have most
of its energy concentrated at specific frequencies. The jitter's characteristics probably determine each transport's sound. Is this the mechanism behind the different sonic signatures
of CD transports?
We may have taken the first step toward answering that question. Stereophile has acquired
aunique test instrument that measures jitter in aCD transport's digital output. The
analyzer takes in an S/PDIF or AES/EBU
signal from atransport and outputs the transport's jitter content. The jitter can be looked
at on an oscilloscope, measured with an
1For agood introduction to jitter, see "Jitter, Bits, and Sound
Quality," by John Atkinson, in Vol.13 No.12; "The Jitter
Game" in Vol.16 No.1; and litter and the Digital Interface,"
by Dr. Rémy Fourré, in Vol.16 No.10.
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RMS-reading voltmeter, listened to through
an amplifier and loudspeakers, analyzed with
FFT techniques, or plotted as afunction of
frequency with 1
/-octave spectral analysis.
2
The jitter test instrument, designed by UltraAnalog's Dr. Rémy Fourré and described in
his Stereophile article last month ("Jitter and
the Digital Interface," Vol.16 No.10, p.80),
is apowerful tool for revealing the different
jitter performances of various CD transports?
Iused the analyzer to measure the jitter in
awide range of CD transports, most of them
previously reviewed in these pages. The Stereophile test bench and surrounding area
looked like "transport city," with more than
adozen high-end models awaiting testing.
Also on hand for measurement was a"jitterreduction" device, Audio Alchemy's Digital
Transmission Interface (DTI). Because Stereophile has already reported on the sound of
many of these products, we can look at the
measurements and see if there's acorrelation
between atransport's sound quality and its
measured jitter.
I'll report on the test methods and results
later in this article. First, let's look at how a
transport's jitter affects the sound quality of
adigital processor connected to it.

How TRANSPORT JITTER AFFECTS
DAC SOUND QUALITY
In "The Jitter Game" (Stereophile, January
1993, p.114), Iexplained how jitter in adigital
processor's word clock affects the processor's
sound quality. The word clock is the timing
signal that controls when the digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) converts the digital audio
samples into an analog output. Timing errors
in the clock produce voltage errors in the DAC's
analog output signal, degrading the processor's sonic and technical performance.
That article focused on jitter in digital processors; at the time, we had no way of measuring transport jitter. Since then, we've
learned much more about the relationship
between word-clock jitter, the digital processor, and the CD transport. It turns out that
word-clock jitter in adigital processor—the
point where jitter becomes audible—is a
result of many variables, including the transport, the digital interface, and the digital processor itself.
2 Many thanks to Richard Powers and Rémy Fourré of
UltraAnalog for their loan of the Jitter Analyzer.
—JA
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The transport's S/PDIF digital output
drives the digital processor's input receiver.
The input receiver generates anew clock by
locking to the incoming clock in the S/PDIF
datastream with aPhase-Locked Loop (PLL).
This so-called "recovered" clock then becomes the timing reference for the digital
processor. When your digital processor's
"lock" or "44.1kHz" LED illuminates, the

processor has locked to the incoming clock
signal. If this recovered clock is jittered, the
word clock at the DAC will also be jittered.
It is commonly believed that transport jitter is rejected by the input receiver and not
passed to the recovered clock. Unfortunately,
that's true only above acertain frequency,
called the "jitter attenuation cutoff frequency." Below this cutoff frequency, the in-

HIGH J
ITTER VS. LOW J
ITTER
What is the sonic effect of jitter in the
S/PDIF data stream? To answer that, I
listened to the same music through the
same system, but switched between the
PS Audio Lambda and the SV-3700 as the
S/PDIF data source.
The difference was not subtle. On the
Harmonia Mundi recording of Handers
Water Music (HMU 907010), the violins
sounded almost unrecognizable through
the high-jitter SV-3700. Instead, they
sounded like asingle synthesizer, devoid
of all nuance, detail, and the sonic cues that
tell you abow is moving across strings.
In place of these cues was asteely hardness
and screechiness that literally made me
cringe during loud passages. It sounded
as though the violins were being played
with hacksaw blades.
In addition, low-level detail was lost;
the harpsichord seemed to disappear, and
all the instruments blended into agiant
roar. The presentation was drier, and
reverberation decay became truncated.
Overall, the music was sterile, mechanical,
and uninvolving.
Moving to avery different selection,
Michael Ruffs Speaking in Melodies (Sheffield CD-35), Iheard asimilar steeliness
to the treble. Sibilance was emphasized,
sounding like spikes of barbed wire sticking out on vocal "s" and "ch" sounds. The
treble was edgy and aggressive. The vocal
was more forward, drier, and didn't sound
integrated with the band.
One change between the Lambda and
the SV-3700 not heard on the Handel but
dearly revealed on the Ruff disc was how
jitter affects bass. The SV-3700 had more
bass, but it was fatter, slower, and devoid

STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

of pitch. Through the Lambda, Icould
clearly hear all the notes the bass player
was playing at the beginning of track 11.
Through the SV-3700, the bass in this
same passage was afeatureless morass.
Moreover, the SV-3700 destroyed this
music's upbeat rhythmic intensity. The
band seemed less enthusiastic through the
SV-3700.
When we hear the effects ofjitter, we're
hearing voltage errors at the DAC's analog output caused by word-clock timing
variations. This magnitude of the voltage error is afunction of the signal amplitude and the jitter. Although low-level
signals introduce more jitter in the interface, we're less likely to hear jitter on lowlevel signals. The voltage error may be on
the order of afew microvolts with alowlevel signal, but several millivolts with a
high-level signal. Consequently, the audibility ofjitter will vary greatly with the
music's spectral content, level, and
dynamics. According to HDCDTM developer Pacific Microsonics—who have
done extensive research into jitter audibility—the jitter's frequency and spectral
distribution largely determine atransport's
sonic signature. Jitter at one frequency
may produce acertain sonic characteristic,
while jitter at another frequency will create avery different subjective effect.
Clearly, jitter in the data stream driving
adigital processor is audible—and asignificant contributor to "digital sound"
Because jitter adds artifacts we associate
with digital audio in general, reducing jitter is an important step toward truly
musical digital reproduction.
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put receiver and PLL simply pass the incoming jitter to the recovered clock. The popular
Crystal CS8412 chip has ajitter attenuation
cutoff frequency of 251cHz, meaning that the
device is transparent to transport jitter below
25kHz. (This specification is clearly stated
in the CS8412's data sheet.) The input receiver
essentially acts as alow-pass filter to jitter.
Note that jitter energy with afrequency between 0-40kHz produces audible degradation.
A second source of word-clock jitter is the
input receiver's intrinsic jitter. Input receivers
vary greatly in their intrinsic jitter, from 40
picoseconds in the UltraAnalog AES 20
input receiver, 200ps for the Crystal CS8412,
up to 5000ps (5ns) in the Yamaha YM3623
chip. (The Yamaha receiver's jitter can be
reduced with afew circuit tricks.)
We can quickly see that the sonically degrading word-dock jitter in adigital processor is influenced by several variables:
2. Interface
Jitter

I. Transport
Jitter

3. Intrinsic
Jitter

1

1) the transport's jitter;
2) S/PDIF or AES/EBU interface-induced
jitter (the digital interconnect);
3) how well the digital processor's input
receiver rejects transport and interface jitter;
4) the input receiver's intrinsic jitter; and
5) how well the clock is recovered and handled inside the digital processor.
The block diagram of fig.1 shows how
transport jitter ends up in the digital processor's word clock. The call-out numbers in
fig.1 correspond to the five jitter sources
described above. Fig.1 shows why transports
and digital interfaces sound different—their
jitter directly affects the timing precision of
the digital/analog conversion process.
The "bits is bits" camp rejects this thesis,
claiming that transport and interface jitter is
completely removed by the digital processor's input receiver. They consider the PLL
an absolute barrier to jitter. Consequently,

Incoming Clock
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and DAC

4. Jitter Passed by
Input Receiver
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Input
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Fig.1 Jitter sources in aCD playback system.
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Fig.2 PS Audio Reference Link, DAC word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when driven
by PS Audio Lambda CD transport (linear
frequency scale, I
OdB/vertical div., OdB =
Ins). RMS jitter (400Hz-22kHz) = I45ps.
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Fig.3 PS Audio Reference Link, DAC word-clock
jitter spectrum, DC-20kHz, when driven
by Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorder (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div., OdB =
Ins). RMS jitter (400Hz-22kHz) = 56Ips.
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they argue, transports, digital interfaces, and
CD tweaks can't affect sound quality.
Iconducted alittle experiment to test this
hypothesis. Imeasured adigital processor's
word-clock jitter (with the Meitner LIM
Detector described in Vol.16 No.1) when
driven by two different digital sources. One
source has low jitter (the PS Audio Lambda
transport), and one source has high jitter (the
Panasonic SV-3700 professional DAT machine). Fig.2 shows the jitter spectrum of the
processor's word clock when driven by the
Lambda. For contrast, fig3 is the same processor's jitter spectrum—measured at the
DAC with the identical test signal and conditions—but with the high-jitter Panasonic SV3700 driving the processor. Note the vastly
cleaner spectrum and fewer discrete-frequency
jitter components when the processor was
driven by the Lambda. Moreover, the overall
RMS jitter (measured from 400Hz to 22kHz)
increased from 145ps with the Lambda transport to awhopping 561ps when driven by
the high-jitter SV-3700. Clearly, jitter in the
S/PDIF signal driving adigital processor does
greatly affect word-clock jitter inside the processor.

I
T'S TOO EASY FOR
MANUFACTURERS TO
OFFHANDEDLY CLAIM A
LOW JITTER NUMBER
WITHOUT EVEN KNOWING
WHAT THE JITTER LEVELS OR
CHARACTERISTICS
REALLY ARE.
Incidentally, the digital processor used in
this experiment was the PS Audio Reference
Link, which uses the Crystal CS8412 input
receiver in perhaps the best possible implementation. The difference would have been
even more dramatic if I'd chosen aprocessor with the Yamaha YM3623 chip, or one
that had alower-quality implementation of
the CS8412. Note that these measurements
don't reflect poorly on the Reference Link:
any processor with the Yamaha or Crystal
input receiver (ie, just about all of them) will
pass these differences in transport jitter to the

recovered DAC word clock?
Because aprocessor's clock jitter changes
so dramatically when driven by different digital sources, some important questions are
raised about how jitter is specified in digital processors. First, when digital-processor
manufacturers quote jitter numbers in their
literature, what transport or digital source
do they use? With what test signals? And over
what measurement bandwidth? Finally, what
test instrument do they use to measure jitter? It's too easy for manufacturers to offhandedly claim alow jitter number without
even knowing what the jitter levels or characteristics really are. Be suspicious of any jitter claims made in manufacturer's specification sheets and promotional literature.
As clearly demonstrated in the experiment
described above, transport and interface jitter
end up at the DAC's word clock—the point
where jitter affects sound quality.

TEST METHODOLOGY

Using the UltraAnalog jitter analyzer is simple. A CD transport or other digital source
is connected to the analyzer's input, and the
analyzer's output is fed to an Audio Precision System One. The System One is configured to perform a1
/-octave spectral anal2
ysis of the transport's jitter. This technique
plots the jitter's energy as afunction of frequency in 1/
3-octave bands from 20Hz to
50kHz. This is exactly the same technique
we use to look at aprocessor's output when
decoding alkHz, -90dB dithered sinewave
in all our CD-player and digital-processor
reviews.
After the spectral analysis is performed, the
overall RMS jitter amplitude is measured
using the System One. The System One's
bandpass filters are invoked to band-limit the
measurement to 10Hz-30kHz. The measured RMS voltage of the jitter energy in the
10Hz-30kHz band indicates the transport's
RMS jitter level, expressed as asingle number
in picoseconds (the analyzer is calibrated at
100mV per nanosecond). We thus end up
both with aspectrum of the jitter and anumber that reveals the "area under the curve"
of that spectrum.

3Note that the Meitner LIM Detector measures jitter up to
20kHz, but jitter up to 40kHz can affect sound quality. Further, the LIM Detector's 20kHz bandwidth won't show the
jitter attenuation above 25kHz provided by the Crystal
CS8412 chip. However, the figures presented reveal that the
CS8412 is virtually transparent to jitter energy below 20kHz.
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Because the jitter analyzer doesn't have
optical inputs, the measurements were restricted to coaxial and AES/EBU outputs.
The transports' AES/EBU outputs generally had lower jitter than their S/PDIF outputs. In some cases there was little or no
difference; in other products—the Meridian CDR and SV-3700, for example—the jitter was significantly lower from the AES/
EBU jacks:1Except for the SV-3700, which
was chosen to illustrate apoorly implemented S/PDIF interface, Ichose the lowerjitter AES/EBU measurements for presentation.
TIIE TEST TERRAIN
Selecting appropriate test signals is difficult
for arty measurement, never mind one as new
as transport jitter. We settled on showing two
graphs for each transport: one made using
three test signals, and one made with two
musical selections. The test signals were all
taken from the CBS Test CD: digital silence
(all data words are zero); alkHz sinewave at
full-scale; and alkHz sinewave at -90dBFS.
Itried other test signals—intermodulation
twin tones and squarewaves, for example—
but decided to publish only the three signal
conditions (no signal, very low-level signal,
and very high-level signal) to keep the graphs
from getting too cluttered.
The musical selections were chosen for
their very different signals and levels. Music
#1 (the solid trace in all the music plots) was
the first minute and ahalf of Stravinsky's The
Firebird Suite on Sheffield Lab CD-24. The
levels are extremely low (about -35dB) at the
beginning of this disc: the signal is mostly
ambience and noise, with instruments playing very softly. The second musical selection
(the dotted trace in the graphs) was chosen
for its opposite signal characteristics. "Cut
to the Chaser from Steve Morse's Southern
Steel (MCA MCAD-1-112), begins with the
levels at almost full-scale and stays there for
the whole piece. Most music falls somewhere
between these extremes.

DAT machine (a Stereophile-owned sample).
The horizontal scale is frequency in Hz, the
vertical scale is amplitude in volts. The vertical scale is calibrated so that the "100u" at
the bottom is equivalent to 1ps, the "1m" a
third of the way up is lOps, the "10m" point
is 100ps, and "0.1" is 1000ps, or one nanosecond (Ins). Note that the vertical amplitude
(jitter) scale is logarithmic. Below the "1m"
division, each horizontal division equals 1ps.
Between "1m" and "10m," each horizontal
division is lOps, Between "10m" and "0.1,"
each horizontal division is 100ps. The topmost
division-0.1 to 0.2—equals Ins (1000ps).
Differences in the trace levels toward the
graph top represent much more ola difference in jitter levels than those at the graph
bottom. Incidentally, you can't infer the overall RMS jitter level from looking at where the
trace lies; it takes some complicated math to
make that conversion. Instead, I've presented
the RIvIS jitter levels for each product with
each test signal in Table 1.
The solid trace in fig.4 is the SV-3700's jitter when transmitting digital silence (track
4on the CBS Test CD), the heavy dotted
trace is the jitter spectrum when the transport is transmitting a-90dB, lkHz sinewave,
and the lightest (top) trace is made with a
lIcHz, OdB sinewave. Note that the jitter isn't
randomly distributed with frequency: the
spikes in the trace at 100Hz and multiples of
100Hz indicate that there are jitter components with energy at those frequencies.
Moreover, we see ahuge change in the jitter level and spectrum with different test signals. The jitter's "signature" is quite different
000100104 Nome. Ev WOO W.
02

.2011111911

4This suggests that how well aparticular interface is
implemented is more important than the interface (S/PDIF
or AES/EBU) itself.
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JITTER PLOTS
A typical jitter-measurement plot is shown
in fig.4, measured on the highest-jitter source
Ifound: the Panasonic SV-3700 professional
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Fig.4 Panason cSV-3700 DAT recorder, litter in
S/PDIF data signal, 20Hz-50kHz, when
transmitting digital silence (bottom solid
trace), aI
kHz sinewave at —90dB (middle,
dashed trace), and a'kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(top, light dotted trace) (vertical scale, I
ps2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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An original oil painting is displayed in aframe without glass. The artist's intent—the
emotion and interpretation, should never be filtered through any kind of veil.
Music is exactly the same. The closer you can get to the original, the more apparent
the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
inherently flawless signal handling, rather than brute-force correction of non-linearity.
Bryston's new generation of amplifiers represent the culmination of 20 years of
research into the art and science of linearity as the best route to musical accuracy.
This is Bryston's way of removing the veil.
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Bryston Ltd. Tel (416) 746-1800 Fax (416) 746-0308
Brystonvennont Ltd. Tel (802) 223-6159
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TIE MOST POPULAR PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL RECORDER
EVER MADE HAS VASTLY HIGHER JITTER THAN INEXPENSIVE
HIGH-END CONSUMER PRODUCTS DESIGNED BY EAR.
with low- and high-level signals. Fig.5 is the
SV-3700's jitter spectrum when playing the
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Fig.5 Panasonic SV-3700, itter in S/PDIF data
signal, 201-1z-50kHz when transmitting
music #1 (Firebird, solid) and music #2 (Steve
Morse, dashed) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns,
100µV = I
ps).
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Fig.6 PS Audio Lambda, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (bottom solid trace), aI
kHz sinewave
at —90dB (top, dashed trace), and aI
kHz
sinewave at OdBFS (middle, dotted trace)
(vertical scale, Ips-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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Fig.7 PS Audio Lambda, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(Firebird, solid) and music #2 (Steve Morse,
dashed) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100itv = Ips).
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two musical selections. The RMS levels are:
4250ps (OdB, lkHz signal), 1110ps (-90dB,
lkHz signal), and 180ps (digital silence). The
musical selections have an RMS jitter value
of 3830ps for music #1 (Firebird) and 3800ps
for music #2 (Steve Morse).5
For contrast, Fig.6 is the PS Audio Lambda's
jitter spectrum with the same test signals. The
RMS jitter level was 51ps (worst case) and
29ps (best case). The musical signals produced the jitter plots in fig.7, which had RMS
jitter values of 66ps (music #1) and 37ps
(music #2). Note how the low-level musical source produced more jitter than the highlevel orie»Tbe Lambda and SV-3700 are
representative of very good and very poor
S/PD IF jitter performance!'

J
ITTER BUGS

As described by Dr. Fourré in his article last
month, the jitter from atransport and interface is highly correlated with the encoded
audio signal. If the transport is putting out
the digital code representing alkHz sinewave, we see additional jitter energy at lIcHz.
The large peak seen in some plots between
7kHz and 8kHz is the subcode carried in the
S/PDIF data stream. Subcode is non-audio
data such as track time, track number, and
whether the data have been pre-emphasized.
The data rate for each subcode channel is
7.35kHz, producing jitter at 7.35kHz.
The signal-correlated jitter is greatest when
the test signal is lowest in amplitude. Lowlevel signals produce agreater number of bit
transitions than high-level signals, which
induce more jitter in the interface (Dr. Fourré
explained the mechanism behind this last
month.)
Before proceeding to the test results, Imust
caution readers not to jump to conclusions
5The curves and RMS jitter measurements mistakenly presented in my August "Industry Update" (p.49) as belonging
to the SV-3700 were actually the measurements on aPhilips
CD960 CD player, provided by UltraAnalog.
6It's ironic that the SV-3700—perhaps the most popular
professional digital recorder ever made—has vastly higher jitter
from its S/PDIF output than even inexpensive high-end consumer products—products designed by ear. The professional
audio world may look down on "consumer" equipment, but
it often sounds much better than professional gear.
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Adcom would
like to make
this perfect'
cleat
egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
.
the effective suppression of AC 'RE hash by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. ...the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile. Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-51S is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

A

The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
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G ANGING THE DIRECTION OF THE DIGITAL
INTERCONNECT CAUSED THE JITTER TO BE REDUCED
BY ALMOST HALF!
about atransport's sound quality from these
measurements. Although the UltraAnalog
jitter analyzer is avery sensitive and accurate
instrument, there are several factors beyond
the transport's intrinsic jitter than can affect
adigital front-end's sonic characteristics.
First, aparticular digital processor may present adifferent impedance from the jitter
analyzer's tightly specified and correct impedance. Second, the clock-recovery performance of different digital processors varies
greatly, affecting the jitter spectrum and level
in the recovered clock. Another variable is
the different comparators used in the input
circuits of different products. All these factors
may affect the jitter level and spectrum passed
to the recovered clock in an unknown way.
Finally, different DAC architectures (1-bit
and multi-bit) respond differently to different
jitter levels and the spectral distribution of
that jitter. The identical word-clock jitter
could produce different sonic effects, depending on the DAC and the manner in which its
word clock has been recovered. Consequently, the measurements presented here
should be viewed on acomparative basis
only, not as an absolute quantification ola
transport's intrinsic sound quality. Further,
these measurements are so new that we don't
fully understand how differences in measured
performance affect musical perception.
With that caveat, here is how some popular
CD transports performed on this new test.

M EASUREMENT SURPRISES

Ihad planned to try measuring jitter differences in digital interconnects only after I'd
finished measuring transports. If there were
measurable differences in cables, Ithought
they would be revealed only by averaging
many measurements with each cable (to
reduce the influence of random noise), and
then processing the data to uncover the tiniest
of differences. The System One has a"Compute Delta" function that extracts only the
difference between two measurements. My
preconception was that any measurable differences between different coaxial digital
interconnects would be marginal at best.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

After measuring the first two products (the
PS Lambda and the Panasonic SV-3700), I
went back and repeated my measurements to
make sure the analyzer was giving consistent
results, and that my test setup was correct.
When Iremeasured the SV-3700, Igot about
half the jitter than when Ifirst measured it!
What caused this reduction in measured
jitter?
Changing the direction of the digital interconnect between the transport and the jitter analyzer.
This phenomenon was easily repeatable:
put the cable in one direction and read the
jitter voltage, then reverse the cable
direction and watch the
jitter voltage
drop. Although I'd heard differences in digital-cable directionality, Iwas surprised the
difference in jitter was so easily measurable
—and that the jitter difference was nearly
double.
To confirm this phenomenon, Irepeated
the test five times each on three different digital interconnects. One was ageneric audio
cable, the other two were Mod Squad Wonder Link and Aural Symphonies Digital Standard, both highly regarded cables specifically
designed for digital transmission. The generic
cable wasn't directional: it produced the same
high jitter in either direction. But both the
Wonder Link and the Aural Symphonies had
lower jitter levels overall, but different jitter
levels depending on their direction. Moreover, the generic cable had higher jitter than
either of the two premium cables—even in
the latters' "high-jitter" direction.
Fig.8 shows the jitter difference between
cable direction in Wonder Link using the
Panasonic '3700 as the source (the difference
was about the same in the Aural Symphonies).
Note that, at these high levels, small differences in the trace are significant. Between
"10m" and "0.1" on the vertical scale, each
horizontal division is 100ps. The overall
jitter was 4050ps with the Wonder Link connected in one direction, and 2700ps with the
cable reversed.
Ialso plotted the SV-3700's jitter spectrum
through the generic audio cable, Wonder
Link, and Aural Symphonics Digital Stan-
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dard (fig.9). The Wonder Link and Aural
Symphonics were both in their "low-jitter"
directions for this plot. The top trace (highest
jitter) is the generic cable, the next-lower trace
is Wonder Link, and the lowest is Digital Standard. You can easily see that the premium
digital interconnects had significantly lower
jitter than the generic cable. As we saw earlier,
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signal, 20Hz-50kHz with Mod Squad data
cable one way around (solid) vs the other
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Fig.9 Panason cSV-3700, tter in S/PDIF data
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Fig.I0 PS Aucro Lambda, ftter in S/PDIF data
signal, 20Hz-50kHz, with Mod Squad data
cable one way around (solid) vs the other
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= Ips).
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in figs.2 and 3, this jitter in the S/PDIF signal
directly affects adigital processor's wordclock jitter, which in turn degrades sound
quality.
These measurements confirm the reports
of critical listeners—see elsewhere in this
issue—that digital interconnects sound different when connected in different directions.
Iperformed the same tests using the lowjitter PS Audio Lambda transport as source.
The results were very different. With agood
source, cable direction didn't make adifference in the measurable jitter (fig.10). This
suggests that the SV-3700—or any poorquality transmitter—reacts with the cable's
impedance to create jitter-inducing reflections in the interface. The directionality was
probably caused by differences in the way the
two RCA plugs were soldered to the cable;
any bumps or discontinuities in the solder
or RCA plug will cause achange in the characteristic impedance, which will cause
higher-amplitude reflections in one direction than in the other. These reflections set
up dynamically changing standing waves in
the interface, introducing jitter in the embedded clock. These problems were reduced by
the Lambda's higher-quality output circuit.
In short, the worse the transport, the more
cables—and their direction—affect sound
quality. Incidentally, a$2.99 Radio Shack 75
ohm coaxial video cable had lower jitter than
the generic audio cable, but higher jitter than
either the Wonder Link or the Aural Symphonics?
While we're on the subject of the digital
interface, Ishould point out that the engineering for transmitting wide-bandwidth
signals was worked out nearly 50 years ago
in the video world. In video transmission,
the source has acarefully controlled output
impedance, the cable and connectors have a
precisely specified characteristic impedance
and are well-shielded, and the load impedance is specified within narrow tolerances.
If these practices aren't followed, reflections
are created in the transmission line that play
havoc with video signals. This issue is so crucial that awhole field called Time Delay Re7Starting this project was like opening acan of worms.
Although this article is confined to transport-jitter measurements. I'll be reporting in an upcoming issue on other
peripheral factors. Phenomena worth exploring indude asurvey of the jitter performances of digital interconnects, the
effects of CD tweaks and the ASM spatial filter (fitted standard
on the Lambda) on transport jitter, the effects of vibration on
transport jitter, and anything else of interest.
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Component Foundations
•Heavy steel framework has spiked feet and may be filled with shot or sand.
•Large 20" by 18" shelves are constructed of MDF resting on isolation studs.
These are the largest and least resonant shelves available.
•Component Foundations feature various trim kits, allowing them to match any
living environment. Oak, Walnut, Black Lacquer, and Rose, Emerald, Gray &
Sand Fountainhead kits are available.
•Component Foundations are modular. Towers may be bridged together with
either one or two Video Bridges to create a high performance wall unit. The
Video Bridge will accommodate up to a35" monitor. A Video Leg allows two
Bridges to be used with a single tower. Seventy configurations are possible!
AboveCF35 with Solid
Oak Trim
LeftBasic Audio with
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'Overall, however, the Sanus was the best looking of the units under
evaluation. In the more important functional area, the Sanus Rack
comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place on it.'
"The CF45 is, however, the most suitable as the support fora full-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and the optional Video Bridge)."
Thomas J. Norton Stereophile
Racking It Up Vol. 14 No. 11 November 1991
"Even without the sand, it was very rigid and tolerated 6 large tube
amplifiers without any problems."
canY believe Idid not install this sooner. It is avery good unit. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED'
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flectometry (TDR) exists to analyze reflections in transmission lines.
The audio community should adopt the
standard engineering practices of video engineering for digital interfaces. This means
designing transports with acarefully controlled 75 ohm output impedance, precisely
specified characteristic impedance of the cable
(75 ohms with anarrow tolerance), and junking RCA connectors in favor of true 75 ohm
BNC connectors. By applying standard
video engineering techniques—in use for
decades—the high-end product designer can
greatly improve the performance of the
transport/processor interface. We've seen
what happens with apoorly implemented
interface with the SV-3700 and different
cables: higher jitter in the recovered clock and
degraded sound quality. The engineering
needed to optimize the digital interface is
readily available. Let's use it.

AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI
The next job was to measure the effect of the
$349 Audio Alchemy un "jitter-reduction"
box on the measured jitter—using the same
digital interconnects in the same direction for
each test. In my review of the DTI last May,
Iconcluded that it improved some transport/processor combinations and made
others sound worse. Iwrote: "The Audio
Alchemy DTI's ability to improve the sound
of adigital front end varied greatly with the
transport and digital processor used.. ..
Although the DTI can improve the sounds of
some digital systems, it is no substitute for
atopnotch transport.. ..
Careful evaluation in
one's own system is mandatory before purchasing
the 017." (emphasis in original). J/Vs independent auditioning also revealed that the DTI
degraded the sound of some transport/processor combinations.
When Iwrote that review, Ihad no way
of measuring transport jitter. Now that we
can measure the DTI's effect on jitter, let's see
how close our listening impressions were to
the DTI's measured performance; it may shed
some light on how much jitter is audible and
what the sonic effects are.
Fig.11 is the SV-3700's jitter spectrum with
the MI in the S/PDIF signal path. The DTI
reduced the jitter by afactor of 10, from
4250ps to 450ps (with alkHz, full-scale signal), easily seen in the comparison with fig.4
(the SV-3700's jitter without the DTI). The
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

jitter reduction was less apparent, but still significant, with music as the test signal. Compare fig.12 (with the DTI) with fig5 (without
the DTI). The reduction in broad-band RMS
jitter was from 3830ps without the DTI to
289ps with the DTI. Overall, we can confidently say the DTI produces asignificant
reduction in jitter—when fed with ahighjitter source.
But look what happens when we put the
DTI in the digital signal path from the PS
Audio Lambda, alow-jitter source. Fig.13
is the Lambda's jitter spectrum with the DTI.
Compare it to fig.6 (Lambda without the
DTI) shown earlier. Now the jitter level
increased, from 32ps to 133ps with the DTI
(with afull-scale lkHz test signal). Moreover, the DTI imposed avery similar jitter
signature—seen as the curve's characteristic shape—on both the SV-3700 and the

Fig.I 1Panasonic SV-3700 with Audio A chemy
DTI, jitter in S/PDIF data signal, 20Hz50kHz, when transmitting digital silence
(bottom solid trace), aI
kHz sinewave at
—90dB (middle, dashed trace), and aI
kHz
sinewave at OdBFS (top, light dotted trace)
(vertical scale, 1ps-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
Compare fig.4.

Fig.I 2Panasonic SV-3700 with Audo Alchemy
DTI, jitter in S/PDIF data signal, 20Hz50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(Firebird, solid) and music #2 (Steve Morse,
dashed) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= I
ps). Compare fig.5.
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Lambda. The effect will be to make the highjitter source sound better, the low-jitter
source sound worse. Further, the DTI's common jitter signature will reduce audible
differences between transports and interfaces,
making them all sound similar—and relatively mediocre. With music as the test signal,
the Lambda/LYTI combination produced the
plot of fig.14. The RMS jitter level with
music was 37ps without the DTI and 129ps
with, both measured using musical signal #2.
(Note that the 129ps figure is lower than the
CS8412's 200ps of intrinsic jitter owing to
the 30kHz measurement bandwidth.)
In addition to revealing that the DTI quantitatively improves some transports and
degrades others, as was suggested by the
listening, these measurements suggest something else: That the DTI imposes its intrinsic
jitter on its digital output signal, and still
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Fig.I 3PS Audio Lambda with Audio Alchemy DTI,
jitter in S/PDIF data signal, 20Hz-50kHz,
when transmitting digital silence (bottom
solid trace), a'kHz sinewave at —90dB (top,
dashed trace), and aI
kHz sinewave at
OdBFS (middle, dotted trace) (vertical scale,
1ps-2ns, 100µV = Ips). Compare fig.6.
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Fig.I4 PS Audio Lambda with Audio Alchemy DTI,
jitter in S/PDIF data signal, 20Hz-50kHz,
when transmitting music #1 (Firebird, solid)
and music #2 (Steve Morse, dashed)
(vertical scale, 1ps-2ns, 100µV = 1ps).
Compare fig.7.
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passes some of the jitter in the incoming data
stream. Note the very much higher jitter at
the DTI's output when fed by the high-jitter
Panasonic SV-3700 compared to the lowjitter Lambda.
Further, these test results demonstrate that
the differences seen in the jitter spectra and
levels with and without the DTI are easily
audible As described in my review, the DTI's
sonic effects—good or bad—aren't subtle.
I'm at aloss to explain why some reviewers
have gone on the record to state that the DTI
improves the sound of every transport and
processor combination—even that of the
Mark Levinson No.30 and No.31!
Irepeated these measurements using aprototype jitter-reduction box that uses the new
Analog Devices AD1890 Asynchronous
Sampling Rate Converter chip described in
last May's "Industry Update" (Vol.16 No.5,
p.41). The prototype box, designed by Bob
Katz (Digital Domain, Chesky), greatly reduced the jitter of high-jitter sources (from
4250ps to 45ps—an order of magnitude greater
reduction than the DTI), and very slightly
degraded the low-jitter Lambda (from 32ps
to 42ps). All jitter-reduction devices are, however, limited by the fact that their reducedjitter outputs must still then pass through
another jitter-inducing interface between
their output and the digital processor.

ONTO THE TRANSPORTS
For the RMS jitter figures for each transport
with each test signal, see Table 1.
Figs.15 and 16 show the Meridian 200
transport's jitter on test signals and music,
respectively. The -90dB, lIcHz test signal (the
trace with the highest peak at lkHz) produced afairly high—but typical—jitter level
at lkHz and 2kHz.
Figs.17 and 18 show the JVC XLZ-1010's
jitter. Note the much more pronounced jitter
signature, seen as the characteristic shape of
the curves. We see jitter energy concentrated
at 540Hz, with additional peaks at 180Hz,
360Hz, and 1.8kHz (frequencies that are all
harmonically related). The overall RMS level
is moderately high, measuring alow of 71ps
and ahigh of 201ps.
The Mark Levinson No31's jitter is shown
in figs.19 and 20. The spectrum is much
smoother—indicating fewer periodic jitter
components—than the JVC, and the overall FtIV1S level is lower. Still, with the verti-
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Table I: Transport Jitter (figures in picoseconds)
Transport

OdB

-90dB

Ml

M2

Silence

Average

Panasonic SV-3700

4250

1110

3830

3800

180

2634

450

289

334

278

111

292

JVC XLZ-I010

96

201

116

93

71

115

Meridian 200
Pioneer CD-65

44
43

126
126

63
70

44
44

38
32

63
63

Proceed PDT 3

39

127

70

43

33

62

Denon DP-X

59

80

75

54

30

60

Meridian CDR

36

109

69

38

18

54

Mark Levinson No.3I

34

98

66

38

29

53

CAL Delta
Proceed PDT 1

35
37

110
81

40
62

34
40

32
32

50
50

C.E.C. TL I

30

90

61

33

24

48

32
133

51
158

66
129

36
120

29
139

43
136

SV-3700 w/DT1

PS Audio Lambda
PS Audio Lambda w/DT1
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(dashed), and a IkHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, Ips-2ns, 100µV
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Fig. IS Meridian 200, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), a 'kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and a IkHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100V
= Ips).
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Fig. 16 Mericfan 200, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music NI
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
Ips-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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Fig.18 JVC XLZ-I010, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
Ips-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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Schwann guide
to classical
recordings.

Spectrum is the
Schwann guide to
all other types of
recorded music.

You obviously love music—you read Stereophile.
Our sister publications help you enjoy music, too. If you
don't know them already, we'd like to introduce you to the
Schwann guides to recorded music.
Opus is the quarterly guide to classical recordings—over
45,000 CDs, cassettes, and laserdiscs are listed in each issue.
Spectrum is the quarterly guide to other types of music—
over 65,000 CDs, tapes, and LPs.
Opus and Spectrum are the most current and comprehensive guides to recorded music—they're your reference.
They can help you shop. Help you build your music library.
And when you have your own copies, you can make your
selections before you visit the record stores—you have the
catalog numbers at hand.
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and save. A year of Opus is only $29.95,* ayear of Spectrum
only $24.95.* Call this number toll-free and have your
VISA or MasterCard ready.

1-800-877-2693
*Rates good in US only. For all other countries write
Schwann Publications, 49 Sheridan Ave., Albany, NY 12210
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cal scaling adopted for these graphs, the
No31 wasn't obviously better than the other
transports, despite its generally acknowledged superior sound quality.
The C.E.C. TL Ihad avery similar spectrum and RN1S jitter compared to the No31,
as shown in figs.21 and 22. The C.E.C.'s
Y... a., Ism
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2kHz jitter peak, produced when transmitting a-90dB, lkHz sinewave, was lower in
amplitude than that of the No.31, and the
subcode peaks at 7.35kHz and 14.7kHz are
also lower. Further, the No31 had more jitter
energy at 2kHz and 3kHz when transmitting afull-scale, lkHz sinewave (middle
traces in figs.19 and 21). However, the C.E.C.
has more spikes in the jitter energy below
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Fig.I9 Mark Levinson No.3l, jitter in S/PDIF data
signal, 20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting
digital silence (solid), aI
kHz sinewave at
—90dB (dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at
OdBFS (dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns,
I
00µV = I
ps).

Fig.20 Mark Levinson No.3I, jitter in S/PDIF data
signal, 20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting
music II (solid) and music #2 (dashed)
(vertical scale, Ips-2ns, 100µV = 1ps).
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Fig.22 C.E.C. TL I, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
I
ps-2ns, 100µV = I
ps).

Fig.23 Denon DP-X, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), aI
kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= Ips).
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Fig.2I C.E.C. TL ,jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), aI
kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= 1ps).
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Fig. 24 Denon DP-X, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
I
ps-2ns, 100µV = I
ps).
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pre-amps. Generally speaking, this
amp will satisfy your every need for a

The Premium

high quality listening experience.
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200Hz compared to the No.31. We'll take a
closer look at these differences later.
Although Ihaven't yet auditioned it, I
measured the gorgeous new $8000 Denon
DP-X transport (figs.23 and 24). The DPX had very low jitter below 200Hz, but
slightly higher jitter in the treble. The 2kHz
component in the top trace (made with the
-90dB, lkHz test signal) is lower in amplitude than any of the other products tested,
but it had more jitter energy above 3kHz
when the transport was transmitting afullscale, lkHz sinewave. The DP-X had a
slightly higher jitter level on music than the
best of the transports tested.
The Pioneer CD-65, seen in figs.25 and
26, had higher jitter than the best transports,
but lower jitter than the JVC XLZ-1010. We
can see ajitter spike at 60Hz, no doubt due
to power-supply noise What is the subjective
effect ofjitter energy concentrated at 60Hz?
We don't yet know.
The most surprising performance was

from the $695 California Audio Labs Delta
transport (figs.27 and 28). The Delta had low
RI
vI
Sjitter (50ps average for the five signals)
and afairly clean spectrum. However, we can
see jitter energy at the power-line frequency
of 60Hz in all three traces. Interestingly, the
Delta showed very little change in jitter level

Fig. 25 Pioneer CD-65, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), a'kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and a'kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 10OµV
= Ips).

Fig.28 California Audio Labs Delta, jitter in S/PDIF
data signal, 20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting
music #I(solid) and music #2 (dashed)
(vertical scale, Ips-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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Fig.27 California Aud'o Labs Delta. jitter in S/PDIF
data signal, 20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting
digital silence (solid), aI
kHz sinewave at
—90dB (dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at
OdBFS (dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns,
100µV = Ips).
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Fig.26 Pioneer CD-65, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #I
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
1ps-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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Fig.29 Meridian CDR, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), a'kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= Ips).
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between the two musical selections.
Next up is the Meridian Compact Disc
Recorder (CDR), shown in figs.29 and 30.
The silent track (solid trace) has avery low
RMS level due to the inexplicable absence of
any 7.35kHz subcode-induced jitter. The
spectrum of the silent track does show some
periodic jitter energy at 60Hz, 220Hz,
440Hz, and 700Hz. Except for the 60Hz
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Fig.30 Meridian CDR, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
Ips-2ns, 100µV = I
ps).
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power-line-induced jitter at 60Hz, these
periodic components don't appear in the
spectra when the CDR is playing music or
sinewaves.
The Proceed PDT (original version) is
shown in figs31 and 32. It had surprisingly
low jitter considering how much better the
PDT 2and 3sound in comparison.
Finally, we come to the PDT 3(figs33 and
34). The much better-sounding 3(compared
to the 1and 2) actually had higher levels of
lkHz and 2kHz periodic jitter when playing a-90dB, lkHz sinewave.
Incidentally, the jitter analyzer wouldn't
lock to the Runco/MSB laserdisc player, the
Museatex CD-Deck, or the Meitner IDAT
when Iattempted to use the latter's digital
input/output (which has the jitter-reducing
C-Lock receiver and transmitter circuits) as
ajitter-reduction device. (These transports'
output carrier frequencies were probably
shifted from the tolerance allowed in the
S/PDIF interface.)
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Fig.3I Proceed PDT, itter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), a'kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and aI
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, I
ps-2ns, 100µV
= Ips).
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Fig.33 Proceed PDT 3, jitter in S/PDIF data signa,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting digital
silence (solid), aI
kHz sinewave at —90dB
(dashed), and aIkHz sinewave at OdBFS
(dotted) (vertical scale, Ips-2ns, 100µV
= Ips).
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Fig. 32 Proceed PDT, *Itter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
I
ps-2ns, 100µV = I
ps).
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Fig.34 Proceed PDT 3, jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz, when transmitting music #1
(solid) and music #2 (dashed) (vertical scale,
I
ps-2ns, 100µV = Ips).
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ANALYSIS

Although we can't quantify aCD transport's
musical performance just by looking at these
curves, some broad correlations with sound
quality emerged. The four transports held
in highest sonic regard (the No31, C.E.C.
1, Lambda, and Proceed PDT 3) all had low
jitter. The Meridian 200, one step lower in
"Recommended Components:' had higher
jitter than all the Class A and B transports
that Imeasured. The JVC XLZ-1010 (replaced in Class D by the similar XLZ-1050)
had higher jitter still. Further, Ithought the
PS Audio Lambda was slightly bettersounding than the PUT 3—and the Lambda
had slightly lower jitter. Finally, the Audio
Alchemy 13(11's effect on jitter—whether an
increase or decrease—was clearly audible.
After examining the data and relating the
measured results to my listening impressions
of transports Iwas familiar with, Iconcluded
that the data's graphical presentation doesn't
have fine enough resolution to show small
differences in jitter. Moreover, I'm led to
believe by some respected engineers that
sound quality is affected even by the very
small differences in jitter performance revealed by these measurements. These differences aren't resolved by the graph's vertical
scale, which was chosen to accommodate the
very high jitter from the Panasonic SV-3700's
S/PDIF output.
I've therefore examined the differences
between well-known transports by using
finer resolution in the graphical presentation.
Fig35 is acomparison of the $1695 Meridian
200 with the $8495 Mark Levinson No31,
shown with an expanded amplitude scale.
The Meridian is the solid line, the No31 the
dotted line The No31 has amuch smoother
spectrum—the jitter is more random in
nature—and is lower in level overall except
in the 100Hz-600Hz band. The Meridian
200's spectrum is spikier, indicating that the
jitter is more periodic than random. Remember, random jitter is much more sonically
benign than periodic jitter. Random jitter
raises the noise floor; periodic jitter creates
discrete tones around the signal frequency.
These tones, harmonically unrelated to the
musical signal, add unpleasant artifacts to the
music. Is the 200's spikier spectrum sonically
significant? Or are these differences meaningless when we consider the variables involved
in atransport driving different processors?
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Although the No31 and the $4650 C.E.C.
TL 1appeared to have similar spectra and jitter levels in the graphs presented earlier, we
can see in fig36 that the C.E.C. in fact has
lower jitter in the treble, particularly between
3kHz and 40kHz. The No31, however, has
lower jitter and asmoother jitter spectrum
in the bass, seen in fig.37. In my listening
comparisons of the two products, Inoted that
Illmusedle ComprIew el Madden MO wd IS. Ile...
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Fig.35 Meridian 200 (solid) and Mark Levinson
No.3I (dotted), jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
20Hz-50kHz (vertical scale, 3-20ps,
100µV = Ips).
111•••••• *wombs, el CECIL, wI111.11n31
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Fig.36 Mark Levinson No.3I (solid) and C.E.C. TL
I(dotted), jitter in S/PDIF data signal, I50kHz (vertical scale, 5-80ps, 100,1V
=I
ps).

Fig.37 C.E.C. TL I(solid) and Mark Levinson
No.3I (dotted), jitter in S/PDIF data signal,
I-50kHz (vertical scale, I-20ps, 1001.4V
= Ips).
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the C.E.C. did indeed have asofter, more
laid-back treble than the No31, but that the
No31 had tighter and better-controlled bass.
Could these differences in measured jitter
performance explain the differences in their
sound?

CONCLUSIONS
There is now no question that jitter in CD
transports and digital interfaces affects digital
audio sound quality. Not only do different
transports and interfaces sound different, they
produce varying amounts ofjitter and have
their own `jitter signatures," seen in the jitter's spectral distribution.

I
F
THE DAC WORD-CLOCK
TIMING IS DIFFERENT, THE
SOUND WILL BE DIFFERENT.
Moreover, we can see that transport jitter
goes right through the digital processor's
input receiver (even the Crystal CS8412) and
affects the amount ofjitter at the DAC's word
clock—the point where jitter makes an audible difference. If the word-clock timing is
different, the sound will be different.
The revelation that digital interconnects
and their direction can introduce large differences in measured jitter was quite ashock.
The differences heard between digital interconnects—and in their directionality—have
now been substantiated by measurement.
Although the CD-transport measurements presented here are fascinating, it is
impossible to draw conclusions about how
atransport will sound solely by looking at
its jitter measurements. Based on the measurements and listening impressions of the
Audio Alchemy DTI, we can confidently
conclude that the jitter differences the DTI
imposes on both high- and low-jitter sources
are easily audible, and that lower jitter always
correlates to better sound. But when examining the jitter performance of other transports,
adirect correlation is less clear.
As described earlier, there are many variables that influence how much jitter, and jitter
of what spectral distribution, appears in the
recovered clock. This could be asignificant
factor, suggested by the example of the PDT
1transport. The PDT 1had slightly lower
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

RMS jitter and an almost identical spectrum
compared with the Mark Levinson No.31,
despite the No.31's vastly better sonic performance.8
This paradox illustrates the problem of
interpreting an entirely new set of test data.
We don't know what's significant in the measurements and what isn't. Remember, these
are the first transport-jitter measurements
ever presented by any publication: It will take
some time and alot more experience to determine which jitter characteristics are of actual
sonic importance. Do the slight differences
between the C.E.C. TL 1's and the No.3 l's
jitters (figs36 and 37) make an audible difference? Are we using an appropriate amplitude
scale in examining jitter differences between
products? Does jitter in acertain frequency
band produce amuch greater audible change
than asimilar amount ofjitter in adifferent
frequency band? If so, what are the subjective effects?
These are all unanswered questions. With
traditional measurements we have awellestablished framework for drawing conclusions about the audibility of measured performance. For example, we know that afrequency-response rise of 0.1dB over an octave
of bandwidth is just audible. But what is the
threshold of audibility for transport jitter?
Our examination of transport jitter may be
analogous to looking for a0.1dB amplitude
difference using avertical scale of 20dB per
division—it's there in the data, but we can't
see it. Similarly, tiny differences between
traces in our graphs may produce large subjective differences. We just don't know.
The measurements presented here are far
from the last word in quantifying atransport's technical or musical performance.
Instead, this article should be considered a
primitive first step toward understanding jitter and its effects on sound quality. We need
aconcerted effort by critical listeners and
audio engineers to understand transport
jitter—and to correlate measured data with
its subjective effects on the musical presentation. Only then will jitter be eliminated as
asource of variability in the quality of digitally reproduced music.
8The question of whether the transport's jitter spectrum
appears on the DAC's word dock is an important one Iintend
to combine the Meitner LIM Detector and the UltraAnalog
transport-jitter analyzer in afuture investigation to answer
this question.
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THE WORLD'S BEST KILOBUCK
PRE/POWER COMBO?
Corey Greenberg digs the Acurus DIA 100 integrated amplifier

Acurus DIA 100 integrated passive preamplifier

&power amplifier
Solid-state integrated amplifier with passive control section. Rated power: 100Wpc into 8ohms (20dBW), 150Wpc into 4
ohms (18.75dBVV). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.25dB. SIN ratio: 100dB, A-weighted. Input impedance on all inputs:
10k ohms. Input sensitivity: 200mV for full output. Voltage gain at full volume: 43dB. Damping factor > 300. Dimensions:
17" W by 5" Hby 14" D. Weight: 35 lbs. Serial number of review sample: 025405. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers:
150. Manufacturer Mondial Designs Ltd., 2Elm St., Ardsley, NY 10502. Tel: (914) 693-8008. Fax: (914) 693-7199.

Stereophile should start a"Personals" section
in the back of the mag—maybe stick 'ern in
with the classifieds:
SWF ANALOG FETISHIST looking for afew good LPs.
Send photo to P.O. Box 433, Indianapolis, IN.
MWM WITH TUBES seeks same for hot days and hotter
nights. Reply to P.O. Box 12, Los Alamos, NM.

Imean, wouldn't that be great? Not only
could we all hook up with that Special Someone ahelluva lot easier than hanging around
hi-fi huts with red hankies protruding from
our back pockets, but we could also send
messages to the manufacturers telling them
what we really want in terms of hi-fi gear.
And after trying to assemble abutt-kickin'
114

Real World system of affordable audio components, Iknow what message Iwanna send:
FRUSTRATED SWDTVHIVNWC REVIEWER looking for apre/power amplifier combo under athousand
clams that delivers true high-end sound. Must kick
butt—no fats, druggies, or 30W British integrateds need
apply.

To be sure, there are several sub-thou British
integrateds out there that offer excellent
entry-level sound quality. Hove the little $795
Creek 4140S2, for instance—I had one
through here awhile back and was really
impressed by how downright satisfying it
sounded, even when surrounded by much
more expensive gear. And the Creek's got a
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terrific switchable MC/MM phono stage to
boot—one that alone is worth the entire price
of the 4140S2.
But there's one thing the sub-thou British integrateds like the Creek have in
common—they don't really KICK ARSE,
me lad. Usually rated around 40W, they have
enough power to drive afairly sensitive pair
of loudspeakers to comfortable levels, but ask
'em to kick out the jams and they just spit up
their Marmite. That might not bother some
budget-minded Britophile over there listening to Morrissey purring on apair of pipspeaks, but this lad needs abit more steam to
press his knickers.
At 100Wpc, the Acurus DIA 100 integrated amplifier has some serious steam. And
at five clams shy of akilobuck, Iwas eager
to throw on my knickers and see what kind
of steam it could spew!

TECHNOBABBLE
The Acurus DIA 100 is one of those one-ofa-kind products that makes you wonder why
it's one-of-a-kind. Rather than marry—like
most of the sub-$1000 integrateds on the
market—a cost-compromised, op-ampbased active line-stage to asimilarly costcompromised power amplifier, the DIA 100
combines apurely passive preamp and a
high-gain power amplifier under the same
roof.
"So WHAT!," you may not-so-politely
exclaim. "Passive preamps have been around
for YEARS!! You're just another tax-andspend Democrat!! Tippycanoe and Tyler too!!
CANCEL MY SUBSCRIPTION!!"
However, there are several interesting
advantages to combining apassive preamp
and apower amplifier in the same chassis.
Since the DIA 100's passive preamp is linked
internally to its power-amp section, you
don't have to factor in the cost of ahighquality pair of interconnects, as you have to
do with separate units. And because the DIA
100's power-amp section has around 20dB
more gain than most separate amps, it makes
up nicely for the lack of gain in the passive
preamp. Depending on the sensitivity of the
amplifier and speakers, many systems can't
achieve realistic volume levels when using
passive preamps. Ihave this problem with my
own buffered passive preamp, which is also
gainless—with some amps and sources, the
system won't play very loudly, even with the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

volume control cranked all the way up.
But most importantly, the DIA 100's
integrated design avoids perhaps the penultimate pandemic passive preamp pitfall.
Because of apassive preamp's highish output
impedance—usually around 1-2k ohms,
depending on the position of the volume
control—many high-end cables are high
enough in capacitance that they can roll off
the highs, making the system sound muffled
and slow. The DIA 100 sidesteps this problem by linking its passive preamp section to
the power amp with ashort length of highquality, low-capacitance cable, thereby
ensuring that whatever HF rolloff that results
will be well above the audible range.

DESCRIPTION
The Acurus DIA 100 integrated amp is a
handsome, clean-looking piece of hi-fi.
Sticking out from the thick, black, brushedmetal faceplate are four rounded knobs—
for Volume, Balance, Listen, and Record
selection. Both the Listen and Record
switches allow the user to select among six
identical line-level inputs, labeled CD, D/A,
Tuner, Aux, Tape 1, and Tape 2. I'd like to see
one of the inputs relabeled Phono Stage, but
then I'd also like to see the cast of "Melrose
Place" die at the hands of aconfused loner.
The rear panel houses the usual rows of goldplated RCA jacks and apair of sturdy fiveway speaker binding posts per channel, as
well as anondetachable AC power cord.
Internally, the DIA 100's build quality is
excellent, with acompact circuit layout and
high-quality parts throughout. The volume
and balance pots are both sourced from
Noble, while both the Listen and Record
switches feature silver-to-silver contacts.
Because the DIA 100's passive preamp section uses pcb-mounted RCA jack assemblies
and routes all audio signals over circuit-board
traces, there's adistinct lack of the kind of
eight-lane-highway wire clutter found in
even the best passive preamps. Both the volume and balance pots are located within 1"
of the RCA jacks, their knobs connected to
the pot shafts by long extension rods that
span the depth of the chassis. Thus, internal
wiring is further kept to aminimum.
The DIA 100's power-amp section is said
to be identical in topology to Acurus's own
$995 A250 200Wpc stereo amp, although the
DIA 100 is rated abit lower: 100W into 8
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ohms, 150W into 4ohms. A single power
supply feeds both of the amplifier's channels,
with agood-sized toroidal power transformer and rectifier bridge smoothed by a
pair of 18,000µF/70V reservoir capacitors.
Two pairs each of Toshiba bipolar output
devices are employed in the DIA 100's output
stage, which is connected directly to the
speaker posts without aseries output inductor. While Iwas impressed by the overall
build quality and design, one aspect of the
DIA 100's circuit bothered me. The audio
signal taken from the passive preamp section
is AC-coupled at the power amp's input with
asmall 10µF/35V electrolytic capacitor in
parallel with a0.1µF Wima metalized polyester film cap. Iwas surprised to see these
fairly low-grade caps in series with the audio
signal, considering the DIA 100's high-end
ambitions. Perhaps designer Mike Kusiak
had agood reason to AC-couple the DIA
100 with these caps, but it's pretty rare nowadays to encounter a signal source with
appreciable levels of DC offset. Mondial
might have saved some money and possibly
improved the sound by leaving these coupling caps out of the design.

SYSTEMS

As has been the case with other budget gear
under review, the DIA 100 spent most of
its time in my Real World system, an audio
assemblage painstakingly designed to exactly
replicate the kind of affordable home hi-fi
system an actual taxpaying citizen of these
here United States would set up in his or her
living room. No expense was spared trying
to duplicate the exact living and listening
conditions which affordable hi-fi gear might
encounter in the typical non-dedicated listening room that people lucky enough not to
be hi-fi critics usually listen to music in. And,
truth be told, several lives were lost during
the course of the project. They were good,
brave men, all of them (except for Shorty),
and they'd've wanted me to continue my
reviewing.
The Real World system: JVC XLZ1050TN CD player, Rotel RCD-955AX
CD player, NAD 502 CD player, Spica
Angelus loudspeakers, NHT SuperZero
loudspeakers with and without NHT's SW2
subwoofer, ICimber PBJ interconnects, and
10' pairs of either ICimber 4TC or AudioQuest Type 4speaker cable. The DIA 100
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was also compared with the sounds of sirnilarly priced pre/power combos featuring the
$350 Adcom GFA-535 II and $350 Rotel
RB-960BX amplifiers and Rotel's $550 RC980BX preamp.
Ialso spent some time getting ahandle on
the DIA 100's sound when surrounded by
reference-level gear by plopping it into my
He-Man rig: Well-Tempered Record Player
fitted with aSumiko Blue Point Special cartridge, Exposure XVII preamp used as a
phono stage, Theta Genill digital processor and Data II transport linked via Theta's
S&M single-mode laser interface, Curtis
Mathes 8-track deck courtesy of Angela
Instruments' Steve Melkisethian, Melos
SHA-1 headphone amp/line-stage, Aunt
Corey's Buffered Passive Preamp, NHT 3.3
loudspeakers, Kimber KCAG interconnect,
and a4' bi-wire pair of Kirnber 4AG speaker
cables. Everything was plugged into API
Power Wedges, including the DIA 100.

SOUND
In trying to find the best-sounding entrylevel electronics on the market, I've been
wading through some pretty roughsounding waters. What I've had to face is that
there just isn't anything in the sub-$1000
range that approaches the kind of sound
quality of the gear Ihave in my He-Man rig.
I've been listening to cheap preamps that add
so much grit and congestion to the sound
that Idon't want to listen to music anymore.
I've been listening to cheap amplifiers that
either sounded so hard and hashy that I
couldn't take it, or so softened and mellow
that Ifelt like pulling aRip van Winkle.
But all it took was ten seconds into the first
CD Iplayed through the DIA 100 to realize that this Acurus integrated is not only the
best-sounding pre/power combo under a
thousand bucks by far, but one of the best
values in all of high-end audio, period. After
I'd tried countless mid-priced preamps and
power amps in my Real World system,
mostly to no avail, the DIA 100 immediately
took the system up several full notches in
sound quality. No joke: This is the best sound
I've heard for the bux.
So what does it sound like? "Tube-like"
is not aword I'd use to describe the DIA
100—tonally, the Acurus is gutsy and upfront, with asomewhat bright, forward
character. The DIA 100's brightness isn't a
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hardness or graininess in the fashion of most
inexpensive electronics, but an emphasis in
the low to mid-treble that should be taken
into consideration when matching the DIA
100 to the other components in asystem.
While it was never objectionable to any reasonable degree—in this price range, treble
purity is almost nonexistent—the DIA 100's
forward treble was its second most noticeable
characteristic.
Its most noticeable characteristic was
its effortless, butt-kickin' low end! In this
respect, the Acurus integrated reminded me
of its big brother in Mondial's line, the $1850
Class B-ranked Aragon 4004 Mk.II, which
has the most authoritative butt muscle of any
amplifier I've tried. The DIA 100 didn't
match the Aragon for sheer power and ironfisted slam, but it utterly annihilated the other
similarly priced gear Ihad on hand. With the
system powered by the DIA 100, bass lines
had just the right sense of all-out drive and
definition—Fred Frith's high-flyin' electric
bass lines on Naked City's eponymous 1989
CD (Elektra 79238-2) punched and pulsed
through the mix without the typical reticence
and/or lack of definition of either the Rotel/
Adcom or Rotel/Rotel pre/power combos.
The DIA 100 also excelled in pitch definition, allowing the slightest string bends and
other electric bass inflections to be heard with
far greater ease than with the other inexpensive amplifications.
As the DIA 100 is basically asynergistically designed passive pre/power duo, Ibuilt
up asimple passive preamp using aBoums
conductive-plastic stereo 10k pot in asmall
project box and connected it to Adcom's
$850 GFA-555 II 200W amplifier with lm
of Kimber's PBJ interconnect. The duo of the
passive preamp and the Adcom sounded
much better overall than the less expensive
Adcom and Rotel amps and preamps Ihad
on hand, with fir less congestion through the
midrange and amore authoritative bass
range. Even so, Ipreferred the sound of the
DIA 100 to the passive preamp linked to the
GFA-555 II. The passive/Adcom duo sounded
less transparent overall than the DIA 100,
with amore recessed midrange and ashallower soundstage. The DIA 100 came much
closer to the sound of my reference rig.
The DIA 100 was also clearly superior to
its similarly priced competition in top-tobottom cleanliness and clarity. Nothing Ihad
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on hand that was even remotely close to the
DIA 100's price could match its open, transparent sound. It took the $1200 Muse Model
100, mated to Melos's $1000 SHA-1 headphone amp/line-stage with a$62 pair of
Kimber PBJ interconnects, to get asignificantly better sound. And this audio assemblage is more than twice the price of the DIA
100.
Compared to the other entry-level electronics Ihad on hand, the DIA 100's midrange was far smoother, cleaner, and transparent—the vocals on the Fairfield Four's
Standing in the Safety Zone CD came across
quite cleanly, without the congestion and
upper-midrange glare typical of budget electronics. Idid detect avery slight bit of veiling
through the lower midrange, which mainly
gave vocals like the Fairfield Four's atiny bit
of gruffness. However, this slight bit of midrange veiling was much, much less audible
than the gross colorations and other sonic
shortcomings of the other entry-level gear
Itried, and was only apparent when the DIA
100 was directly compared with more
expensive components like the Muse Model
100 and the Melos line-stage.
As Isaid, the DIA 100's trebles sounded
relatively clean, but there was anoticeable
emphasis in the low to mid-treble that gave
the overall sound anot-unwelcome sharpness
with the Spicas. With the NHT SuperZeros,
which have amore extended high end, the
DIA 100's added brightness wasn't as much
of agood thing. Using AudioQuest's Type
4speaker cable instead of the more extended
Kimber 4TC helped smooth out the sound
of the DIA 100 when driving the NHTs,
especially with brightly balanced CDs such
as ex-Fabulous Thunderbirds singer/harpist
Kim Wilson's Tiger Man (Antone's ANT
0023).' Again, while the DIA 100's high end
was slightly emphasized, it did not share the
grain, hardness, and spit of its similarly priced
competition. Despite its tipped-up treble, the
DIA 100's high end was far cleaner and more
transparent than anything I've heard in its
price range.
The DIA 100 also had it all over the competition in throwing up acredible sound1This first solo effort from Kim Wilson is all straight blues,
all killer singing and playing (espedally Junior Watson on perfectly distorted guitar), and anice return to the genre after the
Thunderbirds' last two suck-ass records. Tiger Man breaks
no new ground, but I'll take this kind of well-traveled soil
over any other kind of music any day of the week.
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stage. Ihaven't been able to wring as large
or as deep asoundstage from my livingroom system as Ihave from my He-Man rig,
but the DIA 100 consistently gave the Real
World system alarger, more detailed soundstage than anything else in the rack. I've said
it before and I'll say it again: The Roger
Waters Amused to Death CD is totally LAME0 when it comes to musical value, but for
sheer soundstage size it may be the current
champeen. And of all the entry-level gear I
had, only the DIA 100 was able to fill the
room from sidewall to sidewall with asolid,
three-dimensional cloud of illusory sonic
imagery. The QSound images beyond the
speakers' outer edges were reproduced as distinct images, while details such as the edges
of the storm image as it moves from right to
left on track 3were markedly more distinct
and focused than with the other electronics,
which tended toward amore diffuse, less
detailed rendering. Some of the other gear
was able to throw up as wide asoundstage,
but only the DIA 100 possessed enough
image focus to precisely locate each and every
detail in the CD's dense, swirling mixes.
There was adownside to the DIA 100's
high level of resolution, however. Because
it was able to present all the detail without
obscuring it with alayer of congestion, the
DIA 100 showed up the weaknesses in the
various midpriced CD players to amuch
higher degree than with the other entry-level
electronics. JVC's $850 XL-Z1050TN, for
instance, enjoyed apretty wide lead over the
$450 Rotel RCD-955AX, which, while a
standard-bearer at its price, had aroughersounding midrange, ashut-in treble range,
and amore forward balance overall. The
differences between the two very differentsounding CD players were much more audible with the DIA 100 than with the other
electronics Itried in the chain. What this
means is that merely plopping the DIA 100
into your budget rig may not be the best thing
that ever happened to your system, because
it's going to let you hear so much more of
what your upstream gear is doing that you
might find yourself racing back to your local
hi-fi hut to buy anew CD player, cables, etc.
And when you hear what abetter CD player
can do with the DIA 100, you might start to
suspect that your ol' reliable speakers have
now become the bottleneck of your system.
In other words: Welcome to high-end audio!!
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I
NTHE COURT OF
THE HE-MAN KING
The DIA 100 proved to be such aworldbeater in its price range in my Real World system that Iwas curious to hear how it stacked
up against the time-tested reference gear in
my He-Man rig.
If you've been following my Real World
reviews, you know that practically none of
this entry-level stuff can compete sonically
with the best that's out there—nor can it
fairly be expected to. The designer trying to
bring in aspeaker for $200/pair or an amplifier for $350 just can't begin to compete with
one who's free to use better-quality parts,
larger power supplies, and bigger bribes to
reviewers. (JUST KIDDING! You can build
alarger power supply these days for alot less
than you used to.) What the budget-minded
designer can and should do, however, is try to
balance out the compromises in abudget
design so the product does the least harm to
the music. In my experience, this is rarely
accomplished—while afew products have
certainly been liveable-with, none was outstanding enough sonically to make me forget
whatever reference component it had displaced.
The DIA 100, however, came the closest
to this trick of any entry-level piece of hi-fi
gear I've tried. While Icould certainly hear
what it was doing to the sound of my HeMan rig, it was more than up to the high level
of the rest of the system, providing true highend sound with few real apologies.
How did it fall short? To be sure, there was
alevel of midrange veiling, avery slight
chalkiness that the DIA 100 brought to the
system when compared to the $1000 Melos
SHA-1 preamp, $1850 Aragon 4004 Mk.II
amplifier, and the $350/m/pair of ICimber
KCAG interconnect between them. And the
residual brightness of the DIA 100 was readily audible over the big NHT 3.3s, although
it was less of an annoyance here than with the
less expensive NHT speakers and signal
sources. Instruments and vocals seemed to
be pushed more forward in the soundstage
than with the reference gear, although Iwonder if that wasn't just the DIA 100's tippedup balance in the low treble subjectively adding abit of presence to the sound.
But that was about it. In most other areas
of performance, the DIA 100 held its own
amazingly well, considering the price dif-
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ferentia1.2 Low-end drive and definition
remained outstanding. Image focus and soundstaging, while admittedly not up to the reference gear's level, were nonetheless extremely
impressive, and unequaled in my experience
for anywhere near the DIA 100's price.

DRIVING MISS DAISY'S THIELS

Here's one to tell the grandkids. Midway
through the review period, Igot apair of
Thiel's new CS3.6es 3in my listening room
for afew weeks. The Thiels are very fine
speakers ;but Isoon found that none of the
amps Ihad on hand were up to driving them
very loudly with any control in the bass—
this was before I'd received the iron-fisted
Aragon 4004 Mk.II, and before JA's measurements showed that the Thiel pretty much
approximates a2.5 ohm resistor! No wonder
all the amps in my stable had such ahard time
driving the CS3.6—a speaker with this low
of an impedance curve, especially through
the bass, can only be driven well by an amplifier with avery low output impedance and
the ability to source—as JA would say—a
"goodly" amount of current.
The big VTL Deluxe 225 tube amps
couldn't drive the Thiels at all, sounding
bloated and lifeless. The Muse amps Ihad on
hand—the Model 100 and the new Model
160—weren't able to handle the Thiels either.
Even the normally hard-assed Adcom GFA555 II blew its fuses when asked to drive the
CS3.6es to minimum Rock-Approved levels.
My old Dynaco Stereo 70 started crying
when Icame near it, so Ididn't even take it
off the shelf.
On awhim, Ibrought the DIA 100 in
from the Real World system and hooked it
up to the Thiels. Ta-Daaaa! NOW the Thiels
came to life! For the week Ispent with the
Thiels until the Aragon 4004 Mk.II arrived,
Ileft the DIA 100 hooked up to the CS3.6es,
and it did aterrific job driving these difficultload speakers to pretty ungodly levels while
sounding firm, clean, and not ruffled in the
slightest. For a$995 integrated to sound terrific when driving the easy load of the Spica
Angeluses is one thing. But for the DIA 100
2Though !didn't try it, and do not recommend that you try
it, Iwonder how much of the DIA 100's slight midrange veiling and residual brightness are due to the electrolytic and
polyester coupling caps between the passive preamp section
and the amplifier stage.
3Reviewed by Digital Lad in Vol.16 No.5, p.94.
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to beat out several high-end amplifiers costing between $1200 and $5000 when asked
to drive ataxing load like the CS3.6 is pretty
amazing performance.

M EASUREMENTS BY TM

The Acurus DIA would not complete the
one-hour, 1/
3-power preconditioning we perform as amatter of routine. The test was run
four times: twice, before going to CG for
listening, the DIA shut down after 45
minutes; twice more, after CG was finished
with it, it shut down 20 minutes into the conditioning. It was running hot at shutdown,'
but not unusually so, indicating that its thermal protection may have been set to trip early.
The Acurus's input impedance into its CD
input measured between llk ohms and 12k
ohms at volume-control settings up to 3:00,
decreasing to just over 9k ohms at maximum
gain. These are moderately low values; the
DIA should not be used with sources having unusually high output impedances
(thankfully, not all that common today). The
maximum voltage gain itself (with the amp
loaded with 8ohms) measured avery high
43dB, compensating for the lack of preamp
gain. Volume-control tracking was good
though not outstanding, the worst case being
an interchannel mismatch of 0.8dB at asetting of 12:00.
The DIA's output impedance was very
low, ranging between 0.037 and 0.046 ohms
depending on frequency and load. This suggests avery consistent performance—at least
with respect to the DIA's frequency response
into real-world loudspeakers as contrasted
to aconstant test-bench load. DC offset measured 19.2mV in the left channel, 1.26mV in
the right. Noise (unweighted, referenced to
1W into 8ohms) measured -78.3dB. The
DIA was noninverting, apositive impulse at
the input remaining positive at the output.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the
DIA at 1W into 8ohms. The response at 2W
into 4ohms (not shown) is virtually identical.
Fig.2 is the output waveform with a10kHz
squarewave input; avery slight rounding of
the leading edge reflects the response rolloff above 20kHz visible in fig.l. The lkHz
squarewave, not shown, is virtually perfect.
4For adass-B amplifier, 1
2 -power results in the greatest dis/
sipation in the output stage devices, leading to maximum thermal stress on the amplifier. Which is why we precondition
them in this way.
—JA
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Fig3 shows the DINs crosstalk, measured
at lkHz. It is reasonably consistent between
channels above 31cHz, and low enough across
the audible range that small interchannel
differences below this frequency should not
have any audible effect. The typical increase
at higher frequencies is likely due—as
usual—to interchannel capacitive coupling,
probably between the two halves of the stereo volume control. Idid note, when testing
the squarewave response, that there seemed
to be some high-frequency crosstalk between
inputs; measurements of this, however,
revealed amore than adequate separation of

48dB at 50kHz and 98dB at 100Hz.5
The THD +noise vs frequency results in
fig.4, while not the lowest we have ever measured, are nevertheless very good. Consistently low regardless of load, they're slightly
but not appreciably higher at lower load
impedances and higher frequencies. The
commonly encountered distortion rise at
higher frequencies is moderate and does not
rise above 0.12%. One exception to these
observations is the distortion into a2ohm
load, which drops slightly at higher frequencies.
Fig.5 shows the THD +noise waveform of
the Acurus in response to alkHz input into
an 8ohm load at IW. It appears to be primarily second-harmonic overlaid with noise. A
similar result was obtained into 4and 2ohm
loads (curves not shown). Confirming this,
5Unusually, when the amplifier was measured before it was
sent to CG, there was some positive feedback from output
to input with the volume control frill up—it disappeared with
the control reduced even by asmidgen—resulting in mild
ultrasonic oscillation. This was not apparent when the amplifier was returned to us.
—JA
ST101001.1111.6 Aeune 01,1111D.00100•• »poem

Fig.1 Acurus DA 100, frequency response at
IW into 8ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Acurus DA 100, THD+noise vs frequency
(from top to bottom) at: 4W into 2ohms
(left), 2W into 4ohms (right, dashed), 2W
into 4ohms (left), IW into 8ohms (right,
dashed), IW into 8ohms (left).
Fig.2 Acurus DIA 100, 10kHz squarewave at
I
W into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Acurus DIA 00, crosstalk: L—R (top ,R—L
(bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Acurus DIA 100, 'kHz waveform at IW into
8ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).
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fig.6 shows the response of the Acurus to a
50Hz input at an output of 100W into a4
ohm load (
2
/
3 power). The distortion components are low, the highest being the second harmonic (100Hz) at -72dB, or about
0.025%. Power-line noise components are
also visible, the highest in level being 180Hz
at -86dB.
The intermodulation in the output at a
level of 100W into 4ohms caused by acombined 19+20kHz input is shown in fig.7. The
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Fig.6 Acurus DIA 100, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 100W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in
level, 72dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.025%).
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Fig.7 Acurus DIA 100, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 100W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale .
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largest artifact here is the 21kHz product at
-56dB, or about 0.15%. The lkHz distortion product is at -62dB, or about 0.08%.
The spectrum resulting from a67W output
into an 8ohm load (not shown) has considerably fewer, and lower, artifacts throughout.
Interestingly, however, it shows alow but
visible artifact at 2kHz but none (or at least
none higher than the background noise) at
3kHz, whereas the spectrum in fig.7 shows
a3kHz artifact but none at 2kHz.
Finally, fig.8 shows the Acurus's THD +
noise vs output power curves, one channel
driven. (The discrete clipping measurements
-by our convention, 1% THD +noise at
11cFlz-to the nearest watt, are shown in Table
1.) The power output decreases into loads of
less than 4ohms, suggesting that the DIA
100 is not ideal for those few loudspeakers
which dip below 4ohms for aconsiderable
portion of their frequency range. The stillsignificant maximum 2ohm output, however-127W-and the fact that the DIA blew
no fuses during its bench tests, indicate that
it should have no difficulty with loads which
drop to between 2and 4ohms at one or two
points on their impedance curves-a category which includes most loudspeakers.
Note also that CG did not have any problems
driving the demanding Thiel CS3.6, presumably due to its benign phase angle across
the audio band and its generally higher
impedance magnitude in the bass.
The Acurus DIA performed well on the
bench. Its main limitations were asomewhat
low input impedance and adrop-off of
power into loads under 4ohms. Both of these
limitations can be minimized by care in system matching: choosing sources with low
output impedances and loudspeakers which
Table I: Acurus DIA Clipping
(I% THD+noise at IkHz)
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Fig.8 Acurus DIA 100, distort'on vs output power
into (from bottom to top at IOW) 8ohms,
4ohms, and 2ohms.
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do not present awkward loads. The early
shutdown during the 1/
3-power test—a
worst-case condition—should not have audible consequences, but such premature shutdowns are rare in modern amplifiers.
—Thomas J. Norton

upstream, the DIA 100 is refreshingly free
of the kinds of gross coloration and congestion that mar so many affordable electronics.
Compared with its similarly priced competitors among separate amps and preamps, the
DIA 100 offers alevel of sound quality
unprecedented in this price range, and earns
asolid Class B rating among the integrated
amplifiers in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components."
If the lack of aphono stage doesn't bother
you and you're looking at line-stage/poweramp combos under $3000, the Acurus DIA
100 definitely belongs at the head of your
must-audition list. Recommended U-Bet!
—Corey Greenberg

CG sums UP
There is no other combination ofpreamp and
amplifier on the market for under $1000 that
will come closer to the best sound (available
at any price) than the Acurus DIA 100. Clean,
musical, and authoritative, it represents
extraordinary value for the money. While its
brightish but clean low treble will ruthlessly
reveal weaknesses in typical budget gear

M CCORMACK DIGITAL DRIVE DAC I
DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley
.441,e1r

I3,1(

1)

e
McCormack DAC-1 D/A processor
Digital/analog converter. Decoding system: 256x-oversampling delta-sigma converter. Frequency response: 0.5Hz-20kHz,
+0, -0.5dB. THD: 0.01%. SIN ratio: 92dB. Inputs: one coaxial (RCA jack), one TosLink optical (AT&T ST-type optical available
for $250). Outputs: one unbalanced pair on RCA jacks. Output impedance: 250 ohms. Data input impedance: 75 ohms.
Output polarity: switchable. Dimensions: 19" W by 2%" Hby Ily," D. Weight: 16 lbs. VVarranty: 5years. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer McCormack, 542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024. Tel: (619) 436-7666.
Fax: (619) 436-0107.
I've often wondered how much of adigital
processor's sound is aresult of the parts used
and how much its sound is determined by the
implementation of those parts. If two products use the same input receiver, digital filter,
and DAC, how close to each other—or how
different—will they sound?
By reviewing lots of digital processors and
remembering what parts they use, I've come
to the condusion that implementation counts
more than the particular devices in the processor. The same chips, with different layout, support circuitry, and circuit board, can
sound very different. Nevertheless, you can't
build agreat processor from poor-quality
devices. Moreover, there are certain sonic
characteristics you can attribute to certain
parts. The UltraAnalog DACs have avery

sweet, refined, and filigreed treble. Analog
Devices AD1862 multi-bit DACs have a
strong bass kick. The Philips Bitstream parts
tend to be grainy and smeared in the treble.
And the Crystal CS4328—used in the
McCormack DAC-1 reviewed here—has a
soft bass and somewhat muted dynamics.
These are broad generalizations, but are
nevertheless suggested by auditioning awide
variety of products using these devices.
Let's take acloser look at the new $995
McCormack DAC-1 and see if its musical performance is greater than the sum of its
mechanical parts.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Like other moderately priced converters, the
DAC-1 is straightforward to connect and
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simple to use. The rear panel has RCA and
TosLink input jacks (AT&T ST-type optical
is available for $250) and apair of singleended analog outputs. The front panel has
apair of toggle switches, one selecting the
input and the other inverting absolute polarity. A two-color LED between the switches
indicates whether the DAC-1 is locked to the
incoming signal (amber) and if power is on
(green). No power switch is provided, suggesting the DAC-1 should be left on all the
time.
The DAC-1 is housed in an attractive,
sturdy chassis made of gray-painted, copperplated steel. The front panel is matching gray,
with the McCormack logo and model name
adiscrete size. The unit's feet are four Mod
Squad Soft Shoes.
Removing the lid revealed very clean and
impressive-looking execution. The circuitry
is contained on two printed circuit boards:
one for the analog stages and one for digital circuitry. Each board has its own power
supply, including transformer. The digital
board's transformer has two secondary
windings, one supplying the +5V digital
supply and the other winding feeding the
+5V required by the DAC. A three-pin TO220-case regulator supplies the +5V, but the
DAC and input receiver's +5V supply
comes from acustom-designed, wideband,
low-impedance, discrete regulation stage.
Power-supply electrolytic capacitors are distributed throughout the board, and bypassed
with stacked film or polystyrene caps.
The analog supply is just as impressive.
The ±18V analog rails are fed from their
own center-tapped transformer, filtered by
four 1000µF caps and regulated by the custom wideband, low-impedance, discrete
regulation stages. As with the digital supply,
the distributed power-supply electrolytics
are bypassed with stacked film and polystyrene types.
The DAC-1's heart is aCrystal CS8412
input receiver (the latest "D" version) and
Crystal CS4328 DAC. The 4328 is an oversampling delta-sigma converter, which Ihave
previously heard used successfully in the
Meridian 263. Designer Steve McCormack
felt the 4328 was the best compromise
between Philips Bitstream DACs and the
more expensive multi-bit converters. He likes
the pace, rhythm, and drive from multi-bit,
but also feels the 1-bit converters have amore
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

refined treble. The dual-channel 4328 is also
much less expensive to implement than apair
of multi-bit converters: the whole conversion
section requires only one chip, no currentto-voltage (UV) stage, and no MSB trimmer.
Before the input signal gets to the input
receiver, it is conditioned by ahigh-speed
CMOS gate to clean up the waveform. The
8412's outputs (bit clock, word clock, and
audio data) are also conditioned by CMOS
gates on their way to the DAC, an unusual
practice. The 8412 is socketed for easy replacement in case Crystal produces abetter
version. The digital board is also laid out and
drilled to mount an ST-type optical jack.
The DAC's analog outputs are connected
to the completely separate analog board by
short pieces of uninsulated Wonder Wire.
The analog stage is very similar to the output
topology used in the McCormack Signature
CD player. The circuit uses acombination
of discrete transistors and op-amps. The first
stage is an inverting voltage amplifier based
on the AD847 op-amp and discrete transistors. The second stage is aunity-gain output buffer, built around an AD711 op-amp.
The AD711 is the metal-can type rather than
the more common (and less expensive) plastic
package. The circuit is direct-coupled with
no DC servo: the Crystal DAC and output
stage op-amps reportedly have low enough
offset to allow an output circuit with no DC
blocking capacitors. De-emphasis is passive,
switched in by aJFET.
Parts quality is very high. The pcbs are a
glass-felt compressed-core type, which is
reportedly better than standard laminates.
Resistors are 1% metal-film types (Resista
brand), and capacitors are from Wima. All
connections are soldered (no push-on connectors), and the minimal point-to-point
wiring is primarily solid-core Wonder Wire.
Overall, Iwas impressed by the DAC-1's
circuit topology, power supply, output stage,
parts quality, and build, particularly in a$995
product.

LISTENING
The DAC-1 saw time driving an Audio
Research LS2B preamp, which in turn fed
apair of VTL 225W monoblocks. Loudspeakers were Thiel CS3.6es, connected by
3' runs of AudioQuest Dragon cable Analog
interconnects included AudioQuest Diamond and Monster Cable Sigma. Idrove the
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DAC-1 primarily with the PS Audio Lambda
(reviewed last issue), but it also saw time with
the Mark Levinson No.31 transport. Since
my review sample wasn't fitted with AT&T
ST-type optical input, Iused coaxial connection exclusively. The digital interconnect was
either the McCormack-recommended Wonder Link or an Aural Symphonics Digital
Standard.
The most logical point of comparison for
the DAC-1 is the $895 Meridian 263 converter Ireviewed last June. The 263 uses the
same chipset (Crystal CS8412 and CS4328),
costs about the same as the DAC-1, and is the
converter to beat in the under-$1000 category, in my opinion. Ialso compared the
DAC-1 to other converters in my listening
room, the MSB Gold (also reviewed in this
issue), Theta DS Pro Generation III, Mark
Levinson No.30, and the stunning new
$4650 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 (review next
issue).
My first impressions of the DAC-1 were
largely favorable. The unit had anice, open
soundstage, agood overall perspective (not
too up-front, not too laid-back), and excellent depth and space. The DAC-1's signature
was similar to that of the 263: asomewhat
soft bass and muted dynamics compared to
good multi-bit converters.
The DAC-1 seemed to have less top-octave
energy than the 263, making the Meridian
converter sound alittle more open. Although
the DAC-1 was alittle softer in the upper treble, it was more forward in the upper midrange and lower treble than the 263. In fact,
comparing the two processors' treble presentations was aquandary; some music sounded
brighter on the DAC-1, some on the 263.
This disparity was caused by different spectral balances in different recordings. Icame
to realize that the DAC-1 had less grain overlaying the treble compared to the Meridian,
but that the DAC-1's upper midrange and
treble textures were alittle harder and less liquid than those presented by the 263. The
DAC-1 had abit of edginess that called attention to the treble on some recordings—
recordings that didn't produce the same effect
when played through the 263. I've found the
Harmonia Mundi recording of Handel's
Water Music (HMU 907010)—recorded by
Peter McGrath—very revealing of an edgy
treble or grain. The DAC-1 added just a
slight edge to the instrumental textures in this
124

beautiful recording. Conversely, music with
lots of top-octave energy—cymbals in particular—was smoother and less fatiguing
through the DAC-1.
The DAC-1's bass was adequate, but not
in the same league as multi-bit converters.
This is atrend that is strengthened by every
1-bit converter Iaudition; they just don't have
the same degree of tautness, depth, control,
or slam. Irecently put the Theta Gen.III back
in my system after not hearing it for months
(JA's been listening to it), and was bowled
over by its sheer power and drive in the low
end. This is obviously an unfair comparison,
but nevertheless put the DAC-1's softish bass
in perspective. The 263 also has asomewhat
mushy bass (in comparison with multi-bit
converters), lacking tautness, definition, and
punch. Comparing the 263 to the DAC-1,
Ifound the Meridian had alittle more weight,
warmth, and bass impact. Consequently,
rhythmic drive and energy were better conveyed by the 263, but onry.marginally. The
DAC-1's bass was tighter, leaner, and slightly
better controlled, but less warm and full than
the 263's.
In soundstaging performance, the DAC-1
was excellent. The DAC-1 threw aconvincing illusion of three-dimensional space, with
depth, air, and good resolution of individual
images. The music had aclarity and transparency you don't always get with converters
costing twice as much. The DAC-1 had a
see-through quality that allowed me to hear
all the way to the back of the hall. The opening of Trittico from the Reference Recordings
HDCDT" sampler (RR-S3 CD) was beautifully portrayed, with aclear sense of layering
and depth. Some processors present just afew
gradations oflayering; the DAC-1 resolved
small front-to-back spatial cues, making the
presentation more three-dimensional. The
snare drum was set back well behind the
other instruments, making my listening
room's rear wall disappear. The soundstage
wasn't as huge and transparent as the Theta's,
but was superb for a$1000 processor. Again
comparing the DAC-1 to the 263, Ifound the
263 had alittle better soundstage focus,
slightly more air around instrumental outlines, and amore laid-back perspective The
Meridian was also better at resolving individual instruments from the whole.
One complaint about the DAC-1's soundstage applies to virtually all but the very best
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processors—a tendency to thicken and
become confused during loud passages. The
DAC-1 lost some of its ability to keep individual instruments separate during musical
climaxes. In this regard, the 263 clearly was
the better processor: the soundstage didn't
congeal when the signal became loud and
complex, instead retaining its composure.
The DAC-1's presentation was alittle
more forward than the 263's, particular in the
mids and lower treble. If the Meridian puts
you in Row R, the DAC-1 gives you aRow
Fperspective The DAC-1 had greater immediacy, but was less relaxed. Lead instruments
were presented more toward the front of the
mix through the DAC-1, while the 263 presented them as slightly recessed in the soundstage Overall, Ipreferred the 263's rendering.
Dynamics were only moderately good,
but about equal to other 1-bit converters I've
auditioned. The 263 had alittle more punch
and impact, but marginally so. You don't buy
a1-bit converter for its slam and dynamics.
Overall, Iwas impressed by the DAC-1.
It was considerably better than many
under-$1000 converters I've auditioned, and
roughly in the same league as the superb
Meridian 263. Although Ipreferred the 263
in my system, the DAC-1's greater immediacy and more incisive presentation may be
better suited to other systems and sonic tastes.

M EASUREMENTS
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The McCormack DAC-1's frequency response and de-emphasis error are shown in
fig.l. The DAC-1 had slightly more rolloff
at 20kHz than most processors, measuring
0.5dB down at 20kHz. Imeasured apositive
de-emphasis error of about 0.15dB between
3kHz and 10kHz, increasing to 0.3dB at
20kHz. The de-emphasis error above 10IcHz
will counteract the frequency-response rolloff in the top octave, but the positive error
in the upper mids and treble may be audible
as aslight brightening of the treble only
when playing pre-emphasized CDs.
Interchannel separation was about 100dB
across the band, reducing slightly to 88dB
at 20kHz (fig.2). This is average performance
Fig.3 is a1/
3-octave spectral analysis of the
DAC-1's output when decoding a-90dB,
lkHz dithered sinewave. We can see some
power-supply noise at 60Hz and 180Hz, and
agenerally higher noise level than the bestmeasuring processors. The level of harmonic
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

spuriae is low, however.
The same spectral analysis, but over a
wider bandwidth and an input signal of all
zeros—"digital silence"—is shown in fig.4.
The top pair of traces is with the DAC-1's
front-panel switch in the "Invert" position,
the lower pair is in the "Normal" (noninverted) position. Note the huge difference
in the noise floor and shape. (The overall
noise levels are different from the previous
plot because the AP's digital silence signal
is not dithered.) Iplotted the noise floor in
both positions because Isaw abig difference
in the DAC-1's noise on the oscilloscope
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Fig.2 McCormack DAC-I, crosstalk (from bottom
to top): L—R, R—L (dashed) (I0dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 McCormack DAC- ,spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae ('/3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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between normal and inverting modes.
To investigate firther, Iperformed an FFT
on the DAC-1's output while reproducing
"digital silence" in both normal and inverting
positions (fig.5). Not only is the noise floor
higher in inverted mode, but we see artifacts
at 3.1kHz, 4.6kHz, 6.2kHz, and 10.8kHz.
I've never seen this behavior before in adigital
processor. In addition, Isaw an unusual noise
signature from the DAC-1's output on the
oscilloscope. The noise floor had superimposed on it bursts of very high frequency
noise. The noise bursts were 1.2ms in duration and spaced 0.5ms apart.
Fig.6 is the DAC-1's linearity. As would
be expected from its delta-sigma DAC, the
linearity is excellent. However, the noise floor
begins to intrude on the measurement at a
higher level than is seen in the best processors.
Fig.7 shows the DAC-1's noise-modulation performance. The traces appear closer
together than in previous measurements; a
refinement to the test averages many measurements for each trace, reducing the effect
0101.0110 11.000.. 01.1
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of random noise. This performance is good,
but we do see apersistent energy peak at
3kHz.
The DAC-1's reproduction of an undithered, lkHz sinewave is shown in fig.8. The
wave shape is fairly good, but again overlaid
with some noise. Its reproduction of afullscale squarewave (fig.9) shows the "ringing"
due to the 22kHz band-limiting, this unclipped. [Compare the Mark Levinson No.35's
squarewave elsewhere in this issue,fig.8, which has
the flat tops typical of the digital filter chip
used.—Ed.]
The DAC-1's intermodulation spectrum
when decoding afull-scale mix of 191d-lz and
20kHz is shown in fig.10. The lkHz differa umaysayu k•
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Fig.6 McCormack DAC-I, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.9 McCormack DAC-I, IkHz squarewave at
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div.).

ence component (20kHz minus 19kHz) is
low in level. Figs.11 and 12 show the DAC1's word-clock jitter spectrum with afullscale, lkHz sinewave input signal and with
a-90dB, lkHz sinewave input. The R/vIS
levels were low, measuring 172ps with afullscale input signal and 174ps with the -90dB
input signal. The jitter spectrum is also clean,
with relatively few discrete-frequency jitter
components. Moreover, the jitter level wasn't
dependent on the input signal level. Note that
the jitter measurements were made according
to the new test parameters described in
the sidebar to my PS Audio Reference Link
review in October (p.218).
The DAC-1's maximum output level was
toward the high side, measuring 3.14V when
driven by afull-scale input signal. Output
impedance measured 245 ohms across the
band. Nevertheless, the DAC-1 should have
no trouble driving apower amplifier through
apassive level control. The DAC-1 locked
to 32kHz and 48kHz input sampling frequencies, and the unit was non-inverting
with the front-panel switch in the "Normal"
position. Finally, Imeasured alow level of
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993
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Fig.I 2McCormack DAC- ,word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when reproducing
IkHz at -90dB (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB = Ins).

DC at the outputs, 2.2mV at the left channel and 2.3mV at the right.

CONCLUSION

The McCormack DAC-1 is an auspicious
first processor from Steve McCormack, and
among the best converters I've heard at the
under-$1000 price range. On the credit side
of the ledger, the DAC-1's soundstaging was
superb, with depth, space, and air around
instrumental outlines. The upper treble was
also smooth, lacking grain or excessive
energy, characteristics welcome in abudget
processor.
On the debit side, Ithought the DAC-1's
upper midrange and treble were slightly
edgy. Instrumental textures tended to be hard
rather than liquid compared to the best converters in this price range, particularly the
Meridian 263. As with all 1-bit converters
I've auditioned, you'll get adequate—though
not great—bass or dynamics from the
DAC-1.
In ahead-to-head comparison with the
$895 Meridian 263, Iultimately preferred the
263 over the DAC-1. The 263's more laid-
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back perspective, liquid textures, greater
soundstage focus, and sense of ease tilted the
balance in its favor. Imust stress that it was
aclose call, and may have gone the other
direction in adifferent playback system; both
are excellent converters. Consequently,
potential buyers should audition both products before making achoice.
The DAC-1's functionality and "feel" were
excellent for a$1000 converter; it's nice to

get a full-sized chassis, lock light, and
polarity-inversion switch at this price. The
unit is very well made, beautifully laid out
inside, uses high-quality parts (the RCA jacks
are excellent), and is very attractive The fiveyear warranty also inspires confidence.
If you're looking for agood, moderately
priced digital processor, the McCormack
DAC-1 should be on your short list of products to audition.

M ARK LEVINSON NO.35 DiA PROCESSOR
Thomas J. Norton

Mark Levinson No.35 D/A processor
Digital/analog processor. Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz +0dB, -0.2dB. Total harmonic distortion: 0.003% at IkHz, A-weighted.
IM distortion (SMPTE IMO): <0.005%. Output impedance: <6 ohms. Conversion and filtration: 20-bit, 8x-oversampling.
Input sampling rates: 32kHz, 44.IkHz, 48kHz. Inputs: two AESIEBU, two SIPDIF, one ST" coaxial, two EIAJ optical. Outputs:
RCA (unbalanced) and XLR (balanced). Dimensions: 19.325" W by 563" Hby 15.625" D(49Imm by I42mm by 397mm).
Weight: 50 lbs (22.7kg). Serial number of tested unit: 1217. Price: $7950. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.

When amanufacturer sets out to design and
build aproduct, be it in high-end audio or
any other field, the final retail price is usually
aprime consideration. Parts and assembly
are only part of the equation; there also must
be enough buyers to amortize the design and
development costs. If the product is to be
aflagship model—something acompany
hopes will give alift to its entire line—engineers will sometimes throw caution to the
winds, designing aproduct without thought
to its ultimate price, which is only set after the
design is complete. When Madrigal Audio
Laboratories set out to design their No.30
Reference Digital Processor, they appear to
have chosen exactly this approach.
By all accounts, the No.30, reviewed by
RI-1 in Vol.15 No.1, with "Follow-Ups" by
JE and RI-1 in Vol.15 No.7 and Vol.16 No.6,
respectively, has been extraordinarily successful. But it is one expensive piece of elec128

tronics, filled with every technological wrinkle that Madrigal could conceive of that
might possibly improve the sound of digital playback—plus more digital inputs and
other goodies than the average audiophile
could possibly use. Plus aseparately housed
power supply larger and heavier than some
amplifiers—yet still smaller than the No.30
processor itself.
It comes as no surprise, then, that our subject here, Madrigal's "affordable" answer to
the No.30, the new No.35, is smaller, lighter, cheaper, and contained entirely in one
chassis. But in terms of affordability, the
No.35 is still well beyond the limits of most
of our Visa cards. Nevertheless, its designers
have managed to bring it in at just over half
the price of the No.30—a significant accomplishment.
What have they sacrificed? There are still
enough digital inputs on the No.35 to sup-
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port three high-end systems. The user has a
choice of two AES/EBU inputs (a balanced,
professional standard which uses XLR connectors), two standard RCA-type coaxial
inputs (more properly referred to as S/PDIF,
or Sony/Philips Digital InterFace), one Sr"
fiberoptic input (also sometimes referred to
as an AT&T-type input—AT&T owning the
"ST" trademark), and two standard TosLink
fiberoptic (EIAJ) inputs. In comparison, the
No.30 has eight inputs (five AES/EBU, one
ST, two EIAJ, no RCA). The No.35 has one
pair each of unbalanced and balanced outputs—two pairs of the latter are furnished on
the No.30.
Two digital outputs—AES/EBU and
EIAJ—are provided to route the selected digital input to other equipment, if desired.
Front-panel selection of aspecific input
illuminates both input and samplingfrequency LEDs; selection oían AES/EBU
input and the activation of de-emphasis drcuitry (on those few discs which require it)
are also indicated by LEDs. A polarityreversal switch is also provided (the function
of which can be duplicated by the switch on
the remote control for the No31 transport,
if the 31 and 35 are joined by their umbilical). The only other control on the front panel
selects between full operation and astandby,
or warm-up, mode. Changing inputs during operation results in agradual fade-out
of the previously selected input and fade-in
of the new input—a slick touch also present
on the No.30. Additional connectors on the
rear provide for non-signal, special-function
data-links with the Levinson No.31 transport and other current and future 30-series
products. They do not provide for clockslaving between the No31 transport and the
No.35. As with the No.30 DIA processor,
Madrigal apparently feels that such linkage
would be superfluous given the level of performance they have designed into the 30series components. They also do not want
to discourage use of the No.35 with other,
existing components in auser's system or
give the user the impression that the performance of the No.35 will be somehow "compromised" if it cannot be clock-synchronized
with atransport. The No.30 adds amore
elaborate front-panel alphanumeric indicator
and adigital record-play loop, but is otherwise very similar in functions to the No.35.
There isn't much wasted space in the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

No.35's well-organized innards. Careful layout, design, and internal shielding are said
to prevent adverse interactions which might
otherwise result from such densely packed
analog and digital circuitry.
The No.35's Digital Interface Receiver,
based on anew monolithic device from
Crystal, is less sophisticated than that of the
No.30, but is similarly designed for low-jitter
performance. (The No.30 uses aproprietary
module with separate phase-locked loops for
each standard sampling frequency of321cHz,
44.1kHz, and 48kHz; the No.35 has but one
such loop for all frequencies.) The same 8xoversampling digital filtering is used as in the
No.30. As in the No.30, the No.35 uses
Levinson's 20-bit DRDAC (Dual-Reference
Digital-to-Analog Converter), aproprietary
variation on the UltraAnalog chip. The conversion is fully balanced, with separate dual
DACs on each channel for the inverted and
non-inverted legs.
Separate power supplies are used for analog and digital sections within the No.35. The
supplies are necessarily less sophisticated than
those in the No30, but multi-stage electronic
regulators isolate the critical circuits. A separate, shielded compartment at the rear of the
chassis further limits unwanted powersupply interference.
Last but by no means least, the No.35's
audio section, including the analog output
stage, is identical to the No.30's, with one
exception: the No.30 uses Teflon circuit
boards instead of the No.35's less expensive
glass-epoxy boards.

SYSTEM

While the No.35 was auditioned over a
period of several months with avariety of
associated equipment, the bulk of the final
listening was done in asystem consisting of
aRowland Consummate preamplifier, Krell
KSA-250 power amplifier, and WATT/Puppy
loudspeakers. Interconnects were Kimber
AGDL coaxial digital link between transport
and processor, TARA Labs Master RSC
interconnect from No.35 to preamp, and
Cardas Hexlink from preamp to power amp.
TARA Labs RSC performed the loudspeaker
cable duties. All of the interconnects named
were unbalanced; auditioning of balanced
interconnects between the No.35 and the
Rowland, and also of both AES/EBU and ST
digital links, was also done and will be dis-
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cussed. The transport for the bulk of the early
observations was the C.E.C. TL 1; other
transports, including Levinson's own No31,
were also used. The system's front-end was
powered through an MIT Z-strip and MIT
Z-2 power-line filters. The latter were used
for the D/A processors and transports; when
two processors were being compared, each
was plugged into its own Z-2 to provide isolation. MIT power cords were used for the
transports (except for the Pioneer, which
lacked adetachable power cord) and power
amp (the latter plugged directly into the wall).
Standard power cords were used for the
No.35 and for the other processors.
The No35 does appear to need warm-up.
Accordingly, no serious listening was performed until the 35 had been used for many
hours.

SOUND
At the risk of giving away the farm before
plowing the field, I'll state right up front that
the Mark Levinson No35 is absolutely stateof-the-art. Used with the right transport, it
provides digital playback which will likely
satisfy all but the most unrepentant digiphobes. It may not stop your yearning for the
"good old days" of analog LPs available on
every street-corner, but it points the way to
adigital future worth looking forward to—a
future that is here today in the No35, though
for aprice.
The No35 does not knock the best of last
year's digital playback into the weeds—
certainly not its big brother, the No.30 (of
which I'll have more to say further on). And
not even the best of the rest, on which it
builds in subtle but important ways. What
the No35 provides is abalance of strengths
from the top to the bottom of the audible
range. Nothing Ihave heard can dearly better
it overall; nothing Idirectly compared it with
could unequivocally better it in any respect.
There will certainly be room for argument
in both of these conclusions, and new processors are entering the market every day to
challenge for King of the Hill. But the pace
of digital development, in terms of sheer
sound, is slowing somewhat from the furious
pace of the late '80s. The challenge now is to
provide more for less. Expensive as it is, the
No35 is substantially lower in cost than the
No.30.
With the C.E.C. TL 1transport driving it
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through the Kimber AGDL coaxial digital
link, the No.35 quickly set anew standard
for digital playback in my reference system.
Its midrange was clear and immediate, yet in
no way forward or pushy in the way that digital playback can sometimes be. Its top end
was subtle; perhaps just abit soft at times (a
characteristic which Iwould later find to be
largely attributable to the C.E.C. transport),
but never lacking in detail. Its bass was full,
deep, and detailed. Its soundstage was lively
and revealing in both width and depth. And
its dynamic range was first-rate.
A Decade of Excellence, astriking sampler
CD from Harmonia Mundi (HMU 10), gave
the No35 one if its best early workouts, generating positive impressions right off the bat.
With the female chorus on band 4, an excerpt
from The Anonymous 4's best-selling An
English Ladymass, the reproduction had a
superb sense of space with abig, open,
generous sound. The top end was translucent, with atrace of brightness which further listening revealed was not coming from
the No.35. The midrange was uncolored,
with compelling depth. The lute on band 5,
the prelude from Lord Herbert of Cherbury's
Lute Book, had just the right degree of warmth
to make it interesting and real, with no lack
of upper-end air or detail. On Pelham Humphrey's Verse Anthems (band 6) the voices were
again heard in areal space with convincing
dimensionality. There was astriking but not
overdone contrast to the sound—a sensation
of blackness between the notes, to use an optical analogy—separating it from the grayness
typical of ordinary digital reproduction. On
the excerpt from aProkofiev piano sonata
(band 17) there was afine sense of drive and
power totally lacking in muddiness or obscuration.
The uncommon clarity of the No35 was
addictive. Indeed, the overwhelming impression on all of these selections was one of an
easy, uncongested, uncluttered sound, without grunge, grain, or digital artifacts. On the
choral selections, in particular, there was an
ideal balance between the chorus as awhole
and its individual voices. While Icould never
quite make out the latter as specific individuals, Icould make them out as much as
Iwould ever want to—the blend was never
an undifferentiated hum, but acollection of
individual, if not individualizable, voices.
Which is the way areal choir sounds.
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The favorable impressions continued on
awide range of good recordings. There was
an involving sense of depth, detail, and
warmth on Bernstein's "Make Our Garden
Grow," from Testament (Reference Recordings RR-49CD). The sound was coherent,
grainless, and only slightly congested on the
final climactic peak—the latter appearing to
be an inherent quality of the recording rather
than of the No.35. On Mickey Hart's Planet
Drum (Ryko RCD-10206), despite some
bloat and front-to-back foreshortening
inherent in the recording, there was adeep,
detailed low bass (though this recording still
needs asubwoofer to truly bring it to life)
and, overall, adynamic, clear, punchy sound.
And as the final cut on the Chieftains' An Irish
Evening (BMG 09026-60916-2) ran the
gamut of everything from traditional Irish
melodies to English folk (with The Who's
Roger Daltrey) to country (with Nanci
Griffith), the No.35 kept up the pace. As
sound overlaid sound, everything remained
pristinely detailed but not in any way "hifi" or etched in quality, despite the recording's
tendency to brightness. The refusal of the
No.35 to be in-your-face, and its affirmation
ola neutral perspective, helped considerably in keeping its sound natural and unforced.
Nothing put the No.35 wrong except
genuinely bad program material. It was inherently neither warm nor analytic, but detailed and warm where called for by the
program material. Voices had lively, realistic
textures; what grain they displayed was the
natural buzz inherent in live speech and song,
not electronic haze or etching. Depth and
soundstaging were superb, and in all of the
other things that matter—dynamics, openness, air, transparency, balance, lack of congestion or hardness—I had ahard time pinning down specific faults.
Except perhaps one. As good as the No.35
sounded driven by the C.E.C., it sounded
even better with Levinson's own No.31
transport—a fault only insofar as it adds afew
thousand to the price of admission! If anything, the Levinson transport is even more
tightly detailed than the C.E.C., the latter's
sweetness and relative softness standing out
against the No.31's crisper, more incisive
sound. The latter can sound slightly too cool
on some material, particularly where the
overall ensemble blend is more important to
the musical message than the transient attack.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

But never to the point of damage to the overall musicality; the added definition of the
Levinson pair, to the contrary, seemed to
bring out the best in good recordings.
On Mokave, Volume 2(AudioQuest AQCD1007), the No.31/No.35 combination had
the faster sound, with more dynamic shading
and inner clarity, than the No35/C.E.C. The
latter pairing was just slightly too sweet here,
though extremely clean and almost "analog"
in its relaxed, easy character. The Levinson
transport, while sacrificing abit of sweetness, doesn't give away much; overall, it simply sounded more real with the No.35.
Everything was there with the C.E.C.; it just
did not sound as fast or as extended at the top
end or as tight and well-defined at the bottom. While taking nothing away from the
less expensive and still excellent C.E.C.—
which, after all, was the transport used to
generate my almost embarrassingly positive
initial observations—the No.31 transport
simply ratcheted the performance of the
No.35 to an even higher level.
These observations were made with the
Kimber electrical data link (S/PDIF) between
transport and processor. Since both the
C.E.C. and the No.31 transports have ST
optical outputs, acomparison of these two
transports driving the No.35 processor
would be incomplete without seeing how
they compared with the optical link. Using
an AudioQuest ST link, Iwas surprised to
find that Ipreferred the Kimber with both
transports; it resulted in more—but not
excessive—detailing, and a"blacker" background. The differences were not what I
would call shattering, but they were significant, and in favor of the Kimber.

AND WHAT OF
OTHER TRANSPORTS?

To gauge the No35's performance with more
modestly priced CD-spinners, Itried it with
both the Meridian 200 and the Pioneer CD65—the latter aCD player but used here
from its digital output. (The Kimber AGDL
interconnect was used with both of these
units, as they only provide for standard coaxial and the more common EIAJ optical output, the latter generally held in low regard
by critical listeners.)
The Meridian performed well, though
with asubtle but noticeable grain and amore
subdued dynamic range than the No.31. I
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would have to describe the Meridian as good
yet somehow polite. The Levinson No.31
seemed to know exactly where it wanted to
go, and was determined to take the listener
along. The Meridian coaxed the listener in
the same direction, firmly but not urgently.
The Pioneer CD-65 was afamiliar companion. Finding myself without a"highend" transport on hand early in my No.35
listening, my good experience in using the
Pioneer drive other processors led me to
press it into service driving the Levinson. I
was therefore pleasantly surprised, though
not shocked, to find that this combination
sounded as good as it did. After spending
time with both the C.E.C. TL 1and the
Levinson No.31 driving the No.35, however,
returning to the Pioneer-as-transport revealed the awful truth that the Pioneer—at
afraction of the cost—was not quite in the
same league as either of them. But it continued to perform surprisingly well.
The Pioneer/Levinson transport/processor
combination may sound ridiculous, but it
sure didn't sound ridiculous. It was sweet yet
detailed, with smooth, grain-free textures
and adeep, reasonably well-defined low end.
It did, in fact, actually appear to go deeper
than the No.31/No.35 combination on some
program material, though it in no way
matched the definition of the tandem Levinsons. The CD-65/No.35 sounded rather
more loose than the latter; abit lazier, particularly in the rnidbass. But Ididn't notice
anything missing until Icompared it closely
and directly with the more hair-trigger-tight
and detailed sound of the all-Levinson setup.
The latter simply sounded more real and
alive. Nevertheless, my experience with the
CD-65/No.35 combo left me optimistic that,
at least as atemporary expedient, using the
No.35 with aCD player having adecent
transport mechanism and digital output
could be sonically satisfying. The difference
in performance between the CD-65/No.35
and the No.31/No.35 was nowhere near as
dramatic as the difference in price.
But enough of transports. The important
thing is that the No.35 will perform well with
avariety of them, though its sibling, the
Levinson No.31, appears to be an optimum
match.

UPAGAINST THE NO.30
Another question raises its head: How does
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the new No.35 compare with its slightly senior, somewhat more sophisticated, and much
more expensive older brother, the No.30?
The latter has not lacked for well-earned
accolades extolling its superb performance
but in no way restrained by its wallet-numbing, precedent-bursting price and sheer physical presence. Not that the No.35 is exactly
shy and retiring in appearance; but the latter's smaller size and single-chassis construction conspire to make it just abit less aweinspiring.
We still had aNo.30 on hand, so acomparison merely required prying it away from
RH. Not easy—I'd already separated him
from the No.31 for the duration of this
review—but necessary. With both processors in my listening room, both driven by
Levinson's own transport, the games began.
It was humbling to realize that it probably
cost less to build the Stereophile listening room
itself than it would cost to purchase these
three Levinson pieces.
Before Icould begin, however, another
problem raised its shaggy head: which digital
cable to use. The obvious choice seemed to
be to continue to use the Kimber, at least initially, for continuity's sake. But that was not
easily done; the No.30 does not have adedicated S/PDIF (RCA-type) coaxial digital
input. Madrigal does have adapters to enable
the use of one of the AES/EBU inputs in this
mode, but Ididn't want to contend with that
added variable.
The choice had to be between optical ST
and AES/EBU. Ilistened briefly to the No35
with Levinson's own AES/EBU cable connecting it to the No31 and definitely preferred the sound of the system with the Kimber AGDL. With the AES/EBU, the sound
became slightly more bloated (those liking
it may call it bloom), slightly fuller, and definitely more forward. There was less apparent
depth and dimensionality to the soundstage,
less overall focus.
Since the Kimber was not acandidate for
the No.35/No30 face-off, Iturned back to
the AudioQuest ST optical link. Comparing it briefly again to the Kimber, Istill felt
amarginal preference for the Kimber, but the
ST was definitely closer than the AES/EBU,
and perhaps, on further reflection, superior
in some ways to the Kimber (a bit sweeter on
top though with abit less detailing overall).
ST it would be.
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Now Iwas ready to compare the No.35
with Levinson's flagship No.30. The rest of
the system remained unchanged, including
the TARA Labs Master RSC unbalanced
interconnects between the processors to the
Rowland Consummate preamplifier.
To my surprise, Ifound that Ipreferred the
less expensive No.35 to the No30. The choice
was hardly clear-cut, with the No31/No30
making apowerful case for itself. But Ifound
the No35 to have, in my system, the tighter,
more detailed sound. The No.30 certainly
didn't lack for detail, but Ifound it to be, by
athin margin, the softer and sweeter of the
two processors, rendering aslightly cleaner
sound on many recordings but doing so at
aslight loss in apparent upper-end extension.
Iwent back and forth in my preferences,
leaning to the No.30 on some discs, the
No.35 on others. The No.30 sounded more
liquid on the sometimes cool and dryJurassic
Park soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10859), but
the No.35 was the more visceral, with amarginally tighter, better-defined bottom end.
Nevertheless, I'd be hard pressed to prattle
on about the differences. On "Jolie Louis"
(Musicfrom Northern Exposure, MCA MCAD10685), excerpted from Daniel Lanois's
Acadie (Opal 25969-2), the No.35 brought
out the more interesting, finer shadings and
natural textures of Lanois's voice. This impression was reinforced by other first-rate
vocal recordings. Again, however, neither
processor clearly took the upper hand.
Comparing them using the usual audiophile
checklist was frustrating.
Which, in the long run, was the more
accurate? Icast my vote with the No.35, but
not without alot of soul-searching and hairsplitting. There was, Ifeel, alarger difference
between AES/EBU and ST interconnects than
between these two top-rank D/A processors.
Further listening only reinforced this opinion, but also added to my marginal preference for the No.35. On Britten's Noyes Fludde
(Virgin Classics VC 791129-2), the No35's
sharper sound was not necessarily aplus on
this slightly bright recording, but its clean
grainlessness helped considerably in minimizing any recording-generated irritation.
The No.30, again, came across as the warmersounding unit. Ialso began to feel, as the
comparison wore on, that the No.30 sounded
somewhat more forward than the No.35,
particularly in the upper midrange/lower treSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

ble. At the same time, the No.35 came across
as more dynamic—punchier and tighter
overall.
To ensure that achange to balanced output
cables would not dramatically alter these
conclusions (recall that, up to this point in
the evaluation, Iwas using an unbalanced
processor-to-preamp link), Ibriefly compared the TARA Labs unbalanced with apair
of AudioQuest balanced Lapis interconnects
between the No.35 and the preamp. (Unfortunately, the added variable of adifferent
brand of cable was unavoidable, as balanced
TARA Labs RSC were not on hand.) The
Lapis had abit less bloom and abit more
brightness than the Master RSC. Icontinued
to prefer the latter—not by ahuge margin,
but by enough to continue using it for the
remainder of the tests.
Again, although my preferences wavered
abit depending on the recording, Ialways
seemed to come back to the No.35. I'm just
as certain, however, that, given the nature and
the degree of the differences, another listener
might well prefer the No.30. Both D/A processors are superb devices. Given the gap in
their prices, however, no one shopping for
the No.30 should automatically assume that
they will find it to be sonically superior, make
the comparison for yourself. Matched levels
in such atest will be no hindrance; both processors have identical output levels.

UPAGAINST THE GEN .III
How did the No.35 fare in ahead-to-head
comparison with the best of other, perhaps
more comparably priced processors? Unfortunately there was nothing on hand of
equivalent cost, but the Theta DS Pro Generation III—a less expensive but still hardly
bargain-basement processor—was available.
The Theta has been, and continues to be,
highly rated in these pages, though Iconfess
that my own experience with it had been,
prior to this review, limited. It took little
listening for me to determine what others
here already know: the Theta is excellent.
With the Levinson No31 transport driving
both the No.35 and the Gen.III, again with
the ST optical interconnect,1neither processor jumped out as being clearly and un1The Theta provides for an S/PDIF (RCA-coax) input, but
at this point Ihad become accustomed to sound with the ST
cable and did not want to change that particular variable yet
again.
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equivocally superior.2 But the No.35 now
appeared as the sweeter, slightly richer, and
more palpable-sounding processor. The
principal difference here was the Gen.III's
rather cooler, leaner (in the mid- and upper
bass, not the deep bass), more analytical
sound. It would be easy to exaggerate the
differences here in the attempt to describe
them; suffice it to say that the Gen.III has an
added degree of detailing and focus which
in this case was purchased at the price ola
slightly more etched quality—something the
No.35 did not have. The Gen.III definitely
excels in transient attacks. On Moleave Volume
2, the Theta edged out the No.35 by virtue
of its lightning speed, areal advantage on this
percussion-driven music. On the other hand,
with vocals—both solo and in chorus—and
instrumental ensemble work, the No.35
comes into its own, the Theta sounding abit
sterile in comparison.
The Theta has areputation for astriking
low end, and that it has. But in my admittedly
subwooferless system, Ifound its extension
to be no better than that of the No.35. What
it did have was that slightly more lean and
defined mid- and upper bass, lending it a
trace better overall low-frequency clarity.
Not exactly an, ah, earthshaking difference,
however.
Balancing out the score-sheet, Ivote for
the No35 overall, if only because the reduction in warmth Ihear in the Theta is greater
in degree than any relative transient superiority it may occasionally demonstrate over
the No.35—a "superiority" Ifound to be so
small as to be inconsequential. The differences between these two processors were
certainly less dramatic than Iexpected. Would
Ipay for the differences? Yes, ifthat roughly
$3000 price spread was of little concern. I
do like the No.35. Iwish it were closer in
price to the Theta. Ithink it is better than the
Gen.III in ways that matter, but certainly no
more so—and perhaps less—than one might
expect, given the difference in price.

M EASUREMENTS
The Mark Levinson No.35 has outputs of
2.067V (L) and 2.069V (R), unbalanced,
when decoding alicHz, OdB (full-scale) sinewave. The corresponding balanced output
levels are 4.134V (L) and 4.139V (R). The lat2Particular care was taken here to compensate for the Thetis
dramatically higher output level.
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ter is exactly the expected 6dB increase over
the unbalanced mode. The output impedance
was very low, measuring 6.5 ohms in the
unbalanced mode (using the voltage-drop
method). This is effectively to the specification, within the margin of error. As a
result, the No.35 will have no problem
driving long or capacitative cables. It should
also work well with apassive control unit.
The Levinson was non-inverting from the
unbalanced outputs, with apositive-going
impulse test signal reproduced as positive at
its outputs. (The balanced output is configured with pin 2positive.) DC offset was
0.1mV in the left channel, but asomewhat
higher than expected 26.2mV in the right,
unbalanced. Checking the offset at the balanced outputs, Ifound that only the positiveto-neutral DC offset voltage in the right
channel measured 26.2mV; the other three
hot-to-neutral DC offsets all measured
0.3mV or less.
The No35's frequency response was very
flat, with less than a0.25dB drop at 20kHz
in balanced or unbalanced mode—and virtually identical in both. (Note that the balanced measurements were taken with an
AES/EBU coaxial input and balanced outputs, the unbalanced measurements with an
S/PDIF (RCA-type) input and RCA coaxial outputs.) The unbalanced mode frequency
response is shown in fig.!. The de-emphasis
error is shown on the same figure, displaced
by 2dB for clarity. While only asmall percentage of CDs are made with pre-emphasis,
they will play back—for all practical purposes—with unaltered frequency response
on the No.35.
The crosstalk shown in fig.2 is phenomenally low in balanced or unbalanced mode.
The balanced result is slightly better, but the
differences are rather academic. The only
anomaly here is the sharp increase in crosstalk
at 100Hz (power-supply noise?)—which
nevertheless still remains better than -100dB.
Fig.3 shows the audio-band spectrum of
adecoded -90dB, lkHz dithered sinewave
signal. Both the balanced and unbalanced
results are shown; they only diverge above
the minor blip (the only real artifact present)
at just under 2kHz. The unbalanced curve—
the lower trace above that frequency—is virtually flat from 2kHz out to 20IcHz. The latter is extremely rare; the slight rise seen in the
unbalanced curve is far more common. Even
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for the unbalanced curve, however, this result
is excellent. Using the same type of spectral
analysis out to 2001cHz, fig.4 shows the result
of the Levinson's decoding of "digital silence"
(all data words zero) in the balanced mode.
The noise floor is astonishingly low in
level—note the 20dB-lower vertical scale
adopted for this plot, necessary to show the
low-frequency difference between the two
channels. This plot indicates close-to-20-bit
resolution.
Fig.5 shows the fade-to-noise with dither,

again indicating outstanding linearity down
to well below -100dB. Only the unbalanced
mode result is shown; the balanced result is
slightly better, with deviations of only +0.1dB
in the right channel and +0.3dB in the left
at -100dB. At -120dB, the balanced and
unbalanced results differ by no more than
about 0.8dB.
Fig.6 shows the results of the Levinson
decoding alkHz, undithered sinewave at
-90dB in the unbalanced mode. This is a
fairly good result; though somewhat obscured by noise, the desired stairstep response
MallOnai 1110•100.00 ma
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Fig.I Mark Lev nson No.35, frequency response
and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Mark Lev'nson No.35, unba anced outputs,
spectrum of silent track, 20Hz-200kHz,
with noise and spuriae ('-octave analysis,
right channel dashed). Note very low noise
level.
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Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.35, crosstalk (from
bottom to top): L-R, R-L (dashed),
balanced; L-R, R-L (dashed), unbalanced
(I0dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Mark Lev'nson No.35, spectrum of dithered
!kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae. Balanced outputs have lower noise
above kHz ('/3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.35, unbalanced outputs,
departure from linearity (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.35, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS.
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is just visible. Most CD playback devices do
poorly on this test; of the players and processors I've tested, only the Sony X779ES
(reviewed in Vol.16 No.6) comes to mind as
giving aclearly superior rendition of the ideal
stairstep response. (The unbalanced-mode
result shown was actually slightly better than
the balanced result.)
The noise modulation as afunction of signal level vs frequency is plotted in fig.7. The
results shown here are for six different,
progressively decreasing signal levels, from
-50dB to -100dB. The more tightly clustered
the results, the better. Though the absolute
noise level is slightly higher above 2kHz in
the unbalanced mode, both balanced and
unbalanced modes show an incredibly tight
clustering. It would be hard to imagine a
superior result short ola perfect overlay.
Using afull-scale (OdB) lkHz squarewave
to drive the Levinson, we get the result
shown in fig.8. This result is quite typical of
players using linear-phase digital filters, but
with visible clipping of the "ringing" ob.1.11011111.1 .551.45.1.00. Nan »In Wm..
40.00

70.110

servable on the top and bottom of the trace.
Feeding afull-scale combined 19kHz+
20kHz signal into the Levinson and performing an FFT analysis of the output results in
the plot shown in fig.9. The artifacts are very
low in level, with the highest-at 18 and
21kHz-more than 90dB down (less than
0.003% IM).
Using the Meitner LIM Detector to assess
the No.35's jitter performance, FFTs of the
LIM Detector output are shown in figs.10
(full-scale, lIcHz sinewave input signal to the
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No35) and 11 (-90dBFS input). (Source was
the CBS CD-1 test disc played on the Levinson No31 transport with an S/PDIF link to
the No35.) The results are good, though we
have measured lower jitter on less expensive
processors. The sanie is true of the RMS jitter
values: 212.6ps at OdB, 317ps at -90dB.
The excellent overall measured performance of the No35 was no surprise. Occasionally, aplayer or processor with only fair
measurements will sound superior. At times,
aplayer measuring first-rate won't sound
that way. With the No.35, there is no such
dichotomy.

CONCLUSIONS

Two questions must be addressed in any discussion of aproduct as expensive as the Mark
Levinson No.35. First, putting aside questions of price, how does it perform on an
absolute basis? Second, how does the price
fit into the equation? Unless your checkbook
balance is so large that balancing it is awaste
of time, the last question cannot be avoided.
Given that the No.31/No.35 combination
costs 5to 10 times that of atypical audiophile
CD playback system, is that differential
worth the investment? That question can
only be answered by the individual buyer.
For the reviewer who can afford it, the
No35 is avaluable tool and reference. For the
audiophile who can justify the expense—

particularly for those who have not been
happy with digital playback in the past—
it demands to be heard. But, to loosely paraphrase our own Sam Tellig, somewhere
down the road, at the present rate of digital
advancement, you'll be able to buy this level
of performance at more plebeian prices. The
only question is, when? Five years? Ten?
Twenty? That's alot of listening time. If you
have the money, well. ..you can't take it with
you.
The Mark Levinson No.35 has not repealed the laws of diminishing returns, and
although audiophiles and reviewers are prone
to get off on small but significant (to us) performance details, we realize (don't we?) that
such details can often cost big bucks that the
average listener might consider all out of
proportion to the gains. But isn't that what
the pursuit of sonic realism and accuracy is
all about?
Only afew of us can actually contemplate
having the No35 in our systems, not to mention pairing it with asystem which will enable us to enjoy all of the performance built
into it. But in the long run, such acuttingedge component benefits us all by pointing
the way to needed improvements in lesser
products. When, at the end of the review
period, JA asked if he could borrow the
No.35, Ikeenly felt its departure from la
listening room.

MSB TECHNOLOGY GOLD DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley

MSB Gold D/A processor
Digitallanalog converter with "MSB Effect" proceEsing. Slew rate: 2000V/jis. Jitter less than 100ps. No other electrical specifications
provided. Dimensions: 19" W by 1.25" Hby 15" D. Weight: 48 lbs. Warranty: 3years. Price: $3395 with one RCA coaxial
input; asecond RCA input and an ST-optical input cost an additional $439; professional option is available with an AES/EBU
(XLR) digital input and an ST-optical input for $439. The Platinum Processor ($6390) combines two processors for acompletely balanced, dual-mono design. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer MSB Technology Corporation, P.O.
Box 141, Moss Beach, CA 94038. Tel: (415) 728-5265. Fax: (415) 747-0405.

Viva la difference. "Variety is the spice of lifer
"He marches to the tune of a different
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

drummer."
All these expressions celebrate life's rich
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diversity. As in life, we find abroad spectrum
of dissimilarity in high-end audio electronic
design. Every designer has adifferent approach; some take what may be called a
peculiar track.
The $3395 Gold digital processor from
MSB Technology is aprime example of
unique electronic design. Eschewing conventional construction methods and circuits,
designers Mark S. Brasfield and Larry Gullman have created adigital processor unlike
any other. Design aspects not addressed in
any other D/A converter have been meticulously analyzed and implemented in the Gold
processor. For example, the entire unit is encased in almost 50 lbs ofiron plates; each IC
and capacitor is double-shielded with covers
made from aproprietary mix of metals; and
the circuit elements are sealed in potted modules and suspended within cavities in the iron
plate structure.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The MSB Gold processor is without adoubt
the most unusual-looking audio product I've
seen. The unit is a1.25"-thick plate weighing
nearly 50 lbs. No controls are provided, save
afront-panel switch for input selection (only
on processors with the ST-type input option
or professional input option), polarity inversion, and invoking the "MSB Effect."
Just what is the "MSB Effect"? The owner's manual had this to say about it: "This
special proprietary digital processing is
generally not needed for well recorded disks.
When turned on, it provides asmoothing
effect and makes apoorly recorded disk more
listenable." The white paper describing the
Gold says the MSB Effect ". ..
provides alittle extra smoothing of the Most Significant
Bit.. .." Istill don't understand what the circuit does electrically.
The Gold processor comes standard with
one RCA data input; an additional RCA input
and AT&T ST-type optical jack add $439 to
the price. This "triple input" option is also
available as aretrofit for $495. Another option
adds AES/EBU and ST-type optical inputs.
With the additional inputs, the front-panel
MSB logo is replaced by an input selector
switch. Incidentally, the input selector switch
looks and feels cheap, although MSB says it
is quite expensive and electronically sound.
Analog output is via apair of RCA jacks.
Balanced output is available on the Platinum
138

Processor ($6390). The Platinum comprises
two Gold processors and is therefore fully
balanced in the digital domain, with two
DACs, two I/V converters, and two output
stages per channel. This method is obviously
much more expensive to implement than
balanced outputs that create the balanced signal in the analog output stage with aphase
splitter. For comparison, however, the Theta
DS Pro Generation III is also available fully
balanced (dual DACs, I/V, and output stages)
for an additional $1000.
The entire processor is encased within
MSB's "EMA Isolation Plate," aheavily
damped sandwich of iron and damping
material. The plate reportedly reduces magnetic and electrostatic interaction between
components within the processor.
Because the circuit modules are encased
in epoxy and buried within the plate, I
couldn't see inside the Gold processor.
Instead, Irelied on the circuit description
provided by MSB.
Here's what they told me: The power supply features three transformers feeding five
regulation stages. As you can guess from
looking at the slim package, the transformers
are very flat. The regulation stages use no 3pin TO-220 IC regulators; all regulation is
discrete, implemented with an op-amp and
an emitter-follower transistor. The five stages
supply +5V to the digital filter, ±5V to the
DAC, and ±13V to the analog stages.
The Plate's input receiver is the Crystal
CS8412, achip that has gained wide acceptance. (I know of no recently designed processors using the older, once ubiquitous
Yamaha YM3623 receiver.) MSB claims the
digital filter and DACs are "confidential"
devices, and wants their identities concealed.
Current-to-voltage (I/V) conversion is
performed by an unnamed, very fast, DCservo'd, transimpedance op-amp. This is followed by asingle fast op-amp output driver
(again unnamed). The output driver is said
to have aslew rate of2000V/µs and asettling
time of 5Ons (the time it takes to return to
0.1% ofits output level after the input signal is removed). MSB stresses the importance
of very high speed circuits in their designs.
Another unusual aspect of the Gold processor is the attention paid to shielding circuits from electromagnetic and electrostatic
interference. Each chip is shielded by two
separate shields made of layers of nickel alloy
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and copper. Not only are the ICs shielded,
but identical double shields surround each
capacitor.
The plate structure reportedly plays alarge
role in achieving the processor's design goals.
The circuit elements are potted and suspended within separate cavities in the ironcore plate structure, reportedly reducing
mechanical resonance and interaction between circuit modules.
Before getting to the listening impressions,
Imust report on some problems with the
review sample. First, selecting the AT&T STtype optical input with the front-panel
switch sometimes produced full-scale noise
at the Gold's analog output. Similarly, selecting one of the coaxial inputs intermittently
produced ahighly distorted output. Punching the input-selector button repeatedly
finally allowed the Gold to lock to the
incoming data stream, whether coaxial or STtype optical. Next, the "MSB Effect" button stuck against the front panel, causing
what sounded like arelay inside the unit to
chatter. The chattering stopped only when
the button was tapped repeatedly. A similar
chattering was heard when an active digital
input was disconnected. Further, pushing any
of the front-panel buttons produced aloud
transient noise at the loudspeakers. Finally,
one channel's de-emphasis circuit wouldn't
engage, causing huge de-emphasis errors
when playing pre-emphasized discs. The
result was avery bright left charnel and ashift
in the image with pre-emphasized discs.
Admittedly, MSB says that the review sample
was aprototype, but Iconsider these faults
unacceptable in a$3400 product.

LISTENING
Iauditioned the MSB Gold processor in my
usual reference system: an Audio Research
LS2B preamp and VTL 225W monoblocks
driving Thiel CS3.6 loudspeakers. Transports
included the PS Audio Lambda and the Mark
Levinson No.31. Coaxial connection was
provided by Aural Symphonics Digital Standard and Wonder Link; ST-type optical cable
was an AudioQuest Digital Pro 2.
Loudspeaker cables were 3' runs of AudioQuest Dragon, and interconnects included
AudioQuest Diamond and Monster Cable
Sigma. Power to the system (except the
power amps) was conditioned by aTice
Power Block and Titan.
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

Icompared the Gold with anumber of
processors, including the $995 McCormack
DAC 1(also reviewed in this issue), $895
Meridian 263, PS Audio UltraLink, Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 ($4650), and the reference
Mark Levinson No.30. The primary point
of sonic reference was the $600 more expensive Theta DS Pro Gen.III, aprocessor that
sets abenchmark level of performance at this
price range. All newcomers to the $4000 processor market must consider the Gen.III the
converter to beat.
Unfortunately, the MSB Gold processor
couldn't compete with the Theta, either in
specific sonic attributes or in overall musical
enjoyment. The Gold had adistinctive sonic
signature that didn't appeal to my tastes or
to my system. The Gold was too forward,
incisive, and aggressive for me. Although the
Theta could be described as vivid, immediate,
and highly detailed, it didn't have the same
forced aggressiveness as the Gold. Indeed,
even the Theta could be described as gentle
and laid-back next to the Gold—especially
in bass and dynamics.
Iwas particularly bothered by the Gold's
combination of forwardness with aroughness overlaying instrumental and vocal
timbres. Many processors overlay the mids
and treble with afine grain; the Gold's rendering of instrumental textures was more
coarse, giving music an unpleasant edginess.
This characteristic wasn't so noticeable when
the Gold was reproducing low-level signals,
but when the music became loud and complex, the sound turned annoyingly rough and
gritty. The brass in Trittico from the HDCD 1"
sampler (Reference Recordings RR-S3CD)
was particularly nasty, with abuzzing coarseness overlaying their texture. Consequently,
musical timbres had less realism than when
heard through the Theta, instead sounding
like what JA aptly calls "shaped and textured
noise." Similarly, the beautifully recorded
acoustic guitar on Bruce Dunlap's excellent
The Rhythm of Wings (CheskyJD92) sounded
mechanical, contrived, and artificial through
the Gold.
Moreover, the Gold's treble was on the
bright side of reality. The Gold presented
noticeably more treble energy than did any
of the other processors on hand for compar1If you're considering buying adigital processor costing
between $3000 and $15.000. you may want to first read my
review of the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 in the next issue.
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ison. Cymbals had more prominence in the
music, and the whole presentation took on
akind of whitish quality. Further exacerbating the bright treble was ahashy quality
overlaying high frequencies. The Theta's treble is far from the last word in cleanness, but
the Gold had significantly more treble hash
by comparison. The cymbals on the Bruce
Dunlap disc had abit of "trashcan-lid" quality caused by the bright and hashy renderMg. The best word to describe the Gold's treble is "edgy:'
Some may prefer this sound to the smooth
and finely filigreed treble exemplified by the
Mark Levinson No30. When the Gold's
designers brought the processor to my listening room, they encouraged acomparison
with the No.30. Although I'm prohibited
from giving any indication of what Ithink
of the product in such situations, both the
Gold's designers heard the treble brightness
and coarseness Inoticed, but felt their product more accurately conveyed the tonal balance and timbre of real instruments compared to the No.30's more refined presentation. Obviously, Idisagree.
Soundstaging performance was mixed.
Although better than many processors, the
Gold couldn't compete with the Gen.III. The
Gold had good image delineation but lacked
the expansive spaciousness that characterizes the Theta processor. The Gold's presentation was smaller, less deep, and lacked the
Gen.III's transparency.
The Gold's dynamics were excellent,
providing agood sense of power and impact.
Drums had apunch and kick, giving the
Gold agood ability to convey the music's
rhythmic qualities. This is one area where the
Gold was clearly better than the Meridian
263, McCormack DAC-1, and the UltraLink.
Bass reproduction was similarly good; the
Gold had adeep, solid, and powerful bottom
end. Although not as taut and extended as
the Gen.III, the Gold presented anice feeling
of weight and control. When combined with
the excellent dynamics, the Gold's bass
infused music with apowerful rhythmic
drive and asolid musical foundation. In fact,
this was the Gold's strong suit, and the only
area in which it approached the Gen.III's performance.
Despite the excellent bass and dynamics,
however, Ididn't enjoy my time with the
MSB Gold processor.
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MEASUREMENTS
The MSB Gold processor's bench performance was, frankly, poor. It had anumber
of problems one wouldn't expect in a$3400
product.
Fig.1 is the Gold's frequency response and
de-emphasis error. The frequency response
shows some passband ripple (typical of the
"confidential" chipset used in the Gold) and
minimal rolloff at 20kHz. The de-emphasis
error traces show that the left channel's deemphasis circuit doesn't engage, resulting
in ahuge positive error. The result will be
excessive brightness in the left channel when
playing pre-emphasized CDs. The right
channel has anegative error through the treble, exacerbating the difference between the
two channels. Irepeated these measurements
three times on two diffèrent occasions, resetting the Gold and trying everything to get
the left channel's de-emphasis circuit to
engage, but got the same results each time.
Fortunately, pre-emphasized discs are not
that common.
The Gold's interchannel crosstalk plots are
shown in fig.2. The right-channel crosstalk
is significantly higher (by 25dB) than the leftchannel above 3kHz. Below 11cHz, the mea-

Fig.1 MSB God, frequency response (top) and deemphasis error (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 MSB Gold, crosstalk (from bottom to top):
L—R, R—L (dashed) (10dB/vertical div.).
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surement is dominated by low-frequency
noise, particularly noise related to the 60Hz
power-line frequency.
We can see this power-supply noise more
easily in fig.3, a1/
3-octave spectral analysis
of the Gold's output when decoding a
dithered -90dB, lkHz sinewave. The 120Hz
component is particularly high in level, with
harmonics at 240Hz, 360Hz, and 480Hz.
This is one of the highest noise levels I've
measured. Incidentally, the power-supply
hum was consistent in amplitude regardless
of the grounding arrangement between the
Gold and the Audio Precision System One.
Repeating the spectral analysis over awider
bandwidth and with an input signal of all
zeros produced the plot of fig.4. The overall high-frequency noise level is slightly lower
because of the lack of dither in the AP's "digital silence" signal.
To examine the Gold's power-supply noise
further, Iperformed an FFT on the Gold's
output with the "digital silence" input signal,
shown in fig.5. Nearly the entire powersupply harmonic series is present, easily seen
as the energy spikes at 60Hz, 120Hz, 240Hz
300Hz, 360Hz, 480Hz, 540Hz, 600Hz
1110•00040 10144•10

720Hz, 840Hz, and 960Hz. I've never seen
anoise spectrum with so many harmonics
present, and at such high levels. While measurements don't necessarily tell you how the
product will sound, this level of powersupply-related noise in the audio signal
should be avoided.
Fig.6 is the Gold's linearity error. The
slight negative error between -80dB and
-100dB is typical of the Gold's DAC? Below
-90dB the measurement appears to be dominated by noise. The Gold's reproduction of
an undithered, -90dB lkHz sinewave is
shown in fig.7. The wave shape is moderately
good, but the low-frequency noise seen
earlier is superimposed on the lkHz waveform. The waveform of alkHz squarewave
(fig.8) is also typical of the digital filter used
by the MSB Gold.
Fig.9 shows the Gold's noise-modulation
plot, measured by averaging many samples
to reduce the effect of random noise. The
traces show some deviation, and the powersupply noise is again apparent in the noise
floor. Compare this to the McCormack's
2Although I
have no idea what the Gold's DAC chip actually
is, this linearity curve is adead ringer for that of the Philips
TDA1541 S1 "Crown" device.
—JA
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noise-modulation plot elsewhere in this issue.
The final plot (fig.10) is an FFT on the
MSB's output when decoding afull-scale
mix of 19kHz and 20kHz. The lkHz intermodulation product is virtually absent, and
the other intermodulation products are low
in level.
The Gold's maximum output level was a
high 3.73V, measured with afull-scale lkHz
sinewave input. Output impedance was alow
57 ohms at any audio frequency. The low
output impedance and high output level suggest the Gold is agood candidate for use with
apassive level control.
The Gold locked to any of the three standard sampling rates (32kHz, 44.1kHz,
48kHz), but produced adistorted analog
waveform when locked to 32kHz.
Icouldn't measure the Gold's jitter since
the DACs are embedded in epoxy and suspended within the plate. MSB specifies less
than 100ps of dock jitter, adaim Iwas unable
to examine.
The ticks heard from the loudspeakers
when pushing front-panel buttons were
probably caused by the high DC levels measured at the output jacks: 23mV (right channel) and 24mV (left).
The MSB Gold processor's technical per142
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Fig.I0 MSB Gold, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

formance didn't inspire confidence in the
design. The failure of one channel's deemphasis circuit to engage and the contamination of the audio circuitry by powersupply noise just shouldn't happen in aproduct of this price.

CONCLUSION

Icannot recommend the MSB Gold processor for avariety of reasons. Its sound quality,
though good in some respects, just didn't
measure up to the sonic performance available from the best processors in this competitive price range. The Theta DS Pro Gen.III,
for $600 more, was vastly better sonically.
Indeed, Ipreferred the $895 Meridian 263
in many respects (except bass and dynamics,
areas in which the Gold was excellent). Further, the Gold's technical performance was
disappointing, particularly the power-supply
noise in the audio signal. Finally, my sample of the Gold was plagued by functional
problems: the de-emphasis circuit not engaging, the blast of full-scale noise when trying
to get the processor to lock to an ST-type
input signal, the intermittent failure to lock
to coaxial input, the loud noises when push-
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ing any front-panel button, and the sticking
front-panel button that made arelay chatter inside the unit.
With these strikes against it, and consider-

ing the superior musical performance available from other processors at or near the
Gold's $3395 price, the MSB Gold falls far
short of earning arecommendation.

S

THE ORIGINAL CABLE JACKET
Jack English
Passive wrap for power cords and signal cables. Price: $69.98 each. Number of dealers: 1, also factory-direct. Manufacturer
The Original Cable Jacket, Inc., 618 Grand Avenue, Oakland, CA 94610. Tel: (510) 893-8403. Fax: (510) 893-3818.
To counter the fact that Stereophile's CES
reports were growing to what he felt were
ridiculous lengths, JA imposed rather tight
limits for the write-up of the 1993 Summer
CES in August, asking contributors to focus
on the highlights instead of providing
exhaustive coverage. Ihope our readers were
satisfied with the shorter reports. But I
apparently was in the minority on this
point—I loved the very long show reports.
It was always fascinating to me just how
many interesting things my colleagues uncovered at each show. One such discovery, from
the Winter 1993 CES, intrigued me. Guy
Lemcoe finished his Show report in the April
issue (Vol.16 No.4, p.133) with: "Most RedFaced Reviewer: Yours truly, i£ upon audition,
Idiscover the Shun Mook Audio products
perform as promised." Just what are the Shun
Mook Audio products? What do they promise? Ihad to find out.
My opportunity came over the Fourth of
July weekend. Iwas visited by Kai Mui of
New Jersey's Crescendo Sound, and three
other members of the Shun Mook team.
Before adjourning to my listening room, we
got acquainted over lunch. Ifound the SMA
team well-meaning and cost-conscious.
Many SMA products have started off with
controversial concepts that were tested
through extensive listening. The SMA team
told me what they'd tried to do in developing
each product, how the product was to be
used, and what the likely sonic benefits were.
All costs considered—R&D, raw materials,
production, and packaging—their prices
appeared reasonable. They didn't seem out
to make akilling. Istarted with the product
that most intrigued me, the Original Cable
Jacket.

W EAR AJ
ACKET

Designer Andrew Chow described the

S
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Original Cable Jacket as asimple passive
device intended primarily to reduce RFI
(radio-frequency interference), with asecondary benefit of controlling mechanical resonances in power and signal cables. [See
Sidebar—Ed.] The Jacket is a71/
4"by 91
/
2"
rectangle finished in bright purple and
divided into nine smaller rectangles. It's
wrapped over the cable in thirds and sealed
in place with Velcro. Iwas told that the finely
granulated proprietary material (patent pending) contained within each of the smaller rectangles was not ferrite, but no further elaboration was forthcoming. From one end of the
Jacket protrudes asmall triangular section
of metallic foil. One end of asmall jumper
is clipped to the foil, the other to aconvenient
ground. The jumper is intended to channel
EMI (electromagnetic interference).
With the exception of refusing to divulge
the nature of the material contained within
the Jacket, Mr. Chow was very open regarding the Cable Jacket. When asked about the
bright purple, he replied that he simply liked
the color. In describing how others have
reacted to the product, he said his wife had
referred to it as an "audio diaper."
Iput on my deadpan reviewer's face as various Jackets were added to different cords and
cables in my system. Iwanted to let the Shun
Mook folks work with my system until they
felt the Jackets were properly installed and
functioning optimally. But even while sitting off to the side, Iwas impressed—the
noise in my system was being gradually
diminished with the installation of each additional Jacket.
Iwas also highly impressed with the volume of information provided in the accompanying literature. SMA lists priorities for
installation that predict where the jackets are
likely to have the greatest effect:
1) Power cord of source devices, either
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turntable or CD transport. (I also thought
it logical to include the power cords for CD
transports, DACs, and turntable air pumps
in this group. In my case, this required four
Jackets.)
2) Power cord to preamp, plus the umbilical cord between the preamp's power supply
and control unit: With either of the preamps
Iwas using, two Jackets were required. If an
additional step-up device is used, it will
require an additional Jacket.
3) Power amp power cords: With asingle
stereo amp, this requires only asingle jacket.
With monoblocks, bi-amping, and more
elaborate setups, the number of Jackets
needed will be greater, of course. Iused a
Jacket with each of my Audio Research Classic 150 monoblocks.
4) Interconnects between source (turntable
or DAC) and preamp: In addition, aJacket
should be placed between the transport and

DAC with separates, unless afiberglass cable
is used. (SMA claims no sonic benefit if
Jackets are installed over optical cable.)
5) Interconnects between preamp and amp:
If particularly long (30' or more) interconnects are used, multiple Jackets are recommended with the grounded foil jumpers connected in series. Since Ikeep all of my
interconnects short (1m), single Jackets were
placed between the preamp and each amp.
6) Speaker cables: Separate positive and
negative cables should have their own Jackets.
A single Jacket is to be used on single cables.
In my bi-amped setup, four Jackets were used
for the speaker cables.
7) Turntable to preamp ground wire.
8) System ground, if there is one.
Each Jacket is to be placed in the middle of
the power cord or cable. They are directional,
with the foil ends to be placed at the "receiving" side of the cable. Each jumper must

RESONANCE REDUCTION-ATAPRICE

Audiophile Magic Dust from the S. Nake
Oil Company is amust for every audiophile who wants to be on the cutting edge
of resonance reduction. The "Magic Dust
Kit" consists of six ounces of dust, aspecial magic light bulb, aspecial CD of
magic test tones, and copious instructions.
You merely sprinlde Magic Dust on any
component, place the magic bulb into a
standard socket, turn off all the other
lights in your room, put magic test tones
on your system, and—yes—watch the
dust dance.
It is not just for entertainment value
that you watch the dust, but for its ability
to show you where the primary mechanical resonance points of your components
are. The higher the dust jumps, the higher
the resonance amplitude at those points.
Just damp those points to solve your resonance problems.
Does it work? Yes it does, but there are
afew glitches. The dust, which is asort
of puke-green (to show up better with the
magic light) is exceedingly fine, and seems
to get on everything—which wouldn't be
too much of aproblem, except for the fact
that the dust is the very devil to remove.
After trying all standard cleaning methods,
Ifound that only the automotive cleaner
144

Gunk, applied in what can only be termed
monumental quantities, could remove
Magic Dust completely, and then only if
within two hours of application and if not
subjected to extreme heat. Also, if Magic
Dust is left on acomponent (I ran out of
Gunk at the end of one of my test sessions) it turns gelatinous and begins to
gain in volume, eventually encasing the
component in an iridescent egg of
greenish-yellow slime that hardens into
apod-like shape.
Magic Dust should probably come
with its own supply of Gunk. After it has
set, only hydrochloric acid can gently
flake off hardened Magic Dust—or so
Dan D'Agostino informed me. (I used a
pair of his Krell MDA-300 amps as my
first Magic Dust test subjects, and the one
he couldn't clean up has been turned into
acoffee table and fern bar in the Krell
employee lounge.)
Magic Dust is one of those truly outstanding products that comes along once
in avery green moon. Run, don't walk,
to your nearest high-end emporium and
demand Magic Dust. Pour it liberally
over all your components, and Iguarantee
your system will never look or sound the
same again.
—Steven Stone
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go from the jacket's foil (flat clip) to the best
available ground (jagged clip), and all of the
jumpers must go to the same grounding
source (eg, the center screw on awall outlet
or awater pipe).
It's important to note that my system is in
an RFI-rich environment We live in the greater
New York City area, where radio, television, and cable stations occupy every available nook and cranny. Our home is on top
of the first range of mountains facing all the
transmitting antennae from New York. In
addition, our burglar-alarm system consists
of individual transmitters which are regularly paged by acentral unit. If that weren't
enough, there are multiple stereo systems and
ancillary audio and computer equipment all
over the place. "Hostile environment" is a
kind term for what most equipment has to
deal with in my system.

ANORIGINAL EXPERIENCE
After the SMA team left, Ispent afew hours
listening to everything just as they had set it
up. Ithen removed all the Jackets (and the
Shun Mook Mpingo discs—to be discussed
in afuture review).
There was no ambiguity. With the jackets
in place, the noise floor was significantly
lower in my system. When Iremoved the
Jackets, Iheard much more noise and lowlevel grunge, plus traces of 60Hz hum (primarily with analog source). However, in following SMA's list of priorities, Idiscovered
that the effect of each additional Jacket was
of diminishing value, and Idid find one location to be of greater importance than was
predicted in S1V1A's literature (something Mr.
Chow had suspected might be the case).
The biggest improvement in my system
came when the Jackets were used with the
analog front-end. With Jackets on the Versa
Dynamic's power cord, the turntable to the
CAT Signature or MM MC Reference
ground wire, and the NBS Signature or
Magnan Type Vi interconnects to the preamp (a single Jacket on the bundled-together
right and left channels), both the 60Hz hum
and the overall noise floor were significantly
reduced. By orders of magnitude, these were
the most useful locations for the Jackets in
my system.
MN's "Records to Die For" choice of The
All-Star Percussion Ensemble (recently reissued
by Golden String, GSLP 001) provided an
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

excellent illustration of the improvements to
sound introduced by the jackets. This superlative recording contains a wonderfully
diverse array of percussive sounds. With the
Jackets in place, the transient decays took
on greater weight. The performing space
opened up abit more, and the treble became
cleaner-sounding against aless noisy, less
distracting background. Additional layers of
low-level information were also revealed. On
my analog front-end, the Cable Jackets performed exactly as advertised.
The results were not as dramatic using the
Mark Levinson Nos.30 and 31. Iheard no
appreciable improvement using aJacket
between the transport and DAC on either a
balanced cable (Madrigal or NBS) or glassfiber (Altis or AuclioQuest). However, using
Philip Glass's Glassworks (CBS FM 37265),
there was auseful, albeit small, reduction in
the noise floor with Jackets on the power
cords for both the transport and DAC, on the
umbilical between the DAC and its power
supply, and on the interconnects between the
DAC and preamp. While these improvements were not of the magnitude experienced with the analog front-end, they were
positive nonetheless. The net effect was an
enhanced sense of precision and clarity of
complex note-to-note temporal relationships,
without any loss of the hypnotic, throbbing
robustness of this powerful music.
To this point, my findings matched SMNs
priority list. The most useful location for the
jackets was on the input source components.
But the next most advantageous location surprised me. In my system, Iuse aground wire
coming into the grounding post on the back
of the preamp. The wire is also used for the
turntable ground. A Jacket on this single
ground wire proved quite effective, especially
when analog was used as the source. Jackets
on both of these ground cables yielded a
small but audible improvement, with afurther reduction of background noise.
The next most useful location for the
Jackets was on the power cords to both
amplifiers. The effect was afurther reduction, minor but audible, of noise and gnuige.
Additional Jackets provided little further
reduction in the noise floor. Idid not find the
jackets as valuable on preamp-to-poweramp interconnects or speaker cables. It's
indeed possible that the jackets could prove
more or less useful in other systems.
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CONCLUSION
The Original Cable Jacket definitely works
as promised. Used primarily on power and
signal cords for input sources, the Jacket significantly reduces hum and low-level noise.
The magnitude of its potential effect is likely
to be very environment/system dependent.
At just under $70 per Jacket, it's best to

experiment with afew at atime. If they work
in agiven situation, additional jackets can be
added until no tiuther benefit is achieved. I
intend to continue using anumber ofJackets
in my reference system.
So humble thyself, Guy—but, more
important, thanks for getting me to experiment with the Original Cable Jacket. $

CROWN M ACRO REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER
Lewis Lipnick

Crown Macro Reference power amplifier
Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Power output: 760Wpc into 8ohms (28.8dBVV), 1160VVpc into 4ohms (27.6c1BVV), 1500Wpc
into 2ohms (25.75dBVV), all at <0.02% THD, both channels driven. Input sensitivities: Studio version: switchable between
775mV for full output and 26dB voltage gain. Esoteric version: switchable between I.4V for full output and 26dB voltage
gain. Input impedance: 10k ohms (balanced), Sk ohms (unbalanced). SIN ratio: >120dB (A-weighted) below rated output
at 26dB gain. Bandwidth: 3Hz-100kHz. Damping factor > 20,000, 10-200Hz; 1800 at IkHz. Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H
by 18.75" D. Weight: 56.5 lbs. Warranty: 3years. Prices: $3850 (Studio), $3995 (Esoteric). Approximate number of dealers:
50. Manufacturer Crown International, P.O. Box 1000, 1718 Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46515-1000. Tel: (219) 294-8000.
Fax: (219) 294-8329.

Istill have fond memories of my Crown D75, D-150, and DC-300 power amps.' In
those days back in the early '70s, Iwas working in the recording industry, and Crown
was the premier manufacturer of costeffective studio-monitor and sound-reinforcement amplification. It wasn't until
BGW, Crest, and afew other companies
began entering the pro-sound market that
Crown met with any real competition. There
are still lots of studios and sound-rein1Crown still manufactures updated versions of these old
workhorses. Although the $549 D-75 remains basically
unchanged, the $879 D-150A II and $1199 DC-300A ll are
significant improvements over the original designs. Several
newer models, such as the $2050 Com-Tech 1600 (540Wpc
into 8ohms), are more commonplace nowadays, and very
popular among the pro-sound community.
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forcement outfits using Crown amps, and
just about every roadie2 I've ever met has
spoken highly of Crown's reliability under
adverse conditions on rock tours.
Ican attest to this reliability. During alocation recording setup in 1970, Idropped one
of my 75s from aheight of about 20' onto
aconcrete stage. The unit bounced twice and
suffered severe cosmetic damage, but still
worked. As they say, Crown amps are built
like tanks.
Of course, nothing's perfect. Crown's
2For those unfamiliar with the lingo of the music business,
aroadie is atech-type stagehand—a wire-pulling, speakerhauling sound nerd who travels with rock bands or other popmusic organizations. Back in the '60s, yours truly worked as
apart-time roadie while going to music school (as did Stereophile Editor JA, who filled the gaps between musician gigs).
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Achilles heel has always been the sound. The
old amps sounded mercilessly bright and
glassy—not exactly an audiophile's dream.
So when Crown decided to enter the marketplace with ano-holds-barred attempt at
big-time power and great sonics, my ears
started to twitch. But let's get the nuts and
bolts out of the way before talking about
sound.

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS

Crown manufactures two versions of the
Macro Reference amplifier. The Studio
version is standard, with the slightly more
expensive Esoteric offered to those more
interested in high-quality sonics. They have
identical front panels and chassis, with most
of the differences found on the rear panel: the
Esoteric has two pairs of solid-brass Cardas
binding posts and two gold-plated RCA
inputs, vs the Studio's standard pair of plastic
five-way binding posts and 1
/"phone inputs.
4
Internally they're identical, except for different input sensitivities (775mV for the Studio, 1.4V for the Esoteric), which can be
switched to 26dB gain (equal to 3.9V sensitivity) on both units. Features such as a
ground lift and switches to choose between
stereo, bridged mono, and parallel mono are
all controlled from the rear panel.
The back-lit front panel has left and right
input-level controls, apower switch, and a
multitude of LEDs to indicate signal strength
(input or output), input signal presence, and
various operational conditions. This is afancooled amplifier, with two vertically oriented
black-foam dust filters taking up asignificant portion of the front face. Since heat is
vented through the two sides of the chassis,
clearance above the amp is unnecessary. The
variable-speed cooling fin is thermostatically
controlled, and only runs when necessary.
Even so, Ifound its noise distracting when
listening at low levels.
Crown has incorporated several interesting
technical features, most of which will be
more valuable in the pro-sound world than
in home systems. One of these features,
Programmable Input Processor (PIP), allows
the user to plug-in custom input/control
modules. A PIP-FX is included as astandard
feature to provide balanced XLR inputs.
Other PIP modules include afourth-order
Linkwitz-Riley crossover network, "constant-directivity" horn equalization, comSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

puter control interface, and several other
functions often found in studio and in-field
monitoring applications. Another feature,
Output Device Emulator Protection (ODEP),
is aclever way of comparing the condition
of each output device with its own safeoperation condition, thus assuring linear performance.
The list goes on; it's clear that Crown has
designed this amplifier to withstand the same
hard use and abuse that its earlier products
could withstand.

SETUP
Ireceived three Macro Reference amplifiers:
one Studio and two Esoterics (for dual-mono
application). Since Icould detect no sonic
difference between the Studio and Esoteric,
Idecided to stick with the latter, principally
because it had four binding posts per channel;
this made connecting my quad-wired B&W
800 speakers much easier. The rest of the system consisted of aYamaha Pro DAT, Theta
Data Generation II CD transport, Theta DS
Pro Gen. III D/A processor, Krell PSB-32X
DIA processor, Mark Levinson No.26S,
Audio Research LS2B, and Krell ICRC linestage preamplifiers, Cello Audio Palette
equalizer/line-stage, and Krell mono LF
equalizers (for the B&W 800s). Acrotec,
Monster, Cello, and AudioQuest interconnects were used during the six months it took
to complete the review, plus AudioQuest
speaker cables. A Krell KSA-250 (which was
recently updated by the manufacturer and has
been my reference since Isold my Mark
Levinson No.23.5), an Audio Research D400, and apair of Boulder 500AE monoblock power amplifiers were regularly substituted for the Macro Reference for purposes
of comparison.
Crown says that, in the dual-mono configuration, the parallel-mono mode should
be used with speakers with less than 4ohms
and the bridged-mono mode with loads of
4ohms or greater. Itried both, and found that
the parallel-mono sounded marginally better
with the B&W 800s, which present the
amplifier with anominal impedance ofjust
over 4ohms.

M USIC
Back in the Dark Ages when Iwas studying at the Peabody Conservatory, my bassoon professor gave me some advice that has
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served me well in my professional musical
career: "If you can't say anything good about
another musician's playing, don't say anything at all—unless you are asked for an
opinion!' Well, Iwouldn't have said anything in this case, but Iwas asked. Here's my
assessment.
No music. This amplifier made no music.
Not to say that it wasn't sonically impressive
at times, but the music got lost somewhere
between input and output.
Sonic spectacle and musical accuracy don't
always go hand in hand, but this was atextbook case. It's clear that Crown wanted to
change its image with this amplifier, and it
did. Gone was the bright, hard quality of
earlier years, replaced by adark, thick, grainy
character that obscured all the finer details
of the musical performance. No matter which
digital processor, preamplifier, or interconnects Iused, the quality remained the same:
thick, woolly, and opaque, with abrittle, forward midrange. Iauditioned all three samples, but the results were the same. Dualmono operation did nothing to improve the
situation; in fact, it sounded somewhat worse.
To amusician, transients—and what comes
immediately after them (no matter how minute)—tell so much about the performance:
Is the guitar player using apick or finger?
Is that trumpet player single- or doubletonguing that passage? Is the bass drum being
struck with ahard stick or afelt beater? All
these things combine to provide the listener
with the excitement of the live performance.
And here the Macro Reference failed: In fact,
Idon't think I've ever heard another component obscure so much of the music.
One might describe the transient characteristics of this amplifier as slow, since all
musical attacks were somewhat rounded and
indistinct. At the same time, however, some
attacks (especially in the midrange) took on
ahard, metallic quality that appeared to come
immediately after the beginning of each musical transient. This can almost be overlooked
with asolo instrument or voice. But when
afull orchestra is playing, with so many various lines going on simultaneously, this
makes for amuddy puddle of musical goo.
Ican see how someone who doesn't consider musical accuracy apriority could be
overwhelmed by the sheer force and impact
of this amplifier—it did have an enormous
amount of power. It also had gobs of bass—
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but it was bass without pitch definition, darity, or harmonic texture. As someone who
makes his living playing the contrabassoon—
the lowest non-keyboard instrument in the
symphony orchestra—I know better than
most that bass really does have pitch and harmonic content. Of course, much of the pitch
that we perceive in the nether regions of
music is defined psychoacoustically by the
related harmonic structures above the fundamental pitches—that's why it's so difficult
to discern the lowest pedal notes of large pipe
organs without the addition of couplings at
the octave and twelfth above. The Macro
Reference is the first amplifier I've heard that
actually seemed to delete harmonic structures
in the program material. This not only adversely affected the tonal quality of the bass,
but everything above as well.
Other than the sheer force and bass slam
generated by the Macro, there were few positive sonic attributes. There was some soundstage depth, but it was frequency-dependent
and constant, regardless of what was contained in the program material. Fine dynamic
shadings were apparently beyond the abilities
of this amplifier, which made for uninteresting and uninvolving listening sessions.
By this point you're probably either
chuckling or madder than hell. After all, it
takes chutzpah for areviewer to prodaim that
an amplifier made no music. But just what
is music? It all depends on your individual
perception. Some people find anything with
the slightest dissonance to be sheer noise,
while others revel in earsplitting spis that
could crack aconcrete foundation. In either
case, the listener who's serious about accurate
reproduction is probably looking for something that will present acredible re-creation
of the original music, or at least something
that provides asonically and musically satisfying experience.
Which brings me back to the fact that the
art of musical reproduction is highly subjective. After all, some of us are into harmonic
accuracy, while others are more interested in
soundstage, or frequency extension, or sonic
transparency, and so on. But when the component in question effectively deletes the
musical intent of the performance, further discussion is moot.
That was my basic problem with the
Crown Macro Reference in the context of my
high-end home-audio system. Listening to
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recordings of performances in which I'd
played was afrustrating experience with this
amplifier. The fabulous sonics and musical
intensity of our recently released performances of Shostakovich's Symphonies 4and
8(Mstislav Rostropovich, National Symphony Orchestra, Teldec 9031-76261-2 and
9031-74719-2) were effectively neutralized.
All semblances of musical finesse were
covered with athick layer of sonic haze Transient attacks of the woodwinds and brass
were dulled, timpani and bass drum were
indistinguishable, ditto celli and double
basses, and etc.
Similar results were obtained while listening to my own solo performance of Gunther
Schuller's Contrabassoon Concerto (recorded live in concert with the Bavarian
Radio Orchestra in 1981). The contrabassoon's complex harmonic structures sounding against the colorful accompanying
orchestration presents aformidable challenge
for any system. Although I've heard my
instrument sound abit too bright or too dark
with various amplifiers, I've never heard it
sound this strange. There was no pitch or
focus; just atubby, covered tonal quality
resembling abass tuba with ahead cold. I
agree that the ungainly contrabassoon
doesn't always produce dulcet tones, but
hearing it with this amp added insult to
injury.
The human voice suffered asimilar fate
with the Macro Reference. Although k.d.
lang is one of the few nonclassical singers
who actually sings in tune!, this amplifier
somehow managed to change the tonal center of her voice, making the pitches unrecognizable. As soon as Ireplaced the Crown with
any other amplifier Ihad on hand, the pitch
returned and her beautiful voice was restored.
Nor did Bela Fleck's banjo escape rough
Macro Reference treatment. In the title cut
on Flight of the Cosmic Hippo (Bela Fleck & the
Flecktones, Warner Bros. 26562-2), his
instrument's wonderful dynamic twang was
transformed into adull thunk reminiscent of
plucked rubber bands. As one of my NSO
colleagues put it: "With this amp, it sounds
like the strings are on the inside of the banjo."
Other listeners had less charitable comments,
all unprintable.
All three of the "comparison" amplifiers
Ihad in-house outshone the Macro Reference so well in every area that further cornSTEREOPH1LE, NOVEMBER 1993

pansons were ludicrous. While the Krell
KSA-250 couldn't supply the Macro Reference's enormous deep-bass volume, it
provided an involving and transparent musical presentation second only to the original
music. The KSA-250 is, in my opinion, a
truly great amplifier and asonic benchmark.
The Audio Research D-400 was abit more
colored (dark), slightly less transparent, and
less impactful than the Krell, but also
provided avery moving musical experience
The Boulder 500AE (in dual-mono configuration) was quite different from the Krell
and Audio Research (somewhat more forward, with less soundstage depth), but still
managed to blow the Crown out of the
water. Even my old Adcom GFA-555 provided amore convincing musical experience
than the Crown.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps someone who never listens to live
music, or who is more interested in audio
pyrotechics than in nuance and finesse, may
find this amplifier satisfactory. But that is not,
in my opinion, what accurate musical reproduction is all about. The Crown Macro
Reference is very possibly the best soundreinforcement amplifier ever built. I've heard
these monster amps drive multiple-woofer
towers at extremely high spls at outdoor concerts, without clipping or distortion. In such
scenarios, they're without peer. But this type
of application doesn't have anything in common with the more refined art of listening
to music in the home.
Idon't like writing negative reviews of
audio components any more than Ilike making disparaging comments about musical
colleagues. After all, listening to music (just
like making music) should be addressed in a
positive vein because it's something with the
potential to make us feel good. But in this
case, the product in question did something
to the musical performance that is unacceptable: It negated the performers' musical
integrity, and replaced it with avery unmusical presentation. In short, it got in the way.
If all you want out of your audio system
is "lots ofbass," the Crown Macro Reference
may be just the ticket. But if you're more
interested in dynamic shading, harmonic
accuracy, transparency, and the more introspective aspects of music-making, look elsewhere.
—Lewis Lipnick
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A full set of measurements of the Crown
Macro Reference was made in its balanced
mode, with selected measurements repeated
for the unbalanced mode.
Running our standard Vi-power, one-hour
preconditioning test on the Crown proved
areal challenge. After about ahalf hour of
the test load absorbing over 500W from the
Crown (253Wpc), astrong smell of burning
plastic filled the lab. No, the Crown had not
self-destructed—its built-in, variable-speed
fan kept the amplifier itself no more than
moderately warm. But our test load had become hot enough to fry eggs; the smell was
coming from the top surface of our test
bench, now blistered by the bottom of the
test load's metal case. Shortly thereafter, the
circuit breaker feeding the outlets serving our
test equipment popped. Inspection of the test
load revealed internal leads shorted out from
melted insulation. At some time during that
+30-minute torture test, the test load had
turned itself into a4ohm load instead of an
8ohm one, dramatically increasing the power
output it was receiving from the Crown.
Still, the Macro Reference itself remained
totally unruffled, its top almost cool; the only
heat of any significance was being blown out
the amplifier's side vents by its fan. At this
point, Ideclared the preconditioning test
passed, having no desire to again subject our
test load to this exercise.
Following repair of the load (the damage
was less than Ihad initially feared), the bench
tests continued. The Crown's input impedance varied only slightly with the setting of
the input level control, and measured aminimum ofjust under 9.7k ohms (with the controls at 9:00) in the balanced mode. In the
unbalanced mode, level control at maximum,
input impedance measured just over 10k
ohms. This relatively low value suggests that
care be taken in selecting the preamp or other
source used to drive the Crown. Most
sources should create no problem here, as
their output impedance is generally well
below lk, but there are afew—largely early,
inexpensive CD players and the occasional
tube preamp—which measure higher.
The gain of the Macro Reference was 26dB
in balanced or unbalanced mode. The
Crown's output impedance was 0.02 ohms
or less at any frequency—a value which will
insure no adverse, frequency-response150

altering interaction with any possible loudspeaker load. DC offset measured 1.0mV in
the left channel, 0.5mV in the right. Noise
(unweighted, ref 1W into 8ohms) measured
-88dB, either balanced or unbalanced. The
Crown is noninverting in the unbalanced
mode; in the balanced, pin 2is configured as
the positive leg, pin 3the negative.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the
Macro Reference driven both from its
balanced inputs and from its unbalanced
inputs. Note the slightly more rapid HF rolloff in the balanced configuration, though at
-0.5c1B at 20kHz, this wouldn't be nearly
sufficient to explain LEs comments about the
amplifier's dark sound. The waveform of a
10kHz squarewave in the unbalanced mode
is shown in fig.2. The gradual high-frequency rolloff is visible as aslight rounding
of the leading edges. The textbook-perfect
lkHz squarewave response is not shown.
The balanced crosstalk shown in fig3 indicates some asymmetry (a difference in cross1111110111111.11 gem Yam 01.100•00 1fflum nylon»
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Fig.I Crown Macro Reference, frequency
response (from bottom to top at 50kHz) at:
IW into 8ohms, balanced input; 2W into 4
ohms, balanced; 2W into 4ohms,
unbalanced; IW into 8ohms, unbalanced
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Crown Macro Reference, 10kHz squarewave
at IW into 8ohms.
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talk from left to right and right to left), small
enough in degree to be of little audible significance. The asymmetry was abit higher,
though still inconsequential, in the unbalanced mode (not shown). Interestingly, the
low-frequency separation was actually better
in the unbalanced mode—not what you'd
expect. The increase in crosstalk with increasing frequency is, as always, typically the result
of capacitive coupling between channels.
Fig.4 shows the THD +noise vs frequency
for the balanced mode; the unbalanced mode,
not shown, is avirtual overlay of this graph.
These are very fine results, with atypical but
not excessive rise at lower impedances and
higher frequencies. Much of the "distortion"
visible here at and below lkHz is simply
noise. The lkHz distortion waveform normally shown is not reproduced here—it confirms that the result was indeed largely noise.
The response of the Crown to a50Hz
input with an 800W (that's not atypo) output
into a4ohm load (*rated power at that load)
is shown in fig.5. Despite the very high output level, the distortion components are
extremely low here—the highest being the

third harmonic at anegligibly low -94.5dB,
or about 0.002%. Fig.6 shows the response
to acombined 19 +20kHz signal—the intermodulation products resulting from an input
signal consisting of an equal combination of
these two frequencies—at 559W into 4ohms.
Again, the highest artifact here is very low in
level: -79dB, or about 0.01% at 18kHz and
21kHz. The plot for an 8ohm load is not
shown—the artifacts are even lower in level.

Fig.5 Crown Macro Reference, spectrum of 501-1z
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 800W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level,
94.5dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0 002%)
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Fig.3 Crown Macro Reference, balanced input,
crosstalk: L-R (top), R-L (bottom)
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Table I: Crown Macro Reference Clipping
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Fig.8 Crown Macro Reference, distortion vs
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tion up to the curve breakpoint or knee and
arapid rise above that. The power levels here
are daunting; Ifeared again for the safety of
our test load, though the output levels shown
were only held long enough to get the measurements.
Finally, Imeasured the THD+ noise vs
power for the Crown in its two mono modes
—bridged (fig.9) and parallel (fig.10). Note
that the bridged mode is recommended for
loads above 4ohms, the parallel mode for
loads below 4ohms. While the Macro Reference will put out huge quantities of power
in these modes, Idoubt if many home listeners will have need of either of these mono
configurations.
Whatever LUs feelings about the sound of
the Macro Reference, its test-bench measurements would be hard to criticize.
—Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.I0 Crown Macro Reference, parallel-mono
mode, distortion vs output power into
(from bottom to top) 8ohms and 4ohms.

Fig.7 shows that, at aslightly higher power
output-592W into 4ohms and still prior to
clearly visible signs of clipping in the waveform—the distortion spectrum, while still
quite low (less than 0.01% at lkHz) is beginning to get messy. But it may be academic;
you're never going to put 592W at 19kHz
and 20kHz into any loudspeaker load and
have atweeter which will live to tell about it.
The Macro Reference's lkHz TI-1D +noise
vs output power curves are shown in fig.8.
(The Crown's discrete clipping levels (at 1%
THD +noise) are shown in Table 1.) The
curves are self-explanatory, with low distor152

LISTENING NOTES FROM T
J
N

It is Stereophile's policy when reviewers disagree
about acomponent's merits—despite LL's dislike
of the Macro Reference's sound, Sam Tellig was
politely impressed last December (VoLl5 No.12,
p.147)—to seek athird opinion. Itherefore asked
Tom Norton to take alisten to the Crown and to
perform aspecific comparison with the magazineowned sample of the Krell KSA-250.
—JA

As Ibegin to write this postscript, Ihave
yet to read LL's assessment of the Crown,

though JA informs me that the general tone
of his review is far less upbeat than ST's observations on the same amplifier last December. Where do Istand in the debate? Iwas
only able to spend abrief time with the
Crown; less than ST, and most certainly less
than LL. The system was the same used in my
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review of the Mark Levinson No35 processor elsewhere in this issue, including Wilson
Audio WATT/Puppy loudspeakers at the
receiving end. Ilistened to the Crown exclusively in its balanced mode.
Like ST, Ifound the Crown to be alittle,
but only alittle, lean through the inidbass.
Idid not, unlike him, find it to sound particularly quick. It did have atrace of brightness in the low treble—most noticeable on
recordings which themselves are forward in
this region—that will, in some circumstances,
make it sound "faster."
The good news is that the Crown is,
generally, clean and powerful. It has atight,
punchy bottom end. In the latter respect it
bettered the Krell KSA-250—no slouch in
this area. It did not sound hashy or edgy on
good program material. Where Ifound it to
fall short was in the areas of openness, transparency, and spatial perspective. Comparing it directly to the Krell KSA-250 with
carefully matched levels, the Crown was
more forward, with foreshortened depth.
The latter became more obvious at higher
levels. The Crown did remain unruffled—I
never used more than afraction of its available
power—and, listened to on its own, was
always totally composed. But the sonic textures did thicken as the program became
more complex. The Crown's soundstage was
less expansive, its focus less precise, than the
Krell's, though these shortcomings were less
apparent on simpler program material. Com-

pared with the Krell, it was more difficult,
for example, to see into dense orchestral and
choral structures as they interacted with each
other. This tended to make above-average
recordings sound worse than they should—
not really bad, just rather ordinary.
Nevertheless, my listening notes do not
come down all that hard on the Crown. I
found it competent, though not by any
means agiant-killer. Nor can Icall it all that
great abargain, unless you have need for an
immensely powerful, classically designed
amplifier with afine, deep, tight bottom-end.
I'd liked to have compared it with the less
powerful but much less expensive Aragon
4004 Mk.II, or perhaps the Hailer 9500. Neither of these amplifiers was on hand, but my
past experience with them strongly suggests
that they would beat the Crown in the transparency/dimensionality sweepstakes. And
their lower power would not be aliability in
most listening circumstances— certainly not
in mine.
As Inow read LL's comments on the
Crown, Ifind that we seem to agree to agreat
extent in details, if not in degree—except in
the bass, where the Crown was clearly happier with my WATTs/Puppies than with his
B&Ws. With abit more attention paid to
listening rather than to merely logging the
Macro's already superlative measurements,
Isuspect that Crown would have aplatform
here on which they just might build an
audiophile amplifier. —Thomas J. Norton

I
I

J
ADIS JA200 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
All-tube power amplifier with apush-pull output stage. Power output: 160Wpc at kHz for 0.6% THD into 1, 4, 8, and 16
ohms (22dBW, 19dBW, I6dBW, 13dBW, respectively). Bandwidth at full power. I5Hz-35kHz, -3dB. Bandwidth at IW: 5Hz-60kHz,
-0dB. Input sensitivity: 775mV. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Power dissipation at idle: 480W. Samples tested: Serial numbers
110576 8, 110577. Price: 518,990/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Jadis, Villedubert, France. US distributor
Fanfare International, 500 East 77th Street, Suite 1123, New York, NY 10021. Tel: (212) 734-1041. Fax: (212) 734-7735.

Ron Cox, Zen master and good friend from
Zuni, New Mexico, gingerly navigated the
crowded streets of Amp City—the essentially
all-tube amp collection sprawled on my
listening-room floor between the speakers.
Ron had no trouble spotting the four
chrome-and-black chassis of the JA 200s. He
pointed atentative finger: "Are those the
Jedi?"
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Jedi, Jandee, Jandiss, Jacliss—I wasn't really
sure. But one thing was beyond doubt: These
amps indeed befit aJedi Knight. The oversized transformers, massive chassis, and elegant profile bespeak nobility.
The JA 200 is but one step removed from
the Jadis JA 500—the summit of the Jadis
line. Like the JA 500, the JA 200's power supply occupies aseparate chassis, connected via
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Jadis JA 200 monoblock power amplifier

an umbilical cord to the amp proper. Remove
the tube cage, and the eyes feast upon asea
of GE 6550A power pentodes: ten per channel. An awesome sight, but asobering one—
think of the retubing costs. As with an exotic
racing car, not only is the price tag steep, but
the maintenance costs are high.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
The heart of any power amp is its power
supply—the reservoir of current for the output stage. Many abrilliant design has been
sabotaged by an inadequate supply, or one
that was slow to recover from overload. Jadis
did not skimp here in terms of parts quality
or reservoir rating. Solid-state bridge rectification is used exclusively, followed by an RC
filter network. Filament voltages are regulated, but, as is almost always the case, platesupply voltages are unregulated.
Using the two halves of a12AU7A dualtriode tube, the input/phase-splitter stage
comprises aSchmitt cathode-coupled circuit. This clever push-pull stage has rarely
been used in audio amps, primarily because
it requires two tubes and offers only moderate amplification. It was originally intended
for scientific instruments (eg, oscilloscopes)
for which extended low-frequency response
is desirable. Coupling caps are not required,
and hence frequency extension to DC with
good balance is easy to achieve with this circuit. The phase splitter is DC-coupled to a
driver stage that uses a12AX7A dual-triode.
154

Thus, the entire front-end of the JA 200 is
DC-coupled.
The output stage uses five pairs of triodeconnected 6550M in push-pull fashion. Each
output tube is individually fused as protection against excessive bias-current draw.
Other output tubes may be used. Fanfare
International's Victor Goldstein, Jadis's US
distributor, tells me that customers worldwide also use EL34 power pentodes and
KT88 beam power tetrodes. Ihave also experimented successfully with Gold Aero's
KT99A. Victor strongly warns, however,
against the use of the Chinese KT88. Apparently, the failure mode of the Chinese tube
is so rapid that the fuse offers little or no protection from circuit damage. Accordingly,
use of the Chinese tube will void Jadis's
warranty.
Two pairs of speaker binding posts are
provided, wired in parallel to facilitate biwiring. The output transformer is configured
at the factory for anominal 8-ohm load. It
may also, however, be configured internally
for 1, 4, and 16 ohm nominal loads.
The amp is intended to be powered up in
two steps. Setting the On/Off switch to On
applies less than full B+ voltage to the output
stage. After afive-minute wait, the user
should move the Operate/Standby switch
from Standby to Operate. Optimal sound
quality is reached after about an hour of
operation, as internal temperatures reach their
ideal "cooking" level.
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PRELIMINARIES
Over the course of several months Iwas able
to test the Jadises with avariety of loudspeakers, particularly the Martin-Logan
Quest Z, the Nestorovic Type 5AS Signature,
and the Mach 1Acoustics DM-10 Signature.
Ichange speaker cables as often as most people change socks—though Ikeep returning
to TARA Labs RSC.
The front-end featured the Jadis JP 80MC
full-function preamp, the Air Tight ATC2line-level preamp, the Theta DS Pre digital processor (with signal obtained from Tape
Out), and the Basis Ovation turntable outfitted with the Graham Model 1.5t arm and
the Lyra Clavis and Audio-Technica ART1cartridges.
Idiscovered that the JA 200 is quite sensitive to AC-line-borne hash and RF noise.
It is essential to provide, at aminimum, some
form of line-noise filtering. A pair of Berkleonics CEA-25 2kVA isolation transformers
(one per channel) brought about adramatic
cleansing of harmonic textures. Even though
such transformers are only effective in filtering common-mode noise and do nothing for
normal-mode noise, the improvement was
akin to agood hosing-down of the soundstage. Layers of grit and grain were washed
away. Harmonic textures sounded purer and
sweeter, as if more music and less garbage
were getting through.
It's no surprise, therefore, that Victor
Goldstein has found AC power cords to
make adifference with the JA 200s. Sonic
differences among cords are due to the degree
to which they provide some small measure
of RF filtering. Properly, the problem ought
to be tackled at the wall with the right tools.
Once this is done, there is no reason to invest
in exotic AC power cords. In my opinion,
such money is simply flushed away. Maybe
it's not snake oil, but the recent craze in power
cords seems to me to be little more than ablatant attempt to capitalize on the Audiophilia
nervosa epidemic. Save your pennies and buy
agenuine line-conditioner. [It isfair to point
out that Victor Goldstein does not recommend AC
line conditioners with theJA 200.—Ed.]

LISTENING IMPRESSIONS

Having listened to scores of amps over the
years, it gets easier and easier for me to form
asonic baseline that defines the performance
level of the ordinary or average amplifier—
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

and apiece of cake to pick out the extraordinary. The JA 200 fits into the latter category. In two fundamental respects, it sets a
new standard by which to gauge the state of
the art.
With the 1993 Albuquerque Hot Air Balloon Fiesta scheduled to take place just before
this issue hits the newsstands (October 2-10),
Ithought it would be appropriate to fashion
an analogy based upon this colorful event.
The time is just before mass ascension. A
stream of hot air is inflating acollapsed balloon. As you strain to decipher the image
painted on the balloon's crumpled exterior,
imagine that the image represents the soundstage. At this stage in the balloon's inflation,
the image is collapsed, its true breadth and
depth difficult to discern. It takes quite abit
of mental gymnastics to try to imagine its
true extent. So it is with most power amps:
soundstage dimensions are merely hinted at,
not fully revealed. Sometimes the depth perspective isn't fully fleshed out; at others, the
impression of width collapses, to near-mono
proportions, to the center of the soundstage.
This compression of spatial information is
at the core of my aversion to most solid-state
gear, and continues to fuel my infatuation
with tube gear as the giver of life to the spatial
illusion.
The balloon, now fully inflated, strains at
its tether, the full glory of the image revealed
at last. So it was with the Jadises: They consistently made the dimensions of the original recording space abundantly clear, and
strengthened the impression of standing on
the threshold of the original space. The JA
200s sculpted the extent of the soundstage
so that the original space appeared to pop out,
expanding to fill the front of my listening
room.

Another remarkable attribute was the
degree to which the Jadises illuminated the
soundstage's inner recesses. This transparency
made it easy to gaze far into the soundstage—
all the way to the back of the hall. Most amps
muddle or fuzz the soundstage, making it difficult to resolve spatial layering. It's like trying
to glimpse an object through afield of tall
grass. Not so with the Jadises. Not only were
instrumental outlines sculpted with great
precision, but they were illuminated as if by
asearchlight. The JA 200s blazed atrail right
up to each spatial outline. It became easy to
pinpoint outlines within the soundstage with
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respect to their relative locations in the hall.
The spatial perspective was so believable that
Ifelt tempted to pack alunch and go exploring in this newfound field of sonic dreams.
The total effect served to more effectively
engage my attention, to draw me further into
the illusion of "live:' This gestalt of being
there is acrucial attribute that separates the
merely good amp from the truly great one.
Retrieval of low-level detail bordered on
the best that solid-state has to offer, without
the latter's propensity to rub the listener's
nose in it. At no time did the JA 200 sound
analytical. The lower treble lacked tube glare
and the harshness of odd-order harmonic
distortion. Treble transients didn't sound
etched, but were allowed to decay smoothly
into avelvety-black background.
The notion of inherent upper-octave aggression was totally lost on the Jadis. Yet,
when the music demanded attack, it was perfectly capable of portraying the proper degree
of brass bite. The treble sounded fast and in
control, without the deplorable tendency that
so many tube amps have to soften the leading
edges of musical transients. That's not to say
that it sounded exactly like good solid-state.
Its voicing was more liquid and ashade softer,
with the sort of natural flavor one might
experience in amiddle-row seat at aconcert
hall—but not at Office the blunt and toothless presentation of say, vintage Dynaco tube
gear.
At last, here was an amp fully capable of
harnessing the dynamic range dished out by
the Jadis JP 80MC preamp. Even with average-sensitivity speakers, loud, complex passages were allowed to expand and bloom
without congestion or stress. This is an area
that many audiophiles miss out on, married
as they are to minimonitors, wimpy electrostatics, or other gutless planar speakers.
With aspeaker that can boogie (like the M-L
Quest Z), the JA 200 is capable of revving
your heart rate. There are but ahandful of
tube amps out there with the Jadis's clean
power reserves.
A musical joy for me is alarge chorus in
full voice, and here the JA 200s really delivered. The spatial finesse exemplified by
smaller tube amps was here in spades. But
just as impressive was the muscle and ease
with which the Jadises lofted afull orchestra
and chorus to dynamic peaks. Mountain
climbing was never this much fun.
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All of my listening was conducted with the
factory-set, 8ohm transformer output tap
settings. It's possible that bass performance
might have tightened up with, at least, the
M-L Quest by deferring to the 4-ohm connection. In general, however, Ifelt that bass
extension and definition were quite remarkable for atube amp. Tube amps lack the current drive and bass damping of solid-state
output stages. A transformer-coupled output
stage depends on abenign impedance magnitude for optimal power coupling to the
load. Often, however, the impedance magnitude below 100Hz is far from flat, and can't
be described as 4, 8, 16, or whatever ohms.
Peaks, and especially dips, in the impedance
curve cause trouble for tube amps. It's possible for awoofer's impedance to fall below
its DC resistance value because of the shunting action of acrossover network. Iwould
never attempt to mate atube amp with aload
whose impedance falls below 3-4 ohms in
the range below 500Hz (the power range of
the orchestra). Those sorts of loads are best
left to aKrell or aMark Levinson. With both
the Mach 1Acoustics and the Nestorovic
speakers, however, the Jadis acquitted itself
very well in terms of bass extension, punch,
and definition.
Many years ago, H.A. Hartley said that,
while treble extension beyond 12kHz or so
didn't much matter to him, the lower the bass
extension of his system, the more realistic and
enjoyable it sounded. Ibasically agree with
his viewpoint. Given achoice, Iwould opt
for flat response to 30Hz rather than treble
extension to 20kHz. It's exciting, therefore,
to find atube amp that can at least compete
with the transistorized big boys. It's clear that
the Jadis was designed to excel in the bass.
From its multitude of output tubes, colossal output and power transformers, and
front-end design, the JA 200 possesses the
resources to succeed in the lower octaves.
PARADISE
Despite my admiration for the Jadises, I
wasn't totally in love: they weren't doing
enough for me in the midrange.
It is vitally important that the music's
inherent harmonic colors are fully fleshed
out. The music's true colors demand accurate
reproduction of the harmonic palette. With
the JA 200s, the upper mids turned slightly
gray and dull, as if adark cloud were block-
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ing out the sun. The sweetness and sheen of
violin overtones and soprano voice were
blunted, at least to the point of fuzzing over
some harmonic nuances. The vitality with
which these instruments sang was subdued.
But it doesn't take much of aswing of the
harmonic compass from sunny and sweet to
overcast and gray to tick me off.
Neither was Itotally enamored of the
lower mids, which were on the lean side of
reality. Idon't mean to describe the patient
as suffering from anemia. Clinically, it certainly wasn't all bones and no fat. But the
reproductions of double bass, cello, piano,
sax, and oboe lacked full measures of weight
and the sort of lifelike lushness I've come to
expect from, say, the Air Tight ATM-3 or
even the Air Tight ATM-2 when both are
retubed with KT99As instead of the stock
Chinese KT88s. Ididn't find the mids as
engaging or as musically authoritative as
with these less expensive amps.
There was nothing romantic about the
Jadis. In fact, it sounded very businesslike
through the midband—somewhat mechanical, really, which made it sound about as
glamorous as asewing machine.

TUBE ALTERNATIVES
I've never been afan of the 6550A, which is
really not an audio tube at all. Iwas thus perfectly willing to ascribe my responses to the
JA 200's midrange to the 6550A's inherent
character. The question now was, How
would other output tubes fare in this circuit?
Of course, getting hold of 20 genuine KT88s
was out of the question. Ishould be so lucky!
There remained the KT99As and the EL34s
to investigate. With the kind assistance of
Gold Aero's Frank Morris, Iwas able to
obtain an adequate supply for comparison.
My first impression of the ICT99A was that
there was aricher, sweeter upper midrange,
but also amurky character that permeated
and obscured the soundstage. Fortunately,
focus and transparency improved considerably after several hours of burn-in. At this
point the Jadises were really cooking. Bass
lines were easily resolved, though lacking the
tightness they had through the 6550As. Spatial resolution of massed voices was nothing
short of spectacular. The soundstage came
alive, as if energized by asupernova. The harmonic tapestry through the upper mids and
lower treble sounded smoother, and richer
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to the point of being abit too dark or
chocolate-flavored. And although the lower
mids were now abit more forward and intimate, they were still a tad deficient in
authority and weight. All in all, it was a
smoother, less mechanical sound than that
afforded by the 6550A.
Tesla's premium EL34, designated the
E34L, showed asunnier disposition, being
even sweeter and better focused than the
KT99As. Ahhhh! Now Iwas beginning to
fall in love. Dynamic shadings were even
more linear and incisive. The upper registers
sounded cleaner and not as thick as with the
KT99As. Violin overtones and soprano upper
registers now sparkled and shonejoyously.
The tapestry of the music sounded more luscious and more harmonically accurate. Bass
lines were remarkably lucid, though lacking
some of the ultimate punch and power of the
6550As. The lower mids, however, still lacked
afull measure of weight.
In short, the choice of output tube is crucial
to the sound of the JA 200. Both the KT99A
and E34L offer asmoother, less mechanicalsounding midrange than the 6550A. The
E34L proved the most harmonically convincing of the three, and was the tube that
got me the most passionate about the music.
(Victor mentioned aRussian EL34 sourced
from New Sensor Corp., which Ihope to get
hold of shortly for a"Follow-Up")
There was still one problem: None of these
tubes entirely addressed the tonal-balance
deficiency through the lower midrange. The
sound here ought to be abit fuller and fatter.' Ironically, the JA 200's design is so good
that it pushes the 6550A to the limit—and
shows the 6550A's primary virtue to be its
strong bass response. In all other respects, the
6550A was outclassed by the alternate tubes
examined.
Ialso experimented with the front-end
tubes. Ifound the Jadis-branded Yugo/Serbian 12AX7 and 12AU7 tubes to sound best
in this application. The 12AU7 was originally
sourced from Richardson (National brand
name), but Victor quickly sent me aYugo
replacement that I've been happily using.

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
The JA 200's main chassis was quite hot following the 60-minute, 1/
3-power precondi1It should be noted that the intrinsic balance of DO's MartinLogan is abit lean in the lower midrange.
—JA
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tioning, but the power-supply chassis barely
strapped to produce an 8ohm output tap, and
were auditioned and measured in this congot warm. The Jadis continued to run hot
figuration. Changing the output strapping
throughout the other bench tests, suggesting
to create ahigher impedance tap will somehigh-bias operation and the possibility of frequent tube replacement (though we have no
what increase the output impedance.) The
empirical data to suggest that this will be the
higher the output impedance, the greater the
potential for frequency-response-skewing
case). Its input impedance measured above
interaction with aloudspeaker load. The Jaciis
600k ohms—high enough to be difficult to
should be less prone to this than are amplifiers
measure accurately with our Audio Precision
with higher output impedances—an afflictest set. This is unusually high, even for atube
amplifier, and unlikely to cause matching
tion found all too often in tube amplifiers.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the
problems with any conceivable preamplifier
or other source. The Jadis's voltage gain Jadis at 1W into 8ohms (the curve for 2W
when loaded with 8ohms measured 303dB.
into 4ohms, not shown, is virtually identical,
DC offset at the Jadis's outputs measured
with about 0.1dB less rise at 20kHz). The risbetween OmV and just over 3mV, varying
ing response above 20kHz peaks just above
the 50kHz limit of the plot and drops sharply
considerably due to 1/F noise, but generally
staying below lmV.
above the peak; this is very likely an output
transformer anomaly.
The JA 200 is non-inverting, apositiveThe output of a lkHz squarewave is
going input resulting in apositive-going output. S/N ratio measured afine 108dB (un- shown in fig.2. The damped oscillation visible at the top of the waveform is also visible
weighted ref. 1W into 8ohms). The Jadis's
output impedance was admirably low for a in the 10kHz squarewave (fig3), and is assotube amplifier, varying from 0.18 to 0.25
ciated with the peak in the high-frequency
response. (The frequency of the oscillation
ohms depending on load and frequency. (The
at the top and bottom of the curve in fig3
JA 200 can be internally strapped to accommodate various loads; our samples were
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Fig.I Jadis A 200, frequency response at IW into
8ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Jadis JA 200, 10kHz squarewave at IW into
8ohms.
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Fig.2 Jadis JA 200, I
kHz squarewave at IW into
8ohms.
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Fig.4 Jack A 200, THD+noise vs frequency (from
top to bottom) at: 4W into 2ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, 1W into 8ohms.
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comes out to just above 60kHz.)
The THD +noise curves in fig.4 show a
sharply rising distortion at higher frequencies, but reasonable performance up to about
10kHz. Only the harmonic-distortion products of frequencies below 8kHz or so will be

audible, the second harmonic of 8kHz being
16kHz. The THD +noise waveform at 1W
into 8ohms (fig.5) and 2W into 4ohms (not
shown) is primarily second harmonic plus
noise; at 4W into 2ohms (fig.6) it becomes
primarily third harmonic.
The third harmonic also predominates at
high powers and low frequencies. A plot
showing the output resulting from a50Hz
input (106W into 4ohms—two-thirds rated
power) is shown in fig.7. While the second
harmonic is at -49dB (about 03%), the third
harmonic is higher in level at -44dB (about
0.6%), with higher harmonics lower in level

Fig.5 Jadis JA 200, I
kHz waveform at I
W into
8ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).

Fig.8 Jadis JA 200, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, I
9+20kHz at 3.8W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale.
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Fig.6 Jadis JA 200, I
kHz waveform at 4W into
2ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).
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Fig.9 fad's JA 200, HF intermodulation spectrum,
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Fig.7 Jadis JA 200, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC- I
kHz, at 106W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level,
44dB below the level of the 50Hz
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Fig.10 Jadis PI, 200, distortion vs output power

fundamental (0.6%), with the second

into (from bottom to top at 30W) 8ohms,

harmonic (100Hz) at -49d13 (0.3%).

4ohms, and 2ohms.
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and roughly decreasing. This is arelatively
high level of distortion in comparison with
many other amplifiers we've measured,
though not exceptionally high on an absolute
scale. A similar spectral plot in fig.8 shows
the IM at the output resulting from a
19+ 20kHz input. The Jadis would only put
out very low power with this input signal
before clipping; 3.8W into 8ohms is shown
here. (At 5.8W, not shown, the distortion
artifacts were greater; though serious clipping
had not yet been reached by this point, it was
being approached rapidly.) The 18kHz and
21kHz artifacts are at about -37dB, or about
1.5%, the lkHz slightly lower at -38.7dB,
or about 1.2%. With an output of 7W into
4ohms (fig.9), the largest artifacts are again
at 21kHz, 18kHz, and lkHz (-29.5dB,
-29.7dB, and -30.7dB, respectively, or about
3%). Because of the nature of this signal,
most amplifiers will not put out their rated
power with it, but most do put out asignificant percentage of that power. The Jadis does
not; its performance on this test would have
to be rated as poor. The audible significance
of this performance is less clear; few tweeters
will handle more than afew watts of power
at these frequencies.
The JA 200's THD +noise vs output power
sweeps at lkHz are shown in fig.10. The
gradual rise in distortion without awelldefined breakpoint, or "knee," is often seen
in tube amplifiers. Here the distortion rises
gradually above about 1W. The output is
nearly the same into either 4or 8ohms, less
into 2ohms. But note that the output does
not reach its rated 160W at areasonable level
of distortion. Using our normal 1% THD+
noise figure as astandard level for clipping,
the discrete measurements for the JA 200
were 109W (20.4dBW, 117V line) into 8
ohms, 110.3W (17.4dBW, 116.5V line) into
4ohms, and 84.9W (133dBW, 117V line) into
2ohms. To confirm that this was not an atypical amplifier or power supply, Ialso measured the 1% THD +noise output level
for the other amplifier of the pair (SN 110576,
the primary amp measured being SN 110577).
The corresponding values were only marginally higher: 114.5W into 8ohms, 114.7W
into 4ohms, and 85.8W into 2ohms (all with
a116V line). Because of these lower-thanexpected readings, Ialso measured the output
at 3% THD+ noise. Here the jadis reached
132.1W into 8ohms (21.2dBW, 119V line),
160

135.7W into 4ohms (183dBW, 118V line),
and 1005W into 2ohms (14dBW, 118V line).
While the JA 200 did reach its rated power
output of 160W, it did so at aTHD +noise
level of 11%.
The Jadis's rated 160W output, based on
our bench tests, is alittle optimistic; I'd call
it 135W at best. The difference would not be
immediately noticed in listening tests which
don't push the amplifier hard into difficult,
low-sensitivity loads. Nevertheless, its testbench performance was rather disappointing
overall for an amplifier this expensive. That
it performs as well as it does in listening tests
indicates either that the threshold of audibility for certain measurable anomalies is
high, or that these anomalies themselves help
"create" apleasant sound. Iprefer to believe
the former; the latter is not high fidelity.
—Thomas J. Norton

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO
During their sojourn in my listening room,
the JA 200s performed very reliably. They
earned my respect and even love—at least
with Gold Aero's Tesla E34L tube complement. Yet these are not amps to satisfy the
most demanding disciples of tonal-balance
accuracy. In contrast to their spatial impression, which is reminiscent of the best of
French Impressionistic painting, the JA 200s'
tonal-balance expression was not entirely
convincing (though it came close at times).
Their somewhat meager lower mids will
probably disappoint old-time tube aficionados. This was not classic tube sound,
sounding more New Age than Old Age,
especially with its stock output tubes. In this
regard, the JA 200 strikes me as characteristically French—more poignant in tone color
rather than robust, in the manner of aFrenchstyle bassoon rather than aGerman instrument.
With this caveat in mind, the JA 200 still
qualifies as one of the most musically appealing amplifiers money can buy. It's certainly
the most impressive high-power tube amp
I've heard. This is no small feat, since most
dinosaur-sized tube amps lack the magic of
their smaller brothers.
So say "Oui!" to jadis. Take out that second mortgage. Embrace the JA 200, and the
Force will be with you. —Dick Olsher S
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NOTHING Bu-rSIGNAL
Jack English auditions the NBS Signature cables, ST-optical datalinks from AudioQuest and Altis, and Madrigal's AES/EBU datalink
NBS: Multi-gauge, high-purity copper, Litz-construction cables with silvered shielding and passive inductance networks. Price:
Signature Interconnect, 4' pair, $1600; Signature Speaker Cable, $300/stereo foot, 3' minimum; Signature Digital Cable, Im,
$600. Approximate number of dealers: 9. Manufacturer NBS Audio Cables, 401 First Street South, Suite 302, Minneapolis,
MN 55401. Tel: (612) 332-2973. Fax: (612) 339-8750.
Altis Altimate Glass Fiber ST S/PDIF datalink. Price: $150, Im. Approximate number of dealers: 21. Manufacturer Altis Audio
Ltd., 34 Tunnel Road, Newton, CT 06470. Tel: (203) 270-8727. Fax: (203) 270-8709.
AudioQuest Optilink Pro 2: ST S/PD1F datalink. Price: $295, Im. Approximate number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer. AudioQuest,
P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674. Tel: (714) 498-2770. Fax: (714) 498-5112.
Madrigal MDC-I: balanced AES/EBU datalink. Price: $285, Im. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.

NBS, which stands for Nothing But Signal,
is acompany of few words. Its advertisements make no outrageous claims and contain little hype. In fact, the ads barely say anything at all. The manual that comes with
these cables is asingle-page description consisting of 94 words. The key words are: NBS,
handmade, Litz construction, multi-gauge,
high-purity copper, precise windings, silvered shielding, and passive-frequency inductance network. The company is essentially one person, Walter Fields.
The Signature line, which includes balanced interconnects and power cords, sits
atop the NBS catalog of offerings. Three
cables—the Mini-Serpent II, Serpent II, and
King Serpent II—are priced between $400
to $1200 per 4' pair, with corresponding
speaker cables available. The directional Signature interconnects use nylon monofilament
jackets and Neutrik Profi phono plugs. The
cables are heavy and only marginally flexible. They are difficult to dress, and represent
aweighty load on the female RCAs (eg, preamp, amp, DAC). The cables have to be
draped or shaped in large-radius curves, and
there must be asignificant amount of room
behind the components to accommodate the
rigid cable ends.
Staying with the basic NBS approach
(check out that tight-lipped manual), I've
decided to let the cables essentially speak for
themselves. Irewired my system with Signature cables, with one exception—the connection between my Theta Data or Mark
Levinson No.31 transports and my Mark
Levinson No.30 DAC. For that, Imostly
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

stayed with the ST glass, with either an Altis
or AudioQuest cable, though Ialso used the
balanced NBS Signature and Madrigal
MDC-1 digital cables. Signature interconnects went from the turntable to preamp,
DAC to preamp, and preamp to amp(s). Signature speaker cable went from the amp(s)
to various speakers. At various times during
the course of this review, Magnan, XL0,
Cardas, TARA Labs, Purist Audio, 1Cimber,
and ARC LitzLine 2 cables were interchanged with the various NBS cables.
The first recording Ilistened to with the
NBS-rewired system was Chris Rea's New
Light Through Old Windows (Geffen GHS
24232). Ihad just listened to parts of this
recording in adealer's showroom, and had
been very disappointed in its overall sound.
I'm abig Rea fan, and had expected much
more because this recording had always
sounded much better on my own system.
With the NBS, the textural substance of Pea's
voice was so well-reproduced that Iactually
thought Icould reach out and touch it. While
my intention was to simply listen to the
tracks Ihad just heard at the dealer's, Ihad
no choice but to simply sit back and listen to
the entirety of this great recording. The richness and harmonic body were captivating.
As the last notes drifted into memory, Iput
my reviewer's hat back on. The body and full
tonal character of the Signature cables were
state of the art. There were no details missing.
While the treble was extended, the bass was
possibly abit exaggerated, with atonal balance ever so slightly favoring the lower frequencies. But it suddenly occurred to me that
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Iwas actually being impressed by abrand-new
set of cables. They hadn't even begun to breakin. A smile spread across my face. After all,
Ichuckled to myself, it wouldn't be fair to
judge the cables before they even had achance
to break-in. Thus, with conscience clear, I
looked forward to acouple of weeks of
listening with nary athought of reviewing.
Iclosed my notebook, told my wife to go off
to sleep, and settled down for some real
listening—to music, especially the wonderful
instrument that is the human voice. This
non-reviewing approach went on for weeks.
Ithen had to take asix-week break from
all things audio. When Ireturned to my system, Iwas once again immediately impressed
with the total lack of grain or texture. Iwas
equally impressed with the harmonic rightness of the music. In these two areas, my system now exceeded both my expectations and
my sonic memories. It was only then that I
remembered that the system had been wired
with the NBS Signature cables. Even after
aprolonged break, it was obvious that the
NBS wire had led to dramatic improvements
in my system's smoothness, harmonic richness, and overall musicality.
The more Ilistened, the more impressed
Iwas with the NBS wires. They consistently
revealed every bit of detail that Iremembered
from my recordings. But unlike anumber of
other cables that were also capable of making
the music more revealing, the NBS was
always rich and full in harmonic character.
It was never thin, never analytical, and never
"hi-fir It simply revealed the music.
About this time, Walter Fields called me
and requested that his cables be returned. He
said one final revision had been made that,
in his words, added abit more sparkle to the
top. As adutiful Stereophile reviewer, Idid not
reveal my opinion of the performance of his
cables in my system, but he had just nailed
the only criticism Ihad—the ever so slightly
clockwise-tilted tonal balance. And the final
production versions of the Signatures did
indeed correct the only flaw Ihad uncovered.
Iwas fully prepared to mimic Stereophile's
Musician-in-Residence Lewis Lipnick, who
once wrote of acomponent: "Shortcomings:
There were none."
Of course, there just had to be something
to criticize, so Iset about my task with a
vengeance. To challenge the applicability of
the cables in different systems, Iused them
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with three preamps (CAT SL-1 Signature,
Melos 333 Gold, MFA MC-Reference),
three amps (Audio Research Classic 150s,
Jadis Defy 7, Krell KSA-100S) and six sets
of speakers (ProAc Response Fours and Three
Signatures, Martin-Logan II Zs, Merlin
Excalibur Ils, Clearfield Metropolitans, Swan
Cygnuses). The analog front-ends included
four cartridges (older/lower- and newer/
higher-output Transfigurations, Benz-Micro
Ruby, Koetsu Pro IV) attached to either a
Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 or SME Model
20 'table with an SME 4.5Vi tonearm. In any
of the various combinations that Itried, the
NBS cables consistently allowed me to hear
what the other components were doing. And
once Ihad the final production versions, the
cables drew very little attention to themselves.
As Itried to describe the sound of the
NBS, Iconsistently found myself writing
about the sound of the music or the colorations of other pieces of equipment in the
system. For example, using the NBS with any
number of analog or digital front-ends
through various systems, Icontinued to get
lost in the splendor of Chris Isaak's self-tided
second album (Warner W1-25536). The
resolution and clarity of the vibrato and
tremolo effects were "touchable." Isaak's
vocal inflections seemed visible, with astunningly real mix of throat, chest, and moist
lips persuasively whispering, pleading, and
lamenting.
One evening, two of my teenage nephews,
Ryan and Shawn, stopped over to listen to
some of their favorite music. More often than
not, these are short listening sessions because
my "audiophile-approved" systems frequently fail to impress them. But with the
Krell/ProAdNBS setup, they hung around
long enough to give me an ample dose of
Blind Melon, Mudhoney, Pearl Jam, Nirvana, the Black Crowes, the Spin Doctors,
Color Me Badd, Guns 'N Roses, Bon Jovi,
etc. The music impressed them—they didn't
notice the system.
Other evenings were spent with audiophile friends who were into new music. More
often than not, these sessions include considerable discussion of equipment. Not so
with the NBS-wired setups. Virtually all our
time was devoted to artists like Vangelis,
Laurie Anderson, the Kronos Quartet,
Enya/Clannad, Jorge Reyes, Dead Can
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Dance, Ray Lynch, Patrick O'Hearn, Kitaro,
Andreas Vollenweider, etc.
Evenings with other friends were devoted
to other types of music. For example, my
friends, my wife, and Ienjoyed comparing
various artists' performances of Chopin's
masterpieces. We relived Broadway shows,
explored the piano mastery of Gonzalo
Rubalcalba, Dave Brubeck, and Bill Evans,
and reminisced with the Shirelles, Duane
Eddy, the Everly Brothers, Roy Orbison, the
Temptations, and ahost of others from the
days of our youth.
In short, we listened to music and more
music Rarely did we discuss audio equipment.
Iultimately gave up my quest to find
something to criticize. There was nothing I
could find wrong with the Signatures. The
NBSes outperformed every other interconnect and speaker cable Ihave tried in my system. The Signatures were simply asuperlative product.
But—ah-ha!—I did find something to complain about. As Itried the cables with everything Icould, Ieventually broke three of the
Neutrik male RCAs. These were the first
RCA plugs Ihad broken in almost 40 years
of playing with audio equipment (I'm 47).
While Imay have had some bad luck or bad
plugs—and while Icertainly plugged and
unplugged the cables many times more than
atypical audiophile would—I was righteously displeased with the Neutrik plugs.
Whew!

SUMMING UP

NBS has spared us from hype in their advertisements. Nonetheless, the company represents much of what is both right and
wrong with high-end audio.
On the downside, its cables are outrageously expensive. A long interconnect can
cost more than acomplete and sonically
respectable Class D system. A complete
complement of Signature cables can cost
more than adecent car. Unfortunately, products such as the Wilson WAMMs, the Jeff
Rowland Model 9s, or the Mark Levinson
Nos.30 and 31, are illustrative of where the
High End has gone—much to the chagrin of
music-loving, average-income audiophiles.
Sonically, the NBS Signature cables were
stunning. While Ihave not heard every available interconnect and speaker cable (nor, I
assume, has anyone), Ihave heard more than
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my share. There are anumber of great cables
available, most of them easily surpassing
what would have been regarded as state-ofthe-art performance just afew years ago.
Yet, with all appropriate caveats, Ihave
never had cables in my system that exhibited
as many virtues and as few faults as the NBS
cables. The NBS Signatures are, without
question, the best interconnect and speaker
cable Ihave heard.

NBS SIGNATURE DIGITAL CABLE,
ALTIS ALTIMATE GLASS FIBER,
MADRIGAL MDC-I, &
AUDIOQUEST OPTILINK PRO 2

Over time, many of us have come to believe
that all digital cables do not sound alike—
the "bits is bits" argument notwithstanding.
Ihave concluded that, while not as significant
as the differences with interconnects, various single-ended digital coaxial cables do
indeed exhibit different sonic signatures. Primarily through the efforts of Robert Harley,
most of us have come to believe that there is
aclear sonic hierarchy of digital connections.
At the bottom of the hierarchy is TosLink,
which unfortunately remains the defacto standard for most mid-fi gear. Clearly superior to TosLink is coaxial, and at the top of
the pyramid comes ST/AT&T (excluding
potentially superior, but as yet not widely
available, alternatives such as Theta's Laser
Link).
Ihave had many opportunities to investigate the underlying assumptions of this
digital-cable pyramid. Until recently, there
was no question in my mind that the hierarchy was valid. The most significant caveat concerned the transport and DAC being
used to make the cable comparisons. The better the transport and DAC, the more apparent
were the differences in various cables and
transmitter/receiver alternatives. Since the
differences tended to be subtle in comparison to interconnects or speaker cables, longterm listening was often required to fully
appreciate them.'
Recently, anumber of manufacturers and
audiophiles have begun to question the validity of the digital-connection hierarchy. Chief
among them has been Madrigal, developers
1Those concerned that there should be no audible difference
between data links should read Robert Harley's measurements
ofjitter in the S/PDIF data stream and its effect on word-clock
jitter in the D/A processor elsewhere in this issue.
—JA
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of the superlative Mark Levinson No.30
DAC and No31 transport. They have argued
for the superiority of the AES/EBU (balanced) akemative. Early on, little was known
about the sonic virtues of this option, since
it was not widely available.
Ipurchased my No.31 soon after it was
introduced. Along with it Ibought 2m of
Madrigal's MDC-1 AES/EBU cable. Until
then, my digital reference connection had
been ST/AT&T using the Altis Altimate Glass
Fiber. These AES/EBU and ST alternatives
each had their own strengths and weaknesses,
thereby bringing into question the validity
of the digital-connection hierarchy.
Both the Madrigal and Altis cables were
excellent overall; distinctions between them
were matters of degree. For example, the Altis
presented awide, deep soundstage with
ample sense of spaciousness, but the Madrigal was better in those areas. Midori's performance of aChopin Nocturne from Live
at Carnegie Hall (Sony SK 46742) provided
aclear illustration of the Madrigal's superiority in soundstaging and spaciousness. In
addition, the Madrigal presented more detailed information—the shuffling of paper
12 seconds into the piece, followed by the
sound ola footfall. While these sounds were
clearly audible with the Altis, they were more
distinct with the Madrigal. The MDC-1 also
conveyed agreater sense of spaciousness than
the Altis; this too was obvious with the live
Midori recording.
The greater openness and air of the Madrigal was in part attributable to its more extended treble performance. This was illustrated by the percussive crash and shimmering decay of cymbals from CDs such as the
SBM version ofJanis Joplin's Pearl (Columbia
CK 53441) or the wonderfully satisfying
Golden String reissue of The All-Star Percussion Ensemble (GS CD005). The latter also
provided an example of the slightly superior
dynamic capability and transient speed of the
Madrigal.
The Altis was superior in many of the ways
in which tubes have proven so. It had a
liquidity and smoothness surpassing that of
the Madrigal. A good example came from
Clannad's "Theme from Harry's Game" (the
Volkswagen advertisement song) off PastPresent (RCA 9912-2-R). With the Altis, the
haunting beauty of this music became even
more enjoyable. Midrange sounds such as the
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human voice were richer and fuller. A good
example was the Jazz Heritage reissue of Mel
Tonné and Friends, Volumes I& II (523166K)—
the Altis fully justifying Tormé's "Velvet
Fog" nickname and making Jonathan
Schwartz's piano sound harmonically more
natural. On either of these CDs, sibilance was
more pronounced with the Madrigal and less
obtrusive with the Altis.
It would have been easy to attribute these
sonic differences to either the cables themselves or to the transmission medium. I
needed to investigate further to determine the
true source of the distinctions. My opportunity came in the form of the NBS Signature
AES/EBU cable, along with the AudioQuest
OptiLink Pro 2ST cable. To my surprise, I
found the NBS to be superior to the MDC,
and the AudioQuest to be superior to the
Altis. More important, Ifound the performances of the NBS and AudioQuest to converge, becoming more similar to each other
than the Madrigal and Allis had been to each
other.
The NBS and AudioQuest had slightly
less of the information-retrieval capability
of the Madrigal, but abit more of the richness
of the Altis. They both had somewhat less
of the spaciousness of the Madrigal, but a
smidgen more of the liquidity of the Altis.
Both handled sibilance better than the
Madrigal, and both had more clarity in the
bass than the Altis.
The OptiLink had excellent bass performance, taking power, clarity, and dynamics
into account. A very enjoyable example came
from King & Moore's Impending Bloom (Justice JR0801-2). The OptiLink also sounded
the loudest and presented the most precise
dynamic contrasts with appropriate source
material such as Reference Recordings' collection of Malcolm Arnold Overtures (RR48CD). Paradoxically, the other ST cable had
the weakest bass and dynamic performance.
In comparison with the Altis, the AudioQuest had more detail, but it had slightly less
than either of the AES/EBU cables. Like the
Altis, the OptiLink had awonderfully full
and rich harmonic character, mildly better
than the NBS and noticeably superior to the
Madrigal.
In the areas of soundstaging and spaciousness, the AES/EBU cables were superior.
With either ST cable, the images didn't float
as freely in space, and there was agreater ten-
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dency to hear sounds coming from the
speakers. In addition, both AES/EBU cables
had greater treble extension, resulting in an
airy, more open presentation. In other areas,
the AudioQuest cable was smooth like the
Altis and quick like the Madrigal. In most
respects, it was very similar to the NBS.
The NBS and AudioQuest both had
midranges with magical combinations of
body and clarity. In comparison, the Altis
was slightly fuller and slower, while the
Madrigal was atad thinner and more analytical. Sibilance was mildly more pronounced with the MDC than with the other
three cables. Like the OptiLink and the
MDC, the Signature was excellent at resolving and revealing low-level detail, especially
during peak passages such as some of those
found in Henryk Górecki's Already It Is Dusk,
performed by the Kronos Quartet (Elektra
Nonesuch 79257-2).
Dynamic performance, while not quite the
equal of the OptiLink's, was nevertheless
first-rate. So was the re-creation of transients.
In the bass, the NBS possessed more body,
while the AudioQuest had greater clarity.
Both were very open and dynamic in this

region, as evidenced by "My Bass" from
Brian Bromberg's self-titled release (Nova
9351-2).
The most significant differences between
the NBS Signature and AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2were in the presentation of the
soundstage and the communication of spaciousness. The NBS was more open and airy,
giving it the edge in conveying asense of the
original recording venue. It was also superior
at floating three-dimensional images within
an imaginary soundstage that was quite separate from the physical loudspeakers. These
same distinctions existed between the ST
Altis and AES/EBU Madrigal cables. It may
well be that AES/EBU is superior to ST in
these two areas.
As Imentioned earlier, Madrigal recommends using AES/EBU. While the performances of the NBS and AudioQuest converged, that of the AES/EBU cable was
slightly better when used in my system
between the two Levinson units. With other
equipment, it's possible that the AudioQuest
might prove superior. For me, the balanced
NBS Signature digital cable is the best I've
heard.

PLAYING ON THE DIGITAL LINKS
Dick Olsher auditions abevy of coaxial data cables from
AudioQuest, Cardas, Ensemble, & Museatex
AudioQuest Digital Pro &Video Z. Prices: S150, Im (Digital Pro); $75, 1m (Video Z). Approximate number of dealers: 200.
Manufacturer. AudioQuest, P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674. Tel: (714) 498-2770. Fax: (714) 498-5112.
Cardas 300-B Microtwin. Price: $573511m. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer Cardas Audio, 480 11th Street
SE, Bandon, OR 97411. Tel: (503) 347-2484. Fax: (503) 347-2301.
Ensemble Digiflux &Digiflux 75. Prices: $180, Im (Digiflux); $210, 1m (Digiflux 75). Approximate number of dealers: IS.
Manufacturer Ensemble, H. Annonistrasse 23, CH-4I32 Muttenz, Switzerland. Tel: (41-61) 619191. Fax: (41-61) 619325. US
Distributor Ensemble USA, 119 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY 10549. Tel: (914) 241-9595. Fax: (914) 241-3196.
Museatex Hi-Definition cable. Price: $14911m. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer Museatex Division, aldisl
Technologies, Wilmington, MA 01887. Tel: (800) 522-4434. Fax: (508) 658-8498.
For about ayear now, I've been experimenting with avariety of coaxial interconnects
between my Theta Data transport and the
Theta DS Pre (first Generation II, then
Generation III) processor.' The job of such
an interconnect is to transmit the S/PDIF
(Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format) signal
1The rest of the system in this period consisted of SoundLab A-1, Mach 1DM-10 Signature, and Martin-Logan Quest
Z loudspeakers driven by Jadis JA 200, Fourier QTL, Air
Tight ATM-2, Air Tight ATM-3, and Melos 400 amplifiers,
and aJadis JP 80MC preamplifier.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

from the transport to the digital processor
input. The master clock signal is embedded
in the data stream. Because the data stream
is in the form of an analog signal (in the RF
range), Iinitially didn't expect the choice of
cable to make much of adifference.
To my surprise, the resultant sound quality
turned out to be very much dependent on the
coaxial cable used. These weren't subtle
differences discernible by only achosen few,
but were of amagnitude readily apparent to
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anyone with apair of ears and an open mind.
The most crucial sonic variable was the
cable's impact on harmonic textures, which
could be made to range from the natural end
of the spectrum to the unholy digital trinity
of hardness, grain, and glare. What worried
me alittle at first, though, was the lack of a
"scientific" basis for these observations. After
all, the type of data link shouldn't affect or corrupt the passage of bits in any material way.
Ican just hear the "bits is bits" crowd roaring
their agreement. Their logic, however, is
predicated on the head-in-the-sand dictum
that, if it shouldn't make adifference, it can't
possibly do so. In an industry guided during its infancy by the golden rule that "the
ear is the final arbiter of sound quality," it's
sad to be told not to bother with listening
impressions.
It was, therefore, comforting to read RI-I's
primer on word-clock jitter ("The Jitter
Game," Vol.16 No.1), which fingers the
S/PDIF interface between the transport and
the processor as the primary source of clock
jitter. When this interface is band-limited,
Dunn and Hawksford have described aprocess which produces clock jitter—correlated
with the audio signal being transmitted—in
the recovered clock at the digital processor.
The audio-signal-correlated jitter is sonically
more important than the randomly distributed, or so-called "white," jitter, and,
according to RH, may be responsible for the
hardness and glare heard from digital audio.
RH goes on to give the first objective evidence in support of the sonic differences
between acoaxial cable and aToslink optical
interconnect. The jitter spectrum, as measured by RH at the DAC, was much cleaner
when the Bitwise System Zero processor was
fed via acoaxial cable. [See also RH's measurements oKjitt—er in the S/PDIF data stream elsewhere
in this issue.—Ed.]
Iemphasize that my experience is confined
to non-optical cables. Neither have Iused
AES/EBU-format cables. Within the S/PDIF
realm, it has been said that the best data link
for transmission of data is acoaxial cable with
a75-ohm characteristic impedance? By virtue of minimizing signal reflections and
standing waves, such acable is least likely
to increase jitter. Igave alisten to specialty
2See CG's review of the HAVE/Canare data cable in July
(Vol.16 Nul, p.125) and Rémy Fourré's anide on word-dock
jitter in October (Vol.16 No.10, p.80).
—JA
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A HORSE OF A
DIFFERENT COLOR

My present reference in audio interconnects is the Expressive Technologies IC-1.
Iplan to do adetailed "Follow-Up" on
this cable at alater date, but for now Iwas
interested to see how it would fare as a
digital interconnect. ET's David Kasman
felt that, although the IC-1 was not specifically designed for such an application,
it should nevertheless perform quite well
as adigital link. A 1.5m length of IC-1
was pressed into service.
Well, David, you were quite right. The
soundstage was portrayed with excellent
depth, and image outlines were fleshed
out with decent focus. The upper octaves
sounded quite smooth and natural. Again,
the delineation of harmonic colors
through the upper mida was on the bland
side of reality. And in the areas of bass
drive and impact, the IC-1 did not equal
the performance of most of the digital
coax cables.
JA's advice is that, given the arbitrary
departure from the 75 ohm standard of
audio interconnects, they will all sound
different when used as data links and will
all, by definition, sound inaccurate.
—Dick °idler

"digital" cables from Museatex, Ensemble,
Cardas, and AudioQuest. (See the Sidebar
for my experience using apremium audio
interconnect as adata cable.)
The Museatex Hi-Definition video/digital
cable ($149/3') uses aMogami (type 2964)
75-ohm coax treated cryogenically, using
Museatex's "Crypton" process. It didn't
sound so cool, being responsible for imbuing
the reproduction with adistinct digital flavor.
The upper mids and treble sounded grainier and harsher. Neither was the soundstage
as transparent as that afforded by the best
interconnects in this survey. Image outlines
were fuzzier, not as palpably focused. The
presentation lacked coherence. Bass lines
were well-defined, however, which leads me
to summarize this cable's sonic impact as
equivalent to the introduction into the chain
of atransistorized terror (ie, early solid-state,
for those of you too young to have suffered
through this evolutionary stage).
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reasonably transparent and smooth. The

AudioQuest Digital Pro digital datalink

• upper octaves, while not fully resolved, at

The AudioQuest Digital Pro ($150/m) is
designed for wide bandwidth and uses pure
silver conductors. My first impression was
of good rhythmic drive and strong bass lines.
The soundstage was quite accessible, though
image outlines were pushed abit forward and
were not materialized with full 3-D palpability. There was some treble hash in evidence. The AQ's biggest liability, however,
was in the upper mids, where it filled to conjure asatisfying harmonic tapestry. Soprano
upper registers sounded bland. Not only
were sheen and sweetness lacking, but it was
difficult to follow changes in harmonic
colors.
Ialso tried AudioQuest's Video Z cable
($75/m). Similar in construction but using
6-N copper instead of silver, the Zis half the
price. The bad news is that the Zdidn't sound
nearly as good as the Pro. The soundstage
was more veiled, and harmonic textures
weren't as smooth. Timbres were drier than
with the Pro.
The Cardas 300-B Microtwin ($57.95/m)
made astrong statement, nosing ahead of the
AudioQuest Pro. Its sound was natural and
detailed from top to bottom. The 300-B's
highs were smoother enough that even
something as "simple" as applause sounded
more natural. It was also better than the Pro
in projecting 3-D image outlines, while
rhythmic drive and bass punch were almost
as good. Female voice was portrayed more
naturally, though still on the bland side of
reality.
The Swiss-made Ensemble Digiflux
($180/m) features shielded coax construction
and excellent locking-type RCA plugs. The
Digiflux was, for along time, my reference
for use with the Theta gear. Though not perfect, it has no serious weaknesses, and was

least sounded natural. Bass detail and definition were excellent, and the cable was well
balanced, top to bottom. As with just about
every cable I've heard to date, the palette of
harmonic colors through the upper mids was
not filly developed; soprano upper registers
sounded slightly bland, and lacked afull
measure of sweetness.
I've left the best for last. The Digiflux 75
($210/m), a very recent addition to the
Ensemble family, is readily distinguishable
from the older Digiflux by its light-blue
outer insulation. The 75 built on the strengths
of its older brother, but went much further
in fleshing out the truth. There was much
more treble detail, and, at last, harmonic
colors were right on. The music's textures
flowed easily and purely, and hall ambience
was so well resolved that the sensation of
being there bordered on the spooky. The 75
was capable of portraying the soundstage
with startling transparency and aconvincing
depth perspective. It projected image outlines
with full 3-D palpability.
At last—a digital link that does it all, from
top to bottom, without skimping on focus
or harmonic integrity. This is it, folks! A true
reference.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Idon't wish to leave the impression that these
findings are universal in application, though
they do suggest aperformance hierarchy. But
remember: They were derived solely from
my experience using them between the Theta
transport and the Theta D/A processor. It's
possible that, with different processors and
transports, each of which might diverge in
different ways from the 75 ohm impedance
standard, an alternate set of favorites would
emerge. Please take the time to experiment
in the context of your own system.

S

CIRKUS rntIX
John Atkinson auditions the Cirkus modification for the
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable & the Linn Arkiv phono cartridge
Linn Sondek 1112 with Lingo power supply, Trampolin base, and Cirkus bearing/subchassis assembly: two-speed (33.33rpm
and 45rpm) belt-drive turntable with sprang subchassis and separate power supply. Dimensions: 17.5" W by 6" Hby 14"
D(turntable), 6.5" W by 3.5" Hby 14.5" D(Lingo power supply, including plugs). Serial numbers of units tested: 068210
(turntable), 0305 (power Ripply); both revieeer-purchased. Price: $264542745 induding Lingo, Cirkus, and Trampolin, depending
S
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Linn Sondek LP-I 2turntable
on finish; Cirkus upgrade for older turntables costs $495 inc. labor.
Linn Addy: low-outpin moving-coil cartridge with three-point fixing arrangement. Stylus: nude, grain-oriented Vital super-elliptical.
Recommended tracking force: I.55-1.75gm. Recommended electrical load: 50 ohms or greater. Mass: 7.4gm. Recommended
arm mass: medium (the LF resonance is said to lie at 11-11.5Hz in the Ekos arm). Channel separation at IkHz: better than
30dB. Channel balance at IkHz: within 0.5dB. Electrical output (1kHz, 5cm/s): 150µV. Electrical connection: via four permanently fixed, color-coded flying leads. Serial number of second sample tested: 002221. Price: $2295.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road, Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP, Scotland. Distributor Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317) 8497103, (800) 546-6443. Fax: (317) 841-4107.

Paradox: With the Compact Disc adecade
old, it is now possible to play LPs with alevel
of musical perfection undreamed of in the
'70s. Yet Ifind LPs playing less and less of a
role in my music listening these days.
Upon reflection, paradox is the wrong
word. It's just that Ionly put on an LP when
Iknow my full attention is going to be on the
music If! need background sound when I'm
working or reading abook, Iplay aCD. It's
so handy, it doesn't need turning over at the
end of each side, you can Pause it when twoyear-old Harry or six-month-old Emily
demands attention, and, most important, neither it nor the player wears out every time it's
played. Both LP and stylus, however, have
finite lives; it doesn't make sense to use up
some of that life by actually playing arecord
when you can't pay it the appropriate amount
of attention.'
1Attually, given that the primary suspension component of
acartridge is made from some kind of rubber, in all but the
purest of environments aphono cartridge will wear out even
if you don't use it. But that's too depressing to even think
about. So Iwon't.
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Which brings me to the subjects of this
review: the newest, top-of-the-line Linn
phono cartridge, the Arkiv, and the latest
bearing modification to the venerable Linn
turntable, called, with characteristic cuteness,
the Cirkus.
C IRKUS
To call the Cirkus a"modification" for the
LP12 is not really accurate; it involves acomplete rebuild of the 'table. For $495, your
Linn dealer replaces the turntable's subchassis,
the main bearing housing, and the subplatter/bearing assembly. (As the inner platter's spindle and the bearing form amatched
item as they break in, both it and the bearing housing need to be replaced.) As it would
seem appropriate for the Linn dealer to do
afull service on the customer's turntable
while he has it disassembled, the Cirkus kit
includes anew armboard, new springs, new
grommets, and two drive belts. As the retail
prices of the primary and subsidiary parts
bought separately are around $490 and $150,
respectively, and the dealer's time and labor
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are effectively free of charge,2the $495 cost
of the kit appears to be abargain.
Since its inception, the Linn's patented
heart has consisted of abearing precisionground on to the end of the spindle that
projects down from the one-piece subplatter. That bearing sits on ahard mirrorfinish thrust-plate at the base of the bearing
well, and the spindle is supported by athin
oil film between it and two cylindrical plastic
liners in the well. The only major change
made to this design was in 1988, when the
liner material was changed to one more tolerant of temperature changes.
Other changes have been made to the
LP12 over the years, most notably the Valhalla and Lingo synthesized power supplies
to drive its 50Hz, 120V synchronous motor.
The suspension parts—springs, grommets—
have also been regularly improved over the
years to stabilize the turntable's setup. Another major change in recent years has been
to replace the two-part welded metal subchassis with one which had the U-shaped
reinforcing strap glued to the lozenge-shaped
main structural member. The replacement
in 1992 of the fiberboard base plate with the
Trampolin—which replaces the original solid
rubber feet with four sprung feet developed
from those used in the Axis—also rendered
the turntable effectively immune from the
effect of its support? But in all this time, the
bearing has been left well enough alone.
Now, however—and partly aresult of the
expansion of Litui's metalworking fadlities—
we have the Cirkus. The thickness of the
mounting flange for the bearing has been
increased from 4mm to 15mm. This strengthens the bearing-well mounting and reduces
the possibility of the well "rocking" on the
subchassis. The spindle itself has the same
9.75mm diameter as before, but the upper
and lower liners are now farther apart, further
reducing the possibility of vertical instability.
The housing is deeper, to provide alarger
reservoir for the "black" oil. The area of the
subchassis around the mounting flange is
2Don't be surprised, however, when you take your LP12 in
for the rebuild, that your Linn dealer might offer you coffee,
indulge you in conversation, talk to you about your future
system plans, and even attempt to play you some of your
favorite music on his tri-amped Keltik Aktiv system.
3However, while the addition of asecond suspension compliance makes the need for aspecial, lightweight, rigid support
to be used with the LP12 less essential, Iunderstand from
Robert Deutsch that it does make the turntable more prone
to footfall shock on sprung wooden floors.
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now made from adouble thickness of steel,
for extra rigidity.
Of course, you might well be saying, if the
LP12 is as good as Linnies like me have been
saying all these years, why does it need improving?
Good question.
Before answering it, I'll note that it took
45 minutes for Audiophile Systems' Steve
Daniels to bring my LP12 up to Cirkus caliber, some of that time spent getting the right
bounce to the rebuilt suspension. This process has been compared by some to black
magic, but it basically involves first ensuring that both plinth and platter are truly
horizontal, then an iterative process of getting
the springs optimally seated in their grommets under the correct degree of compression, so that the platter and subchassis bounce
vertically with no lateral or rotational shimmy.
The tonearrn cable and belt are then attached,
and the suspension is fine-tuned so that the
added connections do not disturb the bounce
behavior other than adding the appropriate
amount of damping. The motor fixing is also
fine-tuned so that the belt drops down off
the pulley crown on high-torque start-up but
rides back up to the crown once the platter
is spinning at the correct speed. Having
described the procedure, I'll add the comment that it is something best left to the
experts. My experience has been that, once
optimally set, the LP12 does retain its setup.
Once Steve was satisfied with his handiwork, the rebuilt LP12 was replaced upon
my carefully leveled ArchiDee turntable
stand, which is coupled with spikes to the
tile-on-concrete floor beneath the rug.
So, the answer: "You don't know what
you've got till it's gone lectured Joni Mitchell around the time the 21-year-old LP12 was
being developed. Similarly, Ihad not realized where the Scottish turntable fell short
until Iheard the Sondek at the Cirkus.
Ihad always thought the LP12 to have terrific pitch stability. With the Cirkus, there
was asolidity to the musical presentation that
Ihad only previously been familiar with from
open-reel tape and—let it be said—CD. Yet
there was not the cardboard-cutout character
of silver-disc sonics. Every musical thread
seemed better integrated with the whole, yet
at the same time more easily distinguishable.
Just as in real life.
Ihad always thought the Linn to excel in
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the presentation of silent backgrounds. Part
of the reason those who abandoned the LP
medium because of its "ticks" and "pops"
did so was the increased sensitivity some
listeners had to surface-noise problems. Part
of the reason, however, was the way in which
their mechanically sub-optimum turntables
and tonearms exaggerated the audibility of
those unfortunately ubiquitous noises. When
Ifirst bought aLinn some 15 years ago, Iwas
astounded at how much more quiet my
records became. When Ilistened to the Linn
with the Cirkus, those backgrounds became
even quieter.
Ihad always thought the Linn to have a
somewhat fat bass character (though this was
significantly improved by the Lingo). With
the Cirkus, this was gone, the low frequencies
sounding more "neutral," more extended.
Some will miss the LP12's big-bottomed
bass. Iknow Corey Greenberg, who will be
listening in more detail to the three currently
available versions of the turntable next
month, does. But Iwas overwhelmed by bass
detail on familiar recordings that Ihad not
appreciated before.
More than this Icannot say, other than to
urge LP12 owners to get themselves hence
to their store in the 'hood, Sondek under arm,
checkbook in hand.

ARKIV

Which brings me to the Arkiv. Your checkbook needs to be alittle more accommodating for you to consider this low-output MC
cartridge. At $2295, it's somewhat more
costly than its predecessor, the Troika, which
last listed at $1995. (When Ireviewed the
Troika back in 1987;4it sold for $1250—and
Ithought it pretty pricey then.) Yet in these
days of pickup cartridges costing as much as
aHyundai Excel, the Arkiv doesn't seem
unreasonably expensive—if it offers the
musical goods. We shall see.
The Troika was the pinnacle of an evolutionary process that started with the Asak
cartridge of the early '80s, manufactured in
Japan and QA'd in Scotland. For its replacement, Linn has rethought the design.5
Interestingly, Linn states that the Arkiv
4Vol.10 No.6, p.98.
5Although no one at Audiophile Systems would confirm this
factoid. I've heard that the Arkiv has aconnection at some
stage in its production with Scantech in Japan, the manufacturers of the very successful AudioQuest AQ7000 and Lyra
Clavis and Parnassus cartridges.
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Linn Arkiv MC phono cartridge

actually has alot in common with the prototype Troika, which pioneered the threepoint fixing used by both cartridges. This
was constructed upon aT-shaped piece of
machined aluminum, with the three mounting holes mounted at the ends of the T and
the generator assembly bolted directly to it.
To ensure accurate assembly, however, was,
in Linn's words, "far from trivial"; and to
fadlitate production, the ideal rigidity of this
arrangement was somewhat compromised.
Linn hoped that the slackened production
tolerances would be compensated for by the
adhesive used to "pot" the components inside the outer shell.
Similarly, the Arkiv starts life as aTpiece
precision-machined from aluminum alloy,
with the magnet and pole pieces fastened to
it with asingle bolt running from the front
of the cartridge to the back. Outer panels
then clamp the sides of this basically onepiece assembly. These transparent covers are
for cosmetic and protective purposes; they
don't actually affect the sound of the Arkiv,
and can be removed by those who don't
mind voiding their warranties. In fact, the
first review sample of the Arkiv Iwas sent
was missing its side panels. For mounting,
stainless-steel inserts are press-fitted into the
alloy T-piece. These are just short of being
flush with the body's top surface; tightening the mounting bolts squeezes the cartridge
body against the underside of the headshell.
The Arkiv's moving-coil generator is fimdamentally identical to that of the Troika. A
nude Vital-profile stylus—of lower mass
than before to push the tip-mass resonance
higher in frequency—is fixed to acantilever
fabricated from astraight-sided aluminum
tube which is inserted into awider-diameter,
shorter pipe near the bearing point. Due to
the Arkiv's lower mass compared with the
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Troika's, the suspension has been made more
compliant to keep the low-frequency resonance in the Ekos near the target 11-11.5Hz
region.

SYSTEM

This review developed over along period of
time, so Iused avariety of ancillary equipment. System mainstays, however, were the
LP-12/Ekos player, the Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier used as aline stage, and a
Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS, the last two
joined by 05m lengths of AudioQuest Lapis.
The now-discontinued Phono Drive has
rather ahigh level of background noise, but
it is the most musical-sounding unit Ihave
tried. Even with the Arkiv's very low output, the Phono Drive's background is still
below the level of groove/stylus noise,
validating its use. Its input load was set to 100
ohms for use with the Arkiv.
Amplifiers induded aYBA 2, apair of Audio
Research Classic 120s, and the Stereophdepurchased pair of Mark Levinson No.20.6es;
loudspeakers used ranged from the $199/pair
NHT Super Zeros through Rogers and Harbeth LS3/5As, Harbeth HL-P3s, Genesis
Genre Ils, and PSB Stratus Minis, to Mission
Cyrus 753s, Vandersteen 3s, Martin-Logan
Aeriuses, and especially Thiel CS2 2s.

LISTENING
The first sample of the Arkiv that Ireceived
started out fine—less obvious darity than the
Troika it replaced, and amore laid-back tonal
balance, but agenerally authoritative sound.
Gradually, however, its sound got more and
more cloudy, like the way glass can become
opaque with age. Why this happened, Ihave
no idea; but as that early Arkiv's tracking also
declined, Ican only suggest that the suspension polymer was either not stable or that it
was not reacting favorably to the very dry
winters we have here in New Modco. Or perhaps the very lack of compliance in the mechanical coupling of the cartridge's components
meant that it literally shook itself apart.
Ultimately, as that first sample was one of
the first made, Audiophile Systems suggested
that they replace it with asample from current production. The new cartridge came complete with body side panels; Idid not remove
them, fearful of whatever it was that had
caused my first sample's sonic deterioration.
Ihad learned from my first Arkiv that it
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1993

needs areasonable amount ofbreak-in. Out
of the box, there is rather more groove noise
than Iwould like, this gradually dissipating
over the first 50 hours as the vinyl applies the
final polish to the diamond. To break-in the
second sample, I
just left the stylus scraping
the grooves of various garage-sale LPs I'd
bought, then wished Ihadn't. (I wish I'd had
the appropriate wit displayed by The Audiophile Network's tube maven, Dave Carpe,
and repeatedly played "Several Species of
Small Furry Animals Gathered Together in
aCave and Grooving with aPict" from Pink
Floyd's 1969 Ummagumma album: UK Harvest SHDW1/2, US Harvest 388!')
Measured output with alkHz, 5cm/s, 45°
recorded signal was alittle below specification at 126µV (left) and 134µV (right)—an
inconsequential channel imbalance of053dB.
Separation at lkHz measured better than
31dB in both directions with the Denon XL
7007 test LP, with which Igot the most
repeatable result; it isn't possible to be more
specific than that because my test records all
vary in their own inherent recorded crosstalks. This performance, however, is at least
as good as the Arkiv's specification, and up
there with the best phono cartridges.
Regarding frequency response, both the
/-octave pink noise and the swept sinewave
2
1
tracks on Denon XL 7007 indicated abasically very flat response, meeting ±ldB limits
between 200Hz and 16kHz. Other than a
+2dB plateau in the bass and aldB-deep
trough in the low treble, there was no other
trace of the broad-band treble depression that
used to afflict cartridges in the late '70s and
early '80s. That then-ubiquitous tonal imbalance was one of the things that led J. Gordon Holt to embrace the CD medium. One
of the other aspects of MC cartridge sound
that used to drive JGH to drink was the
generally rising response in the top octave
and above. The Arkiv's response, however,
rose by just 1.7dB at 20kHz. Tonally, the
Arkiv is acartridge for the CD era—that's
meant as acompliment in that systems that
sound neutral with CD will pretty much be
the same for LP.
The Arkiv's low-frequency resonance in
the Ekos arm lay at precisely 13Hz—close
enough to the optimal frequency, midway
6Record numbers? Why the heck ami listing record numben? You can't buy this stuff anymore
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between musical bass information and the
6Hz warp-wow center frequency—and
seemed reasonably well-damped. The cartridge's tracking ability was good rather than
excellent, the sound starting to break up at
the 60µrn peak lateral modulation level on
the Ortofon test record. (Downforce was
1.75gm.) Peculiarly, the Arkiv coped much
better than usual with high-level vertical
modulation, the sound remaining clean even
at the 50µm "torture" level.
Neutral-balanced but soft-sounding compared with the Troika, the Arkiv nevertheless
excelled in its retrieval of detail. Ihadn't
before been able to understand aword of the
Pict's broad Scots accent in the musique concrète
Pink Floyd cut mentioned earlier; with the
Arkiv, occasional words could be heard bubbling to the surface—"claymore," "Mary,"
"never"—and Icould now clearly hear the
final declamation to be "And the wind cries
Mary," followed by aquiet English "Thank
you." And the bumblebee-swatting section
of the prior track, "Grantchester Meadows:'
revealed the Arkiv's soundstage to be deep,
wide, and well-focused.
But, like the LP12, it was in its presentation
of the musical message that the Arkiv excelled.

When all Iplayed was LPs, Isnapped up any
live rock album that came my way. There was
something about the bottled sense of atmosphere that could be released genie-like from
the grooves with agood system. The first
two sides of Ummagumma, the Band's Rock
of Ages, Ry Cooder's Show Time, Little Feat's
Waiting for Columbus, Traffic's Last Exit, The
Who's Live at Leeds, Procol Harum's In Concert
with the Edmonton Symphony, Cream's Wheels
of Fire, the Grateful Dead's Dead Set and Live
Dead, even the Blues Brothers' Briefcase Full
of Blues—for this classical music lover, these
LPs capture both what rock is about and
what the bands were about more effectively
than their studio albums ever did. Yet as Ibuy
the CD equivalents, as much as Iappreciate
what Ihear in its digital splendor, Ifind
myself wondering why these albums meant
so much to ayounger me. It is only when I
play the LPs that Iremember.
On to the Arkiv'd, Lingo'd, and Cirkus'd
Linn, for example, goes side one of Aretha
Franklin's Amazing Grace. A shiver ripples
down my backbone. The wall of my listening
room shimmers, then transmogrifies into LA's
New Temple Missionary Baptist Church on
January 14, 1972. I'm caught up in the reviv-
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NFINITE SLOPEnd IS B
ACK!
...and better than ever.
The technology that set the audio industry on its ear in the 80's has now returned
with Richard Modafferi's latest second generation innovations in the new
Joseph Audio RM20 Reference Standard Loudspeaker.
Would you believe agreater than 100 db/octave crossover with negligible phase shift and virtually
immeasurable wave interference between drivers Or atotal network loss of only 1dB!
How about imaging that one highly respected High-End dealer called
"—really trick!"
...and we DARE you to find any trace of box coloration!
All this for just $1995 apair. Impossible you say{. Not with Joseph Audio speakers.
Call us for afree white paper and adealer near you and...

BELIEVE!
JosephAudio
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alist atmosphere. Irise to my feet. Isway in
time to the music. Iclap my hands. On the
on-beat and the off-beat. Itell Mary not to
weep—don't weep—Martha not to moan—tell
her sister not to nio-oan. Irant about Pharoah's
army. And at the end of the side Ifeel akeen
sense of loss as 1993 Santa Fe reasserts its
reality.
It's precisely in that time-machine sense
of trapped atmosphere, of occasion, that the
analog LP scores over its digital cousin. The
LP retrieves aliving jewel; the CD pins the
perfect butterfly to asilver wheel.
Laura and Irecently attended the opening
concert ofJames Taylor's '93 tour. To hear
the man who made "You've Got aFriend"
famous (even if Carole King wrote it) sing
the song as he felt it should go is always an
experience not to be missed. But even while
JT was stroking the oh-so-familiar lyrics in
his oh-so-gentle way, Iwas harking back to
recorded Aretha, transforming the Anglo
song into aSouthern hymn by rocking on
the "You've got afriend inJesus" refrain. And
to the late Donny Hathaway, whose live 1971
album defined apeak in crystallized live performance that for me has yet to be approached.
Hathaway's Wurlitzer-piano-driven "You've
Got aFriend" reaches darker depths than
Aretha dared to, or that Taylor or King
dreamed of, before pivoting into the positive affirmation of redemption.
The ultimate test for an LP playback system, in my humble opinion, is Miles Davis's
1981 We Want Miles album, specifically "My
Man's Gone Now," in which Gershwin meets
Godzilla. The engineers had the "mess" control turned up to 11 for this one, with drums
and bass leaking into horn mikes, electric
guitar tuned into fuzz-funk deluxe, and
1Vliles's trumpet driving the mike into exquisite overload. Yet the righteous energy is
astounding. The Troika just didn't get it right.
Yes, you heard every detail of the mess—but
Miles's musical magic was diminished. The
Arkiv got it right. Miles smiles.
CD may have won the battle for my casual
listening, but, armed with an Arkiv at the
sharp end of the Linn, the LP may well yet
win the war.

musical images or adds grain, glare, and digititis. Rather, it cleans and extends the player's
low frequencies and adds an immediately
noticeable feeling of"tightriess" to the sound,
every musical element locked together in a
more precise way. At just $495, the Cirkus
upgrade is abargain. Don't hesitate, Linn
owners: for the cost of amonth's groceries,
you can significantly improve the quality of
your LP playback. And if you're not aSondek owner but still value your LP collection,
new LP12s come ready-fitted with the
Cirkus components, at no increase in price.
Regarding the Arkiv: The second sample
of the cartridge has been in constant use for
two months now, and Ihave yet to detect any
of the sonic clouding that afflicted my first
sample. If it stays that way, there is no doubt
in my mind that Iwill purchase it. The irony,
however, is that just amatter of weeks before
Lirui introduced the Arkiv, Ibought aTroika.
Well, maybe that Troika can replace the ageing Denon DL103D mounted in my wife's
Linn. Maybe it'll get her to listen to more LPs
(if Harry and Emily allow her to).

rTRUE SUBWOOFEIC
With phenomenal true
deep bass extending
below 20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

The HRSW1Os will
extend bass of your
cil
stereo or video system
for that "air shaking all
HSU Research HRSW10
around you" effect.
Here's what the experts are saying:
"Once you have heard what they can add to your system, you
won't want to part with them. Aesthetically reosminendedr
Gerald D. Burt, Sensible Sound, Issue No.49, Fall 1993
"II you have alistening room of reasonable size, nothing can
improve your stereo system as dramatically for $750 as the
Hsu Research HRSW1 0*
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No. 19, Spring 1993
1guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass,
you'll be hooked for life. Highly recommended"
Dick Otsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 Na. 3, March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass.,. .0. -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hz"
Don Reek,, Audio 11192
'Bass extension was truly remarkable"
Robert Deutsch, Sieneophile Vol 15 No. 4, April 1992
"Some of the most impressive subwoofer systems I've heard"
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol 14 Na. 3, March 1991
end for complete information and critics review reprints.

HSU
Research

CONCLUSION

If Isay that the Cirkus rebuild brings the
sound of the LP12 closer to that of CD, I
don't mean that it reduces the palpability of
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Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH

20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial -money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.
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Listen and Learn.
Musical truth revealed by the best and brightest minds in audio today. As they
present acornucopia of components on the cutting edge of technology never before
heard or seen in any store. Aunique series of seminars, debuts, and special events.
The best in music, the finest in refreshments.

Come one, come all!

Presentations are scheduled for 5:00 PM, 6:30PM,
and 8:00PM, with informal conversation in between.
Space is limited! RSVP Carol or Alice (212) 924-8600

CONRAD-JOHNSON, INC.

WILSON AUDIO SPECIALTIES, INC.

October 14, 1993

October 28, 1993

Lew Johnson, Vice President
John Reagan, Sales Manager

David Wilson, President
Mark Goldman, National Sales Mgr.

KRELL INDUSTRIES, INC.

DIGITAL DAYS

November 11, 1993

November 17,18, 1993

Dan D'Agostino, CEO
Dean Roumanis, Vice President
8c General Manager
Joe Sammut, Vice President
Operations
Steve Portacarrero, Sales Mgr.

CAL Audio, conrad-johnson, EAD, Krell Digital,
Meridian, Pioneer Elite, PS Audio, Theta Digital

APOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC.
December 2, 1993
Jason Bloom, President

With 7000 sq. feet of showroom space divided into ten private audio/video
demonstration rooms. The best line up of components from inexpensive to costno-object. Delivery and installation anywhere in the world. Loaners, exchanges, inhome service, custom design and installation, and the most knowledgeable, competent, and caring staff of professionals anywhere. No wonder people who know,
choose Sound By Singer as their Audio/Video store, time and again.
"At Sound By Singer those who are serious about sound will find aquiet haven in
which to pursue their endless quest for the ultimate audio system. But here, too, the
audiophobe is apt to be transformed into an audiophile. Andy Singer and his staff are
friendly and patient, with azeal for the equipment and amusic lover's sensitivity to
sound."
-New York Magazine, Best Bets, November 12, 1990
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS Acurus, Adcom, Alón, AMC, Apogee Grand Series, Aragon By Mondial, ASC (Tubetrap),
Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonies, Benz-Micro, B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio,
conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio Technology, Creek, CWD, Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened
Audio Designs, Ensemble, Epos, Fosgate, Grado, Graham Tonearms, JBL, Synthesis TUX, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Audio
Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra Cartridges (Clavis), Martin-Logan, Maranta, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse
(Subwoofers and Amps), NAD, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, API Power Wedge, Proscan, Proton, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega,
Rockport, Rolcsan, Runco IDTV, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance, Sonographe, Sonus
Faber, Stax, Swniko, Target, Terk, Theta Digital, Totem, Transparent Audio Cable, Valve Amplification (VAC), Van
Den Hul Cartridges and Cables, Velodyne, Well-Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Tonearms, Vandersteen, Vidikron,
VPI, Wilson Audio, XLO.
Bold listings available in Nevi York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 •(212) 924-8600
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Listen and Learn.
Join us as we unveil the latest creations from
the first name in audio electronics.

KRELL INDUSTRIES
The Krell DT- 10 stands as a
milestone of audio engineering. It is simply
the best CD Transport
ever made. Utilizing
Krell's own linear bearing based drawer loading mechanism the
DT-10 outperforms even their own top loading MD10. No off the
shelf Japanese parts here! From its damping system to its custom
written software the DT-10 is Krell thru and thru.$7,900.00
ST- 1CD Transport. A full featured

reasonably priced drawer loading
transport, the ST-1 is the perfect companion to the Krell Studio and Studio Il
DIA converters and represents the best
performance of any CD Transport in its
class. Price to be announced.

KSA5OS Power Amplifier. With
sustained plateau biasing and pure
class A power the Krell KSA5OS shares
all of the technological innovations
and sonic characteristics of the larger
KSAIOOS, 200S and 300S.
Outperforming other brands of
amplifiers rated at 3to 4times its 50

watt per channel capacity, the
KSA5OS will become the sonic standard against which all other amplifiers in its price category will be
judged. $3,300.00

MDA-400 Mono Power Amplifier.

Finally, the long awaited mono version of the Krell KSA200S has arrived.
Combining 400 Krell watts of pure
class A power with the recognized
superiority of dual mono operation
the MDA-400 is, next to the Krell
Audio Standard, simply, the finest
power amplifier in the world. Price to
be announced.

Come one, Corne all.
Krell presentations are scheduled for 5:00PM, 6:30PM,
and 8:00PM with informal conversation in between on:

November 11, 1993
Dan D'Agostino, CEO

Dean Roumanis, Vice Pres. 'St Gen. Mgr.

Joe Sammut, Vice Pres. Oper.

Steve Portacarrero, Sales Mgr.

Space will be limited. RSVP to Carol or Alice at (212) 924-8600

SOUND by SINGER
Available in New York City at:

D

HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT

18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 •(212) 924-8600
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Listen and Learn.
Join us for the East Coast introduction of

The Apogee Studio Grand:
The "Studio Grand" incorporates many of
the features of the now famous "Grand" at
one sixth the cost, and offers the absolute
truth in music reproduction. This speaker
system surpasses even the Apogee Diva in
reproducing inner detail and sound stage,
adding the low-frequency power and force
that only dynamic drivers can afford.
Apogee's patented sine-wave ribbons are
used throughout the ribbon array and inteThe Apogee Studio Grand

grated with dedicated subwoofers that provide aseamless dynamic integration. The

"Studio Grand" also includes atwo-way active crossover (DAX)
between the subwoofers and the ribbon arrays. Set up is simple
because of the precision leveling pods that allow the system to
be conveniently leveled by the listener with the loudspeaker set
in its final position.

Come one, Come all.
Apogee Acoustics, Inc., presentations are scheduled for 5:00PM,
6:30PM, and 8:00PM with informal conversation in between on:

Thursday, December 2, 1993
Jason Bloom, President
'

(à
'ea

Space will be limited. RSVP to Carol or Alice at (212) 924-8600

SOUND by SINGER:e)
HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGH

r

18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 •(212) 924-8600
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Listen and Learn.

Join us and savor the ultimate audio and video experience digital offers during ...

Digital Days November 17,

18, 1993

Sound by Singer unveils the latest creations from the world's leading manufacturers of digital audio/video components. These high tech companies have taken
digital from it's primitive state (when the first CD player was introduced) to-stateof-the-art with CD players, transports and D/A converters that make the music
sound extraordinarally close to the real thing...good enough to make even the
most die-hard vinyl junkie give in.
KRELL DIGITAL

PIONEER ELITE

To be announced
DT-10 CD transport,' ST-1 CD transport*
CD Studio Integrated player*

R. Anthony Hartin, Zone Product Trainer
PD-S95 Reference CD transport, PD-65
CD player, PD-54 CD player, CLD-97
Combination laser discplayer

THETA DIGITAL
Neil Sinclair, President
Ed Deitemier, Sales & Marketing
DS Pro Prime IL* Time Base Link conditioner, single mode operation
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
Jim Yamaguchi, National Sales Mgr.
Sigma MK II converter, Alpha processor,
DX-1 CD player"
conrad-johnson

P.S. AUDIO
Randy Patton, President
Reference Link LS'
Lambda transport'
Ultra Link D/A
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN
Dr. John Hagelin, President
Alastair Roxburgh, Dir. of Mkt.
T-8000 Videophile transport,' CD-1000
CD player"

Tor Sivertsen, Marketing Director
D/A-1 Solid State digital to analog converter,' Premier 9vacuum tube converter

*US Introduction

Sound by Singer is thrilled to bring you these high end, high performance-driven companies
whose mission, like ours, is to provide the very best musical reproduction for discriminating
audiophiles. You can't see, hear or buy better digital anywhere. So, come one, come all.
Presentations are scheduled for 5:00 PM, 6:30PM,
and 8:00PM, with informal conversation in between.
Space is limited' RSVP Carol or Alice (212)924-8600
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Adcom, Alón, AMC, Apogee Grand Series, Aragon By
Mondial, AMX, ASC (Tubetrap), Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics,
Benz-Micro, B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio
Technology, Creek, Crestron, CWD, Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened Audio
Designs, Ensemble, Epos, Fosgate, Grado, Graham Tonearms, JBL Synthesis THX, Koetsu, Krell,
Krell Audio Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra Cartridges (Clavis), Martin-Logan, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers and Amps), NAD, NEAR, Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, API
Power Wedge, Proscan, Proton, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega, Rockport, Roksan, Rocksolid,
Rockustics, Runco IDTV, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance,
Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Stax, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta Digital, Totem, Transparent Audio
Cable, Valve Amplification (VAC), Van Den Hal Cartridges and Cables, Vandersteen, Velodyne,
Vidikron, Well-Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Toneamis, VPI, Wilson Audio, XL0.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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B UILDING

A

L IBRARY

PAUL L.ALTHOUSE

T

he B-minor Mass is the sole vocal
work from the series of anthologies
Bach compiled near the end of his
life. Unlike his Cantatas and Passions, the Bminor is not apractical work, being appropriate for neither the Roman Catholic nor the
Lutheran liturgy. Bach probably chose the
Mass text for its timeless tradition and
because of the long history of composers
who had set it. He borrowed heavily from
earlier works: the "Kyrie" and "Gloria" sections are from 1733, the "Crucifixus" comes
from Cantata 12 ("Weinen, klagen"), the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

"Gratias"/"Dona nobis" comes from Cantata
29 ("Wir danken dir"), and so forth.
This variety of sources led to acertain untidiness in performing forces. Usually the choral forces are in five parts (SSATB), but much
here is written in four parts, and some is in
six or eight. Only four soloists are required,
but Bach almost certainly intended five in the
1733 "Kyrie"/"Gloria." Besides, the parts do
not lie consistently: "Laudamus" is best with
amezzo, "Qui sedes" lies much lower; one
bass aria, "Quoniam," is for bass, while "Et
in spiritum" fits baritone better. As aresult,
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LIKE THE AMP I
TSELF,
THE REVIEWS ARE NOTHING
SHORT OFASTOUNDING.
"I'm trying to restrain my own enthusiasm for
the Crown—I don't want to be seen loosing my
marbles. But this is adamned good amp.
Sam Tellig —Siereophile. Vol.15 No.12, December 1992

"I give this amp amost enthusiastic thumbs up!
Imay just buy this honey."
Bascam H. King —Audio, June 1992

"The MR is indeed arare find. It combines sheer
power with anaturalness and delicacy that up to
this time has been unheard of..."
Bill Donally —New Jersey Audio Society

As you can see, the Macro Reference has made
apretty impressive impact on high-end audio
reviewers. And rightly so. Because this amp
combines massive power with incredible sensitivity
at aprice that will astound you. Audition the MR
in your system and hear the difference.

7b0 Watts uer
Channel Um.
8Ohm-.
Sis
No-! Ault
Um-ran.,
'

For afree information packet containing the
complete, unedited reviews from Audio®, New Jersey
Audio Society, Stereophile, The Absolute Sound'',
and acopy of the Macro Reference Owners Manual,
call us to-II-free: 1-800-535-6289
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Guaranteed Exeelleu, ,•
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recordings often use more than four soloists.
The orchestra is Bach's usual ceremonial
one: flutes, oboes, three trumpets and timpani, plus strings and continuo. As awhole
the Mass lacks the unity Bach might have
brought to it had he started from scratch, and,
as amatter of fact, the piece is hardly in Bminor (it opens in that key, but is more in Dmajor). It's not quite ahodgepodge, though;
the "Kyrie" and "Gloria" were composed
together, and the "Credo" has an obvious
arch shape. In the end, Bach's untidiness of
compilation does not present aserious drawback. What we should keep in mind is that
he created the biggest, most comprehensive
monument to choral techniques ever.
Recordings of the piece may be divided
into three types: those that place the Mass in
19th-century oratorio tradition, using large
orchestras and choruses; neo-baroque performances, beginning in the '50s, that use
modern instruments but in smaller numbers,
and recognize baroque style as something
distinct from later music; and those that continue the aims of the neo-baroque through
period instruments and aquest for "authenticity:' which presumably means doing the
piece as Bach might have heard it under ideal
conditions.
Ilistened through Rotel's RCD-955AX
CD player, connected by AudioQuest Quartz
to Rotel's RC-980BX preamp, then via
AudioQuest Ruby to aRotel RB-980BX
power amp, bi-wired with AudioQuest
Crystal to Mirage M-7sis.

ORATORIO PERFORMANCES
Few recordings of this type have survived in
the catalog, but most that do command
interest. The oldest (and the earliest complete
recording) was conducted by Albert Coates
in 1929. It is apretty uneven affair, particularly for the chorus, though the soloists are
interesting (particularly Elisabeth Schumann).
Although hardly achoice for today, Coates's
recording is avaluable document for hearing
how Bach was performed 65 years ago.
One older-style performance definitely
worth knowing is that of Hermann Scherchen, recorded in early stereo. Three of the
four soloists are acceptable: Soprano Pierrette Alarie is fine, as is alto Nan Merriman,
despite anervous vibrato; Leopold Simoneau
is beneath his best in avery slow "Benedictus," but still wonderful. But the fourth,
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

bass Gustav Neidlinger, sings with portamento you wouldn't believe, and is an awful
stylist to boot (good for parties!). The large
chorus is alittle rough around the edges, but
makes apositive impression. The main reason to own it this set is Scherchen, who is terrific, always keeping you on the edge. The
opening "Kyrie" is very slow, gentle, loving, and prayerful; "Et incarnatus" and
"Crudfixus" are deeply moving, and "Et
expecto" is beautifully gauged, though the
fast section is too fast and slows down. Less
satisfying are the exuberant pieces ("Glorie
"Et resurrexit"), which sound abit slow (and
the trumpets only peck at the high notes). As
you might guess, Scherchen takes the "Dona
nobis" much slower than the "Gratias." Even
after becoming hardened to this piece by
round-the-clock listening, my eyes were
moistened by the beauty of Scherchen's conception and his sense of conviction. String
sound is harsh, and soloists seem behind the
orchestra. Not great sound, but listenable.
Similar in outline to Scherchen but more
up to date is Otto IClemperer's stern version,
with solid contributions from both singers
and orchestra. The same big conception is
there, but without Scherchen's Romanticism.
Muchas! applaud Klemperer's sober, unsentimental reading, though, it often becomes
foursquare and plain vanilla. Completely
apart from the slow tempos, it needs more
sense of forward momentum.
Karajan's heavy-hitting lineup of soloists
and instrumentalists has alot to offer for
those who like the B-minor in the manner
of 19th-century oratorio. For me, though,
Karajan's smooth style, with recessed brass,
aprominent organ continuo, and deliberate
tempos, casts an excessively devotional tone
over the whole; acertain vitality is missing.
The oratorio style is seldom heard these
days, but it does survive, though rather
unhappily, in Solti's recording with the
Chicago Symphony and Chorus. The biggest liability is the chorus, which sings with
too-wide vibrato and articulates runs by
singing staccato.

NEO-BAROQUE PERFORMANCES

The period around the bicentennial observance of Bach's death (1950) saw agradual
movement away from large-scale performances of Bach. Choruses and orchestras
shrank, tempos quickened, articulation grew
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crisper, and interpretations were "de-Romanticized:' This movement was aGerman one,
beginning with performances conducted by
Günther Rarnin and Kurt Thomas (both out
of print). Far better than those was the 1961
version of Karl Richter (also deleted), which
brought deep commitment and athletic vigor
to Bach; this important recording belongs

Conductor/
Orchestra, Chorus

Soloists

back in the catalog.
Richter's influence was widely felt in the
next generation, both in the period- and
modern-instrument camps. Even "symphony" conductors like Solti would no longer be caught "doing aKlemperer" in this
music.
Perhaps the most obvious successor to
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and No.
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Time

Recording
Date

SPARS
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Philips 426 238

14428

1989

ODD

1929

MD

Brüggen/Orch of the
18th Cen., Netherlands
Chamber Choir

Smith, Chance (ctr), van der Meel,
van der Kamp

Coates/London SO,
Royal Choral Society

Schumann, Balfour, Widdop,
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Pearl 9900
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Instrumental Ensemble
of Lausanne
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(ms), Perret (a), Dufour,
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1972
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Gardiner/English Baroque
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1985
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Argenta, Denley, Tucker Varcoe
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148:08
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Karajan/Berlin PO,
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(bar), Ridderbusch (bs)

DG 415 623

2:06:07

1973-74
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Klemperer/New
Philharmonia, BBC Ch.

Giebel, Baker, Gedda, Prey (bar),
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2:15:40
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Leonhardt/La Petite
Bande, Netherlands Bach
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2:09:46

1977
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Orch., Vienna Acad. Ch.

'Marie, Merriman, Simoneau,
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2:14:42

1959

MD

Schreier/Staatskapelle
Dresden, Leipzig Radio
Choir
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Schreier, Scharinger

Philips 432 972

1:45:49
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8Chamber Chorus
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DDD
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Chorus
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Thomas/American Bach
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DDD

Modem or
Period
Instruments

'I was unable to get the CDs from Pearl, but managed to pick up most of the 78s several years back. I
don't have aTT, but know it is basically
slow. Also, the ritards at the ends of pieces make alot more sense when you're synching 78s!—PA
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Richter's style is Helmuth Riling, who has
recorded the piece twice (second one presently deleted). His first reading is less gutsy
and more devotional than Richter's, such that
the exciting spots, like "Cum sancto," are a
bit bland, and the whole reading is too consistently legato. The biggest liability, though,
is Odyssey's thin, wiry sound: everyone is
close and unblended.
One of the most attractive B-minors is a
1972 version conducted by Michel Corb6z
(who rerecorded the piece ca 1980; now
deleted). None of his musicians—soloists,
chorus, or orchestra—has any real celebrity,
but Corbaz is wonderfully musical and conveys to singers and players agenuine love for
the music. Whether the moment be meditative ("Qui tous") or celebratory ("Gloria"),
you sense that the chorus knows what the
piece is about and believes it. Sound may not
be demonstration level, but everything is
there in good balance.
Much in the same mold is Neville Marriner's 1977 version. One is immediately
struck by the clarity of both orchestral and
choral performance, which is so much more
precise than in typical oratorio versions. Marrifler offers lots of interpretive detail (articulations, dynamics, etc.), but does not force
the issue—except perhaps in some quicker
choruses, where you find yourself muttering "Whew!" at the virtuosity and exuberance. Soloists are well above average, with
aradiant Margaret Marshall' standing out;
Samuel Ramey does about as well as asingle bass can do for his two arias, though
Robert Tear brings an unwelcome sense of
effort to the "Benedictus." Sonics are very
studio-like in that detail and diction are finely
resolved.
Robert Shaw, the dean of American choral
conductors, has recorded the B-minor three
times: the first on 78s in 1947, long unavailable; the second in 1960 for RCA, also
deleted; and a1990 version with Atlanta
forces for Telarc. (This last version could
rightly be included with the oratorio types.)
In the second version (and continued in the
third) Shaw introduced the notion of doing
certain choral parts in concertino movements
("Gloria," "Et resurrexit") with soloists, thus
1lwas lucky enough to be able to attend one of the St. John's,
Smith Square, London sessions for the Marriner recording.
Margaret Marshall was indeed absolutely stunning, particularly in the live interplay between her voice and the deeper
tones of Dame Janet Baker in the Christe Eleison.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

extending the concerto principle of soloist(s)/orchestra to the choral parts. Whatever
the musicological merit, Ihave never felt the
music was improved by Shaw's decision.
Opening an exuberant movement like "Cum
sancto" with soloists just seems to miss the
point.
Apart from the concertino issue, Shaw's
recording is beautifully sung and thoughtfully shaped. But it lacks vitality in the energetic choruses, and often the refined singing
and reticent trumpet playing simply sound
uncommitted (eg, in "Et resurrexit"). Telarc's
sound is very hall-like—no sense of studio
here—though detail often becomes hazy.
Peter Schreier's 1991 performance (he did
another in 1985) is quick by the clock, with
exaggerated differences between slurred and
separate notes. The choral singing is often
prissy and precious, with too little feel for the
meaning of the piece.

PERIOD-INSTRUMENT
PERFORMANCES

On the surface, these performances differ
from the neo-Baroque only in the instruments used, but in fact the practical differences run much deeper. The period people
use Bach's pitch, which is usually about a
halftone lower than the modern A =440. It
may seem trivial, but all singers have an easier
time in aslightly lower key, so they inevitably
sing at lower voltage. By using gut strings
and period winds, which project less than
modern counterparts, inner parts are more
easily heard without multi-mike tweaking,
and tempos can be quicker without losing
coherence. What the period/modern issue
leaves unresolved are questions such as: How
fast is too fast? How articulate should the
playing (and singing!) be? How much emotion and expression are appropriate? In the
end, the choice of instruments says little
about how much Itend to enjoy the performance. Ifind excitement (and boredom) both
ways.
The period-instrument revolution hit the
B-minor in 1967 with Nikolaus Harnoncourt and the Concentus Musicus Wien.
That recording, as well as Harnoncourt's later
digital one on Teldec, is deleted; it deserves
restoration to the catalog as an important
historical document.
The oldest period-instrument version now
available is also the most controversial. In
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1982 Nonesuch issued Joshua Rifkin's performance, which was based on the conductor's own edition and theories. The most
startling aspect of Riflcin's theory was his
assertion that, in 18th-century Leipzig, Bach
had only one singer per part in his choir! This
is not the place to recount Riflcin's persuasive argument—or the equally persuasive
rebuttals. Suffice it to say, most of the scholarly community has rejected his claim, and
no later recording has tried one to apart
(though some have come close!).
In its way, Riflcin's performance is very
fine—not quirky or willful, but quick, light,
musical, and, by virtue of the pleasure it
brings, self-validating. No small part of his
success comes from rejecting the common
disease of over-articulation (see Schreier,
above) on the grounds that Bach frequently
notated the same music very inconsistently
and differently among the parts. So everything has aflowing, singerly style. Whether
you'll like Rifkin depends on your ability to
remove monumentality and grandeur from
your expectations. The effect is very intimate:
just four to eight singers, depending on the
chorus, and nowhere do they sing out, as an
operatic ensemble might. What's there is
done so well that everyone should hear it,
even if you ultimately prefer the piece with
more beef. Sonics are clear, with small-hall
intimacy.
Close on the heels of Rifkin is Andrew
Parrott's performance, which uses either one
or two singers per part in choral sections.
Parrott's orchestra is more assured than Rifkin's, and indeed there is alevel of clarity and
perfection here that eludes every large-scale
production. Whether or not you want the Bminor to be apolished jewel of elegant counterpoint, though, is another issue; the gains
in intimacy and perfection come at the
expense of monumentality. With Parrott
we do not sense that ordinary humans are
singing and playing their hearts out for the
glory of God. The sound is clear and very
"periody": clean, astringent, and nonvibrato.
Certainly not to my taste is Gustav Leonhardt's version with La Petite Bande. It lacks
Parrott's musical shaping, sounds like areadthrough, and shows no sense of commitment
from the performers.
One of the finest B-minors is conducted
by John Eliot Gardiner. He does use soloists
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

on choral parts in afew spots, but, all in all,
Gardiner maintains much of the vigor and
"bigness" that so many period versions sacrifice. Gardiner's special gift is an ability to
articulate Baroque music cleanly without losing asense of cantilena, or "line." Consequently, his interpretive ideas do not sound
"applied," but spring from the music, and his
tempos, even when much faster than common, sound right. The "Et incarnatus" is
moving and lovely, the "Crucifixus"/"Et
resurrexit" connection is terrific, and the "et
expecto resurrectionem" section is equally
effective. This is aperiod performance that
does not lose the emotion we have traditionally associated with the piece. Sonics are clear,
with the chorus farther in front than it would
be in aconcert setting.
The special glory ofJiirg Straube's recording is the elegant singing of the North
German Figural Choir. Nothing is barked,
shouted, punched, or over-articulated. Rather,
the choral sections are lovingly shaped and
inflected in awonderfully musical manner.
A good choice for a"singerly" version.
Frans Brüggen's version is taken from concert and suffers from poor balance, the
orchestra being consistently too loud. What
with none-too-special soloists, this can be
bypassed.
It was apleasure to return to Hickox's version with Collegium 90, reviewed at length
in Vol.16 No.6. It stands up well, even when
you're listening to two B-minors aday. What
Inoticed, even more than before, is Hickox's
willingness to dig in and make the music
strong. It is never wimpy or prissy like so
many period versions, and you get asense the
music means something. Hickox may not be
as detailed or as elegant as some rivals, but
he has better than average soloists, and an
excellent chorus and orchestra; best of all, his
conducting is always interesting and involving. The sound, up-close and occasionally
aggressive, becomes congested in loud spots,
but this is partly due to Hickox's whipping
up the troops. (A good example is "Cum
sancto," which is hardly clean and sterile, but
sends chills up the spine; every time Ihear
it Isneak over and goose up the volume!)
Jeffrey Thomas's version with the American Bach Soloists starts out unpromisingly—
a"Kyrie" squeezed out of atube and continuing in such a"shaped" manner that it
sounds spineless, almost unctuous. It does
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improve enough to become avery interesting
performance, if somewhat over-interpreted.
Hermann Max's recent recording is a
workmanlike period version that has little
wrong with it other than ashortage of interesting ideas and awearying sense of routine.
A performance like this presents aconstant
temptation to press the "Next Track" button on the remote.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It might seem that one's feelings about older
oratorio performances or period instruments
would dictate preference in arecording, but
Ifind Ilike (and dislike) performances in each
category. Most of the oratorio versions are
out of print, so we have slim pickings. The
clear winner, though, is Scherchen, who
penetrates the spiritual side of Bach with
nobility and poignancy, despite his joke bass.
Karajan, better than you might expect, is a
reasonable second choice. Klemperer is so
stern and stoic that the music doesn't flow.
After Solti's fine Messiah, Iwould have
expected abetter B-minor; skip this one.
Coates, though, should always be in the catalog, even if his B-minor is no more than a
curiosity.

Among neo-Baroque versions (also well
thinned by deletions), Marriner and Corbóz
would be my choices: Corbóz if you want
aloving, singerly approach, Marriner if you
prefer élan and virtuosity. Either would be
better than Billing, Schreier, or Shaw. (If you
forget the concertino business and think of
Shaw as an oratorio type, he could be placed
right under Scherchen in the previous
paragraph.)
The period-instrument versions show lots
of variety among themselves. Both of the
minimalist versions (Rifkin and Parrott) go
well beyond musicological exercise and are
worth hearing. The problem is, Idon't care
for the piece their way. Ineed asense that the
music is really important—the old monumentality thing. So among the remainder, my
first choice is Hickox—or, if you like countertenors, Gardiner; both bring great energy
and drama to the piece. Straube, Thomas, and
Brüggen all have interesting versions, though
of the three, Thomas is the most striking.
Leonhardt and Max can be safely donated to
charity.
And if you wanted the choice narrowed
even further, I'd settle for Marriner (modern instruments) or Hickox (period). S
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soh rover, 412 pp .............2995
lice Master Handbook fAcoustics,
2nd Ed, soft sorer, 36pp.....1995
Handbook for Sound Engineers, herd
covet ensyslopedia, 1, 06 pp. 99 95
Eledrostatir loudspeak rDesign
poper bort, 244 pp .1995
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AUDIO
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Druover the optimum ipeoker
ploiement for your listening room
The Listening Room
Computer Software Progrom,
Version 4.0.
Lets you °noire your room
moves &reveals the optimum
speaker plocement
IBM version 45 50

AudioPrism CD Stoplight green paint pontoon
emy.la me, cost effiative woy ro improve
CD sound by reducing loser light
leakog. Simply apply
Stoplight to de edge of
all your (Ds
Highly recommended
by leading audiophile
magazines. It really works!
AP Stoplight now 512.95 eexh

Many Items Can Be Delivered In 3Days.
Ca11:1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
WorldRadioHistory
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DIGITAL COMPONENTS NOW ON SALE!
New Alchemy DIM. D/A Processor.
New unproved semen of rho legendary
'Digital Engine" from Audio Alchemy
Improved power supply ond output stoge.
Audio Alchemy ODE. only 5299 91 - odd.
FREE CS-I 15791 digital ruble.

A

Upgrade Your Audio Alchemy DTI Howl

Audio Akhemy DD511 CD Transport.

Ness high current power supply far the DTI
digital filler. Thirty limes the current, plus
I.er noise A. hewer power filtering.
PS/DTI introductory price only S69 95

Save 5200 on !tuck Alchemy's advanced
front load (D impart. Features extenuve
programming, remote control and optimized
drool output Ent 5699, now only 5499.95!

Save 5200 On PSAucho Ultralink DIA..
PS Uhrohnk nthe top rated D/A processor in
its price dos Now when you order Uhrolink,
get the AT&T optical col• input. o5200
option, FREE Sole ends 12/31/93.

Uparode Your Audio Alchemy DDEr1.0.

Audio Alchemy 005110 transport 5499 95'

PS Audio Ultrabnk D/A w/FREE AT&T 51995'

High Outrent power supply for the legendary
'kind Engine processor. Increases
dynamics ond improves trey.
Power Station 2lid 560 now only 54995

..

z.

1.11.11

AUDIO COMPONENT DEALS &STEALS
Improved Meks SHA -1 Line/Headphone Amp

PS Audio 6.1 Line Stage Preomp Bonus Deal

Metes SHA- I.vorldeloss headphone amp &line stage with
three line-level inputs A. roo headphone rocks Only premium
parts used ihroughor. Irsr price 51195, nun klW Pri(e: 1095.
Malos S11.1.1 line/headphone omp SI095.00'

PS Audio's 6Iis one of the top rated preomps under 51,000.
While supplies last, gel o1.061 pair DIEM lobs Quantum IS
interconnect, °SUS noise, FREE with your 61 line stoge..
PS Audio 6.1 preomp w/FREF TARA 01V inierconned 5695 00

Superphon's SA-120 stereo power amp is the worlds best low
prim amp. Futures open, transparent sound and superb build
quality. Power. 60w/rh/8 ohms, 100w/rh/4 ohm, TOO, 05%
Superphon SA 120 stereo amp, list 5400, now S349 91'

Best Value Power Amp, Now Only $349.95
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SAVE ON RECORD CLEANING MACHINES AND SOLUTIONS
Record Cleaning Accessories & Solutions
VPI RI 6.5, HIV 17 pickup tubes
_19.95

Last Chance To Save On DPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine
For otreed time save on the world'moss popular Wooer
vocuurn powered record si nosing machine. Critics proise its
rugged build and superb cleaning ability-dens like odream!
The SPI KW 16.5 list for S450. 'El December 31, 1993, get Me
IA5 for only 5399.91, plus well oho include one gallon of SPI
RUA rend deofung fluid, o825 value, FREE-you save S75 1

Hilly Griny Cleaning Machine Accessories
NA brush
1195 EXI rover for 1.0 SIS. 17.95
NG (tenon kit.. _1195 NA Sus meep strip kit.......11.95
Record Cleaning Solutions

VP1111916 5w/I gallon PI cleaning fluid-only 5399 95f
...ell
Fully Automatic Witty Gritty Machine Now On Sale!
Niny Griny's I
.5Fi nthe weld's lowest price vacuum powered
'nod cleaning machine with both autohotaion 8curio fluid
applicatioe. lust push the buttons- 1.5Fi deans 1Ps In setonds!
Now 'til 12/31/93, gel the Hilly Gravy 15Fi- romplee with
16 or of cleonrng fluid and opplimior brush -at 569 off the
fewer, prise The I5Fi has never been priced lower!

1!
"S I!

Niny Graty 15Fi machine, complme willild, S399.95'

CABLE &CONTACT ENHANCERS

Nay Gritty Purifier .2 record deoner
16oz...14.95
Igal.....59.95
Wry Gritty Ter extra strength darner
6or.....14.95
16or......24.95
SuperGeoner II every day record cleaner
16or...12 95
32m.....16.95
ga1.49.95
Emmet gentle every dans erord dewier
16or...14 95
1gal. 6995

HAPPY HOLIDAY HEADPHONES

lill
Electronic Contact Enhancers
These special Formulas improve sound by enhancing
metal-to-metal conductivity.
Kontok cleaner 8enhonter kit
4995
conditioner
14 95
Surnika !week contort
14 95
Tonnes TO-2 sentad iconditioner
19 95
SuperContart contort enhancer 12 or)
14 95
Signet RCA leaning tooksel of 6tools w/fluid
Neale, Cable X-Terminater

îli

World's Finest Headphones, By Joe Grade.
Grano Headphones ore receiving rind «dram for
=rung sonic chanty as aremarkably low price
Grado Signature Prof coscona! Headphones
Model
Model
Model
Grade

This expandingAocking banana makes speaker cable
connections serum and reduces corrosion. his
standard spade connertors. Gold pkrted.
Monster Xcerminotors 29.95/pr, 2prs: 50. 00

HP 1with independent polarity wadies 595.00
HP 2bko HP-I, w/o polarity switches.... 495.00
HPA-I matching heodphone omp
79500
Prestige Series Headphones

Vfith simdca driver terhnology, but less exotic housing.
New SR-80 .. 95 00 S8100 Signature drivers 14995
IN 200 ....... 199 95 New SR-325 Model
29500

FREE T-SHIRT WITH CABLE PURCHASE
Free 1-Shin With Cardas Cable Order!
'fil Derember 31, 1993, when you order any Cardas Cableretail value over 5100-you'll recerve obeautiful full rolor
Cordes Audio 'Croklen Section Stranding' 0-Shirt, aSI!
value-FREE ads your des
Eardas High Speed Video (able 1.0M 1800
Cordes High Speed Dig toi Cable I0M 7800
Tordos 3000 Mirrobvi Audio Interronnect
.5M 85.00 IOM 115 00 13M 145.00
Cordes Ouallink 5Audo Interconnect
C S .5M 15995 1OM 20995 1.5M 259.95
oron Halink 5C Aud oInterconnect
.9147300 1.0M 559 95 1
.5M 643.95

15M 9800
151.1 9800
2.0M 175.00
2.0M 309.95
2.0M 811.95

Cordes Flex SC 12M twarm milt Featuring flexible Cordes
4x33 conductor and Cordes RCAs 8. DIN 5149.95

P
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Advanced New TARA Labs Prism Cables Now On Sale

FREE T-Shirt With Monster FA Series CaMes Perdiase

Exciting new TARA Prism cables combine solid tore technology
with superior insulaiors &shielding in anew Devible des/on
Prism 22 has asingle said tore center conductor ivith o
braided wpm, shield 1112/31/93, Save 55 per sable
6M 29.95 10M 3495 I.5M 39 50 2.0M 44 00
2SM 48.50 3.01A 5100 19A 57 50 4OM 62.00
PriIlIl 33 has seven seder We Some Afilile WWI IDIldlea0f$
Ijiter bandwidth. 1112/31/93, Save SIO per cable.
6M 52.00 1.0M 34.95 1.91 39.50 2.0M 4100
2.5M 48.50 3.0M 53.00 3.5M 57.50 4.06162.00
Prism 55 has hvo solid tore Spate &Time copper tonduclors
ii7rFsiield lar superior bornons halasse 8. dimenhonoliry
AM 88.00 1.061 98.00 151A 115.00 20M 131 67
2.5M 148.00 3.01.1 165.00 3.91 181.00 41IM 198.00
Now nil 12/31/91, take SIT off any Prism 55 cable order

While supply ol 50 loss-gel oMonster Cable MSeries T-Shirt
FREE with any Monster Cable M-Series order over S100.
M-1000 MKII new update of aclassic high end audio
Interconneff .5M 14995, 10M 199.95, 1.561 249 95
New M-Series Silver Dioitol uxorial cable, impedonce matched
for digital 3M 49.95, 1.0M 69 95, 2.0M 99 95
M.S,,j,,, uoyspyydAT&T spy, law -loon, onyoryy glosa
ark cable .SM 99.95, TOM 14991 2.0019995
M-Series M10009 Silver Video (able 1M 3995, 1.5M 49.91
M-Series M1000SV Silver S-Video Coble 161 54 95, 2M 84 95
635ilver Audio/Video Connection Kit-the ultimore connedron
for home themer, laser Disc player and video gear-includes
10M MI000 MKII audio interconnect, 10M MC Silver Video
toile, plus hondsome tarrying cow, only 5229.95

To Order-In US Or Canada-Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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TARGET RACKS NOW AS LOW AS $99.95!
Save Cht Target Redo Due To
lower Currency Exchange Hates.
Hurry, we don't know how long
these prices will last!
larget 'SA' series rooks feature a
strong welded steel frame with I
8 by
14 -shelves. lbeit open design ollovn
maximum ventilation -so your gem
won'r cook lop shelf and bottom feet
ore spiked. 'SA' rocks require some
ossembly-all tools are provided.

.
4s00
\

Save 550475 On SA Racks(

BESO

i

BB75

II

Target Amp Floor Stand Sole
TIFS 4" toll urnp 11001 siond features o18 -by 14' shelf end
spiked feet
list 585, now
69.95"

ItaL,±115Sk Free shelves, 39' tall
with flr between shelves, on
5275, now 5199.950

TTF.I Amp Floor Stand

Standogn rocks leoture ultra
modern 34' tall ene-preso welded
steel home anth lo wide by 14"
deep shelves. Top shelf and
ballot leer ore spiked.

Stands Low As $49.95!

0

Also On Sale:
11 51.
shelves, 39' loll ultra he
one.plece welded steel frame for superior component diction;
8.1" useable distonre between shelves. Comes fully assembled.
List $325, now 269.951

Tárvt_TLLSA: Two shelves, 20' toll
with IS' neon shelves, was
S150, now 599.95'
p_T131A_: Hue shelves, 37
talk,* 12.B" between shelves,
wen 5190, nor 5149.955

Due to lower currency exchonge rotes,
these British-mode Siondesign speaker
stands are now ultra-low anted ,
Stondesion 8850 oil steel stand, base is r
wide by II
-deep, top plate h6.5 -by
6.5 - Spike feel included. Choose 12,

Siondesion Outstwe 4shelves, 34
toll with 925" between shelves
Reg 5299, now $269.955

16 -,
or 20' heights 549.95/11,"
Slandesign 8875 all steel stand, base is
11 Wby 10 D, Opts 7.5 bols,
Cone/spikes included. Choose I
r, le,
20, or 24' heighn 5
69 .
95 /
1
11.

Standesign Poo 5shelves, 34'
loll with 6.75' between shelves.
Reg S350, now 299.951

I

Slondesign
04 bask
805 look.
hove Shelves
a
, modern,
Sited
by
seem
ostrong
to supported
loot,rear
yetsupport
ore
4om.

Stondesion 34: Four shelves, 39"
tall with 9.5 -between shelves.
List. $339, now 299 955

Standomn 08 Five shelves, 39toll steith 65 -between dehres.
list $399, now 349.955

Base IAmp Hone Matching low
level arms floor stool by

El Standesign, now 569.95

-

TRADE-IN SALE ON MONSTER CABLE &SUMIKO PHONO CARTRIDGES
Monster Cable Moving
Cole (.3mv) («fridges.

Suersiko Blue Point HighOutput 12.0mv) MCs.

Idpha Genesis 1000.11
Was G800 ....new 399.95
With bode in now 349 95

Blue Point NC
list S150 ........now 119.95
With trade-in. ten 99.95
Blue Point Special MC
list 5295
now 259.95
Wtth traded...00W 235.00

Genesis 2000
Wes 81200 .....now 599.95
With trodern....nor 499.95

Sigma

Geoda Phone Cartridges
Now As Holiday Sale Prices!
111.1 ........... only 21.95
ME. lot 569 now 29.95
PIF3E+ Peount.....34.95
Signoture1R ....only 95.00
Swaim BMZonly 169.95
Signature MCZonly 215.00

SAVE THE TUBES!
Golden Dragon Preamp Tubes-Now Mailable With
Gold Pins For Superior Conductivity 8. Anti.Corrosion.

RUSSIANS INVADE US!

Increase Tube Life!

Preamp Tube Coolers

No, not Russian storm-troopers.
New Sonek Russian military grade
model 6550W tubes hove totaled in
rho US end invaded the US-mode Cl
65503's home turf. Reportedly mote
durable thon the highly rated GE
65000, Saviek 6550W soles hove
taken all like aSoviet ICBM. Tubes are
%limn Grade only, and preciwontested end mulched in the US.

Fits 6318. 12007. I
2AT7, 6107, etc
IF 55 SO each, 10+ 4.99 each

Sortek 6550W. each: 29.95; matched
pain. 59.90, matched quads: 119.85.

Golden Dragon rubes were developed by Brdish oudiophles
and engineers formerly w/tube greats M-0 Valve, Mallard, etc.
All models hare special features to make them sound great

Pearl Tube Toalers spottily treated
copper fins remove exress heal, or
lesos double as triple tube life!
Improves tube sond. too.

lude

Fits EL-34, 6550, 8417, 81.90,

Stondord Vs
1-5 Pm, Arce

128076
12A1.176
111176
6018

1400
14.00
1300
2200

11.95
11.95
11.95
1835

Power Amp Tube Coolers

low Nase Vs low None 6.
1-5Pwe Pose w/Goldlins Irme
24.00
24.00
24.00
32.00

1915
19.95
1395
26 95

3200
32.00
3200
3900

1-9 S11.25 each. 10+ 9.95 end,

26.95
26.95
2615
34.95

VIBRATION &ISOLATION ACCESSORIES
Sims Norm, Isolation Feet
Fetoring parented bottom
vibration contellng rooted'
Room Venters 141 59 95
Mop Nmorn CD toga} 29 95
Monster Cable Footers
IsoTer damping material
Row Footer
14/ 29 95
All Purpose Foam, 141 49.95
Heavy Duty Foote, 141 99 95

Audio Selectioo German
Acoustics' Canes &Discs
-Choose block or brass finish.
New small (I canes _161 4935
Reg loloon senos .141 49.95
Support drsks.............F6119 95
Combination sets 14+41
Cones rSupport drws ......59 95

AudioPrism IsoBearings
3layer damping 8isolating
Standard size
13149 00
New large size
(31 69 95

support
dnt

The Ultimate' Isolation System By Bright Slur Audio
Little Rock damps viltronons in the rhows ond shields arms
fron7trsorne RF interference. Size: 14 xIOe 3.25 and
weighs 28 lbs. Little Rook in dark granite finish 99.00'
Iltg_Rckise1alion boo uses sand, to remove harmful
vibrations from gear. Size: 21" x19.5" a4". Big Rock Mdark
granite fund 149.00'

Mod Squad Tiptoes
Ihe onmnol one point 'sold!,
Short (0 51 .....650
foll 11 S1Non throded .1150
W/wood screw
16 50
Owen threaded .1650

"NOT ASTORE...MORE"
CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER:

1-800-942-0220

CHARGE CARDS ACCEPTED-HO EXTRA CHARGES
=:ICAN
i
Ar
.
BCPRESS
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Vane

AA
AUDIO
ADVISOR
WorldRadioHistory

T*SHIPPING CHARGES
Shipping Charges (UPS Ground, Insured, 48 Sautes)
Accessories: 1st dem
4.95 Extra lremit
I.50 each
'Turntables/Stands
12.95
Inds/Large stands/Turntable Packages..........16.95.29.95
'llectraniovomp rocks, etc
8.95
©1993 Audio Advisor, les, Prices ore subled to change
Business Hour, Mon-Fri 300430 1ST, Sot 1000-3:00
Address: 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX 616.4510709 •Phone 616.451.3868
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EVERYWHERE
STEPHEN FRANCIS VASTA
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M

ahler, Mahler, everywhere—or so it
seems nowadays. The major record
labels continue to pour out new
recordings of this emotionally powerful music
almost casually, at market-defying rates. Well,
with its wide ranges of dynamics and orchestral
color, Mahler's music is awonderful showcase
of recording technology; and if repeated exposure via recordings helps bring anew audience
to appreciate this music, then more power to
the record companies.
But in amarket saturated with competing
versions of this music, there is no excuse for letting major mistakes onto the finished recording.
A clarinet lick is missing fromprvi's recording
of Symphony 3(one measure after 5in the third
movement). And in the Sinopoli Fourth, in the
measures before 8in the first movement, the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

R MAHLER

I

AHLER MAHLER MA
MAHLER MAHLER MA

third bassoon resolves from D to G ameasure
too soon, creating an un-Mahlerian dissonance
in what should be areposeful passage. I
realize
that recording has become expensive, but can
we at least get the notes right?
SYMPHONY I
The Teldec recording is awinner. Kurt Masur's
interpretation is solidly traditional, with consistently reasonable tempi and just balances.
He treats the passages marked Wild in the
Scherzo conservatively, avoiding ascramble,
and phrases the Trio without exaggeration.
Conversely, in the outer movements, the
reminiscences of themes, which can drag, are
flowing and purposeful. The Finale is exceptionally well organized, registering lots of
detail; Idon't like the unmarked ritard at num-
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ARONOV AUDIO
NOW AVAILABLE PURE TUBE THE ARONOV INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER IC-70
FROM

Aronov's integrated 60 watts per channel amplifier is unique in performance and design.
The ultra linear output stage is powered by the 6550's beam pentods. The output stage along with the phase
inverter and the predriver amplifier has as little feedback as possible, which gives fast response to any music
attacks.
The dual mono preamplifier with its very light feedback network makes the IC-70 sound very soft.
Listening to the IC-70 is any connoisseur's pleasant surprise; any composition sounds smooth and warm.
The IC-70 has been designed for multi-voltage operation all around the globe. It has four source inputs:
Tuner/CD/Aux and Tape Monitor.
MADE IN U.S A

FOR MORE INFORMATION or NEAREST DEALER PLEASE CALL or WRITE

—

A

0

Yakov

Aronov

N

Audio

OV

Laboratory

Inc.

LOS ANGELES ,CALIFORNIA /TEL:(213) 653-3045 / FAX :(213) 937-6905

"THE ALMIGHTY SURE KNOWS HIS CABLES...
.
.. These cables have wonderful lucidity. finds RD., and a
top-to-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly."

—Robert Deutsch. Stereophile's "Recommended Componente
October 1992 (Vol. 15. No. 10)

"A new standard has been set. The performance of both
RSC Speaker Cable and RSC Master Interconnect is just
simply superb ... they give 'LIVE' to the music."
Space & Time Audio ProduL

—Lincoln Cheng. Auchorechnique Magazine. Hong Kong

"The already great-sounding bass got better. the midrange became the aural equivalent of chocolate truffles,
and the treble sparkled even more brightly than before.
I
was elated. for I
felt I'd found the 'just right' cable for
my needs."
—Guy Lemcoe. Stereophile. November 1992 (Vol. 15. Na 11)
Rectangular Solid Core by Tara Labs. For the name of
your nearest RSC dealer and acopy of Tara Labs' "white
paper" on speaker cables. call 503 488 6465 or write
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland. Oregon 97520.
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bers 25 and 26, but this is "traditional" in this
piece. (Only Horenstein and Palta play this passage as written, to its benefit.)
The New York Philharmonic plays with special distinction, the strings in particular displaying avibrant warmth not always heard
from them. The brass playing is at once springy
and full-toned, while the reeds have character
and point; in the slow movement, their klezmer playing is brilliant and full. The engineers
have caught all this in a lovely, glowing
ambience, with both warmth and transparency—no mean feat in concert performances
from Avery Fisher Hall!
Simon Rattle's performance is not in this
class, although it's agood, solid reading. This
youthful, reasonably uncomplicated music
doesn't tempt him into reaching for "significance," as the "Resurrection" apparently
did (EMI CDCB 47962). Everything is pretty
straightforwardly shaped and projected, except
for the occasional jarring distention for effect:
an unintegrated pullback before 31 in the opening; some Punch-and-Judy rubato in the
Scherzo. Rattle phrases with aheavier tread than
Masur, and generally prefers soft-grained
attacks. The orchestra plays well—this is also
drawn from concerts—although the first oboe's
high A is painfully sharp whenever it occurs
in the opening movement. The climaxes ring
out impressively, however, with rich brasses.
The engineers have caught this in deep, wellbalanced sound; the unusually dark ensemble
sonority reflects the sound of this orchestra in
the concert hall.

SYMPHONY 3

Zubin Mehta's remake is a considerable
improvement over his earlier Los Angeles version (London CSA-2249, LP, nia), which
suffered from amildly thick sonority and some
seemingly random tempi. Mehta has more
carefully planned the sprawling first movement
in particular; the recurring trombone soli are
less ponderous, and the whole movement
coheres better. The Andante is measured, with
asensitive oboe solo, silken string and wind
runs in the middle section, and an easy expansiveness in the recapitulation. Nice touches in
the Scherzo include the dramatic trumpet fanfare before 17; the springy, thrusting rhythms
after 21; and the sense of nature running amok
at 30. The Nietzsche song appears to rise from
unknown depths, returning to them at the
close; Florence Quivar's large, bright mezzo
is unusual casting, but she colors the text effectively. The Finale is songful, with the second
theme expressively phrased.
Unfortunately, Mehta has retained two disfiguring interpretive touches from his earlier
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

recording. In the opening movement, the
unnecessary rhetorical ritard going into 73 just
kills the momentum. And he speeds up for the
final statement of the Finale's main theme at 29
(the marking is only Nicht schleppen), dissipating
its power. The playing is mostly solid, though
the low strings are occasionally unfocused. The

RECENT M AHLER
RECORDINGS
All recordings are CD-only,
DDD unless otherwise noted.
Symphony I, Lieder einesfahrenden Gesellen
Kurt Masur, New York PO; Hakan Hagegard,
baritone (Lieder)
Teldec 9031-74868-2. Eberhard Sengpiel, eng.;
Martin Fouqué, prod. TT: 69:46
Symphony 1, "Blumine"
Simon Rattle, City of Birmingham SO
EMI CDC 754647 2. Mike Clements, eng.;
David R. Murray, prod. TE 64:48
Symphony 3, Kindertotenlieder
Neemeprvi, Royal Scottish Orchestra 8c Chorus; Linda Finnie, mezzo
Chandos CHAN 9117/18 (2 CDs). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. TE 2:03:37
Symphony 3; Symphony 10, Adagio
Zubin Mehta, Israel PO; Florence Quivar, mezzo;
Kibbutz Chorus, National Chorus "Rinat,"
"Ankor" Children's Choir
Sony S2K 52579 (2 CDs). Uli Schneider, eng.;
Andreas Neubronner, prod. rr: 118:42
Symphony 4
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Los Angeles PO; Barbara
Hendricks, soprano
Sony SK 48380. Bud Graham, eng.; David Mottley, prod. TM 58:10
Symphony 4
Giuseppe Sinopoli, Philharmonia Orchestra;
Edita Gruberova, soprano
DG 437 527-2. Klaus Hiemann, eng.; Wolfgang
Stengel, prod. rn 58:03
Symphony 5
Tadaaki Otaka, BBC Welsh SO
BBC MM 109. (No eng. or prod. listed.) TE
68:08
Symphony 7
Simon Rattle, City of Birmingham SO
EMI CDC 754344 2. Mike Clements, eng.;
David R. Murray, prod. TE 77:10
Symphonies 78c 9
Leif Segerstam, Danish Radio SO
Chandos CHAN 9057/59 (3 CDs). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Michael Petersen, prod. TE 2:59:19
Das Lid von der Erde
Klaus Tennstedt, London PO; Agnes Baltsa,
mezzo; Klaus Kiinig, tenor
EMI CDC 754603 2. Mike Sheady, eng.; John
Willan, prod. TE 66:53
Symphony 9
Leonard Bernstein, Berlin PO
DG 435 378-2 (2 CDs). ADD. Mike Sheady,
eng.; Horst Dittberner, prod. TE 82:02
Symphony 9
Kurt Sanderling, Philharmonia Orchestra
Erato 2292-45816-2 (2 CDs). Jean Chatauret,
eng.; Tim Oldham, prod. TE 82:06
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'
"Live" is the standard
against which all highend audio is judged.
Nothing else is quite so
pure, so clear, so
involving.

Take
Note:

Can any other audio
electronics bring you
closer to the purity, the
clarity, the emotion of
live music than those
from Gryphon Audio
Designs?

for aperfec musical connection
kimber completes the score
Sure we could talk about exotic materials,
esoteric theories, or advanced construction
techniques—and we have. This time we
wanted to remind you of the one
fundamental element that truly
matters—The Music!

You be the judge.

THE

Like finely crafted instruments in the right
hands, aconnection with Kimber can mean
the difference between mere *notes on a
page' or acommand performance. If the
Music matters to you then insist on
Kimber to conduct perfection, right on
pitch —everytime.

GRYPHO\

Msit your nearest Kimber dealer and
re-discover the music for yourself.

It's What You've Been Waiting For
KIM3ER KABLE
Kimber Kable products are available at\ '
select audio stores. For the name of
your nearest dealer and an informative
brochure contact us at
(801) 621.5530
2752 S. 1900 W.
Ogden UT, 84401
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sound is clearly detailed but lacks something
in sheer body.
NeemeJürvi's gifts of natural musicality and
easy phrasing are not enough to bring off this
massive work. The final Adagio, more warmly
and personally phrased than Mehta's, fares best,
once past the sluggish opening phrase; and the
sweet oboe solo in the Andante is appealing.
But the first movement doesn't hang together,
despite its brooding trombone solo and some
deft touches; and the Scherzo's posthom solos
seem endless. The slowish tempo for the fifth
movement imparts anot inappropriate grimness to the proceedings. The Royal Scottish
Orchestra isn't quite top-of-the-line, with some
slightly loose ensemble. Some of the foggy textures, however, are the fault of the roomy engineering, which brings robust impact to the
brasses but washes out detail in tuttis: the end
of the first movement from 4before 76, where
only the lead trumpet clearly emerges from the
sonic chaos, is typical.

SYMPHONY 4

Esa-Pekka Salonen leads an amiable runthrough of the deceptively simple first movement, with barely ahint of the shadows pervading the development. There and in the
recapitulation, Salonen seems to treat Mahler's
counterposed themes as melody with accompaniment; and the recapitulation isn't in the
same tempo as the opening. The Scherzo Trio
is mercilessly teased and nudged, conveying
an inappropriate sophistication instead of the
Viennese rustic quality presumably intended.
The Adagio is pretty, with some unconventional tempi: the alla breve at 4really seems too
brisk (and gets faster as it goes along), but the
deliberate Andante at 9works. The Finale is
best: Salonen finally works up some real menace in the allegros, and relaxes ideally into the
final E-major section. Hendricks is well-cast,
but her voice is less well-focused and more fluttery than on her earlier recording with Mehta
(London LDR-10004, LP, nia). The LA strings
are often warm and attractive; the solo hornist
is raw-toned at forte, rounder at softer levels.
The sound is clear, but subordinate voices often
lack presence, particularly strings in accompaniments.
Giuseppe Sinopoli's quick basic firstmovement tempo gives it aseverely "symphonic" face rather than an affectionate one.
The orchestra provides spanking, crisp staccati, and acertain Jewish flavor does emerge
on the repeated horn figures in the development. (But why the turgid treatment of the second subject in the recap?) The Scherzo boasts
lightly sculpted violin lines and avelvety solo
horn; Iwish Sinopoli had the courage of his

convictions at 3, where he sets an effective slow
Andante, àla Horenstein, but then speeds it up.
The warm, flowing Adagio receives some
beautiful dynamic shading; the horns ring
ominously at the climaxes, but the final high
sustained chord lacks purity. Gruberova is miscast in the Finale: her worn, pressured tone
lacks freshness and sounds too mature for the
song. The impactive, detailed sound is peaky
in the fortes and seems to recede in the pianos.

SYMPHONY 5

The BBC disc isn't directly competitive with
commercial accounts: it is only available from
BBC Music magazine, and it is an aircheck
in homogenized, dullish sound with lowermidrange-dominated textures.' However,
ihdaaki Otaka's performance is strong, especially in the last three movements. The third
movement has an elegant waltz feel, the
Adagierto is flowing and intense, and the RondoFinale's fugue steadily builds to the festive bustle
of the closing chorale The first two movements
are less impressive, but even here Otaka phrases
in long lines, never permitting the barline
to dominate the phrasing. The BBC Welsh
orchestra is characterful, and the sound gives
adecent idea of the performance. (BBC Music,
with an accompanying CD each month, is
worth getting to keep track of the excellent
music made under BBC auspices?)

SYMPHONY 7

Neither of these recordings makes an exceptional case for this kaleidoscopic but problematic work, although both have their points.
Neither conductor effectively projects the
structure of the discursive first movement.
Under Simon Rattle the strings tend to "sit"
too long on the bows in the incisive tnarchlike
sections, and the lyric second subject is at once
spineless and overwrought. Leif Segerstam
projects detail clearly throughout, but his basic
tempi are slow, and the movement never
coalesces: the woodwind chorale 4measures
before 33 practically falls apart at the commas,
and the second subject's broad melodic curve
remains unrealized.
In the second movement, Rattle has anice
feel for the reeds' "nature play," and brings out
the bouncy triplet accompaniment to the Elgarian second theme; Segerstam is less characterful
until the blazing full-orchestra reprise of the
1Actually, the sound, though beset by arestless audience, is
very "real," neither suffering from spotlit instrumental exaggeration nor from an excess of room sound. It blossoms in
agood system.
—JA
2BBC Music magazine, P.O. Box 30628, Tampa, FL 336300628. Tel: (800) 284-0200. Back issues cost $9.95 inc. S8cH.
The Mahler 5performance reviewed by Stephen Francis Vasta
is available with the May '93 issue.
—JA
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to the opening movement's first subject. The
woodwinds are remarkably pure and wellmatched, particularly in the outer movements,
and the solo horn playing is golden and confident, with graceful trills in the Lândler. Bernstein's interpretation, too, provides many distinctive moments: the climax after 3in the
opening, for example, has just the right rhetorical emphasis, and is full-toned yet clearly
balanced. The "false recapitulation" later in the
movement (p.38 in the Universal score) is a
beautiful reminiscence. The subito piano at the
Wieder altes Langsam passage in the Finale carries
asense of hushed expectation, and the closing Adagissimo is awonderful, long-breathed
dissolve.
Elsewhere, however, Bernstein's typical
intensity leads to some overdriven string playing, especially in loud passages: after the violins'
opening lament, the Finale's first subject is ultimately wearying when played with so consistently saturated atone quality. The opening of
the Rondo-Burleske and its subsequent climaxes
sound rough and coarse. And while Bernstein
has the structure of the long outer movements
under control, the simpler inner ones misfire
in his hands. The first section of the Lândler is
unusually fast, missing some of the intended
DAS LIED VON DER ERDE
squareness; but the returns of this material later
This is not one of Klaus Unnstedes finest outin the movement are progressively slower. The
ings. There are, of course, distinctive moments:
Rondo-Burleske lacks grace in the contrasting
the moving strings give the impression of acold
2/4 subject, and Bernstein's treatment of the
wind blowing at 8in Der Einsame in Herbst; the
lyric Etwas gehalten passage is unexpectedly
orchestral accompaniment is nicely springy
after 6in Von derJugend; and the reeds have a febrile.
Kurt Sandeding on Erato seems to be trying
limpid clarity after 48 in Der Abschied. But
for an "objectivist" interpretation. The Philgenerally, the orchestral performance is acolharmonia Orchestra sounds wonderful, with
lection of opportunities missed: there is no
beautifully blended strings from top to botmystery at 4before 31 in Trinklied, no transitom, and solid, well-focused reeds and brasses,
tional feel to the return of the opening theme
captured with clarity and depth in Erato's lowin Einsame; the vdoce at 2ofAbschied is awkward
level recording. But much of the time Sanderand unflowing, and the subito piano 5after 33
ling seems abit too plain-spoken. The coda of
is prosaic. The tempo of the first movement
lacks the needed sense of headlong rush, and
the first movement, with its gentle leaning on
the various thematic fragments, points up what
that of the fifth forward impetus, but these may
has been missing in this clearly detailed but
have been chosen to accommodate Klaus
remarkably uninflected reading. The three disKtinig, whose leathery, unprepossessing tenor
tinct tempi and styles of the Lândler are characis sometimes questionable in rhythm and intoterized well, but the Rondo-Burleske mostly
nation. Agnes Baltsa has asure sense of what
chugs along without much point (though the
she's trying to accomplish interpretively, but
2/4 passages have anice lilt). The Finale builds
her voice sounds small-scaled (in Von der Schirneffectively, however, with pure high violins,
heft she sometimes seems engulfed by the
while horn solos strike the right note of affirorchestra) and not altogether equalized. Her
mative resignation.
Abschied is unmoving and at times strained. The
Segerstards Ninth makes agenerous packsound is clear but shallow.
age with his Seventh on three CDs, and on the
whole is more successful. His attention to
SYMPHONY 9
orchestral color produces many lovely details:
The DG release is taken from Leonard Bernthe clarinets and bassoons before 8produce a
stein's only concerts with the Berlin Philharrich horn-like sonority, while afew measures
monic, on 4and 5October 1979. Predictably,
later the horn takes on aclarinet-like lightness;
there is much beautiful playing to be heard here.
the trombones' sonority at 13 is ominously
The strings bring aspecial warmth and purity

main theme Segerstam is preferable in the third
and fourth movements for his projection of
dusky orchestral colors. He finds some unusual
musical angles: the grim doggedness of the
trumpets in the Scherzo, 6before 141; the Weilllike prominence of trombone and tuba at 163.
Rattle's shadowy, swirling strings in the Scherzo
are effective, but the climax is thick and muddytextured. The same problem mars his brisk,
intermezzo-like fourth movement every time
the string body carries the main material.
Rattle's Finale, however, is asuccess: the brass
proclamations have an appropriate pageantry,
the chromatic reed/string runs make anice
whirling effect, and he deftly points the grazioso
and behaglich sections. Segerstam begins well,
with beautiful, firm brass playing and springy
march rhythms, but, despite the clear orchestral
detail, the later sections of the movement
meander.
This is one of the best Chandos recordings
I've heard—well-focused and wide-ranging,
the ambience never obscuring detail. EMI's
engineers, again recording in concert (this time
at the Makings, Snape), provide sound of excellent richness and definition.
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ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode

possible to deliver the most natural

reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier

from Pass Laboratories.

21555 Limestone Way

Foresthill, California 95631

(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193

We at Totem are of the
opinion that
specifications are not
the key to real life
musical reproduction.

TOTEM

ACOUSTIC

Our speakers breathe
real life and space into
any reproduced music.
Totem "Model one"
speakers will bring you
superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality and
musicality.
Listen and believe

.....€111
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Marketing
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organ-like His tempi are measured; the climax
before 4in the first movement has anice expansive feel, and asteady tread underpins the brass
and string fanfares leading to the recapitulation. The Lândler has an insistent quality at a
slower than usual tempo, with attractively
reedy clarinet chords. The Tempo Il sounds too
full and boomy, due to the engineering, while
Tempo III boasts atenderly phrased oboe solo;
the final pages have asuitably demonic feel. The
Rondo-Burleske's main theme is abit mushily
played (the reed semiquavers go spaciously at
this speed, though); the middle section has a
nice sense of suspension, but then the live
acoustic makes for arowdy piu stretto. In the
Finale, Segerstam uses the dynamics effectively
to project the ebb and flow of the phrases,
building patiently to effective climaxes.

FILLERS

Most successful of the various filler items is the
Adagio from Symphony 10, which Mehta
projects with intensity and heart. The Israeli
strings are utterly secure, even when negotiating leaps in high positions; the horns are attractive, and the reeds contribute bright colors
at 13.
In Teldec's Wayfarer Songs, Masur's characterful, flowing reading and the NYP's cultivated playing are stronger attractions than
Halan Hagegard's singing, which is authorita-

tive but given to spread vowels in the middle
register and ugly, aspiratedfioriture in Ging heut'
Morgen. The Chandos Kindertotenlieder show
jârvi's conducting to better advantage than does
his Symphony 3: listen to the cellos' creamy
opening of Nun seh' ich wohl, or the sweepingly
lyrical opening of Oft denk' ich. Linda Finnie
has alovely, shimmering head-voice mix, but
her soft singing in the midrange lacks body.
Rattle fills out his First with the "Blumine"
movement which Mahler dropped upon revising the symphony's orchestration. He plays it
very differently from the symphony, pointing
the oboe and trumpet melodies with an almost
Mendelssohnian delicacy over agently rocking
accompaniment, with clear, almost evanescent
textures.

RECOMMENDATIONS?

Despite the variety of conducting styles and
recording venues represented here, only
Masur's 1(and possibly Mehta's 3) belong on
anyone's short lists for these works. Otherwise,
you could hardly improve on Horenstein's classic rendition of 3(Unicorn UKCD 2006/7); his
studio 1(last seen on aNonesuch LP, nia) and
4 (Eminence AE-34415, LP, nia) deserve
immediate reissue as well. A recently released
midprice box reissues Tennstedt's splendid 5
and 9, as well as aserviceable Adagio from Symphony 10 (EMI ZDMD 64481, 3CDs). $
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Applause!

SHA OWNERS ARE APPLAUDING....
Applause for Melos on this unique high end product for only $1,095.
Applause for Corey Greenberg, John Atkinson and Stereophile
for turning them on to it.
(see Review Recommended Components issue Oct.

'92, Products of the Year issue, Dec 92)
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THE CUTTING EDGE

Mark Levinson
Digital
The N38 digital
technology remote controlledpreamp

The Model 38 is abreakthrough product.
Utilizing digital technologies the
remote controlled Model 38 performs all preamp
functions with uncompromised sonic
performance. When combined with the reference

AUDITION
AT
INNOVATIVE

Levinson N' 31 transport &N' 30 D/A processor

Mark Levinson Digital

incredible performance levels are attained.

Technology Products:

Visit Innovative for an unsurpassed demonstration of all Mark Levinson music system
components played through the ultimate Wilson
X-1 speaker system.

MEET

THE

N' 38 Digital Preamp
N' 31 Digital Transport
N' 30 Digital Processor
N' 35 Digital Processor

INNOVATORS

Innovative is probably the most comfortable place
for the new inexperienced customer...Innovative
exudes solicitude for customers, even the small
buyer, and emphasizes follow-up and service...
David Denby, New York Magazine, Feb. 19, 1990
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Linn is Coming to Town
• HOME THEATRE
MEDIA ROOMS

NEW LINN PRODUCTS•The new Linn Knekt Matrix
Music System...Modular, Multisource, Multi-room keypad based.
& remote controlled.
•The Majik remote controlled
modular integrated amp
with optional FM tuner

[INN
DEMONSTRATION
Thursday-Friday

• GREAT BRANDS...
We'll mail or FAX you
our complete list.
Our Fax #: 718-625-5687.

November 18-19

•The Numerik D/A processor
chip update

Open House 2-8 pm.
Presentations
at 2, 4and 6pm.
MEET
Martin Dalgleish,
CbiefEngineer, Linn
RSVP necessary.

•The revised LP12 incorporating the Cirkus update
and the Lingo power supply
•The Mimik CD player...
Redefining CD performance
at alower price

• FIVE RENOVATED
SHOWROOMS

We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

•The Kremlin FM tuner...Setting
uncompromised FM performance
standards
•The newly revised Keltik loudspeaker...
In combination with 4Klout
amplifiers with built-in
electronic crossovers.

• CUSTOM INSTALLATION,
DELIVERY &FACTORY
AUTHORIZED REPAIR...
SEVEN DAYS AWEEK
Free repair loaners
for units purchased at
Innovative.
• 0% INTEREST FINANCING
available to qualified
purchasers.

Innovative Audio is located just 5minutes
from Wall St. Easy to reach by subway
or car. Parking is available nearby. Please
call for directions.
Call and we'll send you our new store
brochures &product information.

NNOVATIVE

77 CLINTON STREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
NEW YORK 11201
(212) 614-6400 OR
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS (718)596-0888 OR
(516) 227-2600
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Audio Insights #2

Digital jitter,
and LIM®
troublesome
twosome:

Synergistic Devices
Approach to
Transmission Line...

Product Range.

"fitter is digital noise caused by minute timing
errors in sampling. Electrically, it's generated
everywhere you quantify adigital signal.
Mechanically, the CD transport itself causes it,
as do outside vibrations. In moderate degrees
you can live with jitter. But, if the jitter has

4-1Leta! cS:ynziÀonics o,since the mid '80s.
has been quietly inventing some of the best
products to release ahigher potential of
improvement from your electronics. We
continue to receive the highest praise and
continued usage as the "reference tool" to
judge other product by from top reviewers
in U.S.A., Germany, Hong Kong, Japan,
Singapore.

spurious periodic information embeded in it —

Auld' cS.y'mpLnics,,, has alot to offer.

spikes overlaying the noise at various

DIGITAL
• DIGITAL STATEMENT ® 750
• DIGITAL STANDARD' 750
• AURAL OPTICAL', glass fiber
• OPTIMISM", glass fiber
• iOcki."

frequencies — it becomes terribly audible, and
audibly terrible. This abberation is called LIM
(for Logic Induced Modulation.) In the real
world, jitter and LIM are virtually inseparable,
and are omnipresent in all digital formats."

What can you do about it?
"Begin at the source with our CD deck
incorporating our unique error-correcting
C-Lock circuit. This delivers aclean spike-free
signal to the rest of the system. At the other
end our DIA converter with
C-Lock completes the cleanup
by removing system-induced
jitter and LIM. Nothing else
works. Period."

A.C. TRANSMISSION
• MISSING-LINK ® CUBED'
• MISSING-LINK ® STANDARD
• MISSING-LINK ® ML BUS 2-6
• POWER INLET MOD'
SPEAKER TRANSMISSION
• SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR ®
PURPLE GEN II
• SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR ® GEN I
• SCTe GEN II
• HYBRID GEN II
• AURAL STRINGS'
AUDIO INTERCONNECT
• AURAL STRINGS"
• AURALf/ex"
• AS-ONE ®p/us GEN II
• AS-ONE ® original frequency curve
• DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED SYSTEM
VIDEO INTERCONNECT
• IN-SYNC" CO-AX BUNDLES 750
Whether your musical tastes are for

Ed Meitner

Vice-President, Research
&Development

aid/s/ Technologies
Analog and Dario Systems/Museafex/DettaLab

1
-800-522-4434
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Yo-Yo Ma or Technotronic, your demo
cable is waiting at aselected dealer.
Distributed by:

UNIVOCAL
CORPORATION

408.270.6033
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R ECORD

Yes, everything you've heard about

R EVIEWS

Good Vibrations, the Beach Boys' 5-CD, 30-year retrospective boxed set,

is true: It's probably the best of its kind (see p.233). Left to right, those guys in Pendletons are: Carl Wilson,
Dennis Wilson, Mike Love, Al Jardine, and Brian Wilson. Turn to p.209 to read about November's Recording of the Month, Arturo Delmoni's

Music for Violin and Guitar, from Athena Productions.

CLASSICAL
BERG: Lulu
Patricia Wise, Lulu; Brigitte Fassbaender, Countess Geschwin; Graham Clark, A Painter, A Negro; Wolfgang
Scheme, Dr. Schón, Jack the Ripper; Peter Straka, Aiwa;
Hans Hotter, Schigloch; Cynthia Clarey, A Dresser,
A High-School Student, A Groom; others; Orchestre National de France, Jeffrey Tate
EMI CDS 754622 2(3 CDs only). Arendt Prohmann,
Michel Bernard, prods. DDD. rn 2:52:23

Alban Berg was quasi-obsessed with Lulu for
the last seven years of his life; the only other
times he put pen to ledger-line during that
period were for his Violin Concerto and aconcert aria. Lulu first challenges, then mesmerizes;
its success rests almost entirely on the soprano
singing the fiendishly difficult music Berg
wrote for Lulu, music which must be seductive, dangerous, and, somehow, straight from
hell. In that respect, Patricia Wise is excellent:
She's not afraid of heights, the sound itself is
pretty, and she sings right on the words. Ieven
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

like the fact that she does some slipping and
sliding around Berg's notations in order to
make apoint. She's always musical and always
authoritative—and that's saying agreat deal.
Wolfgang Schiine is aSchón and Jack the
Ripper to reckon with: slick and unsympathetic
for the first role, an iceberg of akiller for the
second. Hans Hotter, here in his 80s, is an
amazingly vivid Schigloch, despite having less
than five good notes left in his voice. Graham
Clark is effective in both his roles, although
vocal beauty is not one of his long suits; ditto
the Aiwa of Peter Straka, who nonetheless
makes us feel for him. A surprising weakness
in the cast is Brigitte Fassbaender, certainly one
of the most intelligent mezzos in the world; here
she is wildly unalluring and tends to overplay
her hand. Jeffrey Tate, more than Biihm (DG)
or certainly Boulez (DG), brings out the score's
sexiness; it's too easy to get clinical here because
it's all so difficult.
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RLARK ACOUSTICS

VAMPIRE WIRE TM

astroke ofgenius
From the forest, come lustrous
woods, to be shaped by English
Master Craftsmen. In the laboratories
and listening chambers, the finest
drivers and designs are wrought to
handmade perfection. The result:
effusive, transparent sounding
loudspeakers in exquisite cabinets.
at prices suited to all.

-Audi

...audible results with the
finest
in connecting components!

nflux-Corporation-

SO UND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr.. Lutz, FL 33549 PH: (813) 948-2707
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ELECT POCOM PAN IE-

•Dual-Mono construction
featuring "Symmetrical
Circuitry" design
•High-output Class A
operation
•Twin-toroidal power
supplies
•Five-year parts and
labor warranty

Eor more than 20 years, Electrocompaniet of Norway has earned the respect of the most critical
I audiophile audiences around the world. With great pride, EuroSon America ¡oins forces with
Electrocompaniet to introduce their recent series to America. This new family of designs further enhances
Per Abrahamsen's position as one of the world's leading audiophile innovators.
E
XCLUSIVE U.
S
.
D
ISTRIBUTOR: E
UROS
ON A
MERICA, 694 F
ORT S
AIONGA R
OAD, NORTTIPORT, NY 11768 T
ELEPHONE: 516-261-7700 F
u: 516-261-7751
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The sound—ah, the sound. What to do? It's
alive performance, which adds immeasurably
to the drama, and the sound isn't actually bad,
but there's enough stage noise for me to have
thought that someone was at my door. Worse,
there's often an orchestral muddle—vibraphone
and piano occasionally disappear, and they're
crucial to the feel of the piece. In this respect the
Boulez is far better (okay, clinical comes to mind
again), and, to boot, he's got Teresa Stratas in
the title role. But somehow, even with the
murky orchestral balance, Ilike this reading
better—it has more life, and it is unarguably
more sensual.
Tate and Boulez will keep you entertained
(Boilim's is the two-act version, and ergo out of
the running); perhaps the sound will sway your
decision.
—Robert Levine

Andrea Bonatta has provided his own (translated) annotations, which are sensible, readable,
and historically informed. His Sonata 1is the
most convincing I've heard on disc. Managing to pay more attention to structural details
and avoiding the kind of pompous pounding
that one all too often hears, Bonatta succeeds
in combining the necessarily vigorous, bearish
characteristics of the young Brahms with an
almost dance-like lightfootedness. These highly
attractive and recommendable performances
are slightly tight and dry in ambience, but
warmly recorded.
Antonin Kubalek, like anumber of other
pianists of the moment, is well on his way
to recording the complete piano output of
Brahms. Not everyone, of course, needs to
approach this composer with meaningful
heart-on-sleeve gestures, but in spite of the
BRAHMS: Piano Trios, Op.101 St Op. Posth. (attrib.)
Czech performer's often large-scaled interpreMirecourt Trio: Kenneth Goldsmith, violin; Terry King,
tations tempered by appropriately intimate
cello; John Jensen, piano
moments, Ifind the playing abit stand-offish,
Music & Arts CD-706 (CD only). Lowell Cross, Peter
the quiet pieces emotionally tentative or even
Nothnagle, engs. DDD. TT 62:12
BRAHMS: Piano Sonatas Iez 2, Scherzo Op.4
noncommittal. The performances are often
Andrea Bonatta, piano
smoothly, even beautifully presented, but selAstrée E 8751 (CD only). Jean-Marc Laisné, prod.;
dom do the scores surge forward with necesJoséphine Simonnot, eng. DDD. TT: 70:33
sary tension. Except for avery few moments
BRAHMS: Piano Music, Vol.2
(tracks 8, 15, and 19) in which slight distortion
Antonin Kubalek, piano
7Fantasias, Op.116; 2Rhapsodies, Op.79; 6Piano Pieces,
at peaks causes minor discomfort, the piano
Op.118; 4Piano Pieces, Op.119
reproduction is quite luscious.
Dorian DOR-90159 (CD only). Randall Fostvedt, prod.;
With all the recorded Brahms available—in
David H. Walters, Douglas Brown, Brian C. Peters,
fact, with all the unusual additions to the reperengs. DDD. TE 77:04
toire on CD—it's surprising that the fourth
BRAHMS: Complete Piano Transcriptions
Georg Friedrich Schenck, piano
album, billed as The Complete Transcriptionsfor
Variations, Op.18; Studies 1-5 after Chopin, Weber, &
Piano, contains afew items that may actually
Bach; 10 Hungarian Dances, Book I; Gavotte after
have been previously unrecorded. The rarities
Gluck; Impromptu after Schubert
are studies that the composer based on works
Koch Schwann 3-1172-2 (CD only). Jean Cullerier, prod.;
of Bach, Chopin, Weber, and Schubert, most
Wolfgang Gottschalk, eng. DDD. TE 74:19
dating from 1869-71. The Schubert, only pubThe American Mirecourt Trio displays a lished in 1927, is adifficult étude based on the
powerful approach to the late Op.101 Trio that
Op.90 No.2 Impromptu, which puts the rightIthought at first might prove too aggressive,
hand running passages into the left. The Weber
but, in fact, wound up providing more forward
does much the same fiendish things to the last
thrust and soaring momentum than one often
movement, Perpetuum Mobile, of the Piano Sonata
hears. The coupling, the somewhat controverin C. The Chopin is an almost Godowsky-like
sial A-Major Trio that Brahms's latest bioadaptation of the Op.25 No.2 Étude in f. And
grapher, Malcolm MacDonald, is quite conthe Bach Prestos present two related contrapunvinced is really one of the composer's discarded
tal transcriptions of the last movement of the
very early compositions, reminds one partly
unaccompanied Violin Sonata in g.
of Schumann and partly of the early version of
All the other works are fairly well known:
the Brahms Op.8 Trio. But it's far less striking
The first two books of Hungarian Dances
than any of the composer's established works
(Nos.1-10) are the only ones arranged by
for violin, cello, and piano. And Iwish that the
Brahms from the original four-hand versions.
violin sounded less edgy here, the piano less
The Gavotte after Glück's Paride cd Elena used
close and shattery.
to be apopular encore piece, and both the
The three early piano works, the first two
Op.18 Sextet Variations in the piano version
sonatas (actually written in inverse order), and
and the Bach Chaconne (as transcribed for the
the Op.4 Scherzo are difficult works to bring
left hand only) have often been recorded.
off, afeat admirably accomplished by an Italian
Almost all ofthese make more than considerpianist who looks from his photograph to be
able technical demands, which Georg Friedrich
in his 40s. No biography is provided, but
Schenck (6.1953, Aachen) solves with ease. His
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993
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finger dexterity is undeniably impressive in the
most virtuoso pieces, though one might have
wished for agreat deal more tonal variety. Thus,
Schenck's Op.18, at least in comparison with
Lupo or Barenboim (who first recorded this
marvelous variation set), is stolid and lacking
in tenderness. The Chaconne seems to miss its
climaxes, the various Études sound unsubtly
punched out, and the Gluck misses delicacy:
'What is really first-rate, however, is the highly

enjoyable set of Hungarian Dances, which evince
all the panache, rhythmic quirkiness, and excitement that they deserve, making the disc worth
hearing. The piano reproduction, full-bodied
but slightly tnidrangy in emphasis, features a
wide stereo spread.
—Igor Kipnis
COPLAND: Billy the Kid Suite, Piano Sonata
BERNSTEIN: Sewn Annitenaries, On the Town Dances
Leonard Bernstein, RCA Victor SO (Billy). "On the Town

RECORDING
of

the

MONTH

Selected by JA and RL
ARTURO DELMONI: Musicfar Violin & Guitar
Handel: Sonata in E. Giuliani: Sonata in A, Op.85.
Leisner: Sonata for Violin & Guitar. Kreisler:
Andantino. Granados-Kreisler: Spanish Dance.
Ravel: Pièce en forme de Habanera. Paganini: Cantabile. Charninade-Kreisler: Serenade Espagnole
Arturo Delmoni, violin; David Burgess, guitar
Athena Productions ACSC-10006 (CD only). Bob
Katz, eng.; Arturo Delmoni, prod. DDD. TP 62:04

My admiration for Arturo Delmoni's playing is well documented in my reviews of his
earlier recordings (see Vol.11 No.6, Vol.12
No.10, and Vol.14 No.1), but it seems that
he has outdone himself here, with the sympathetic accompaniment of guitarist David
Burgess. What has always been apparent is
Delmoni's almost self-effacing submission
to the score, his refusal to let his substantial technique overshadow the music. This
predisposition is evident in these performances and is complemented by perhaps
the most impressive display yet of Delmoni's tonal control and subtlety of phrasing. Burgess mirrors these aspects of his artistry in every measure.
While one might have hoped for just abit
more buoyancy in certain parts of the Handel sonata, the polish and articulation are
superb. An unexpected pleasure is the piece
by Mauro Giuliani, alate-Classical guitarist.
With high-spirited fast movements and an
ineffably transcendent melody in the second
movement, the music is portrayed incisively,
with appropriate Classical charm and courtliness.
The most challenging piece in the collection—and Iwish there were more of
them—is the work by David Leisner, who
contributed his guidance to this premiere
recording. The fire and passion of the outer
movements are wonderfully balanced by
an almost prayerful central movement,

STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

characterized by unexpected modulations
that are both technically clever and richly
ambiguous in the best poetic sense.
The remainder of the selections are brief,
exquisitely played encore pieces reminiscent ofDelmoni's collaboration with pianist
Meg Bachman Vas in Songs My Mother
Taught Me on North Star and MFSL.

My enthusiasm for this recording is
dimmed only by the pervasive (with the
exception of the Leisner) "prettiness" of the
repertoire, and by an infrequent glare in the
violin's upper registers. This steeliness was
evident over both my Magnepan 2.6/Rs and
apair of Thiel CS 3.6es at House of Stereo
in Jacksonville, Florida. Otherwise the
sound is nearly revelatory, with the instruments rising smoothly and effortlessly from
apitch-black background.
These are remarkable performances captured in unusually lifelike sonics, and I
strongly recommend them, especially to
those who have, or wish to, come under Mr.
Delmoni's selfless spell. —Robert Hesson
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Orchestra" (Dances); Leonard Bernstein, piano (Sonata,
Anniversaries)
RCA 60519-21(CD only). Source transfer, Ward Marston;
for BMG: Anthony Salvatore, eng.; Andre Gauthier,
supervisor; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT 66:02

The material in this reissue dates from 1945-49.
Steven Ledbetter's notes don't bother to mention that all four works received their recording
debuts in these instances. Though Bernstein
had made more waves with Copland's Piano
Variations, he chose to record the Sonata, to
very good effect.
Original source material was recorded on
DAT by Ward Marston, one of the finest archivists in the profession. Billy, from an early tape,
has received an especially remarkable face-lift,
though its dynamic and transient content, especially in the "gunfight" episode, cannot compete even with the earliest stereo recordings.
The other pieces are derived from the metal
parts of the original 78 masters with Ward's
usual attention to detail and quality. The piano
sound has exceptional authority and clarity for
this "pre-hi-fi" era. Unfortunately, supervisor
Andre Gauthier has added artificial stereo
ambience to the On the Town Dances (in order
to soften an upper-midrange glare, he admitted
to me in atelephone conversation). If he felt that
way, he should have asked Ward to do it over
with adifferent EQ. I've always liked Gauthier's
productions, but he shouldn't add garlic powder to Ward's homemade lasagna.
There's more early Bernstein in RCA's vaults:
the first recording of Facsimile, Gershwin's An
American in Paris, Stravinsky's Octet, and
L'histoire du Soldat with members of the Boston Symphony. There's also an incredible
WWII potboiler by Marc Blitzstein, Symphony—
The Airborne, with the Robert Shaw Chorale,
narrated by Orson Welles. How about that! For
now, at least, the current release gives us an
excellent overview of apowerfully committed performer in the early stages of aremarkable
career.
—Richard Schneider
DOCKSTADER: Quatermass
Water Music (1963), Two Moons of Quatamass (1964), Quatermass (1964)
Starkland ST-201 (CD only). Tod Dockstader, eng.;
Thomas Steenland, prod. AAD. TT 73:11
DOCKSTADER: Apocalypse
Traveling Music (1960), Luna Park (1961), Two Fragments
from Apocalypse (1961), Apocalypse (1961), Drone (1962),
Four Telemetry Tapes (1965)
Starkland ST-202 (CD only). Tod Dockstader, eng.;
Thomas Steenland, prod. AAD. TT 73:47

Tod Dockstader belongs in the select company
of Varèse, Stockhausen, Luening, Schaeffer,
Subotnick, and the other pioneers of electronic
music or musique concrète. His achievement is
on apar with the best in his field. The fact that
he's not as well-known has more to do with the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

circumstances of his work than the work itself.
Not being associated with academe, Dockstader worked alone in his own studio. The
results of his painstaking creations are, for the
most part, contained on these two CDs. It's
quite an achievement. Some of this music is
being released for the first time, but all of it is
over 28 years old. The sound of these analog
tapes becomes all the more impressive when
one realizes that Dockstader used no noise
reduction whatsoever.
Using simple sound sources such as dripping
water, toys, and test-tone generators, Dockstader fashioned music with a surprising
amount of familiar qualities—there's awealth
of rhythm, dynamics, and subtlety here. Absent
conventional melody and harmony, this music
is anything but random sound effects. Water
Music is alively, elastic pulse of ever-shifting
sonority and momentum. The bass response
on this, and many of the other pieces, is downright phenomenal. These tapes clearly needed
the CD format to fully convey their extended
dynamic range. Two Moons of Quatermass consists of outtakes from the longer piece and is
brooding and intense. The long Quatermass has
more variety than most electronic music. In
particular, the "Tango" section is areference
recording for bass. If your woofers can handle this without bottoming-out, they're doing
their job.'
Traveling Music represents Dockstader's art
in its most basic form. This composition was
made for two-track tape from only afew sound
sources. Dockstader's imaginative use of pace
and channel-to-channel "traveling" is polished
and intuitive. Luna Park uses the sounds of
laughter to create arich sonic landscape of
mood that the composer describes as "silly, sad,
and simple." Apocalypse and the shorter Fragments are something entirely different. Here
Dockstader conjures adarker, less optimistic
sound world. Apocalypse, Part Three, with its
cries and tolling intensity, is especially disturbing. Drone is amore conventional study in long
tones, and the final Four Telemetry Tapes uses
almost entirely electronically generated sound
sources.
This music certainly won't appeal to every
listener, but the sympathetic appreciator with
an awareness of the genre is apt to be bowled
over. The audiophile, regardless of aesthetic
preference, will also likely be amazed at the
technical properties of the recordings. Herein
lies material to test both systems to their limits;
this stuff engages the hardware and the brain.
—Carl Baugher
MURÉ: Piano Music
1GL was astonished when he heard this track. That avowed
LP junkie immediately set about obtaining acopy of the CD.
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Samuel Dilworth-Leslie, piano
Ballade in F#, Op.19; Nocturne No.6, Op.63; 9Preludes,
Op.103; Barcarolles Nos.3,5, & 8, Opp.42,66, & 96;
Impromptus Nos.2 & 5, Opp31 & 102; Theme & Variations, Op.73
CRS Artists CD 9154 (CD only). PD. TT 76:11

Dilworth-Leslie, aprofessor of piano at Rutgers
University in his mid-'50s, has amost impressive set of credentials, including among his
teachers Mieczyslaw Munz and Nadia Boulanger, as well as master classes with Rubinstein, Curzon, Casadesus, and Magaloff. His
involvement with Fauré's piano music included
an integral performance in Paris nearly 20 years
ago. The present, well-balanced mixed recital,
which among other selections features the Ballade in its rarely heard solo version (without
orchestra), is both an excellent introduction to
the composer and to the pianist. DilworthLeslie obviously sees Fauré as more turbulent
and extraverted than one is often apt to hear,
and Ithoroughly enjoyed the momentum and
lovely, limpid touch he brings to his program.
About half of the program is recorded warmly
but at aslight distance in what sounds like an
empty auditorium. However, two each of the
barcarolles and impromptus, plus the great c#
Variations, come from aclearly different, closer
venue in which the piano is tighter and less
attractive. At least with the marginal addition
of asubwoofer to my system, Iwas also conscious of slight low-end rumble.—Igor Kipnis
GRIFFES: Complete Piano Music
Three Tone-Pictures, Op5; Fantasy Pieces, Op.6; Roman
Sketches, Op.7; Sonata (1917-19); Three Preludes; De
Profundis; Legend
Joseph Smith, piano
Musical Heritage Society 513043K (CD only). David
Hancock, prod., eng. DDD. TE 72:23

Joseph Smith, whose recording of works by
Grainger and Grieg (also on Musical Heritage
Society, MHS 512134M) Iwrote about so
enthusiastically afew years ago, here presents
the major piano works of Charles Tomlinson
Griffes (1884-1920). Those who enjoy the
composer's best-known piece, the impressionistic White Peacock, will also find agreat deal
to admire in this program, though by the period
of the 14-minute-long Sonata of 1917-19,
unquestionably his pianistic masterpiece, the
composer's impressionism had given way to
an anxious and remarkably gnarled style.
Griffes is difficult to pinpoint, at times sounding as though influenced by Debussy but occasionally also by Scriabin. The main thing is not
superficial resemblances but rather to be aware
of an important minor composer whose distinctive voice is served here with consummate
understanding and sensitivity. Everything has
shape and direction, and Smith's beautiful touch

is aparticularly enjoyable asset. Exceptionally
satisfying piano sound.
—Igor Kipnis
HAYDN: Piano 'Rios 12, 25, 27, & 28
Kalichstein/Laredo/Robinson Trio
Dorian DOR-90164 (CD only). Douglas Brown, David
H. Walters, engs; Daniel C. Jessie, prod. DDD. TT 71:11

These trios (among the best-known of Haydn's
works in the genre) date from 1789-94, and
thus reflect the mature composer—one who
was Beethoven's aesthetic father. Here are brash
contrasts in dynamics and harmony, bold eruptions, soaring lyricism, and tender delicacy. And
here, too, are the wit, wide-ranging imagination, and artistic rein that exemplify the best
in Viennese Classicism.
Surprisingly, Haydn's piano trios haven't
been that well represented on CD. But the
admirable cycle recorded by the Beaux Arts
Trio has been partially reissued in performances
that duplicate three of the works offered here.
There are occasional differences in approach,
both in tempo and sonority. Jaime Laredo's violin is more varied in timbre than the sometimes
overly sweet-toned instrument of Isidore
Cohen. And Sharon Robinson's cello is less
assertive than that of Bernard Greenhouse,
partly because the more distant perspective of
this Dorian recording puts the relatively supportive role of that instrument into amore
realistic sonic frame.
In the main, these are animated, vibrant readings, the finales of 12, 25, and 27 unfolding with
abuoyant, skittish impishness that conveys all
the sparkle in Haydn's humor. And there are
other fine touches: the rhythmic steadiness in
the second movement of 28 that clarifies the
structurally significant reiterated bass; the
colorful, assertive pizzicatos in the first movement of the work; and the immaculate passage
work of pianist Joseph Kalichstein. All exposition repeats are observed. For those unfamiliar
with this glorious music, this release is well
worth acquiring.
—Mortimer H. Frank
LISZE Sonata in b
Plus: Nuages gris, La none, La lugubre gondola II,
Funerailles
ICrystian Zimerman, piano
DG 431 780-2 (CD only). Helmut Burk, eng., prod.
DDD. IT 66:05

Ihave not been the only devotee of Liszt's Bminor Sonata to have felt that Alfred Brendel's
first recording of the work from 1964 (Turnabout TV 3432DS, nia) has never been surpassed. Not until now, that is. Krystian Zimerman's approach to performance and recording
has much of the same detailed and informed
appreciation that guides all of Brendel's work,
but here the younger artist has the advantage
of anew and sympathetic recorded sound to
enhance his offering.
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Such apowerful and architecturally immense
work needs steady balance, pacing, and its own
sense of dramatic weight. Zimerman, one of
the greatest communicators in the recording
studios at the moment, has the whole essence
of this work in his mind and at his fingertips.
He is able to point up the work's greatnesses
while smoothing over its few transitional
weaknesses; his imagination and control in
terms of articulation and dynamics highlight
an added dimension of organization in this
composer/pianist's score that few have discovered.
Iwas equally impressed by the "lugubrious"
fillers. Zimerman resists the temptation to be
overly rhetorical, playing with cool constraint
and passionate compulsion wherever the music
leads him. The recording is close and immediate, not asecond of the excitement or subtlety
of Zimerman's playing being lost in the process. This is one excellent production.
—Barbara Jahn
MACDOWELL: Piano Concertos 1ac 2
Thomas Tirino, piano; Vassil Kazandjiev, Bulgarian SO
Centaur CRC 2149 (CD only). Gega. Ltd., prod.; Marin
Narinov, eng. DDD. TE 57:20

MacDowell's two piano concertos demand the
kind of grandly rhetorical, barn-storming
gestures that they receive here at the hands of
Thomas Tirino. This would seem to be the
American-trained pianist's second disc, the first
(I haven't heard it) being devoted to concerted
works of Paderewski on Newport Classics.
Tirino displays abig technique; the popular
Concerto 2, brilliantly recorded as well by Van
Cliburn and Earl Wild, has some marvelously
scintillating moments, and the pianist really
raises the roof in the finale. If the strings of the
Sofia orchestra lack the refinement of, say, those
of the Chicago Symphony, it is Tirino's dramatically alert, fleet-fingered playing that will
provide the main appeal for those who would
like both concertos on one disc. The reproduction, featuring aslightly forward solo Steinway with asomewhat glassy top, is very clean.
—Igor Kipnis
MESSIAEN: Turangalila-Symphonie
Yvonne Loriod,_piano; Jeanne Loriod, ondes martenot;
Orchestre de la Bastille, Myung-Whun Chung
DG 431 781-2 (CD only). Michael Bergek, eng.; Lennart Dehn, prod. DDD. TE 78:32
MESSIAEN: Visions de l'Amen
Double Edge: Edmund Niemann, Nurit Tilles, pianos
New Albion NA 045 CD (CD only). Tom Lazarus, eng.;
Foster Reed, prod. DDD. TT: 48:34
MESSIAEN: Visions de l'Amen
IVES: 3Quarter-tone Pieces
VAN ZEELAND: Initials
Gerard Bouwhuis, Cees van Zeeland, pianos
Channel Classics CCS 4592 (CD only). Bert van der Wolf,
eng.; Jared Sacks, Cees van Zeeland, prods. DDD. TE
77:00
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If you went looking for aversion of the Turangalila, it would be quite reasonable to pick this
one on the strength of its line-up. There are
Messiaen's wife, Yvonne Loriod, and her sister,
Jeanne, as the two main soloists, in music that
they have been playing for 40 years. And there's
Messiaen himself on the cover photo, locked
in conversation with Myung-Whun Chung,
who is conducting aFrench orchestra. What
could be better?
Unfortunately, quite alot. As Messiaen
admits, the piano part plays such amajor and
virtuosic role that this huge orchestral work
could almost be seen as apiano concerto. In
some movements, the piano acts as apercussion instrument in rhythmic canons. In others,
like the sixth, entitled "The Garden of Love's
Sleep," it weaves birdsong through the texture.
Yvonne Loriod knows this music inside out,
and is as commanding as ever, but Ithink she
sounds rather lackluster here in arecording that
does its best to integrate her into the overall
orchestral sound but manages to isolate her
within her own little reverberant cell when she
solos. The wonderful ondes martenot has been
so well integrated that it passes virtually unnoticed: Ithink that's agreat pity, although many
would argue that its strange, other-worldly
sound can be very off-putting if over-favored.
The rest of the performance is too cautious.
This work is aLove Song, aHymn to Joy, and
needs to be able to let its hair down. These
Bastille musicians sound afraid to put afoot
wrong. The intricate, sequential rhythmic
modes are not driven home with nearly enough
bite or intensity, and they are working within
such alimited dynamic range that climactic
builds leave alot to the imagination. The Finale,
which should be a wonderful and spinetingling apotheosis (it finishes on amonumental
sustained chord that crescendos over five bars
from piano to triple forté), simply left me
unmoved. But the performance is not wholly
to blame for this rather tame production. The
recording has neither afeel for depth nor
soundstage spread, and it's also capped. This,
after all, is adifficult work to accommodate
dynamically. Of those recordings listed in
Schwann Opus, try Rattle/CBSO (Angel CDCB
47463), although this, like the others listed, is
atwo-disc set. That the work is squeezed onto
one disc in this review version is possibly the
recording's greatest asset.
The two performances of Visions de l'Amen
could not be more different, though the reason is basically simple: One works, the other
doesn't. Double Edge, on New Albion, just
hasn't got it. This is awonderful piece for two
pianos, expressing the varied richness of Amen
in "seven musical visions." The first, "Amen
of Creation," amassive crescendo toward the
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light, should sound mystical and atmospheric.
serves as areminder that Mozartean Classicism
Double Edge is far too prosaic, and though
blends passion with poise.
Bouwhuis and Zeeland begin in much the same
Other performances of this repertory are, to
vein, they gradually warm to their task and
be sure, more daring and intense. Longtime colmake exciting advances.
lectors may miss the pert, perky swagger that
The second movement is the "Amen of the
Peter Serkin brought to the first movement of
Stars, of the Ringed Planet." This should be "a
K.533, or the nervous agitation that Artur
savage, brutal dance." Again, Double Edge is
Schnabel and Dinu Lipatti suggested in the
far too tame, while the Dutch pair capture its
finale of K310. And, certainly, Perahia's Mozart
elemental coarseness and momentum to perlacks some of the tension that makes Lili
fection. The "Amen of the Agony ofJesus"
Krauss's so dramatic. Nevertheless, he brings
contains three musical motifs with their own
out the Sturm und Drang passion of K.310, and
very distinctive emotional voices: the first, the
suggests both continuity of harmonic motion
curse of the Father; the second, acry; and the
and variety of mood in the magnificent set of
third, alament. This requires truly empathetic
variations that opens K.331. In the latter work's
and varied expression, which Bouwhuis and
familiar Turkish finale, he conveys apiquant wit
Zeeland again achieve. They also see the "Amen
redolent of the magnificent Wilhelm Kempff
of Desire" as apiece that has movement and
account. All exposition repeats are observed,
beauty, but Double Edge here is staid, its
and Sony's closely miked sound suggests the
rhythms stodgy and lacking bite.
intimacy of alarge living room without ever
This is Double Edge's downfall in the "Amen
becoming claustrophobic. A distinguished
ofJudgment," too. Here Bouwhuis and Zeeland
release.
—Mortimer H. Prank
are devastating, producing resonant bass chords
ROSSINI: II Maw in Italia
that thrill to the bone. Finally, as one would
Simone Alaimo, Selim; Sumi Jo, Fiorilla; Enrico Fissore,
expect, the Dutch pair also give themselves up
Don Geronio; Raul Giménez, Narciso; Alessandro Corto the "Amen of the Consummation—Parabelli, Poet; Susanne Mentzer, Zaida; Ambrosian Opera
dise" with an exciting abandon, while Double
Chorus, Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Sir
Edge is left standing. The latter has nothing
Neville Marriner
Philips
434 128-2 (2 CDs only). Erik Smith, prod. DDD.
more to say on this piece or any other—at only
Tr: 2:33:43
48 1
/ minutes, this offering is anon-starter.
2
Bouwhuis & Zeeland go on to offer awitty
Il Turco is often seen as apoor cousin to Rosbut sincere performance of Ives's 3Quarter-tone
sini's better-known L'Italiana in Algeri. AlPieces. These are interesting works, the first and
though both operas are ostensibly concerned
third originally intended for aquarter-tone
with an Italian woman making trouble for a
piano, two keyboards, and one player, while
foreign potentate, they differ wildly in form and
the second is for two pianos, one tuned a purpose. L'Italiana is acomedy in the form of
quarter-tone sharper than the other. If you
afarce ETurco, set in Naples, is acomedy about
haven't tried these pieces, Ithink you'll be
much more: Prosdocimo, apoet, is in search
pleasantly surprised.
of astory, and decides to use people he knows
The final piece, Initials, by the pianist van Zeeas characters—the bumbling Don Geronio and
land, is a 16-minute single movement that
his shrewd, slick wife, Fiorilla, and Narciso, an
develops contrasting ideas to apoint where they
"admirer" of Fiorilla's. Zaida, afortune-telling
become totally integrated. Altogether afabgypsy he spots on the Naples beach, tells him
ulous disc, and highly recommended.
about how she used to be engaged to Selim, a
—Barbara Jahn
Turkish prince who coincidentally arrives
moments later. The poet has his plot. Selim falls
MOZARE Piano Sonatas K.310, K.331, K.533/K.494
for Fiorilla, who taunts Geronio. Later, both
Murray Perahia, piano
Sony SIC 48233 (CD only). Pauline Hester, mg.; Andreas
men dump her. All ends happily (Fiorilla
Neubronner, prod. DDD. TT: 63:33
reforms and Geronio takes her back), but the
opera winds up far closer to Cosifan tutee than
A prevailing taste, temperament, and stylishness
L'Italiana. Although II Turco is assuredly a
raise these performances far above the merely
comedy, the laughs are more from the head
acceptable. Like the finest of Mozart interthan from the belly, and the complications are
preters, Perahia is aware of how aperformer
deeper than those of farce. (This argument, as
must (as the composer expected) draw inferwell as amusical and textual one, is presented
ences from the text. Thus the playing boasts
by Philip Gossett in the fascinating notes
supple rhythm (particularly in the opening
accompanying this recording.)
movement of K310), subtly gauged dynamics,
Perhaps because of its ambiguity, ETurco can
and asparing use of the sustaining pedal that
be tough to put across: Fiorilla is not particprecludes any blurring of the music's pointed
ularly sympathetic, and the poet's commentextures. And Perahia's underlying elegance
tary is quite heady. Md to this the fact that the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993
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secco recitatives and the opera's finale were
farmed out by Rossini to acomposer far less
gifted, and you're in for further problems. But
repeated listenings reward deeply: Rossini's
music is some of his best, and the depth of purpose is agenuine plus once you realize you're
not in for an empty-headed evening. The opera
is more witty than wild.
This is Il 'Turco's third recording, though each
edition is different, based on whether the spurious music is included. EMI has Callas at her
considerable best, infusing the text and music
with real, barbed life, but the performance is
heavily cut. Sony's stars Montserrat Caballé
in excellent form. But this new performance
displaces them both; Il Turco is an ensemble
opera, and Philips's ensemble is genuinely
strong. Sumi Jo's voice is as different from Callas's or Caballé's as possible (theirs have weight
in common, for astart), but she makes the role
of Fiorilla her own. She's not chirpy, just
vocally light, albeit sharp-edged and full of
pointed delivery. One might simply prefer a
duskier sound in the part (I had to adjust), but
you won't be cheated by Jo's beautiful, highplaced soprano of great agility.
The others are terrific. Enrico Fissore is a
suitably weak-lipped-but-pushy Geronio; Jo
correctly sings him under the table in their Act
Iduet. Simone Alaimo as Selim is every inch
the princely Turk, and sings the notes handsomely. Samuel Barney is gorgeous in the Sony
set, but Alaimo's way with the words makes
him awinner, too. Alessandro Corbelli's poet
is nicely detached and wise, and Raul Giménez uses his high, sweet tenor to good advantage as Narciso. Susanne Mentzer is abonus
as Zaida. Sir Neville Marriner's sense of the
work—the intellectual juggling act—is superb,
and his band plays with polish and vitality.
The recording is ideal, with plenty of presence. Even if you suspect you've heard one Rossini comedy too many, give this atry. It's
another facet of this amazing composer's output, and shouldn't be missed. Philips has done
it proud.
—Robert Levine
SCHUBERT String Quartets in C, D32, 8£ d, D.810
("Death and the Maiden")
Artis Quartet
Sony SK 52582 (CD only). Toni Fiedler, eng.; Georges
Kadar, prod. DDD. TT: 59:01

With each new recording, it becomes increasingly apparent that the Artis is destined to
become one of our most distinguished quartets.
This account of "Death and the Maiden" has
afierce, grim intensity that goes to the work's
core From the slashing outburst of the opening
chords through the eerie gloom of the second
movement and the demonic drive of the finale,
this is aperformance that projects the music's
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

passion, power, poignant lyricism, and stark
drama.
As with the finest performances, these traits
are conveyed by close attention to musical values.
Voicing is exemplary in its clarity and judicious
balancing, focusing texture and italicizing
Schubert's harmonic richness. Climaxes are
carefully gauged. Particularly impressive in this
regard is the care with which the morbidity of
the second movement is gradually intensified,
then allowed to dissipate in akind of extended,
morose sigh. Impressive in this movement, too,
is the Artis's refusal to vary the basic pulse from
one variation to another, thereby heightening
the developing ethos with afirm rhythmic
backbone And the tarantella-like finale benefits
from exceptionally clean articulation that brings
out all its devilish drive.
Every major repeat is observed, and Sony's
close sound, save the occasionally audible
breathing of the performers, is exemplary in
its freedom from harshness and suggestion of
asmall hall. The Quartet D.32, aproduct of
Schubert's adolescence and very much aharbinger of the genius to come, is given an aptly
vital reading. Along with accounts of D.810 by
the Smetana, Emerson, and Tokyo Quartets,
this Artis version can hold its own with the
best.
—Mortimer H. Frank
STOCKHAUSEN: Michaels Reise
Markus Stockhausen, trumpet; Suzanne Stephens, bassett
horn; Ian Stuart, clarinet; Lesley Schatzberger, clarinet, bassett horn; Michael Svoboda, trombone, baritone horn; Kathinlca Pasveer, alto flute; Andreas Boricger, Isao Nakamura, percussion; Michael Obst, Simon
Stockhausen, synthesizer; Karlheinz Stockhausen, sound
projection
ECM New Series 1406 (437 188-2, CD only). Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng.; ICarlheinz Stockhausen, Manfred
Eicher, prods. DDD. TE 49:06

Michaels Reise ("Michael's Journey") is heard
here in the soloist's version dedicated to the
composer's son, trumpeter Markus Stockhausen. This is the premier studio recording
of the work, which was written in 1984.2The
original version comes from 1977/78, and both
are derived from Michael's Journey Round the
Earth, which is the second act of the opera
Thursday, from Light. When performed in concert, the musicians, in simple costume, roam
the stage in strategic and pre-defined movements. The drama can best be described as an
intuitive and freely interactive dialogue in
which the instruments speak to each other.
As elucidated by G.W. Hopkins in his excellent New Grove's entry, Stockhausen is afar more
trusting composer than acontemporary such
as Pierre Boulez, leaving to the performer much
interpretive leeway. In that regard, he shares
2The world-premiere performance occurred in 1986 and was
also recorded.
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a certain affinity with John Cage, though
young and ardent at the opera's start, he comes
Cage's work with indeterminacy and chance
into his own in the gambling scene, and sings
took the concept considerably beyond what
quite beautifully in Act III. There's nothing parStockhausen employs. When played, as here,
ticularly deeply felt about his reading, but as
by a small, hand-picked ensemble, Stockasensory experience he's still special. Juan Pons
hausen's music takes on an almost organic
is the biggest drip in baritone-land, dragging
nature, appearing to spring from compositional
down whatever scene he's in. He perks up for
seeds and flowering in the hands of the
"Di Provenza," but the memory of his mushy
instrumentalists. The skill with which the indelivery and tone in the all-important "Dite
strumental textures, rhythmic momentum, and • alla giovane" duet still keeps him in the debit
dramatic moods are established is representative
column (particularly because Studer's singing
of Stockhausen's insightful and seemingly autois so lovely here).
matic sense of form. Once again, the intuitive
Ialso do not warm to Levine's approach. I
aspect of this music makes it difficult to imagine
like the rigidity of the music at Germont's first
alternative interpretations, although an infinite
entrance—a good warning of things to come—
number of variations are surely inherent in the
but in general, Levine is, quite simply, too Gerscore.
manic, pushing the music when coddling it
The electronic and acoustic timbres of the
might be abetter idea. If! had to guess, I'd say
small ensemble are masterfully mixed by the
that Levine sees this opera as atrifle, apretty
composer and engineer Kongshaug. The result
melodrama, and Iresent that attitude. The secis avivid and resonant recording, with Markus
ond verse of Germont's cabaletta is cut, and,
Stockhausen's trumpet crisply realistic and cenmore appallingly, so are the end of the "Partrally located, with good depth.
igi, oCara" duet and some of the music which
Most impressive about this CD, however,
follows. The Met Orchestra and Chorus are
is the overwhelming sense of pace and cohergorgeous; for sheer sound, the former, espeence. While his music is not always easy to folcially, has really become something to reckon
low (to say the least), Stockhausen has always
with. The supporting cast is uninspired.
been among the most meticulous and intelliThe recording favors the orchestra at times,
gently focused of late-20th-century masters.
but the sound is generally well-balanced and
Michaels Reise is no exception, and may even
full-blooded. Iwouldn't want to be without
prove to be more accessible than some of his
Studer's Violetta (perhaps there'll be agenerous
more radically innovative previous works. A
highlights disc. ..?), and Pavarotti is (almost)
resounding triumph, then, from one of our
never to be dismissed. But beware of Pons. And
greatest living composers, this recording should
you may find Levine, as Idid, unsympathetic.
be considered anecessity for the serious mod—Robert Levine
ern music collector. Thanks to ECM for making this wonderfully complex and fascinating
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
music available.
—Carl Baugher
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VERDI: La traviata
Cheryl Studer, Violetta; Luciano Pavarotti, Alfredo; Juan
Pons, Gertnont; others; Metropolitan Opera Orchestra
& Chorus, James Levine
DG 435 797-2 (2 CDs only). Wolfgang Stengel, prod.
DDD. TT. 2:02:12

IL SOLAZZO: Musicfor aMedieval Banquet
Judith Malafronte, mezzo; Drew Minter, countertenor;
The Newberry Consort, Mary Springfels, dir.
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907038 (CD only). Paul F. Witt,
prod.; Tony Faulkner, mg. DDD. TT 61:37

The raison d'être for this recording was apparently soprano Cheryl Studer, and on that level
it paid off. She's quite wonderful, managing
to draw acharacter as early as the first-act Brindisi, and more than able to handle the role's
abundant technical demands. She really seems
in the role: Here, Violetta is surprised at her own
depth of feeling in Act I, deeply saddened by
what she must undergo in Act II, and atrue
tragic heroine at the end. Studer's exclamatory
German roles have stood her in good stead for
arole this heavy and potent, but she's given up
nothing in the way of morbidezza or legato. She
delivers and she'll move you. Would that she
were in such good company.
Best is Pavarotti. Though he hardly sounds

There are all sorts of devices used to organize
discs of medieval music: works by asingle
composer, of course; selections that might have
been played At The Court of Someone-orOther; onomatopoeic songs; etc. The Newberry Consort has hit on arather clever and
literary one here, as befits agroup associated
with amajor library. The late 14th-century
amateur poet Simone Prudenzani produced
two collections of poems that describe, among
other things, the entertainments given at a
sumptuous Christmas party. Since many of the
musical works mentioned are still extant, the
Newberrys created this CD around Prudenzani's list; the concept works just about perfectly.
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Like any collection of late 14th-century
music, there is plenty of Landini here; along
with alarge helping of Anon, there's also one
composition each by Jacopo da Bologna,
Johannes Ciconia, Antonio Zacara da Teramo,
and Bartolino da Padova. These works provide
afine sampling of the arsnovisti, and, thanks to
Prudenzani, give us agood idea of the taste of
the moneyed class in 14th-century Tuscany.
The Newberry Consort gives an ideal performance, nicely balanced between instrumental and vocal pieces, with spirited playing and
fine expressive singing. Judith Malafronte
sounds lovely, especially in awell-ornamented
version of Non al sua amante by Jacopa da Bologna, and Drew Minter sounds perhaps as good
or better than Ihave ever heard—his voice and
style are absolutely made for this repertoire.
If you enjoy the "sweet new style," you'll love
this disc.
Tony Faulkner gets wonderfully natural
sound out of Skywalker Sound as usual,
although this is abit drier than Iwould like.
Still, the close perspective, which is what you
get (dear Audiophile Network members) when
you hear asmall ensemble live, allows me to
hear each instrument clearly defined and
located, which Igenerally prefer in small-group
recordings. There is definitely asense of "real
enough to touch." For medievalists, not to be
missed.
—Les Berkley
TANGAZO: Music of Latin America
Caturia: Tres Danzas Cubanas; Chavez: Sinfonia India;
Copland: Danzan Cubano; Ginastera: Danzas del Ballet
"Estancia"; Piazzolla: Tangazo; Revueltas: Sensemaya;
Roldan: Suite de "La Rebambaramba," Ritmica V
Michael Tilson Thomas, New World Symphony
Argo 436 737-2 (CD only). Colin Moorfoot, eng.; Chris
Hazen, prod. DDD. TT 73:52

A remarkable offering on anumber of levels,
this features the recording debut of the New
World Symphony, an ensemble headquartered
in the Miami area and described in the liner
notes as an orchestral academy offering entrylevel employment for recent conservatory
graduates. They sure play up astorm for a
bunch of kids who don't have real jobs. Facetiousness aside, the NWS's power and facility
point up the present situation in which the
number of young, highly accomplished orchestral players far exceeds the music profession's
capacity to absorb them. As NWS members,
these musicians perform afill-time season in
Florida under Music Director Michael Tilson
Thomas, working with high-profile guest conductors and leading soloists. To top it off,
Thomas seems to have wangled them an Argo
contract. Not bad.
Though much of this music has been
recorded before, rarely has it been done so
well—or better in any substantial way—and
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

certainly not under one roof, as it were.
Copland, represented by his Danzon Cubano,
is the only composer of North American origin. The others, from Mexico, Cuba, Brazil,
and Argentina, are of Copland's generation,
born in or around 1900, except for Astor Piazzolla (b.1921).
It is unlikely that these young musicians were
familiar with much or any of this highly
challenging program of 20th-century music
prior to the performances which preceded this
recording. Bringing such high-level responses
out of young artists in difficult, unfamiliar
music is what Thomas does best. He doesn't
need to record standard repertoire We need him
to make more recordings like this.
Nearly all of these pieces require large
orchestras with enlarged and highly exotic percussion sections. Roldan's Rítmica Vis scored
only for percussion. Have you ever heard a
gourd played molto espressivo? Check out Chavez's Sinfonia India. For sheer breadth of orchestral sound, it's hard to beat Revuelta's ominous
Mayan ritual, the crypto-tuba concerto Sensemaya. Then there's Ginastera's riotous, nearly
orgiastic Estancia.
Piazzolla's Tangazo stands out from the crowd
by whispering, not shouting. One is inclined
to compare this 15-minute study of the tango
to Ravel's La Valse. But whereas Ravelled his
dance study from shrouded mystery to violent
catastrophe, Piazzolla's piece is mostly dark and
ruminative His aim is not to entertain or shock,
but to provoke introspection. Aside from the
difference in time signature, this is aValse Triste.
Last but by no means least, this is an album
for audiophiles if ever there was one. Hazell and
Moorfoot have extracted just about every ounce
ofjuice from these Florida tapings and packed
it into awell-filled CD. I'm tempted to ask how
this disc would have sounded had it been a
Reference HDCDTM or aChesky. Iwish the
majors would incorporate cutting-edge technologies alittle sooner than they do. There
won't be adry seat in any house or audio shop
where this recording is played. Want to get your
money's worth out of your subwoofer? Get
Tangazo today!
—Richard Schneider

SHOW M USIC
KIR! TE KANAWA: Kin Sings Kern
Jonathan Tunick, London Sinfonietta
EMI CDQ 754527 2(CD only). Haydn Bendall, eng.;
John Fraser, prod. DDD. TE 45:13
JERRY HADLEY: Standing Room Only
Paul Gernignani, American Theatre Orchestra
RCA 09026-61370-2 (CD only). James Nichols, Bill
Allen, engs.; Steve Vining, prod. DDD. Dolby Surround. TT 60:47
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As ashow-music fan, opera fan, and sometime
top note to make it work, Hadley delivers with
singer myself, Ihave ambivalent feelings about
ease. He ends "What Kind of Fool Am I" on
opera singers' excursions into the Broadway
ahigh B-natural that elevates the song (accurmusical repertoire. Their technical ease and
ately described in Bill Rosenfield's liner notes
sheer beauty of sound can provide awelcome
as "the quintessential '60s nightclub ballad")
change from musical-theater performers with
out of the commonplace, into the rare? "She
poorly produced voices who rely on nerve and
Wasn't You" has never made much of an imcharm to get by, but opera singers often end up
pression on me before, but when Ihear Hadley
sounding stiff and formal in musicals, producsing it, Ithink it belongs in acollection of the
ing pear-shaped tones but little in the way of
Greatest Musical Theater Songs of All Time.
characterization or involvement.
Songs that would seem natural for Hadley's
Kin Te Kanawa has probably done as many
voice—like "Youngrr than Springtime," "Bring
crossover albums as anyone, and though the
Him Home," and "Lonely Town"—are done
results have not always been successful, Ihave
to perfection.
to give her credit for at least attempting to avoid
Not everything works perfectly, however.
sounding like an opera singer who's slumming.
The opening "Almost Like Being In Love" is
It's really not her fault that the powers-thatsabotaged by Michael Starobin's peculiar
be thought her suitable for roles like Maria in
arrangement! "All IAsk ofYou," done as asolo
West Side Story. (Of course, this bit of casting
rather than aduet, is awkward (I kept waiting
wasn't quite as weird as choosing Hispanic José
for the soprano to come in). And Starobin s
Carreras as Anglo Tony.)
treatment àla Debussy robs the tune of its PucIn any case, Kin iSings Kern finds her more
cinian sweep. Hadley's singing of all the parts
comfortable with the material, and she's supin "Standing on the Corner" is an intriguing
ported by arrangements that are more theatrical
idea, but it ultimately only proves that aquartet
than pop, to the benefit of the music. Dame Kin
should not consist of four identical voices.
(as she's known to her friends) does have a Never mind: I'd rather hear asinger taking
lovely voice, and she seems to be more involved
chances than always playing it safe. And somehere than usual. Her singing still tends to be
times taking achance pays off, as in the delightabit too polite and ladylike (or Dame-like) most
fully offbeat combination of Kander & Ebb's
of the time, but at least she never grates on the
"Marry Me" with Rodgers & Hart's "Manear. The songs are all standards (it wouldn't have
hattan." (Starobin got it right on this one.)
hurt to throw in afew less familiar numbers),
Standing Room Only is said to inaugurate a
and the musical direction of arranger Jonathan
new long-term relationship between RCA and
Tunick is excellent.
Jerry Hadley, future recordings to feature
As it happens, Jerry Hadley made his cross"music from Broadway to Hollywood, from
over recording debut as Freddy in the Te
Gilbert & Sullivan to Gershwin." Ican hardly
Kanawa/lrons My Fair Lady. Since then he's
wait.
—Robert Deutsch
gone on to Show Boat, Candide, and Kismet, his
contributions always characterized by musical
intelligence coupled with attention to the
meaning of the lyrics. More than most of his
operatic colleagues (far more than, say, Samuel
MILES DAVIS/QUINCY JONES: Miles and Quincy
Ramey or Thomas Hampson), Hadley seems
Live at Montreux
to have areal feel for musicals, and he's agood
Miles Davis, trumpet; Quincy Jones, conductor; Wallace
enough actor that Ican imagine him appearRoney, trumpet, fluegelhom; Kenny Garrett, alto sax;
ing in aBroadway show. (I understand that, in
Gal Evans Orchestra; George Gruntz Concert Jazz
Band; others
his teenage years, Hadley's ambition was to
Warner Bros. 45221-2 (CD only). David Richards, Justin
become amusical-theater performer.) Yes, he
Shirley-Smith, engs.; Quincy Jones, prod. DDD. TE
has agorgeous voice, absolutely secure tech56:49
nically, but these resources are always used in
the service of music rather than self-aggranI'm not the only person having trouble being
dizement.
objective about this, the last recording by Miles
All of these general comments apply to StandDavis, in which he remakes highlights of his
ing Room Only. Hadley is not afraid to sing softly
collaborations with arranger Gil Evans. When
when this seems appropriate; "Anthem," from
Herbie Hancock heard the tapes of this music,
Chess, is done in an intimate, introspective style
he immediately started to cry, "because that's
that proves quite effective. And he launches
with relish into comedy numbers that hardly
3Maybe I've been listening to Kismet too much.
require asinging voice at all ("The Sadder But
4An extra bar of music interpolated between the end of the
Wiser Girl For Me," "Don't Marry Me").
verse and the beginning of the chorus just kills the harmonic
When the song needs abig sound and aringing
release. Why can't arrangers leave well enough alone?

J
AZZ
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the music that changed my life." It changed
Quincy Jones's life too, although perhaps not
as emphatically. In the notes to Live at Montreux,
he addresses Miles: "It was alifetime dream to
have had the honor of conducting the masterpieces of Gil Evans with someone who has been
my idol since the age of 13. Your music is
unconditionally my favorite music on the
planet ...
After you, who?"
Co-producer of the Montreux Jazz Festival,
Quincy Jones was the moving force behind this
project. Jones approached Miles with the idea
of playing the Evans arrangements one last
time. Davis responded, typically, "This stuff's
gonna be expensive." The reason was not the
cost of the band: "It'sjust that this shit is hard
to play." With that minimal encouragement,
Jones decided to hire two bands: the ghost
orchestra of Gil Evans and George Gruntz's
ensemble. He ended up with an ensemble
considerably larger than anything Evans
used. Evans's family was able to provide some
arrangements; others were transcribed by
pianist Gil Goldstein, who, helped by Maria
Schneider on one number, "Milestones:' also
did the additional orchestrations.
The concert took place on July 8, 1991. It
must have been, at least initially, nerve-wracking. Davis was already ill—in the rehearsals,
trumpeter Wallace Roney played some of his
parts. As it turned out, Roney also took over
at various points in the concert (it's Roney who
solos on "Milestones"). When Miles himself
is playing, he does not always sound in total
control.
Jones began with the 1949 Gil Evans composition "Boplicity," apiece that was played
to perfection on the first recording. It's the original cool jazz number, with the solo statements
of Miles Davis and Lee Konitz emerging briefly
from the bottom-heavy ensemble and subsiding again almost seamlessly. It is also, as Davis
warned, hard to play. Jones's orchestra sounds
relatively tense Davis's first solo begins promisingly, but loses direction and tone. Nonetheless, good things are happening: the recorded
sound is full and rich, doingjustice to Evans's
sonorities.
Later, the performances improve (the band
may have loosened up as Davis warmed up).
Miles solos well on "Blues for Pablo," and on
"Here Come de Honey Man" from Porgy and
Bess. The re-orchestration differs in some details
from Evans's own. For example, at the beginning of the Evans recording of "Honey Man:'
Davis states the theme while the reeds and flutes
play acomplex accompanying figure. In the
new version, that figure is played by muted
trumpets, whose sound interferes with Davis's
own muted trumpet. It doesn't pay to mess
with what Gil Evans wrote.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

That's aminor detail—mostly the arrangements sound as bold and colorful as ever.
Orchestral jazz hasn't, to my ears, ever been better. That said, I'll admit that there are no classic
Miles Davis solos on this disc, and there are several miscues. Luckily, Davis and Jones saved
the best for last. Davis sounds like himself over
the twittering flutes of "The Pan Piper" and
"Solea," both from Sketches ofSpain. Ifind the
boldness of Davis's initial statement invigorating, even if he passes off the melody to Kenny
Garrett. The full-bodied sound of the orchestra
is wonderful to hear in the long crescendo of
this piece's middle section.
There could have been no better swan song
for Davis than "Solear The yearning quality
of its melody, and the cry in Davis's tone, make
this, his last recorded performance, inexpressibly touching. It's fitting, as well, that toward
the end of the piece he trades phrases with Wallace Roney. After this performance, Davis gave
his trumpet to that young man. A few weeks
later, as Leonard Feather tells us, he entered the
hospital for the last time. He left us still asking: After Miles, who?
—Michael Ullman
MARC JOHNSON: Right Brain Patrol
Marc Johnson, bass; Ben Monder, guitar; Arto Tuncboyacian, percussion
JMT 849 153-2 (CD only). James Farber, eng.; Lee Townsend, prod. TT 48:09
GARY THOMAS: Til We Have Faces
Thomas, tenor & soprano sax, flute; Pat Metheny, guitar;
Tim Murphy, piano; Anthony Cox, Ed Howard, bass;
Terri Lyne Carrington, drums; Steve Moss, percussion
JMT 314 514 000-2 (CD only). Carlos Albrecht, eng.;
Stefan Winter, prod. rn 61:27
CORPORATE ART
Christy Doran, guitar; Gary Thomas, tenor sax, flute;
Mark Helias, bass; Bobby Previte, drums
JMT 849 155-2 (CD only). Adrian Von Ripka, eng.; Stefan
Winter, prod. TE 60:40
PAUL MOTIAN: On Broadway, Vol. III
Paul Motian, drums; Lee Konitz, alto 8c soprano sax; Joe
Lovano, tenor sax; Bill Frise!!, guitar; Charlie Haden,
bass
JMT 849 157-2 (CD only). Joe Ferla, eng.; Stefan Winter,
prod. TE 56:40

It's no accident that these four recordings all
appear on the same label. Injazz, record labels
have always had nearly as much personality as
the artists who record for them. This year's
prize goes to JMT, aGerman label that consistently offers interesting recordings of improvised music unfettered by faddishness or commercial considerations 2nd untainted by either
ageism or fogeyism.
With his previous band, Bass Desires, Marc
Johnson seemed content to play fourth fiddle
to the powerful musical personalities ofJohn
Scofield, Bill Frisell, and Peter Erskine. The
current aggregation allows his bass to come
more to the fore. The tasteful percussion (no
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traps) of Tuncboyacian, the varied guitar voices
of Monder, and Townsend's open, airy production provide asupportive context for Johnson's
beautiful tone and creative playing. A slight lack
of focus is the result of everyone contributing
compositions and Monder sounding now like
Scofield, now like Frisell, now like Metheny.
But with afew more gigs and recordings, Right
Brain Patrol has the potential to carve out its
own territory.
Metheny himself appears all over Ti! We Have
Faces. This is not aMetheny that lovers of Bnet
Size Life or Offramp will recognize. He plays
almost exclusively distorted electric guitar and,
as the young people say, "He shreds!" Over
the powerhouse drumming of Carrington,
Thomas and Metheny play hide-and-seek
through aprogram of standards by Berlin,
Styne, Silver, etc. with agusto that some of us
find missing in Metheny Group recordings.
One weakness, however, is Thomas's lack of
lyricism. Why choose great melodies if you
can't relate to them? Just compare his reading
of"You Don't Know What Love Is" with Coltrane's. Thomas lacks the tone and the melodic
phrasing to make it work. Nevertheless, this
disc is well worth checking out.
Thomas fares better among the more angular
tunes and players on Corporate Art, where he
and his cohorts drag fusion, kicking and
screaming, to downtown Manhattan, across
Europe, and out through free jazz. Previte's
Dennis Chambers-like slamming will come
as arevelation to those only familiar with his
records as acomposer. Christy Doran keeps
the edge going with delay manipulations that
are as often rhythmic as ambient, and chops that
are serious but never gratuitous. His voice
remains unforgivably underexposed in the US,
where fuzakmeisters flourish. Add Helias's
unique bass style and quirky composing, and
these guysjust might make fusion acceptable
again.
If it's standards you want, race to get
Motian's third volume of same; while there,
grab I& II. All are perfect examples of how it
merely takes the wizardry of Motian & Co. to
resurrect songs that have seemingly been done
to death, like "Skylark," "How Deep is the
Ocean," and even the bar mitzvah staple "Tico
Tico." Unlike Thomas, Motian's group is capable of deconstructing standards while remaining perfectly true to the spirit, melody, and
lyrics of the originals. Vol. III adds the bonus
of the incredible Lee Konitz, who surprised me
by being much closer in style and attitude to
the elasticity and eccentricity of Frisell than to
the bop-leaning Lovano.
Standards played like this will live and
breathe far into the future. Jazz is alive and well
at JMT.
—Michael Ross
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

SHEILA JORDANIHARVIE SWARTZ: Songs From
Within
Sheila Jordan, vocals; Harvie Swartz, bass
M•A Recordings M014A (CD only). Todd Garfinkle,
eng., prod. DDD. Tr: 65:52

Sheila Jordan and Harvie Swartz have been performing together as aduo for over adecade. I
can't imagine aformat—vocals and bass—that
is much more challenging, or two musicians
who could be as successful doing what Jordan
and Swartz do. Their 1982 recording, Old Time
Feeling, has been one ofmy favorite records since
it came out. Songsfrom Within is even better: daring and effortlessly accomplished, it begins
with the type of improvisation that only Jordan
can pull off. In what might be called sung prose,
she dedicates her songs to thejazz players she
has known, alive and dead, and adds, "Keeping
this music alive is all I've ever really wanted
to do."
In this spare context, accompanied only by
Swartz's beautifully melodic and rhythmically
alert phrases, Jordan goes on to sing the songs
of those musicians, reinventing their melodies
and sometimes eerily evoking their styles—
the drama of Billie Holiday, the flexibility of
Charlie Parker—in improvisations that are full
of her own radiant character.
The disc can be heard as apartial autobiography—Jordan grew up in the the coal fields
of Pennsylvania listening to country music.
Here she sings—exquisitely, with downhome
feeling and hip phrasing—the traditional "Birmingham Jail." She was enthralled by Billie
Holiday, to whom she pays tribute in "Good
Morning, Heartache," and, in Detroit, sang
along to Charlie Parker. Iimagine "Anthropology" Parker's version of"' Got Rhythm"
was one of her numbers. Other numbers
include Tadd Dameron's "IfYou Could See Me
Now," taken here at asnail's pace, which Jordan
and Swartz manage to illuminate; the Sonny
Rollins calypso "St. Thomas"; and Thad Jones's
"A Child is Born." Jordan once told me of sitting listening to Bill Evans play, and ofhis kindness in writing out substitute chords to atune
he had performed and she liked to sing. Here
she sings his lovely "Waltz for Debby" The rest
of the repertoire is just as tastefully chosen.
Swartz, it should be noted, is awonder himself—his beautifully swinging, big-toned,
melodic playing proves the perfect anchor and
foil to Jordan's most adventurous treatments
of these classic songs.
The recorded sound is close up and resonant—beautiful to my ears. Nonetheless, producer Todd Garfinkle saw fit to apologize for
the barely audible presence of aheating system in the Japanese hall he had rented. No matter. I've always been aSheila Jordan fan, so Songs
From Within will be one of my favorite record-
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ings of the year.

—Michael Ullman

BRANFORD MARSALIS: Bloomington
Branford Marsalis, saxes; Robert Hurst, bass; Jeff"Tain"
Watts, drums
Columbia CK 52461 (CD only). Patrick Smith. eng.; Delfeayo Marsalis, prod. DDD. IT 77:02

It's surprising that Branford Marsalis, the most
musically adventurous member of his illustrious family, should somehow have gotten the
reputation of being relatively uncommitted to
jazz. (Surely afew appearances with the Grateful Dead, and with Sting's most interesting
band, should not be that damning.) His steady
gig on late-night television has probably made
Branford more flexible as aprofessional, but
not, as Bloomington demonstrates, less interesting
as aimproviser. His unpretentiously genial personality keeps him from making the prosy
statements about the history ofjazz to which
his younger brothers are addicted, but he
remains an avidly experimental musician and
bandleader.
Not that Bloomington is on the outer edge. If
anything, this trio performance, especially the
long, often freely developed improvisations
such as "Xavier's Lair:' remind me of the Sam
Rivers Trio of the '70s. There are two main
differences: Marsalis starts with preset themes;
Rivers sometimes started with nothing. And
Dave Holland and Cecil McBee, Rivers's bassists, tended to have amore fluid, guitar-like
approach than does Marsalis's Robert Hurst.
Made "in conjunction with afilm directed
by D.A. Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus," the
September 13, 1991 Bloomington performance
consists of six numbers, among them the ballad
"Everything Happens to Me Monk's "Friday
the 13th," and four Marsalis originals. The
hard-bopping "Xavier's Lair" opens up in
performance—almost immediately we hear
Branford repeating phrases, turning them
around, and imitating them in the manner of
Omette Coleman, while Hurst stalls on achord
and Watts builds in intensity. Alternating short,
bursting phrases with long, winding lines,
Marsalis creates anatural ebb and flow in this
extended solo.
His ballad feature is just as good. On "Everything Happens to Me," Marsalis plays patiently
over the minimal accompaniment of his rhythm
section. Again he shows his penchant for commenting on his own phrases in varied repetitions, but manages to return convincingly to
the ballad style. Bloomington's afine disc, wellrecorded for alive date in what was undoubtedly alarge auditorium; the movie version is
The Music Tells You.
—Michael Ullman
PAT METHENY GROUP:The Road to You
Pat Metheny, guitars, guitar synths; Lyle Mays, piano, keyboards; Steve Rodby, acoustic & electric bass; Paul WerSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

tico, drums, percussion; Armando Marçal, percussion,
voice; Pedro Aznar, voice, percussion, acoustic guitar,
sax, steel drums, vibes, marimba, melodica
Geffen GEFD-24601 (CD only). Pat Metheny, Steve
Rodby, David Oakes, prods.; Rob Eaton, eng. DDD.
TT 74:01

This is more like it. After aseries of albums—
Still Life (Talking), Letterfrom Home, and Secret
Story—each of which seemed to have less
juice and more filler than the one before, Pat
Metheny has returned to what he does best:
high-energy, inspired, Brazilian-flavored fission
of awesome taste, skill, and passion.
The Road to You is aroad album, culled from
concerts recorded on arecent mini-tour of Italy
and played before crowds as musical as they
were enthusiastic—listen here to the unaccompanied thousands maneuver the difficult
intervals of "Third Wind." The set list, like
Metheny's previous live set, Travels, is equally
divided between compositions new and old.
The latter comprise a"greatest hits" of the three
last studio albums, and Metheny has wisely
chosen their better tunes, which stand with his
best: the smoothly unfolding "Last Train
Home"; the boppish "Better Days Ahead"; the
insistently bouyant "Beat 70"; the poignant
interlude of "Letter from Home featuring Lyle
Mays's romantic solo piano; the soaring "Third
Wind," with Metheny's astonishingly fluid guitar and that amazing simultaneous time and key
change toward the end; and the majestic, chillsup-the-spine "First Circler Metheny seldom
reinvents his own earlier compositions or turns
them inside-out in mind-bending new arrangements—the playing times of these six tunes
come within seconds of their studio times—but
just keeps playing them better.
The new tunes are just as good: the propulsive "Have You Heard:' the smoothly bluesy
"Naked Moon:' and Metheny's acoustic-guitar
solo, "More Travels." Then there's the strikingly epic "Half Life of Absolution." Metheny
hasn't stretched himself like this in awhile:
"Half Life" is actually asuite of several quite
different moods, all of them dark, some foreboding, its 15 minutes so full of musical event
and committed playing that they just flash by.
Throughout the album, Metheny plays with
more bite and edge than he's recently been able
to muster in the studio. In fact, comparing The
Road to You and Travels to the rest of his output,
it's clear that Metheny is one of those guitarists
who comes fully alive only in concert. This
album swings and rocks as has nothing he's
done in years.
The Pat Metheny Group retains the same
lineup it's had for six years now, and Idon't
think I've heard them play better. Sound is full,
rich, liquid, almost analog, with the attention
to sonic detail that Metheny Group Produc-
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tions have become known for—though everything, particularly solo acoustic guitar and
piano, is larger than life, with too much bloom.
Other than that, atotally satisfying record.
—Richard Lehnert

ROCK
THE BEACH BOYS: Good Vibrations
Thirty Years of the Beach Boys
Capitol C2 781294 24(5 CDs only). Clark Duval, Wayne
Watkins, Mark Linen, David Leaf, Andy Paley, prods.;
Mark Linen, eng.; mastered by Larry Walsh, Mark
Linen; original recordings produced by Brian Wilson
& the Beach Boys. AAD. TT 6:22:28

Irhapsodized at length about the madness and
ecstasy of the Beach Boys back in February '91
when Sunflower and Sue Up were first reissued, so I'll curtail the sweeping historical
generalizations to which we armchair critical
geniuses are prone.
In short: When I've gone without hearing
the Beach Boys for afew months or ayear (as
recently happened), Istart to think I've gone
nuts and overrated the talent of Brian Wilson,
singer, songwriter, arranger, producer, and oneman hit machine (no, Iwill not utter the "G"
word). But as long as Idon't listen to the words,
all Ihave to do is hear any of the seven albums—
from Pet Sounds through Sus Up—that Brian
and/or his Boys produced between 1966 and
1971, and America's very first monster rock
group goes back to the top of the heap. Brian's
astonishing creativity as avocal arranger and
composer of effortlessly beautiful melodies
remains unchallenged, even by the Beatles. (In
the accompanying booklet, Paul McCartney
admits to having learned most of what he
knows of melodic bass lines—ie, alot—from
listening to Brian's playing.)
There are boxed sets and there are boxed sets.
Good Vibrations is the real deal: over six hours
of music, nearly two hours of it previously
unreleased. Forget all the greatest-hits repackagings Capitol has spewed out over the years:
this is the set to get, and the only one to cover
the Beach Boys' entire career, including their
stints with the Capitol, Brother, Reprise, Caribou, and Sony labels. Included are selections
and/or outtakes from every one of the 30 original Beach Boys albums, from Surfin' Safari
through Still CruisiW (Only their most recent,
the disposable, Brian-less Summer in Paradise,
is omitted.)
You Get: Thirty minutes' worth of previously unreleased tapes from the Smile sessions,
mostly of variations on "Heroes and Villains."
Brian's creativity here is simply staggering, but,
with the similar set of alternate takes of "Good
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

Vibrations" released acouple of years ago on
the CD reissue of Smiley Smile (and also
included here), it's clear why Smile has never
been released: the terminally scattered Brian
had no center around which to build the album.
A quarter century after the Smile sessions, the
album probably remains unfinishable. Still, it
remains the greatest rock album never released;
even its outtakes repay many listenings.
Half of Pet Sounds is also included, plus
demos and rehearsals of the earliest surfing
songs, covers of rock anthems by Dion, Phil
Spector, and Brill Building stalwarts, standards
like "Things We Did Last Summer" (probably the only Sammy Cahn song that sounds as
if written by the Beach Boys), radio jingles and
IDs, scream-drenched excerpts from live concerts, an early version of "Surf's Up," sumptuous late-'60s bonbons like "San Miguel,"
"Games Two Can Play:' and "I Just Got My
Pay," the amazing "H.E.L.P. is on the Way" (in
which Brian bemoans his obesity and ruminates on enemas, stomach pumps, and organic
food), Dennis Wilson's murky "4th ofJuly,"
outtakes from Brian's abandoned mid-'70s
lounge-singer album, and late-era ridiculousnesses like "Our Team" and "Kokomo!'
Of the set's 141 tracks, only four were
recorded after 1980, which means that 97% of
Good Vibrations was culled from Brian's most
active years, followed by generous selections
from the underrated reign of younger brother
Carl. Still, there's loads of stuff from the post20/20 albums (ie, from Sunflower through The
Beach Boys 1985), all of which are currently out
of print—for the moment, these songs are available only on Good Vibrations. Virtually all of the
early hits you'd ever want are here as well
(though missing are "Let Him Run Wild:'
"Deirdre," and "Cool Cool Water"—a muchabbreviated Smile-era alternate take of the last
is included). And for those of you who, like me
and JA, couldn't stand Holland's "Mt. Vernon
& Fairway," the music alone is included here,
sans Jack Rieley's obnoxious narration.
The "bonus" fifth disc (the set lists for $74)
is all new stuff, including more radio spots,
demos (including aheartbreaking "In My
Room"), live versions of three surfing songs,
and an embarrassingly tentative concert
performance—only the band's second—of
"Good Vibrations!' This last disc also includes
instrumental-only, Stack-O-Tracks-style versions of "Dance, Dance, Dance," "God Only
Knows:' "Heroes and Villains," "Cabinessence," "Surf's Up" (the last three are fascinating—there's amazing stuff buried beneath
the vocals), avocals-only version of "California
Girls:' and remixes of "All Summer Long,"
"Wendy," "Hushabye," "When IGrow Up to
Be aMan:' and "Wouldn't It Be Nice" in which
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all the instruments are in the left channel, all
the vocals in the right. Have fim with your balance knob.
The ALL TRACKS DIGITALLY REMASTERED FROM
ORIGINAL MASTERS banner is somewhat misleading, as the vast majority of these tracks had
already been DR'd in the Capitol and Brother/
Caribou/Sony reissue series. But those had been
yen/ well done; it all sounds great. The 60-page
booklet is amasterpiece of design, though official Beach Boys chronicler David Leaf (who
also wrote the notes for Capitol's comprehensive BB reissue series, amodel of its type) is his
usual worshipful, uncritical, defensive, semiliterate self.
No matter. This is the only Beach Boys compilation you'll ever need or want—until Beach
Boys Rarities is released sometime next year. ..
or
the next ...
—Richard Lehnert
A.J. CROCE: A.J. Croce
Private Music 01005-82108-2 (CD only). John Simon,
T Bone Burnett, prods.; Joe Schiff, Allen Sides, Steve
MacMillan, engs. AAD? TT: 40:35

Yup, this is Jim's son, but he could have been
Hoagy's or Frank's or Phil's. This retro-styled
high-class honky-tonk blues/jazz stride jive
comes from aside of nostalgia's tracks that syrupy, no-swing, no-rhythm Harry Connick,
Jr. has never crossed to. AJ. Croce may be trying too hard to convince us that, at the age of
21, he's got as much soul, authenticity, and '40sstyle grit—his voice is just alittle too relentlessly raw to believe—as any of his heroes, but
trying too hard doesn't mean you don't have it.
AJ:s got away with anovelty tune, like the
clever "Which Way Steinway" and "Smokin'
Good Time There's astrong Muscle Shoals
flavor in songs like "How'd We Get So Good
at Sayin' Good-bye what with the big-beat
backing and Benmont Tench's organ. There's
prime Tom Waits influence too, as in "I Found
Faith," which sounds like an outtake from Small
Change—except that Croce doesn't sound at
all defeated. And Idefy you to not think of Billie
Holiday when listening to Croce's "I Know
Better Now."
But almost as interesting is the album's
production credit: John Simon and T Bone
Burnett. Burnett most of you will know, but
this is the first Simon credit I've seen in years.
Simon used to produce The Band and Janis
Joplin, not to mention his own long-lostJohn
Simon's Album, and has always shown excellent
taste, insight, and awell-tuned ear for the
arrangement that sounds absolutely new and
absolutely classic at the same time. (Check
out the horn charts here on "She Wouldn't Give
Me None" and "Back Where IBegan?') Simon's
talents have not faded at all over the years—
his arrangements here for keyboard-based
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

swing/rock bands with three to five horns
heavy on the low registers (baritone sax, trombone, tuba) have that same "wooden" feel that
made the sepia-toned The Band such atimeless listening experience.
Croce is ahonker, ashouter, and has obviously listened to alot of Ray Charles albums,
but he's got more than mere attitude: his barrelhouse piano chops are formidable, and he's
obviously having agreat time. And if this
album is ultimately just abit too relentlessly
coy, as-if, and backward-looking—like a1993
movie set in 1948 in which every period detail
bludgeons with its relentless authenticity—
Simon and T Bone have surrounded Croce
with excellent supporting players: Fred Tackett,
Tim Drummond, Robben Ford, Jim Keltner,
and Ron Carter, among others. And the album
sounds gorgeous.
I'll put it this way: I'd rather hear this record thanJim Croce's Greatest Hits. And I'll wear
my audiophile hat for once and recommend this
one for the production values alone.
—Richard Lehnert
FUGAZI: In on the Kill Taker
Dischord 70-1 (LP), 70-2 (CD). Don Zientara, eng.; Ted
Niceley, Fugazi, prods. AAA/AAD? TT: 42:13

True to the punk work ethic, Fugazi, in their
latest release In on the Kill Taker, have held to the
biting, throat-grabbing style that now seems
little more than afaded memory. Led by the
powerful vocals of Ian MacKaye, this Washington, DC quartet has hewn to the punk line ever
since the demise of Minor Threat, MacKaye's
early-'80s seminal outfit.
Fugazi is atightly strung unit willing to
work on the outer rim of the music world.
They combine crisp, taut guitar lines and an
amazingly steady beat with earnest, insightful
lyrical stances that are not so much sung as
hurled at the listener. Their music has always
been brutally honest in both content and delivery. Guy Picciotto's guitar stings and jabs insistently, providing the important contrast to
MacKaye's emphatic pleading, prodding, and
plain old ranting.
Like previous Fugazi releases, Kill Taker
forcefully scrutinizes American society. On
"Smallpox Champion:' drummer Brendan
Canty and bassist Joe Lally work musical overtime to drive the song to its cacophonous climax, as MacKaye tells of the white man's greedfueled decimation of Native American populations.
"Rend It" is apolice-state nightmare, MacKaye forcefully screaming over blasts of guitar,
bass, and drums, "Why don't you come to my
house /Why don't you drag me right out."
These guys still carry on like angry young men,
but don't sound tired or clichéd in doing so.
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The stops and starts within songs, as in "23
Beats Off," provide musical surprises; and
when, at the end, the band veers off into twoplus minutes of beautifully constructed distortion and feedback, it's amarvel how well it all
fits together.
Even slower moments can suddenly turn into
full-blown drums-and-guitar noisefests—the
nearly dulcet instrumental "Sweet and Low,"
with its counterpoint of chicken-scratch guitar
and steady backbeat, erupts into "Cassavetes'
an energetic homage to the late film director.
Fugazi's excursions into the punk ethos of
yesterday reach their zenith on the all-out
rocker, "Great Cop." Here, for apowerful two
minutes, all the raw elements are fused into one:
stripped-down guitar, bass, drums, and vocal
pyrotechnics.
In on the Kill Taker is amust for anyone who
ever cared about punk music and pines for the
days when music meant something other than
corporate swill and flannel. Fugazi makes no
excuses for what they play or say. When you
play it this close to the bone, you don't have to.
—Geary Kaczorowski
VINCE NEIL: Exposed
Warner Bros. 45260-2 (CD only). Ron Nevison, prod.,
eng. AAD? TE 52:37

On occasion, history can repeat itself. After losing his job as Motley Crüe's frontrnan in February 1992, Vince Neil once again finds himself
in the all-too-familiar position of frontman for
another bunch of mousse-and-spandex headbangers. And while most of the songs are as
mundane as anything the Crue ever did—ie, a
soul-sucking preacher's daughter in leather
dress ("Sister of Pain"), along tall baby with
full-bodied curves ("Fine, Fine Wine")—the
similarities end there.
What sets Neil's new bandmates apart from
their predecessors is their sheer musical proficiency. Innovative, lightning-fast guitar licks
(a tip o' the hat to ex-Billy Idol axeman Steve
Stevens) and arhythm section that's as tight as
they come, with metronomic timekeeping and
abottom end that won't quit, provide Neil with
musical possibilities that he could only dream
of with the Crue. "You're Invited (but Your
Friend Can't Come)," from the Encino Man
soundtrack, and "The Edge," with Stevens's
great Flamenco guitar intro, serve as examples
of what this band, if given the right material,
might be capable of. Unfortunately, with the
exception of acouple of highlights here and
there, the rest of the album relies too heavily
on what's already been done countless times
before by less capable bands, and ends up as
nothing more than exercises in redundancy.
All things considered, though, this is not too
bad an album, especially if you're already afan
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of the Crue and/or Vince Neil. If you're not,
save your money; this album isn't enough to
make you one.
—Steven Stoner
LIZ PHAIR: Exile in Guyville
Matador OLE-051-2 (CD only). Brad Wood, eng.; Brad
Wood, Liz Phair, prods. AAD. TT: 55:48

I'm sitting on the 7Train, and Irealize that both
the guy with the tattoo and this Korean lady
with alot of packages are looking at me really
funny. Then it dawns on me that my Walkperson's at home on the bureau, but I'm still singing softly to myself, "Fuck and Run. Fuck and
Run. Even when Iwas 17. .." Like those girls
who shook their hips to "Rocks Oft7" I'd been
sucked in. The music had subverted the message and only the hook remained. Liz Phair 1,
Left Brain 0.
But once you get past those guitar riffs,
"Exile in Guyville"s reads like aCamille Paglia
wet dream, and Phair comes off like the Erica
Jong of Generation X. Never on record has a
female sounded so much like aman and so
much like awoman at the same time. Confused?
That's the point.
Picking up where PJ Harvey's Dry and Sam
Phillips's Cruel Inventions left off,6 Exile is all
about the search for amiddle ground in a
Guyville that reveres Madonna or the Madonna
but doesn't have much use for just plain
women. The aforementioned "Fuck and Run,"
the frankest morning-after song ever, milks this
paradox for everything it's worth. Chorus
number one could be lifted from aWilson Phillips album: "I want aBoyfriend /The kind of
guy who tries to win you over"; but the next
line punctures the bubblegum pop sentiment
without dismissing the need that underlies it.
"I want all the stupid old shit /Letters and
sodas." Then it's right back to the stevedorefrank analysis of how boys just gotta think with
their crotches: "I can feel it in my bones /I'm
gonna spend my whole life alone. .."
Throughout the whole record, Phair's writing is this strong and this slippery. "Help Me
Mary" starts out with this dead-on depiction
ofa boy's night in: "I've lost my home to thieves
/They play the stereo and drink /They leave
suspicious things in the sink /They make lewd
remarks about me." Our heroine responds with
the kind of internalizing that even the Attorney
General can't get past: "I make myself their
friend /Ishow them just how far Ican bend."
But by the last line, we realize the song could
be subtitled "Madonna: The Early Years":
"Weave my disgust into fame /And watch how
5Exile in Guyville is ostensibly acut-for-cut answer to the
Rolling Stones' Exile on Main Street. Idon't see it. Idon't care,
and I'd rather listen to Liz's Exile than Mick's and Reef's.
6Reviewed in Vol.16 No3 and Vol.14 No.I2, respectively.
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fast they run to the flame." And the insight
keeps on coining. In only two verses, "Divorce
Song" says as much about how men and
women talk but don't understand as Deborah
Tannen did in awhole book, while "Dance of
the Seven Veils" answers the musical question,
"What if you crossed Shelly Fabares and
Squeaky Fromme?"
Seeing these lyrics printed on the page may
make you think Exile is ahard, angry album.
In the listening, it's not. Part of the trick is
Phair's way with ahook; she can't sing much,
but these tunes stick in your brain better than
any Bangles song. Part of it is that she uses
Parental Advisory language and doubleentendres galore in the same casual, lockerroom way that guys do. And most of all, there's
asense of humor at work here that would make
Lenny Bruce proud. On "Flower:' her perfectly
deadpan geisha-voiced technopop style sets up
this lyrical, urn, punchline. "Everytime Isee
your face /Ithink of things unpure, unchaste
/Iwant to fuck you like adog /
Take you home
and make you like it." (Damn, there goes my
Rollerblading date with Tipper.)
Exile in Guyville begs acomparison to the PJ
Harvey albums RL's raved about. They're
working the same beat, I'd say, but playing
good cop/bad cop. Phair sounds like she's venting her Lipstick daydreams about revenge on
her tormentors, while Harvey sounds like she
might actually do it. It's hard to say which is
scarier.
In aminimalist indie-rock sort of way, the
sound quality is actually very good. Phair's
voice is close-miked for intimacy, give or take
assssssibilant or two, and if the drums are alittle
bland and buried in the mix, the beefy up-front
guitar sound is grrrrreat.
Smutty and profound at the same time, Exile
is one of those rare albums that's equally good
at making you laugh, making you think, and
making you shake it. Is there ahigher recommendation than that? If the Kennedy School
endows aPhyllis Schlafly Distinguished Professorship in Sexual Politics, I'd say Phair gets
the chair, and Exile in Guyville goes to the top
of the syllabus.
—Allen St. John
ROD STEWAFal Unplugged...and Seated
Warner Bros. 45289-2 (CD only). Patrick Leonard, prod.;
Jerry Jordan, record/mix; Lars Brogaard, live mix. AAD.
TE 70:04
NEIL YOUNG: Unplugged
Reprise 45310-2 (CD only). David Briggs, prod.; various, engs. ADD. TE 65:37

The motives behind video cable-net MTV
establishing its "Unplugged" series were not
entirely unmixed. Sure, it introduces kids who
weren't born when Dylan first scandalized the
Newport Folk Festival and plugged in to the
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concept of acoustic music. And yeah, despite
the casts of thousands, fancy remote trucks, and
drastic abuse-of-signal EQ'd, compressed, and
squirted out over cable to your TV receiver, the
intention was certainly to re-create the intimacy
of those folky, jazzy clubs where it was just you,
him, and sawdust on the floor. But hey, when
you're looking for areason to expand your
audience and make advertising book on the
dinosaurs of rock, things have an amazing ability to get way out of hand.
So instead of Rod Stewart and Ron Wood (his
one-time bandmate from seminal UK goodtime Charlies The Faces) ambling over to the
Troubadour with acouple of Martins, here we
have alive "production" (Le Mobile remote,
with live audio consultant Guy Charbonneau;
mixed at Johnny Yuma), some really awful
jokes about old guys (yeah, so Ron Wood wears
glasses), and anine-piece band plus three backing vocalists and astring section. Stewart is
wearing alot of gold, and you can kinda hear
Elvis saying, "Hey boy, why don't you go get
yourself some o' those nice-lookin' stage clothes,
white leather, fringe; some o' those shiny
things?"
Truth be known, this is kind of reminiscent
of Elvis in latter-stage Vegas mode, but so
what? Like The King, Stewart's acrowd-pleaser
'til the end. What's let him down more recently
is limp material; feeding happily off old rockers
like "Cut Across Shorty" or vamping to
"Highgate Shuffle it is like you and him down
the local. The oldies—"Handbags and Gladrags:' "Reason to Believe "Mandolin Wind"
—are the goodies. If you taped this off cable,
shame on you. On CD, the live sound is just
fine. I'd buy it.
If the "Unplugged" concept—rock dinosaurs playing and singing acoustic, now available on VHS and laserdisc from Warner/Reprise
Video—is less successful for Neil Young than
for Rod Stewart, it's that Young never strayed
too far from afolky, funky, pretty much liveacoustic feel anyway.
Even amped to the max and wailing
("Ftockin' in the U.S.A."), Young, like Leonard
Cohen and Bruce Springsteen, mostly works
avein that's deep, not broad. Tuned in or turned
off, his elliptical songwriting style and chalkon-blackboard vocal delivery remain pretty
much the same, as do his themes and his madein-America recitatives.
Consider Unplugged Vol .1 of his autobiography, or aWhitney-style "art" retrospective
of aman in middle age. The guy wears like redwood, or granite, and this CD is amid-period
summation of Young's thoughts on his traditional meditations: being, obsession, change
over time. If you like amajority of the 14 tracks
here (from "The Old Laughing Lady" through
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last year's "From Hank to Hendrix," picking
up "Mr. Soul," "Like aHurricane," and "The
Needle and the Damage Done" along the way),
you probably have all the albums anyway. If
you've never really caught the vibe, the musicians here—Nils Lofgren, with backup from
Astrid Young and Nicolette Larson, in particular—make this apainless place to start. It's
heavy on harmonica, autoharp, accordion,
dobro, pump organ, and "broom," which
makes for an interesting aural texture, and
everything seems to be in the right place.
Oddly, it was mixed at Redwood Digital, and
the result is abit like highlighting each individual color in one glorious smear of sunset.
—Beth Jacques
U2: Zooropa
Island 314-518-047-2 (CD only). Flood, Robbie Adams,
engs.; Flood, Brian Eno, The Edge, prods. AAD? TT.
51:21

Iremember the first time Iheard the single
"Numb" from Zooropa; Icouldn't help thinking
that "Dumb" would have been abetter title.
A series of short statements recited in monotone
by guitarist The Edge, "Numb" leaves you virtually stupefied after hearing it (the remixed
single version adds more zip). Could this really
be U2? Ibegan to worry that perhaps they'd
shot their wad on Zooropa; they'd been on a
world tour, gone into the stuclio during abreak,
and recorded before they'd had time to flesh out
the songs.
Then the album arrived. Iwas relieved to discover that "Numb" was by far the worst song,
even with its groovy pumping organ. Zooropa
roams far and wide over the musical landscape
the band began to probe with their last album,
1991's Achtung Baby. The title track, arollicking
"Satisfaction"-like song, has Bono intoning
advertising slogans while the band lays out a
straight-ahead rocker. The Edge's razor-sharp
guitar neatly blends in behind the chorus as
bassist Adam Clayton and drummer Larry
Mullens, Jr. propel the song to its conclusion.
Bono's voice reaches for the sky as he searches
out the perfect mix of his hard-rocking voice
of yesteryear and his newfound soulful falsetto.
This experimentation reaches its zenith on
"Lemon." Bono switches between the two
styles seamlessly, never losing the sinuous
groove the band sets up beneath him. And
when the chorus of The Edge and Brian Eno
drop in with their slight monotone, it's the perfect complement.
So much on Achtung Baby didn't sound like
traditional U2. Zooropa takes it all astep further, fleshing out the experiments to create a
completely new musical identity. On "Stay
(Faraway, So Close!)," U2 has stepped into a
quiet, slowed-down tempo in which Bono
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proves he's still got one amazing voice (even
if he'd recently been cranking it out night after
night on the road).
The album is filled with gems. On "Daddy's
Gonna Pay For Your Crashed Car," the band
locks into an infectious grind that won't quit
and that's impossible to ignore, as Bono sings
with husky sensuousness. "The First Time"
is aVelvet Underground-esque tune, but without VU's explosive white-noise endings.
Above Eno's gentle piano and harmonium,
Bono's voice is at once tender and forceful.
U2 wrote "The Wanderer" with Johnny
Cash in mind. There's no Bono anywhere on
the song, but with Cash's distinctive voice it
somehow works. U2 has captured Cash's style,
and the music, while not necessarily Country,
doesn't veer far from that genre.
Zooropa is atriumph of sorts. Though recorded at an unusual time—in the middle of
atour—it's still an impeccable follow-up to
Achtung Baby. U2 seems to be hitting their stride
while trying to break their usual mold; Zooropa
is another reason why they're still such an
important band.
—Geary Kaczorowski
LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: Career Moves
Virgin 788273 20(CD only). LW3, Jeffrey Lesser. prods.;
Jeffrey Lesser, eng. AAD? TT 73:53

Another live one from Loudon Wainwright III,
and agreat one. Career Moves will give you an
idea of just how funny an LW3 concert can
be—especially after the almost harrowing History, released earlier this year. Here are 19 songs—
unbuttoned versions of "Road Ode," "The
Swimming Song," "Westchester County," and
more serious songs like "Thanksgiving" and
"April Fool's Day Morn"—with only one dud,
"The Man Who Couldn't Cry." But frequenters ofLW3 concerts of the past decade will
be happy to know that Career Moves includes
most of the crowd-pleasers Wainwright hasn't
included on recent albums, plus the topical
tunes commissioned and broadcast by National
Public Radio over the past few years. "He Said
She Said" is about contemporary verbal/sexual
dysfunction/miscommunication; "Suddenly
It's Christmas" is obvious, but "They Spelled
My Name Wrong Again," "Happy Birthday
Elvis," "Tip That Waitress," and the hilarious
"Acid Song" ("Let's hold some fruit!") are all
worth the price of admission.
It's just LW3 and his guitar (with acouple of
sidemen on afew cuts) in astraightforward taping from New York's The Bottom Line, before
avividly present audience. The CD sounds like
aSmothers Brothers Mercury LP of 1964 (ie,
very live, very good), and Wainwright's impeccable comic timing makes it sound almost fun
to have been born white, male, privileged, and
screwed up. Recommended.—Richard Lehnert
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•We give professional and expert advise
•We give fast and efficient service, usually same day
•Newsletter published quarterly listing the latest releases so that
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•Have LPs to fit every budget from inexpensive in-print to the
rarest out-of-print
•Most complete deluxe catalogs of audiophile recordings with
descriptions and pictures that include recommended recordings,
latest releases and best selling titles
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New! Art Pepper/Meet the Rhythm Section
Art Pepper, alto sax; Red Garland, piano; Paul
Chambers, bass; PhiIly Joe Jones, drums. Album notes

don't always tell the whole story. Contemporary president
Les Koenig who rightly felt that Art had yet to record with
musicians who were his equal, wanted to take advantage of
Miles Davis's quintet being in L.A. But Pepper hadn't been
playing for several months, and his horn was in astate of
disrepair. To minimize anxiety, the session was kept secret
from Art until the last minute. But Pepper always rose to a
•Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
I
LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)

challenge: he taped up his dried out cork, arrived for the
date, and proceeded to record an album widely considered

the most important of his career. This is an all tube recording from the microphones to the tape machine and the
mastering was by Doug Sax. Also present at the mastering
was John Koenig (the son of Lester Koenig) to help insure
the transfer true to the original master tape. (LP is 180
gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
LP=AAPJ 010 $30.00 CD=CAPJ 010 $30.00

•
Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowoczewski, conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
(I.P is 180 gram vinyl pressim:
•Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. Donald Johcmos, Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
(LP is now on 180 gram 'lily! pre,ing.) (CD is agold limited edition)
-Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. Donald Johonos, conducting the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•
Gould: Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: ANight in the Tropics.
Abravonel, conducting the Utah Symphony Orchestra
•Conteloube: Songs of the Auvergne. Netonia [Wrath -Soprano.
Conducted by Pierre De La Roche
•
Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke the Plains &The Suite from
"The River."Conducted by Stokowski
•
Massenet: Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra.
Conducted by Fremoux (LP 180 gram vinyl pressing)
•Roy Brown /Super Bass (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing)
SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 los the 1st item; $30 for each
additional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog
Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson -Reference Recording -Chesky
AudioQuest -Harmonia Mundi -DMP -Proprius -RCA Living Stereo
-Klavier -Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3-Delos -TBM -London
Blue Backs -AND MANY OTHERS.
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CD=APCD 007 $16.00
CD=CAPC 006 $16.00
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LP=AKLA 522 $25.00
LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (180 gram)
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
CARY AUDIO DESIGN CAD 300B
Editor:
Iam honored and pleased that Sam Tellig gave
Cary Audio the opportunity to share in his critical assessment of audio products available to
the audiophile community. His review of the
Cary amplifiers put asmile on my face. Imust
say that the joy of reading about one of my
designs goes beyond just the product itself. The
true pleasure Ireceived from the review was
the knowledge that, finally, the US audio community is being informed and educated about
the incredible merits of listening to music through
"single-ended" triode vacuum tube audio amplifiers. Iwould like to further the understanding and comprehension of single-ended triode
power amplifiers with this communique.
In the most simplistic terms, think ola singleended triode amplifier as ahuge, powerful
preamplifier with an output transformer to
transform the tube plate impedance to the
speaker load. The signal arriving at the front
end of asingle-ended design is amplified right
through to the output in an unaltered state. The
more common amplifier designs of today,
whether tube or solid-state, utilize push-pull
output stages. Without going into deep electronic theory, in the interest of simplicity, the
signal within apush-pull design must be altered. The alteration of the waveform in apushpull design takes place in astage called the phase
inverter. The phase-inverter stage of apushpull amplifier alters the waveform by splitting
the signal into two parts. The signal is split into
a+180° and -180° waveform to drive each side
of the push-pull output stage in apush-pull
amplifier. The advantage of apush-pull design
is greater output power and acanceling of evenharmonic products in the output waveform.
Of course, this is under ideal conditions. The
disadvantages of aconventional push-pull
design are third-harmonic and higher-order
distortions. The human ear responds to very
minute amounts of dissonant odd-order distortions—to as little as 1/2 of 1%.
The single-ended triode tube amplifier design, although having less power output, has
S
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four critically important advantages. First is
linearity and gain stabilization. Second is asubstantial reduction of odd-order harmonic distortions. Third is an unaltered waveform within
the amplifier (no phase inverter). Without question, the fourth and most advantageous design
parameter is the "non-use" of any [negative]
feedback (zero feedback). The use of feedback
is an age-old dispute among engineers and
technicians. To settle the dispute once and for
all, one has only to keep in mind that feedback
is always after the fact. In other words, the signal has already been amplified once before the
feedback circuit detects and corrects it at the
earlier stages in the amplifier. If you have heard
an audio system in which all the singers seem
to have alisp, with exaggerated "s" sounds and
agrainy sound riding along, this is agood old
[negative] feedback circuit at its worst.
A common misconception among amplifier
designers is that asingle-ended amplifier is high
in distortion. The truth is that single-ended triode amplifiers are high in second-harmonic
distortion, which is difficult for the human ear
to detect—even up to 10%. In fact, this may be
one of the reasons asingle-ended triode amplifier has so much body and life in its presentation. It never ceases to amaze me how some of
the golden classical designs of the 1930s were
actually more advanced in the sonic presentation of music than some of our more current
hi-fi designs. Maybe we really don't have aclue
to what hi-fi of today, vs live music, is all about
until we listen to some of the more simplistic
(in terms of component count) audio circuits
from brilliant minds of years ago in comparison
to alive musical performance.
Well, Iam sure Ihave used up my allotted
space for "Manufacturers' Comments." In closing, Iwould like to thank Stereophile and Sam
Tellig for the integrity of their equipment
reviews. Also my gratitude for the opportunity afforded me to give afew of my views on
triode single-ended amplifiers. Oh, one more
view: In my opinion, real audio amplifiers glow
in the dark.
DENNIS1 HAD
President, Cary Audio Design
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ACURUS DIA I00
Editor:
Many thanks for the review. ..
but we'd like
to clarify afew points. And why not, since it
doesn't cost us anything to get this printed in
your magazine? We've got free space, and we're
going to use it.
What do you mean, "integrated amplifier"?
That would be an amplifier integrated with a
preamplifier. Since the source signal is not amplified, it ain't no integrated. We call it a"DirectInput Amplifier" because it has asingle gain
block. Get it?
Since there is no preamplifier, we don't label
an input "phono." That wouldn't be honest.
You would probably want afully discrete classA phono stage for MM or MC cartridges with
adjustable loading in ashielded chassis. We call
that an Acurus P10. It sells for only $395, and
can be used with the DIA 100 or with any linelevel preamplifier.
Although it is impossible to create astraight
wire with gain, it's almost impossible to create a
component with only one gain block between
the source signal and the loudspeaker. Thanks
for recognizing it as one of akind.
ANTHONY FEDERICI
Mondial Designs
MCCORMACK DIGITAL DRIVE
DAC-I
Editor:
My thanks to RH and Stereophile for acareful
and comprehensive look at our Digital Drive
DAC-1 digital-to-analog converter.
Iwish to stress again to your readers the
importance of personally auditioning any D/A
converter they are considering for purchase.
The audition should include the CD transport
and digital cable they will be using with the
D/A converter because, in this three-part playback system, each element has an important
effect on the sonic result.
Designing aD/A converter in the $1000 price
range requires avery careful balance of design
decisions in order to produce aproduct with
excellent musicality and high value. Each of
these decisions clearly reflects the designer's
personal priorities in enjoying music.
Iselected the Crystal Semiconductor integrated DAC as part of my design because Ifeel
that, overall, it has the most to offer for this
price range. Still, it took agreat deal of additional work to produce afinished design that
Iwas completely happy with. The Digital
Drive DAC-1 achieves the ambitious design
goals Iset for it, and has already found ahappy
home with many discerning music lovers.
My only quibble with this review is the
implication that the Digital Drive DAC-1 and
other D/A converters using the Crystal CS
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

4328 DAC sound broadly similar. While it is
true that some modest generalizations may be
made, Ibelieve that many listeners will find the
differences among these products to be far
larger than is suggested by the review. Choosing the chip set is only one aspect of the complicated design process; many other aspects also
impact the final product in sonically significant ways.
One technical point: The difference in the
measured noise floor when using the signal
polarity switch simply reflects the difference
between the DAC's muted (all digital zeros) state
and the unmuted condition triggered by the
polarity switch with no signal present.
Now, Dear Reader, finish the magazine
(you're near the end anyway), collect afew of
your favorite CDs, go down to your local
McCormack dealer, and enjoy hearing your
music through the Digital Drive DAC-1. You
have atreat in store.
STEVE MCCORMACK
Designer, McCormack Audio
ORIGINAL CABLE JACKET
Editor:
We would like to express our thanks to Jack
English for the time and effort that dearly went
into his careful review of the Cable Jacket.
While we agree with JE's findings on the performance of the Cable Jacket in his system, we
would, however, like to take this opportunity
to clarify acouple of points. We have tried the
Cable Jacket on more than acouple of scores
of CD players (both single players and separates—transport and converter) in the price
range from $150 El Cheapo to $3000 equipment. In all cases, the result was quite dramatic.
In the case ofJE's CD components, we are dealing with the leading edge of the art. It comes
as no surprise that the improvement was "not
as dramatic?' The fact that there was apositive
enhancement in the performance of equipment
of such caliber is an achievement.
The second point Iwant to clarify is that the
Cable Jacket is manufactured by The Original Cable Jacket, Inc. and is not aproduct of
Shun Mook Audio. The Original Cable Jacket,
Inc. and Shun Mook Audio are two separate
and independent companies. Bill Ying and Dr.
Tan (both of SMA) are good friends of mine.
Ihave much respect for their audio aesthetic
taste, and they have given me alot of encouragement and support in my current endeavor.
It is the fact that the Mpingo Disc of SMA and
my Cable Jacket happen to complement each
other sonically that prompts us to develop a
close working relationship. Ifeel honored to
be associated in what has been fondly nicknamed by some of our clients as the "ThreeMan Tuning Team."
ANDREW CHOW
President, The Original Cable Jacket®
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CROWN MACRO REFERENCE
Editor:
One could say, "If you can't say anything good
about areviewer, don't say anything at all. ..
unless you're asked." Well, Stereophile asked.
Let's just say that Mr. Lipnick has us puzzled.
It's not that we don't appreciate his efforts or
comments; it's just that they so completely disagree with everything we have read so far in
Stereophile and other high-end publications, or
heard from industry commentary, about the
Crown Macro Reference (MR) amplifier. We
are, naturally, concerned that Mr. Lipnick's system and/or the amps were at fault. We were not
allowed to verify this. Most notably, we did not
hear from Mr. Lipnick in over ayear, during
which time he had our amps. He never returned
our phone calls to inquire about the extensive
length of time needed for the review. Never a
hint of aproblem until we saw the finished
review. Iwould ask, therefore, that your readers
consider the following:
1) We originally designed the MR for professional recording studio applications. It was only
after anumber of audiophiles "discovered" the
amp that word-of-mouth-created demand
pushed us to again enter the high-end marketplace. Hence the original "studio" and subsequent "Esoteric" versions, differing only in
features, making the Esoteric version more
user-friendly in home applications.
2) The MR has been reviewed by Audio, The
Absolute Sound, and The NewJersey Audio Society
Journal. Without quoting these reviews verbatim, let's list some of the adjectives used—clean,
quick, clear, alive, tube-like, sweet, detailed,
controlled, transparent, powerful, effortless,
natural, grain-free, real, non-fatiguing, etc.
Overall, the reviews were extremely positive,
and said the MR's performance was comparable
to the best amps available, regardless of price.
(In fact, we know two members of the NJAS
traded in M-L 20.5s and ARC M-300s for the
MR.) Isuspect anumber of your readers may
have seen these reviews; for those who may
have missed them, we have reprints available
for the asking: (800) 535-6289.
3) While not officially reviewed in Stereophile,
the MR has been mentioned favorably anumber of times. LL alludes to Sam Tellig's comments in his review. These were basically positive and, we assume, were the basis for aClass
B rating in your "Recommended Components" list published in October 1993. In addition, because this stands in such stark contrast
to LL's finding that the amp obscured so much
of the music, we would like to quote J. Gordon Holt (Stereophile, Vol.15 No.8) in his comments about the 1992 Summer CES. Discussing the performance of the Avalon Ascent
loudspeaker, he said, "The best Iheard from
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

them was, believe it or not, in the Crown
room... .The sound they were making with
the Ascents was immensely impressive. A visitor had brought aDG recording of the Mahler
2nd, and individual voices in the chorus during
the last movement were more readily distinguishable than Irecall ever having heard before.
You could literally zero in on avoice and follow
it as long as you wished. This is truly legendary resolution! I've heard that kind of definition from other systems, but never from one
that sounded so free of HF resonances. Overall,
the sound was almost shockingly real. And this
from arecord company not exactly known for
great recordings."
4) We have exhibited at the '92 Summer CES,
the '93 Winter CES, and the '93 Stereophile
Show in March. At all of these shows, the comments have been many and very complimentary, but the proof in the pudding is the fact
that, at each show, anumber of exhibitors have
chosen the MR to demonstrate their own systems. Of course, I'd also like to mention that
our room placed #7 in the "Best Sound at the
Show" voting conducted by Stereophile.
Where does all this leave us? With aproduct that has been widely reviewed and on the
market for nearly two years now, it seems that
we have apreponderance of industry opinion,
and then we have Mr. Lipnick's review. We recommend that, as always, your readers trust their
own ears (our sales tell us that many are!). If they
are in the market for an amplifier with enough
headroom to drive effortlessly any loudspeaker
on the planet while offering the nuances of performance audiophiles have come to expect and
demand, the effort to seek out and audition the
MR should be well worthwhile.
VERNE E. SEARER
Crown International
P.S. We are in complete agreement with Mr.
Lipnick on one point. Our amps are still built
to the same "bulletproof" standards he knew
as ayounger (and wiser?) man.
AUDIOQUEST OPTILINK PRO 2
Editor:
It is so difficult to write intelligent and informed
responses to an experience in which Idid not
participate. Fortunately, Ihave listened to comparisons involving three of the four cables JE
used—and Ihave done this more than once, on
different continents, and using the Mark Levinson No.30/31 combination.
Iam essentially in complete agreement with
Jack's comments about how the AQ OptiLink
Pro 2compares to the Madrigal AES/EBU.
Once you throw away the audiophile language,
it simply comes down to one sounding enjoyable and one not. Neither one can make any stereo system sound like real life, but Istrongly
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without the price tag!
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feel that the OptiLink Pro 2 provides the
superior vehicle for enjoying music.
Iagree that the NBS AES/EBU cable provides performance that is closer to the OptiLink Pro 2. However, Istill find that difference
to include the same character comparison that
had JE referring to the Altis as "tube"-like compared to the fatigue-induced distortions in the
Madrigal. OptiLink Pro 2does not pour corn
syrup over the sound, but it is more tube-like
in avery positive sense.
Actually, there is another very expensive
AES/EBU cable (from another of our competitors) that we believe to be the best available.
This superior cable clearly shows both the
Madrigal and NBS cables to be somewhat obnoxious sounding. It is the comparison between
OptiLink Pro 2 and this best of AES/EBU
cables that is responsible for our firmness in
recommending OptiLink Pro 2 as the best
choice for digital interface (not counting the
Theta single-mode system). The OptiLink simply gets in the way less; it is harder to "hear"
the cable.
W ILLIAM E. Low
AudioQuest
ENSEMBLE DIGIFLUX & DIGIFLUX 75
Editor:
We thank Dick Olsher for his review illuminating various interesting aspects of digital data
transmission, and at the same time attributing
true reference status to our Digiflux 75 cable.
Conscious of the fact that even the best electronics and speakers can only sound as good
and musically convincing as the links between
them, we have always followed avery clear
design strategy; ie, to offer not avariety of
cables for the samefunction, but one cable that
just does what it is meant to do: transport asignal as unimpaired as possible.
Ensemble has never viewed the cable business as aself-service counter from which you
would choose asound, or pick aparticular raw
material. Our guide in designing all Ensemble components, including our interconnect,
speaker cable, and mains cable, has always been
what ears can hear when they listen to the harmonically most delicate sounds produced by
natural instruments, covering the full scale of
dynamics and frequency range. A cable must
be able to let all this very complex information
pass without enhancement or degradation—
and it should do that irrespective of the equipment it is linked to, granted that the equipment's
design follows the established norms and does
not create asound or sonic signature of its own
(where acable would be called in to reduce the
balance again).
Dick Olsher's final remark (and caveat)—that
equipment diverging from the 75 ohm impedance standard may produce different results—
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

should not be read as aqualification of atrue
75 ohm cable like the Digiflux 75, but really
highlights what has made digital reproduction
suffer in the past. The S/PDIF, as much as the
AES/EBU, is aclearly and exactly defined standard. Any deviation will create distortions and
thereby artifacts, some of which can even sound
"interesting" at first hearing.
The only way to achieve convincingly musical results in digital reproduction is to avoid and
eliminate all forms of distortion in the signal
path, for which strict adherence to the precisely
defined standards is an essential first step. Digital is amuch less forgiving medium in this
respect. Only the most rigid and ruthless elimination of distortions on all levels opens up a
new and exciting quality in digital reproduction, of which the Digiflux 75 cable is the
bearer of more good news to come from
Ensemble.
DR .U RS W AGNER
President, Ensemble, Inc., Switzerland
AUDIOQUEST DIGITAL PRO, ETC.
Editor:
Unfortunately, one of the most informative and
true comments in DO's review of digital
coaxial-type cables comes at the end of the sidebar about using audio interconnects. The comment is: "JA's advice is that, given the arbitrary
departure from the 75 ohm standard of audio
interconnects, they will all sound different
when used as data links and will all, by definition, sound inaccurate."
This comment is an accurate warning about
the less than favorable results that are likely if
acable designed only for analog is used for digital. Unfortunately, the statement is also true
for digital interconnects and for the associated
hardware—the transports and processors.
RCA plugs are not 75 ohm connectors. You
can't have perfect impedance matching when
RCA plugs are used. Some RCAs will cause less
reflections than others. AudioQuest uses aplug
with an unusual design that greatly reduces
reflections—but it is still an RCA plug.
A few pieces of hardware use BNC connectors—with 75 ohm BNCs you have a
chance of proper impedance matching. With
RCAs, it just won't happen. We offer BNCs as
ano-charge option, but demand for these has
pretty much died since the same progressive
manufacturers who offered BNC connections
now also offer ST and sometimes AES/EBU.
Even if the RCA plug and jack were perfect
75 ohm connectors, it is arare transport or processor that actually is 75 ohm at the output or
input jack. It really is the hardware companies
who have given us these unpredictable circumstances.
What this all means is that the performance
ofdigital coax cables is going to vary depending
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AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
their preamps, CD players, and D/A converters
make musicality available to all budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the
RCD-955 and 965LE CD players they crafted an
entire line of superb audio/video products!
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar speakers. Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3must be heard to
be believed, as well as the fabulous model 2Ce!
APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers, frequent "best sound at show" awards.
Come hear the acclaimed Stage and the affordable
Centaur Minor. Now all full range planars are available with matching subwoofers!

EAD The word is getting out! The DSP7000 D/A
Converter and DST Transport are contenders for
best sound at ny price! They have been joined by
the lower cost DSP 1000 D/A Converter and DST
1000 Transport with standard AT&T glass interfaces.
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps
from $799 to $12,500 possessing exceptional sonic
performance. The SLA and 300B set exciting new
standards for musicality, affordability.
PSB Come hear the acclaimed Stratus Gold (Class
B) and the amazing inexpensive Alpha loudspeakers.
JEFF ROWLAND World's finest electronics for
the audio connoisseur who demands the very best.
The Consonance and Consummate set the sonic
standard for remote control preamps.
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on the equipment used. However, even though
the absolute performance will vary with the
associated equipment, there is still alot of predictability as to the performance of any particular cable. To investigate digital coax cables
adequately for any general conclusion would
require using several pieces of equipment so as
to reduce the chance of being overly influenced
by asingular set of compatibilities.
Variables that influence performance other
than impedance are readily apparent and do
provide abasis for general recommendation
(or dismissal) of specific products. The influence
of superior conducting materials, superior
insulating materials and superior geometry can
be separated from the awkwardness of equipment compatibility.
So far, we at AudioQuest have only heard
one cable that is consistently better than AQ
Digital Pro—it is simply asuperior cable.
However, it costs four times as much. We don't
feel the need to compete with this cable for a
very simple reason—this competing cable costs
twice as much as our OptiLink Pro 2ST-type
fiber-optic cable. In all of our experience, the
OptiLink Pro 2has outperformed digital coax
and digital AES/EBU. We don't see any point
in making aslightly superior cable at aprice
that would make it amistake to purchase.
We are very proud of the very high, acrossthe-board, predictable performance of Digital Z and Digital Pro. Unfortunately, it's an
unpredictable world, and no cable supplier controls all the variables. Even when the cable and
the hardware are controlled by the same manufacturer, that still doesn't mean you'll get optimum performance, as shown in Jack English's
review of ST and AES/EBU cables elsewhere
in this issue.
Let the discussion continue, and let the buyer
beware.
W ILLIAM E. Low
AudioQuest

As Tom noted in the "Follow-Up," the latest
Component Foundations are significantly
more rigid. Rigidity and immunity to resonance are the two most important elements in
component-rack performance. We are pleased
that he places our latest models at the head of
the class in these critical areas, as well as in functionality and aesthetic appeal.
Besides enhanced rigidity, there have been
three other noteworthy changes since the last
review. The height of the middle shelves now
has arange of adjustment, two Video Bridges
may now be used, and additional trim-kit finishes are available. The current list of trim-kit
finishes includes: Black Lacquer, Midwestern
Red Oak, Missouri Walnut, Grey Fountainhead, Rose Fountainhead, Sand Fountainhead,
and Emerald Fountainhead.
The review did have one significant inaccuracy. It stated that Component Foundations
were not designed to be filled with sand. Component Foundations may be filled with sand
or shot. Curiously, this feature was correctly
mentioned in the November 1991 review.
J
IM WOHLFORD
Sanus Systems

R

auclitior, in your own home,
nationwide

The unique Stereophilc

SANUS

SYSTEMS
COMPONENT FOUNDATIONS
Editor:
We would like to thank Tom Norton for his
follow-up review of Sanus Systems' Component Foundations [in October 1993, Vol.16
No.10, p.245]. Component and loudspeaker
supports do not get the attention they deserve,
so it's encouraging to see this product category
reviewed. It is even more gratifying when the
review focuses on a Sanus product and is
extremely positive!
In the November 1991 review, Tom felt that
Component Foundations were the best-looking
of the equipment racks then under evaluation,
and the most suitable as asupport for afull-up
audio-video system. The only real criticism that
Tom had for the CF45 was ultimate rigidity.
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STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Stereophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
Madison
Anderson News Company
(Wholesaler)
9632 Hwy 20 W.
ALASKA
Anchorage
Alaska News Agency
(Wholesaler)
325 W. Potter Dr at CSt
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
lbcson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Creative Sight 8. Sounds
400 N. Bowman #B-3
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
171713 University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music [dyers
1510A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burbank
ARA Services Maç. 8. Book
(Wholesaler)
2970 N. Ontario St
Carlsbad
Sound Waves
6965 El Camino Real #103
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvia #G

Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The NV Room
710F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine
8. Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Moorpark
Pat's CB 8. Stereo
104 E. High St
Monterey
Audio Video Design Group
300 Foam St #8-4
Monterey Park
Xponent Audio
2560 Corporate PI #0108
LA Corporate Center
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Pacific Coast Audio Video
2816 E. Coast Hwy
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave 03
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Westem Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Rancho Cucamonga
Audio Videophile
7930 Haven Ave #5
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
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Riverside
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr

Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Westminster
Drown News Agency
(Wholesaler)
15172 Golden West Circle
West Sacramento
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Sacramento
Whittier
Audio FX
Kolb News Agency
3019 DSt
(Wholesaler)
Paradyme AudioNideo
7044 Elmer Ave
1720 Fulton Ave
Woodland
Hills
San Diego
Lasers Edge
Stereo Design
20929
Ventura
Blvd #24
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Shelley's Stereo
Stereo Unlimited
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
San Francisco
Entertainment
San Francisco Sound
20044 Ventura Blvd
8. Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
COLORADO
2201 Market St
Arvada
Ultimate Sound
SoundTrack
141 Keamy St
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
San Jose
Aurora
Books, Inc.
SoundTrack
420 Town 8. Country Village 15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Santa Barbara
AD Systems Ltd.
Lenz Arts
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
142 River St
Eads News &Smoke Shop
Mission Audio
1715 28th St
215 W. Mission St
Listen Up
Santa Cruz
2034 E. Arapahoe
Cymbaline Records
1336 Brommer St #A9
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Santa Marla
Colorado
Springs
Tri -County News Co.
Listen Up #3
(Wholesaler)
230
N.
Tejon
1376 W. Main St
Sound Shop
Santa Monica
528 S. Tejon
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by ape) SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Shelley's Stereo
Denver
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Listen Up #2
Santa Rosa
999 S. Logan St
Sawyer's News
Second Sound
733 Fourth St
1875 S. Broadway
Studio City
Sound Hounds
Davis Video,
1575 S. Pearl
The Laser Place
SoundTrack
12144 Ventura Blvd
1298 W. Alameda Ave
Sausalito
SoundTrack
Music by Design
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
107 Caledonia St
Englewood
Torrance
Gold Sound
Stereo Hi Fi Center
4285 S. Broadway
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
Tustin
4606 S. Mason St
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
Van Nuys
2513 Belford
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
The Audiophile Network
2680 E. County Line Rd
14155 Kittddge St
Littleton
Ventura
SoundTrack
Billy Bags
9350 W. Cross Dr
4147-A Transport St
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Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St.
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Naples
House of High Fidelity
599 Fifth Ave S.
Orlando
Anderson News (Wholesaler)
3840 Vineland Rd
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
318 Beverly Pkwy
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AMBROSIA FEATURES:

The Critically Acclaimed MELDS SHA
Otters areerence Une Section
&Definitive Head Phone Amp. only $1095.00

•Convergent Audio Technology
•MBL•Cary Audio•BEL•Melos
•Encore•Crown•Muse•McCormack
•Relerence Line•Times One
•Ensemble•Immedia•Rotel
•Rush Sound•PSB•N.E.A.R.
•Green Mountain Audio•PBN
•JM Labs•Purist Audio Design
•Innovac•Fosgate•Illuminity
•XL0 &NID Signature•Wireworld
•All.T.•Van Den Hul•RAJ•Kimber
•Marigo Audio Labs•Flatline
•Aural Symphonics•Forsell•EAD
•MSB Tech•Vimak•Monarchy
*Audio Alchemy•Audiolab•VPI
•Lyra•Benz•Dynavector
•Blue Point•Sumiko•Wheaton
•Nitty Gritty•& Most Arms &Tables
•Video•THX•Ilitachi•Pioneer
•Grado•Cable Enhancer
•Power Wedge•Absolute Power
•Audio Prism•PAC IDOS &DIF
•Bright Star•Shun Mock
•Combak Devices•Xantech
•Audio Prism•Arcici
•Bedini Clariter•CD Absolver
•Floom Tunes•Microscan
•Tweeks Cones
•Most Stands &Racks
.CD's &Records

*Sternal* Product of the year*

•

ao

•

1111111111.1111111111111.11111111.r-

Hear What You've Been
Missing at

AMBROSIA AUDIO
2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6
Los Angeles, CA. 90077
Phone (310)440 5522 •FAX (310) 440-5526
Credit Cards, Shipping & Trades Welcome

Audio hile Electron Tubes
Matched Power Tubes
P/N

EACH PAIRS OUARTETS

2A3
25.00
6AS7G
20.00
6805-GE
10.00 20.00 40.00
6L6GC/5881-Philips USA
30.00 60.00 120.00
EL34-SIEMENS 17.00 34.00 68.00
EL34-CHINA .... 12.00 24.00 48.00
EL34-TESLAICHEZK15.00 30.00 60.00
KT88-CHINA .... 25.00 50.00 100.00

P/N

EACH PAIRS QUARTETS

KT90-YUGO
40.00
211
45.00
3008
90.00
807
16.00
845
50.00
6550-CHINNUSSR40.00
6550-CHINA .... 19.00
6550A-GE ........40.00
7591A
40.00

80.00 160.00
180.00 .360.00
32.00 64.00
38.00 76.00
80.00 160.00
80.00 160.00

Low Noise Pre-Amp Tubes

ARS ELECTRONICS

5AR4
15.00
6AN8A
13.50
6F07/6CG7
12.50
60.18-AMPEREX .... 6.50
LM-60,18-LowNoise 12.00
6X4
9.00
12AT7
6.50
12AU7A
6.50

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279
254

12AX7
6.50
LM-12AX7-LoviNoise 12.00
12AX7A
6.50
LM-12AX7A-LowNoise 12.00
12BH7A
14.00
12BY7A
14.00
12X4
12.00
5691
35.00

Shipping Information 8, Terms
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12.00 /UPS Reg. $10.00
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air $8.00 /UPS Reg. $6.00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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5692
35.00
5751 GE/SYL ..8.50
LM-5751-LowNoise 14.00
5965A USA
15.00
6267/EF86
8.50
6922/E88CC
12.00
LM-6922-Low Noise 18.00
7199
15.00

*WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
r
C

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Sarasota
Gulf Coast Distributing
Division (Wholesaler)
2001 Limbus Ave
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Southeastern News
(Wholesaler)
4070 Shirley Dr SW
Dunwoody
AnaLogique
5331 Forest Springs Or
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chas Levy Circulation Co.
(Wholesaler)
1140 N. Branch St
Mills Audio Video
174 N. Michigan Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Mt. MOMS

Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Park Ridge
Dr. B's AudioNideo
Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave
Peoria
Illinois News Service
(Wholesaler)
1301 SW Washington St

Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Springfield
Austin Periodicals
701 E. Princeton Ave
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Lexington
The Music Room
903-D E. Third St
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
An Die Musik
3300-A Centennial Ln
Gramophone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
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Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St

MINNESOTA
Brainerd
ARA Services Mag
(Wholesaler)
1006 Wright St
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St

MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
Harvard Cooperative Society 10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Palmer St
Best Sound Company
Looney Tunes II
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Flip's Stereo Place
Audio
9556 Watson Rd
95 Vassar St
Great
St. Louis Sound Co.
Framingham
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
MONTANA
Needham
Bozeman
You Do It Electronics
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
40 Franklin St
9E. Main St
Northampton
Kalispell
Sound and Music
Audio Visions
351 Pleasant St
136 Main St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
NEBRASKA
255 Andover St
Omaha
Pittsfield
Stereo West
HBS Stereo Systems
7425 Dodge St
237 First St
NEVADA
Shrewsbury
Las Vegas
Goodwin's Audio
Image
&Sound
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
3021 S. Valley View #103
Worcester
O'Coin's
NEW HAMPSHIRE
239 Mill St
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
MICHIGAN
15 S. Main St
Ann Arbor
Dartmouth Bookstore
5.0 R, Classical
33 S. Main St
539 E. Liberty
Nashua
Dearborn
Audio Ensemble
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
419 Amherst St
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
NEW JERSEY
22000 Michigan Ave
Cherry HUI
Ferndale
NOS Audio
Imagery
dba Sassafras Audio
2907 Horton
1720 E. Rt 70
Iron Mountain
Deptford
Sound City USA
Hi Fi Connection
dba Sound North
136 Rt 41
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Marlton
Niles
Hi Fi Connection
Michiana News Service
RD 1, Rt 73
2232 S. 11th St
Middletown
Rochester
Stereo Dynamics
Audio Video Systems
1670 Hwy 35
3250 Rochester Rd
Montclair
Royal Oak
Cohen's
Audio Dimensions
635 Bloomfield
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Morristown
Sight &Sound
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
60 Speedwell Ave
1305 Court St
North Bergen
%verse City
Hudson News Company
(Wholesaler)
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
1305 Paterson Plank Rd
Northfield
Waterville
Sound Inc.
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse
900 Tilton Rd
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Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
South Plainfield
Compact Disc World
635 Montrose Ave
'fronton
Hal's Stereo &Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galiotes St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Amsterdam
The Music Store
RD 4, Rt 30 N.
Astoria
Square Company
30-98 21st St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Glen Cove
Island Audio Video
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
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the inest audio corn onents
rom around the world
Anodyne
Atma-sphere
Forsell turntables
*Forsell digital
High wire
Klyne
LA Audio
McCormack
*Meret Audio
Micromega
usical Design
NRG Control
OCM/Belles
ower Wedg
urist Audi
erence Li e
So ic Fronti rs
und-L •
Syner .stic R search
Tran Iguri tion
Un ty A dio
Well em ered
an
ore

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears
Acrotec •Air Tangent •Apex
Arcici •Athena • Air Tight
Audio Prism • AudioQuest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas •Chario
Chesky • Clarity Audio • Creek
CWD •Day Sequerra •Delos
Dorian •EAD •EKSC
Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Essence •First Sound
Fosgate •Goldring •Grado
Harman Video
Harmonia Mundi •Kinergetics
Klyne •Last •Merrill
Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch
Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus •Opus 3•Power Wedge
Presence Audio •Pro Ac
Proprius •QED •Rega
Reference Recordings
Revolver •Rockustics •Roksan
RoomTune •Sheffield Labs
Sims •Sound Anchors •Stax
Symphonic Line •System Line
Tara Labs •Target •Tice Audio
Wadia •Water Lily •WBT...

Aco us tic tinge

Savor these plc czsures... Call SAVANT.

*just arrived
We also sell many hard to find
components, equipment racks,
phono cartridges, and accessories

Custom Design 8( Installation
Consultation •Interior Design

11124 Sunshine Terrace

800 628 0627 •609 799 9664

Studio City, California 91604
818-762-1501 fax 818-752-9709
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FAX: 609 799 8480
SERVING THE WORLD
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Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Manuel
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Rt 59
New York
Audio Arts
247 Centre St
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square
Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
Between 17th & 18th Sts
Plattsburgh
Alpha Stereo
11 Smithfield Blvd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach
Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Ene Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr, Audio
Rt 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr #F
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd

Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd
OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
bledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd
OKLAHOMA
Stillwater
Cartones
1302 E. Sixth
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 4151 SI
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound
Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
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Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Disthbution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
Levy United News
(Wholesaler)
850 E. Luzerne St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Central Wholesale
1Harcum Way at 25th
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Paul &Tony Stereo
121 S. Burrowes St
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Rt 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeno
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Anderson News Co.
10612 Dutchtown Rd
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Ouaker Blvd #31
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
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Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper #111
Austin
Austin News Agency
2830 Real St
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#G441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E #10
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Showery Stereo
320 S. Tenth
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd
UTAH
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Provo
Alpine Electronics Service
2048 N. Canyon Rd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
&Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33

Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Bellingham
The Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th Sr
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Adams News (Wholesaler)
1555 W. Doler St
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video 0630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 & University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Badger Periodical Dist.
2420 W. Fourth St
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Eau Claire News Co.
2231 Heimstead Rd
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Or
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth SIS.

CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
Alas, Ontario
Disticor
695 Westney Rd S.
ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyally Sound Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE #1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
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• Acorlon Systems

.ar

• Acuras • Adcom • Aragon • CAL • Cardas

• Celestion • Coda • Conrad-Johnson • Definitive Technology
• Elite by Pioneer • Fosgate • Klipsch • Magnepon •McIntosh
• Morantz • Mirage • MIT • Monster Cable • NAD • NEAR
• Nakamichi • Paradigm • Proceed • Proton • Rogers • Sonus Faber
• SOTA • Stax • Sumiko • Theta Digital •Tice • Velodyne • VTL

Long Island Exclusive Orison
HIP:r.

Transport yourself down to Audio Den
and hear the Contenders!
Vs.
Theta Data II $2500
Mark Levinson No. 31 $8500
Data Basic $1500
Proceed PDT-3 $2500
The pursuit ofexcellance continues
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The Sound Lab
Respectfully, we thought it was time for achange.
So we assembled the finest collection of
affordable and state-of-the-art high-end
components in Chicagoland.
And we present them in aflesh, exciting new
way. Inside youll find two dedicated home theater
rooms, acustom installation studio, and two purist
audio moms (for the hi-fi nut in all of us).
Whatyou won't findarecellularphones,beepers,
car stereos, and other things that don't belong in areal
hi-fi store.
Salesmen?Wecallthemconsultants,becausethat's
what they do. Attitude? Left it at bane in our other suit
Prices? Let's just say youll find our combination of
service, expertise and accommodation irresistible.
For this much fun, we should charge admission.

The Sound Lab
the ultimate in home entertainment
Quentin at Northwest Highway
258

• Palatine, IL (708) 776-8888
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Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
The Gramophone
10020 101A Ave #115
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &Music
480 Sixth St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Van Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Petawawa
Pacific Sound
2Victoria St
Peterborough
The Audio Room Ltd.
300 George St N.

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Scarborough
Audio Excellence
1600 Brimley Rd #2
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sound
818 Barrydown Rd

Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vape
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Bay Bloor Radio
55 Bloor St W.
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Ghgodan
70 Yorkville Ave
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

QUÉBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décade
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio CI Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi &Video
165 Burwood Rd
Burwood, NSW 2134
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Singruidersteenweg 14
CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe
Shosse 18 #212
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Znava 1

HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi
IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhoud Eslami
Rue Massoud Saud No 21
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd.
P.O. Box 50087
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Apo
Viggo Rothes Vej 23

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AMSS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat HiFi/Stereo
Rynstraat 142-150

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipel
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amadn Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM&M3
Amadn Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
NEW ZEALAND
Bristol
National Distributor
Audio Excellence
Petone, Wellington
65 Park St
EER. Britton
Cardiff
3Sydney St
Audio Excellence
134/6 Cryws Rd
Glasgow 02
PHILIPPINES
Music
Room
National Distributor
98 Bath St
belon City
Goucester
Ramcar
Audio Excellence
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadcms Subdivision 58 Bristol Rd
London
Audio T
POLAND
190 West End Ln
National Distributor
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
Warsaw 02-743
18 Monmouth St
Horn Distribution
Covent Garden
UL Bacha 101303
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
PORTUGAL
Manchester
Music Room
National Distributor
50 Bridge St
2700 Amadora
Reading Berks
Ajasom
Reading Hi Fi
Praceta Jose Regio NB-A
Harris Arcade,
Damaia de Mixe
Friar St
Swansea
SINGAPORE
Audio Excellence
National Distributor
9High St
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
VENEZUELA
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
SPAIN
Centro
Comercial
National Distributor
Concresa, Piso 1
Valencia
Local 321 Prados
Sorte Audio Elite
del Este
Padre Jofre, 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
Hifi Art
Grey Turegatan 24
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The Abidio
PREMIUM
VACUUM TUBES

Foesf
Difference

We

are authorized

Hi-Fidelity

stereo

dealers and technolo gists. Ow. certified staff can create

e ue

& install Hi-End,

This all-new 70w Stereo AMPLIFIER
with Gold Aero tubes gives superior
sound at an affordable price: $1,395 00

Cdcg =Lim Wu{Inghw dnop
Authorized Dealer for GOLD AERO audio tubes
and AUDIO PRISM DÉBUT amplifiers
Ills "

Toll-free voice orders:

=I)

1-800-324-5250

Or you may fax your order to 503-343-6787

(

electronics •c.d.

AUDIO RESEARCH
AMC •BRYSTON
DENON •FOSGATE
MAGNUM •N.A.D.
PROCEED •ROTEL
loudspeakers
"Rock Solids" by B&W
M &K •MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
Phono •cables
Audioquest •A.R.C.
Aural Symphonics
GRADO •GRAHAM
Monster /Sigma
ORACLE •SME
SOTA •SUMIKO
Straight Wire
other good stuff
C.W.D. •BEYER
NOISETRAPPER
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX •Tube Traps
TARGET •L.P.s &C.D.s

The AudioVisions Customer
The AudioVisions customer truly loves music. It's a basic part
of his life. For him, audio components aren't expensive toys:
They bring the power, the thrill, and the joy of music into his
home. Video gear, no matter how good, will never give him so
much pleasure. The picture is flat, it lacks magic, and it fails
to compel or involve him. Stores now showcasing surround
sound "entertainment centers" cannot satisfy his needs. He
admires the Pursuit of Perfection (the guiding principle of the
best audio manufacturers AND the best dealers). Since he
doesn't necessarily have two Porsches in the driveway, his
audio purchases must represent real VALUE. He's learned
that he can hear the differences adealer can make. (How
many dealers have loaned awide variety of cables to you, or
made aspecial visit to your home?) He seeks out one of the
very few audio specialists in the country. In the New York
area, he comes to AudioVisions. We invite you to make an
appointment to visit us; our knowledge, honesty, frankness,
and concern will make the trip worthwhile.

kAu coVo° s[1 orn

1067 MONTAUK HWY. •W. BABYLON, N Y. 11704 •(516) 661-3355)
2(,11
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, $1.00 per word, $20 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.05 per word, $120 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on
either side.) PAYMENE All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only:
Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Steroophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING
STEREOPHILE's '94 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
in Miami—April 29-30, May 1. At the Doral Resort
and Country Club, 15 minutes from Miami's Airport. Experience musical goosebumps galore! Marvel
at over 70 high-end audio and Home Theater systems, many set up by their own designers and inventors. Audition experimental/pre-production models.
See and hear more high-end equipment in one Show
day than you could evaluate in months of store visits
throughout the USA. Enjoy live concerts daily. Participate in question-and-answer sessions with Stereophile's editors, writers, and other industry experts.
Shop from awide selection of accessories, collectibles, records, and CDs. Tickets by mail, $15 each until
March 15, 1994—or at the door, $25 each. All tickets
valid for all Show days and all events. A limited number of hotel rooms are available at deep discounts.
Reserve your room and mention the Stereophile Show
and the price will drop to $165 plus tax. All regular
hotel amenities will apply. So invite J. Gordon Holt
tojoin you in ayogurt flip at the spa (a 5-minute walk
within the gated premises), or challenge Larry
Archibald to asmashing game of beachside volleyball
at the Doral Ocean Beach Resort (a 20-minute shuttle
ride), or maybe you can prevail upon John Atkinson
tojoin you for afoursome on the Doral PGA Championship courses (1 minute from your door). For Doral
Resort and Country Club reservations, call (800) 223-6725.
Show tickets, call (505) 982-2366, or Fax (505) 989-8791.
For exhibit room/booth information, call Ken Nelson, Nelson
& Associates, Inc., (914)476-3157, or Fax (914) 969-2746
Overseas calls and Faxes welcome!
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design
uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Be "DigititisFree"—send $169.95 to: Taddeo Loudspeaker Ce., 2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
POLK 3.1SRS SPEAKERS, 1year old, original packing
material, $1200. Call (201) 802-788Z askfor Fred, between
9& llam EST
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX
lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile from
Vol3 No.1 through Vol.16 No.11 (1971-1993), and
every component reviewed by Stereophile since Voll
Nol. Currently available only on 51
/"or 31
4
/"floppy
4
disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452, featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shopping. E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and more For brochure, write
TAN, 14155 Kittridge St., Van Nuys, CA 91405. Orfor information, call our voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818)
782-1676, Fax (818) 780-6260.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab/
OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc,
Straight Wire, Target, Unity Audio, Well-Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Custom cable terminations. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Ftega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Onix, JPV/, Dynaco, OC-9, Stuniko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (818) 307-6467.
YEAR-END DEMO SALE, Avalon Eclipse, Nextel finish, $4895; Celestion SL-700SE, $1799; Celestion 100
Mahogany, $749; Meridian 201, $699; Meridian 204
Mk.II, $799; Meridian 206 DS, $1399; Coda 02, $799;
Vimak DT-1000, $4599; Virnak DS-1800 Mk.II, $3499;
Muse 100 balanced, $899; Unity CLA 3, $699; Acoustic
Energy AE-2, $1100; Classé Audio demos available, NAD
demos available; sale units complete with warranty. JS
Audio, (301) 989-2500.
HI-Fl EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showroom at 251-11 Northern Blvd., Little Neck, NY 11363.
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Upstate
New York' s

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.

Pz

Exclusive
Dealer For •
•
•

UM Call us for expert advice on custom

home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

APOGEE MARK LEVINSON
ttnSt Iltift •
THIEL 7¡
Mirk Levinson 830 Deal Procelsor NOW On Display

e

ACURUS

IN!

ARAGON

REFERENCE

AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOUEST
GRADO
MAGNEPAN
MAGNUM DYNALA

AUDIO

sn_

MIRAGE

A

VIDEO

310 517-1700 • FAX 310 517-1732

NAD
NAKAMICHI

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT SP, GARDENA, CA 90248

PROCEED
R C AUDIO

o

VELOIDTN E

a

I 0 ALCHEMY

e

AUDIO CONTROL' BEYER DYN

E CAL AUDIO LABS

CARVER •CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD
In71.1Q1 1Fi la .1.< 0 OF,Itri eCPI .1:13.11-1/e1 /.1/'/BiteKIN 01,41
HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •IBL
LEXICON •MAGNUMMYNALAB •McCORMACK •MUSE
MAD •NESTOROVIC •NHT •NILES •ONKYO •PARASOUND
PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC
PS AUDIO. ROOMTUNE •SONANCE •SONY •STAX •TARGET
TDK •THOFtENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI •AND MORE!

IMPORT LP'S AND CDS •
Create

13

unique

nl

wall
arrangements

o

to exhibit cd,
YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE
FOR AUDIOPHILE LPS,
CDS & ACCESSORIES

cassette, vhs
or diskette
collections
in elegantly
crafted

AO •Analogue Production, ATR •Audlaq.non •
Bnnu Mono •C.d..- Can/dry •Oweby •Gladly

1171111

•Dar •D011iffl •Ead Wind •&fumy •Gann& •
OnnnOada •Hannonla Mond •Mark, •LS,..•
MN< •Motile Robley •Nang» •lamb. •NIOly
entry •Neon, SW •Oa. •Op.. 3 •Propel. •

etageres.

Relarance • Shaine Lab •Super Anlo
ague •
1.4.,..' THM• Wan« Lay •Me« and rnanymael

Media
Storage Art
decilek_eaureie

CALL, WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG
The Elusive Disc
5346 N. Guillord
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-3446
=
)FAX (317) 255-2826
TO ORDER: 1-800-782-3472

Paten, Pene

For Literature:
Michele Lauren Studio A
P.O. Box 356

Phone

(516) 281-1160

Moriches, NY 11955

Fax

(516) 281-1002
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THE 10-SECOND AUDIOPHILE QUIZ: 1) Are you
an audio perfectionist who truly aspires to capture the
elusive realm of live music in your home? 2) Do you believe
your own ears when evaluating equipment rather than
the latest hot-product hype? 3) Would you give alisten
to the most astonishing advancement in line-level control
(preamp) in your system without any purchase obligation? 4) If you answered "yes" to the above and would
enjoy afree CD on us, call today, toll-free, (800) 599-7673,
Reference Line Audio, Inc.
ADCOM, aid/SI, Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, B&K,
B&W,Bryston, Carver, Celestion, Definitive Technology,
Denon, Fosgate, Haller, Harman/Kardon, Infinity, JBL,
KEF, Klipsch, Lexicon, Mirage, Nakarnichi, Onkyo, Polk,
Snell, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Yamaha, *Home Theater
Systems* and more. Manufacturers' warranties. Live
assistance weekdays. Automated pricing 24 hours. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Amerisound Saks,
Inc., (904) 262-4000.
FRIENDLY, PERSONAL SERVICE BY ALPINE
AUDIO! Avalon, Apogee, AR, ProAc, Mirage, Totem,
EAD, Classé, Meridian, Jadis, Conrad-Johnson, Counterpoint, Reference Line, Philips, NAD, Denon, Dynaco,
Kinergetics, more! Cables: Transparent, Apex, Straight
Wire, Kimber, Omega, AudioQuest. Demo/used: Unity
CLA-1, Audiostatic ES-100, Sonic Frontiers SFL-1, Lyra
Clavis. (703) 628-317Z 323 West Main Street, Abingdon, VA
24210.
A/V MART, INC. IN LOS ANGELES/Alhambra and
Cucamonga/Fontana/Upland (So. Calif.). Sony ES, Pioneer Elite, ICinergetics, Esoteric, Teac, Parasound, Dynaco,
Rotel, Micromega, Sumiko, Paradigm, Harbeth, Jamo,
Advent, Bose, Infinity, Velodyne, Sharpvision 120".
Monthly specials: Audio Alchemy DTI, $280 with coupon; Cary 300B (U), $1750; Aragon 4004 (U), $995; 24K
SP (D), $890; Kinergetics KCD-40 (D), $1650; SW800
mini tower subwoofer (N), $2395; Pioneer Elite C-91 A/V
preamp (U), $780; B&W 802 III (D), $2995; Dynaco PAS
III tube preamp (N), $487; Sonus Faber Electa Amator
(D), $2995; Krell KST-100 (D), $2100; Esoteric D-10 D/A
($2000), $1200; Parasound HCA-2200 II, with $650
modification, $1750; Pioneer Elite PD-65, Teac VRDS-10,
Sony CDP-X779, 707, all in stock with special prices. Call
Fred, (818) 282-0520, (909) 980-2008.
OUTSTANDING SELECTION OF BEAUTIFULLY
CRAFTED tube electronics by Audio Advancements and
Klimo; the Morch tonearms and cartridge; the Verdier
turntables; "d'Feet" resonance dampers; ear-selected LPs
(Including Decca reissues) and CDs from Europe. For
unique catalog, send $5 (refunded with purchase) to: Audio
Advancements, PO Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. Dealer
inquiries welcome. (201) 633-1151. For LPs/CDs in Canada,
call Audio Path: (416) 886-6625.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-217&
MARANTZ MODEL 9TUBE AMPS. Both in mint
condition; from 1963. Call Rick at (408) 248-8208.
SOUND-LAB DYNASTATS, mint, $1600; TARA Labs
Temporal Continuum speaker cables (101, $225; Music
and Sound SP-65 power amp, $350; Celestion Si stands
(20"), $100; split shipping, reasonable offers considered.
Gil, evenings, (713) 578-2457.
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USED AND DEMO SALE: Mark Levinson ML-2,
LNC-2, No.27; Thiel CS3.6 & 22; Apogee Duetta, and
Stage with sub; Vandersteen; B&K M-200 Sonata; B&W
801 Series 3,802 Series 2& 3,803 Series 2, 804; Counterpoint DA-10, SA-1000, SA-2000, SA-3000, SA-5000,
SA-100, Solid 8; Audio Research LS-1, SP-9, D-125, D-70,
Jeff Rowland 5; Klein 5; Proceed Series 2& 3product,
Krell KSL, KST-100, KSA-150, 64X; Theta Pro Genii,
Pro Basic Pre, Vimak 2000 & 1800, Vidakron TGS-200;
Harman 6ml& 6m1 data-grade; Mark Levinson and Krell.
Call Audition, (801) 467-5918, or Fax: (801) 467-0290.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER CO., NY.
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Rega, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, interesting LPs and CDs. We care about your
needs, regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco,
NY 10549, (914) 242-0747.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade-in
older Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies
to SME Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper
kits for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series Il Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors,
templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies, P.O.
Box 38Z Paceca, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution" 13 2 Twin-Balanced'" interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology,
549 Centennial Ave., Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413, appt.
FROM COLORADO, WE OFFER NOVICE and serious audiophiles an alternative to mass-market high-end
products. We represent only musical products that offer
the highest performance-to-dollar value In keeping with
this philosophy, we present alist of products of interest
to audiophiles who listen to music and appreciate what
it adds to the quality of life. Authorized dealer for:
Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca by Pierre Lurné, Audio Note, AudioQuest Analog,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang, Charm, Coda, dpa Digital,
Dynaclear, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth,
Ikeda, JM Labs, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle, Roksan,
RoomTunes, Sound Anchor, SOTA, Spendor, Tice, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and more..
Call or Faxfohn Barnes at (303) 698-0138for more information.
Audio Unlimited, 2341 W Yak Ave., Engkwood, CO 8011a
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150 monoblock power
amplifiers, with new KT88 tubes, like new, absolutely
flawless, $5800. Call Barney, (206) 774-7934.
MELOS MA-111/B tube/hybrid preamp with phono,
black, as new, $1050. Cambridge/UK C-75/A-75 separates, 100Wpc, mint, $600. (617) 749-4717.
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Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

1:
SOUND
RESOURCE

Searching for the best CDs at
aLOW price?
We specialize in only the best
and with unbeatable prices!

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:
Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •IproAc •Quicksilver
leff Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

We carry:
Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99),
Dorian($12.99), Harmonia Mundi($13.49),
Mercury Living Presence($9.99).

Also On Display:
Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VP!

Ref. Recordings($12.99),
Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).
For more information and FREE catalog:
Send mail:
or FAX

Larchmere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 441 20
12621

Clarion •Denon •WC

Bass Alignment Filters provide

-ilKenwood

KEF, B&W and CS3.5

al SUPERIOR TO FACTORY
VERSIONS

• Kicker • Klipsch

Krell •Lexicon •McCormack

owners the following advantages:

• IMPROVES SOUNDSTA.GE
DEPTH

o

Adcom eAudioquest

A FLUTE?

MI CLEANLY EXTENDS BASS
RESPOleSE 10Hz,

(714) 283-2857

diophile
Aections

216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3 I3I

The Golden Flute Active

P.O.Box 17038
Anaheim. CA 92817-7038

NAD •Onkyo • Proceed

100%
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Proton •Precision Power
Sennheiser

Snell

Vandersteen •VPI •XL0

II AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

$349

• RCA or BALANCED
VERSIONS AVAILABLE

PER PAIR

I

Please Call
Anytime For
Literature.

QUALITY
AUDI()
PRODUCTS
190

DWYER

STREET,

BUFFALO,

NY

14224

PHONE & FAX 716-822-0159

Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-9547
Sales, Service & Installation
LP's &CD's for the audiophile

DO YOU HAVE a- cs 1.1 c INTERCONNECT RUNS?
CALL US FOR QUALITY CUSTOM CABLES
,

351 Pleasant Street

Never Any
Sales
Pressure,
Just
Expert
Advice.

SOUND
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VTL MAXIMAL PREAMP, $350 shipped. (313) 5497866 evenings EST
FIRST 10 YEARS/30 issues of The Absolute Sound, Vol.1
No.1 through Vol.8 No30 (1973-83), $275 OBO. (617)
275-9334, 6-10pm.
aid/s/ R4 RECEIVER, CD3 with factory mod. C4 cassette, $400 each or $1100 for all. Split shipping. (415)
341-9771.
(2) SCHOEPS CMC 5MIKE PREAMPS, mint, asking
$450 each. (313) 399-3686.
AUDIOBALLS.' Why pay more? Get rid of unwanted
vibrations and greatly improve sound quality. Component
isolation hemispheres, set of 4, $29. Each one supports
weight up to 30 lbs. Higher weight capabilities available.
Joe, (201) 444-5291 after 4pm EST
VANDERSTEEN MODEL 1B speakers, excellent condition, $350 OBO. (216) 331-6806 after 6pm, or leave
message.
KRELL KSL PREAMP with optional phono board, mint,
warranty, $1600. Chip, (212) 595-1749 evenings.
APOGEE CENTAURS WITH STANDS, $1050; Krell
KST-I00, $1300; Rotel 855, $300. All mint, original packaging. Jeff, (404) 633-5615 before 9:30pm EST
DISCOVERY TRI-WIRE, 8', $299; SOTA Sapphire PS,
mods, $339; Alphason HRS-100, $299; Goldmund mat
and clamp. $69 each; Yamaha CDX-660, tops in survey,
mods, coax, ($400) $169; Discovery interconnect, $129;
XLO 1, $129; vdH First, $179; Discovery power, $59;
Tiffany power, $49; Monster interconnect, Ref. A, $25;
HAVE coax, $20; Classé 25, black, Imonth, $2900; Apex
8' tri-wire, $690. Jim, (716) 634-1275.
PROAC RESPONSE Ils with RS2 stands, yew wood,
$2500; Rowland model 5amp, $3000 OBO. $5000 for
all. (908) 561-4875, Mike.
PERFECT CONDITION LIGHTLY USED KRELL
units with warranties: CD-DSP (with custom cover),
$2250 ($3950); MD-1, $2400; MD-10 (newest), $3800
($6900); MD-20, $3050 ($4650); Studio, $2500 ($3900);
SBP-32X, $1300; SBP-64X, $3500. KPA (with power
supply), $1500 ($3200); KSL-2, $1700 ($2700); KRC,
$3500 ($6300); KSA-150 (latest), $2600; KSA-250, $3500.
MDA-300, $6000 ($10,700). Eastern Audio, (718) 277-6123.
(NY).
MERIDIAN 206B CD PLAYER (list $1990), $975; Meitner MTR-101 monoblock amplifiers, 100Wpc, (list $3500)
$1700 pair; Counterpoint SA-1000 tube hybrid preamp,
black, (list $1100) $600; Genesis IM 8300 3-way speakers
with stands, (list $2500) $1500; Godfather Saga laserdisc
box, Japanese pressing, $200. (310) 396-4597.
SEQUERRA TUNER IN MINT CONDITION,
$2900. Postal Station "Q" Box 1199, Toronto, Ontario M4T
2P4, Canada.
QUICKSILVER PREAMP, latest version, 81000. (817)
776-9953.
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CD UPGRADE EVER!
Isolated stable clock module with less than 20ps jitter
reduces transport- and logic-induced jitter. We have the
technology now! $150 plus shipping. Analog upgrades
also available. G&D Transforms, (602) 954-0155.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1, Iyear, low hours, $8001ack,
(703) 922-4490.
QUAD ESL-63s, $2000; Janis subs, $1000; Marantx 10B
tuner, $1000; ARC SP6B preamplifier, $500. (516) 5491855 after 6pm.
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(3) 6' TIFFANY TPC 60 AC power cord, list $125, $75;
(1) 6' Tiffany TPC 40 AC power cord, $50; (4) 6' new
XLO Type 1000 AC power cord, list $135, 30% off; 2
pairs new XLO Type 1interconnect, lm, list $275, 20%
off; (1) new lm XLO Type 4digital cable, list $150, 20%
off; (1) new 1m TARA Digital Reference, list $195, $95;
2pairs TARA Temporal Continuum lm interconnect,
$395 list, $175. (206) 322-6846.
MARK LEVINSON NO.31 TRANSPORT, $6750
(includes MDC-1 Pro interconnect). Call (716) 442-0909
ETA.
CLASSE DR-9 amp, mint, $1650. (817) 776-9953.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO—USED ITEMS: Basis Debut/
Tri-Planar, $4500; LP12/Ittok, $895; LP12, $599; Linn
PMS, $895; Naxo 3-6, $300; Vandersteen 2Ci/Superstands, $850; Creek CD-60, $795; Rega RB250, $199;
and much more. MC and Visa. (818) 307-6467.
REJOICE! INFINITE SLOPE is back, and better than
ever with all of Richard Modafferi's latest innovations in
the new Joseph Audio RM20 Reference Standard loudspeaker. The patented Infinite Slope crossover's steep
(>100dB/octave) slopes reduce the RM20's wave interference to virtually umneasurable levels. Effortless musicality. Hear it for yourself at Chestnut Hill Audio and believe!
(215) 923-3035.
APOGEE DIVA/DAX, taupe, latest version, 2months
new, full warranty, $6900. (310) 456-5583.
KRELL 300-S, less than 10 hours, latest, full warranty,
$6150. (310) 456-5583.
NAIM: NAC52 preamp, power supply, remote, phono
board, ($11,175) $6300; HI-CAR ($1355) $900; NAP135
monoblocks, ($6590) $4100; all brand-new. Naim:
NAP135 monoblocks, new style, 1year old, $3700;
NAP135 monoblocks, older style, $3300; NAC72 preamp, phono board, ($1590) $995. Linn LP12 Valhalla,
Wok, Asak, $1500; CAL Aria Mk.II CD player, includes
remote, ($2395) $1600; Conrad-Johnson Premier 5
monoblocks, ($7500) $3200. (305) 938-8578, FL.
CELLO PALETTE PREAMP, $4700; WATTs, rosewood,
$2400; Spectral DMA-180, $5900. All mint/offers. Call
Khan, (203) 464-7409 evenings.
THRESHOLD FET-1OHL preamp with Epower supply,
factory-upgraded to Eseries, mint, $1550. Also, Threshold
FET-10 phono with Epower supply, mint, $1200. Original owner, all papers and boxes. (704) 862-3338.
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES, black, mint, $1400.
pas) 297-1856
KRELL MD-10 TRANSPORT, $4500; Krell Studio processor, $2500; Martin-Logan Quests, $2600; TARA Labs
Quantum III speaker cables (10' and 9.5' pairs) and interconnects (1, 1.5, and 2m), all half-price All mint—selling
to buy house. (215) 429-0847 EST
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2, $1800; Sonic Frontiers SFL-1
and Totem Model One, both 2weeks old, $1050 each.
Call (615) 928-3256.
MAGNEPAN SMGBs, $495; NAD 7225PE, $165; Laser
pop/rock. (503) 994-9645.
TI-EEL C53.6, RARE PIANO BLACK, $3200 plus ship;
Harmonix large feet, $235; Tice Microblock, $235; Cello
Duet 350, $5250; Encore line preamp, $5450; Wadia
X64.4 DAC with CD8 drive, 84500/both. Transparent
Ultra balanced, 10' XLR/Fischer, $1095; 25' Fischer/
Fischer, $1395; 8' speaker, $1295. ARC V140, $5395. (315)
426-0515, 9-5 EST M-F.
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Acarian Systems
Acurus
Apogee
Arcici
Aragon
Audio Alchemy
B&K
Centaurus
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
E.A.D.
Forte'
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Mordaunt-Short
Parasound
Philips
Premier
RC Audio
Revolver
Room Tunes
Rotel
SME
Siefert Research
Signet
Threshold
VP'
van den Hul
VMPS

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
.irA11.11
REPRESENTING:
AUDIO QUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •85K AUDIO •
8 .4 W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SOUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROVJLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAR •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V A.0 •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CD's .8 LP s•
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON -SAT II-6

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(615) 297-4700

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

..........

106 Brands Available!

I or &mew

Acuus -Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism -B&W - Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline Forte -Kef - Kimber
Kabie Klipsch - Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable - NAD
Nakamichi -Onkyo Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -- Revox -Sanus Sennhelser
Shure -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -Sfax Suniko -Target Tlyeshold -Vekadyne -Yamaha & 66 More -Call for units not listed

The Rite i

of Spring
NEW Recording with Spectacular
Sound & Extremely Wide Dynamic
Range -(Avoid Damage to Speakers
by playing, initially, at low volume).
CLARITY RECORDINGS are available
at Selected Audio Dealers or call
415-626-7540 • Fax: 415-641-1734.
Dealer & Distributor inquiries invited.
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Phone: 913 •U2 -1811 Est-6
24th • Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thur: 10am-8pm, Fri & Sat: lOarn-6pm

AT..../ ID,
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18 000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs
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ADCOM/B&K/HAFLER MODIFICATIONS by Musical Concepts rival most exotica! Modifications from inexpensive to incredible, some in kits! Don't be high-end
pretenders—be contenders! Musical Concepts, 1832 Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63144 (314) 275-4925.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD-ENIGMA V, $649; Epoch
V with outboard analog supply, $995; CDTII transport,
$649. All have Stable Platter Transport! We modify your
Philips-based Pioneer CD players! Musical Concepts, 1832
Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146, (314)
275-4925.
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! You get enough of that elsewhere!
We've delivered something different for 14 years—natural,
musical results! Hype is easy—results are hard! Musical
Concepts, premier modifiers for Adcom, B&K, Hafler,
and Philips-based Pioneer CD! Musical Concepts, 1832 Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146, (314) 275-4925.
MONARCHY DAC, $695 with balanced out; Level I
mod, $259 ($159 kit); Digital cable, $75; 2-way monitor with Acanon tweeter, $1795 ($1195 kit); Room Acoustics handbook, $14.95. MACH 1Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A,
Wilton, NH 03086, (603) 654-9826.
CLASSÉ DR4L, LATEST, $875; PS Audio DigiLink
2/Ensemble Digiflux coax, $439; Counterpoint SA-1000
(25 hours), $635; Siltech HF6c WTB, $165; 3m EAD
Glass, $99; Belles 450, $995; Vandersteen 3, 5/93, $1895.
All as-new/warranty. (215) 370-2275 or (215)378-8881 days
TRY IT AT HOME. Audible Illusion Modulus 3preamp.
Micromega, Creek Electronics, Epos ES11, Harbeth
speakers, Acoustic Energy, Cardas cables, Arcici accessories. (305) 891-9540 Florida.
LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature Scan-Speak drivers, exceptional
cabinetry, and the world's most advanced crossover components. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems, 500K Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS IIA, gloss black, immaculate,
boxes, papers, $1500 plus shipping. Negotiable Dan, (602)
529-3614 evenings.
TICE POWER BLOCK AND TITAN, mint, with
custom-made diecast stand, $1000. (716) 825-4962 (1%11).
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive
crossover replacements are the ultimate performance
upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MAGNEPLANAR TYMPANI 1-D SPEAKERS, $1500;
Luxman L-10 integrated amp, $400; G-120A 20-band
EQ. $200; PD277 turntable, $25; CL-32 preamp, $300;
T12 tuner, $300. (407) 367-9960 evenings.
OHM SPEAKERS REPAIRED AND UPGRADED.
Factory-direct service on Ohm speakers up to 22 years
old, with many upgrades for older models available Phone
(718) 783-1111, Fax (718) 857-2472, Ohm Acoustics Corp.,
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205.
STATE-OF-THE-ART, MINT, warranty: Wadia WT2000, $3650; Theta Gen.III with AT&T, $2950; Classé
DR-6L preamp, $2000; (4) Classé M1000, $2900/each;
Apogee Diva with passive crossovers, $6500; Apogee
DAX with display, $2800; NBS cables, 50-60% off: 1
pair 2' Serpent interconnects, $400; lm Reference Standard
Digital, $300; Ipair 4' balanced, $600; 2pairs 8' balanced,
$900; 1pair 12' balanced, $1100. Call Bruno, (408) 5227243 any time.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

ADCOM GFA-535 II, $280; Adcom GFP-565, $550;
Snell E-III, black, $700; Quicksilver 60W 8417 monoblocks, $790; SYN. Res, interconnects and cables. AmpClamps. (609) 883-4097 EST Alex.
JADISJA 500s, $12,950; Jadis JP 80MC, $7500; Avalon
Ascents, Nextel with XL0, $7500. Serious only. Mike,
(510) 460-6217.
MUSE MODEL 18 SUB WOOFER, as new, one year
old, factory-certified in sealed box, $2100. (415) 691-1012.
McCORMACK: CD-DRIVE with DAC-1, $2150;
DNA-1 monoblocks, $3400; Prism II, $1500. KEF
R103.4, $1260. Totem Acoustics One, $1225. Unity Audio
Signature I. exotic veneer, $2600. Muse One Hundred,
$960. PS Audio: Delta 100, $1040; Delta 200, $1525;
UltraLink, $1645. Sonic Frontiers SFS-40, $1325. Also:
Muse 160, Meridian 200 transport with 263 DAC, Sonic
Frontiers SFS-80 with SFL-1, Magnum Dynalab FT-101
Etude All new, factory-sealed. Paul Haines, (601) 362-0474.
OPUS CREDO Monitors- Black marble enclosures. Nice
2-way speakers. In boxes, $350. TARA Labs TFA Return
speaker cables, 10' pair, $100. (517) 655-1173.
MUSEATEX EQUIPMENT LIQUIDATION SALE.
Melior amplifiers (100Wpc) new, in sealed cartons, $995
each, list $2195; Melior Analog Control Centers, new
in sealed cartons, $995 each, list $1995. Excellent condition 'B' stock versions of same models, $795 each.
Melior CD transport, $995, list $1795; Melior Digital
Control Center, $995, list $1995; Meitner MR101,
$1500/pair, list $3500/pair. (818) 991-8852.
AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES!!! EMI/RFI
shielding, copper or aluminum, and magnetic shielding
alloy foil tape, braiding, sheet stock, conductive cloth, and
sheer mesh shielding for glass or vents. We have the very
finest shielding cablejackets ever designed to wrap around
and absolutely improve all your favorite audio and video
cables. Doubly shielded Teflon power cords, speaker
cables, interconnects, and coaxial cable Conductive silver
plating and silver lube. Teflon hook-up and grounding
wire Teflon tubing, spiral cable spacers, and electrical tape
Polarity/grounding checkers, voltage, amperage, and wattage RMS meters, power-factor meters, power-line disturbance monitors, magnetic gauss and electrical-field
meters; all items for sale or rental. Whole-house or individual surge-suppressor filters for power line, telephone,
and video cables. Hospital-grade plugs, wall outlets, and
power strips. We feature the unique exceptional performance of Absolute Power, Uses, and Zero Surge power
conditioners. We also carry the finest adjustable voltage
power sources, uninterrupted power sources, and highly
regulated laboratory-grade AC power supplies. Hundreds
more power/shielding-related items. 24 hours, call (800)
321-6512 now for your free catalog and literature, to obtain
technical consultation, and to place your order! Power Conditioning Expert Systems.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Canare
75 ohm digital, best Silver-contact toggle and rotary
switches/attenuators; MIT MultiCaps, Solen, SCR, Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay, Mills, Caddock, and Holco
resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, CopperFoil Inductors, MIT Z-Stabilizer, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations, hospital-grade AC outlets
and plugs, tools and accessories, request catalog! Michael
Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181, Fax
(415) 669-7558.
LEVINSON NO.28 with low-gain phono stage and
boxes, $2800. Call Chris, (708) 328-3942 evenings.
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AUDIO arts

ATTENTION!
HOBBYISTS, MODIFIERS, BUILDERS
SONIC FRONTIERS Mail-Order Parts Dept.
is NORTH AMERICA's largest stocking distributor of

VPI •MBL •Basis •Gryphon

audiophile grade components!

Graham(1.5T) •Air Tangent

CAPACITORS:
MIT MAC,
WONDER CAP
WIMA
RIMIER
SOLEN
MuslCoP
SIEMENS

Benz-Micro •Transfiguration

Shred 01 MetaSeed (DIX PROS. PPMFX)
WetRIX bed FILM CAPACROFIR
Seim -K. wonder vsye leads
NEW Serws
caps to ceme bter in leini

Harmonix •Timbre •Forsell

COrrpOCI 010101000 and Nmeoll polypropylene
.radial bast
a complete range of metallized polypropylene
K6Vier Kan. TCSS
metallized Polysiropylene amol leads
available n BOCA/* 630V. m values up to 200 ufi
46 and foil polypropylene from 01 uf to 10 uf
op to 1500V Hovland wife leocls
meta.00 polypiciptiene from 51 pi to 01 Of
offense at 0.50V and 25, toleronce osiel leads

Crown •ExpressiveTechnologies
AudioQuest •Reference Line
Purist Audio •Mapleshade
Chang Lightspeed •Bright Star

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
VISHAY CADDOCN HOLCO MATSUSHITA resistors NIMBER CARDA5 TEFLON
AUDIOQUEST DISCOVERY nook-up wire. MIT. EDISON PRICE KIDDER CAROAS.
SONIC FRONTIERS connectors.',Mgr and pole. ELIZA SHAILCO CT5
ELECTROSWITCH. SONIC FRONTIERS. iota, one toggle ss •:, ••i NOBLE ALPS
BOURNS SONIC FRONTIERS pots and attenuates). GOLD AERO RAM on, NOE.
*ibex ANALOG DEVICES LINEAR TECHNOLOGY op amps( regubtois. PEARL
tube coder0. tune sockets electrotketc1. dale, sernicontluctoes. OTO
MONTHLY SPECIALS
DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE!
Cleo, CALL WRITE or FAX for our FRI I 1,93 PRODUCT CATALOGUE?

Shun Mook •Cable Jacket
American Hybrid Technology

Audio Arts
Dedicated exclusively to high-end
components for music reproduction.
247 Centre Street
New York City 10013

SONIC FRONTIERS
rf

N

I

I

I)

700 PACIFIC ROAD, UNIT *19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA L6L 61115

TEL (416) 847-3245

FAX (416)847-5471

212 925 9376

FAX 941 8321

Our component rack systems are the result of

serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"
Mr. Bags (Design Department)

Stores

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

306 CDs

or any combination
of CDs. VHS. Cassettes, etc.

•Featuiing our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23 - Hx19 112 W x17 1/2 D •Fully assembled •Stackable *
Available In lJght, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Black ($235) -Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. • P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. •Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468
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•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Corners and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestals
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
Et 6/11P/ BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers
CALL USF
OR
YOUR L
OCAL DEALER
4147 Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003*(805) 644-2185 Fax 644-0434
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INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES! Branded cassette tapes
and cables. Offer exclusive to components owners. S2 cash
S/H. Parades, A., 58-19d 41 Dr., Flushing, NY 11377.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized
sales and service for Quad, Gradient, Music Reference,
Entec, and RAM tubes. New and used Quad equipment
bought/sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands. Custom
subwoofer systems for ESUESL-63s available. For further
details, contact Mike or Randy: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhirr Loop
8108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703)
372-3713.
FREE COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLETTER, The Audio
Reference Times. Introducing anew journal for serious
audiophiles featuring discussions on today's high-end
world, its products, trends, and issues. Call toll-free today
for your complimentary issue. (800) 599-7673.
ADCOM GFA-565 MONOBLOCKS, black, XLRs,
mint condition, $1200 plus shipping. (504)455-7432 after
7pm CDT
WANTED: McINTOSH receiver, 4200 or more current
one. (708) 824-8254.
USED LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Acoustat 3300s and
SWI sub, $1800; Alón Acarian 4s, $2000; a/d/s/ Ml5s,
$1550; B&W 802 Ils, $2500; Canton Karat 920s, $600;
Canton Esub, $750; Celestion 100s, f700; DCM TW3s,
$795; Energy RefCon 22s, $800; Genesis (ca '79), $300;
Infinity Kappa 9s, $1600; KEF 104.2s, $1300; 1Cirksaeter
120s, $300; ICirksaeter 260s, $1300; MB Quart 990
MCSes, $1500; Mirage M-3s, $1650; Paradigm 9SE
Mkills, $400;
A Stratos P30s, $1000; Thiel CS1.2s,
$750; Thiel CS3.5s, $1500; Thiel 03As, 1.500; Velodyne
F1200 sub, $650. (217) 544-5252.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
quick, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips, ICinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276.
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally $5k, sell $2.7k. (404) 752-7772.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
ONICY0 9090 II TUNER, $375; Krell1CRC line, $4100;
Coda System 100W with two 1001s, $6100. (219)
264-9495.
GET THE BEST SOUND POSSIBLE with 99.9999%
pure solid-core silver speaker wire and interconnects using
the finest Teflon insulation, assuring you the most accurate,
transparent, pristine sound your system can deliver.
$150/1m pair. Speaker wire, $20/ft-S40/ft. 14-day free
trial. (609) 778-1758.
DYNAUDIO GEMINI SPEAKERS (authentic from
Denmark) with Sound Anchor stands, $1100; Tripplite
LC-1800 line conditioner, $125. (415) 661-3373.
SOUND VALUES—The only safe and guaranteed
method for buying and selling your components! Protection for the seller with guaranteed certified funds and
freedom from telephone sitting. We take all of your calls.
Protection for the buyer with athorough inspection of
equipment and transfer of funds to the seller only after
confirmation. For more details, call or Fax Sound Values,
12545 Olive St., Suite 101, Si. Louis, MO 63141, (314)
542-4068.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1993

AMAZING! An SCT-04/Cormorant interconnect truly
provides profound and exciting sonic improvement. Have
azero-risk audition experience and be totally convinced!
Call or write for review reprint and full details. Solid Corr
Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL
33407, (407) 842-7316.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus
HDM Towers, $1000 (N); Superphon SP100, $270 (D);
and more. We represent best-buy products from B&K,
Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy,
Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317)
474-9004, 11-7pm EST
SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video. Authorized:
Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel, Sumo, Denon,
H/K, Marantz, Celestion, Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et al. Ship
anywhere. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick,
NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284.
WE ALWAYS PAY BE IiER! Don't let go of your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
THETA PRO GENII, Theta cable, $1800; SOFA Sapphire Star turntable, $600; ET ll toneann, $500; VPI PLC,
$125; AudioQuest B100 cartridge, $80; Audible Illusions
2C preamp, $400; Magnum Dynalab FT-101 tuner, $400.
All boxes and excellent condition. (404) 982-8744.
SOUNDSCAPE AUDIO—Michigan's cutting-edge
dealer: Anodyne, ASC, Anna-Sphere, B.E.L. 1001 Mk.II,
Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound, Encore, Mango Audio,
MSB Technology, Music Reference, Musical Design, Purist Audio Design, Shun Mook, Soundwave, Unity Audio.
Vintage tubes and accessories. (313) 737-0005.
MIRAGE M-3si, upgraded binding posts, mint, $1850.
(804) 360-0125.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60, $2250; B&W 802F
Series 80, $1150. Mint condition. (403) 922-4822.
ACCUPHASE DP8O/DC81, previous Sterrophik Class
A (1987-90), $2150 OBO; LNC2 oak case, $30; mint.
(303) 320-3921 evenings, weekends (MST).
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE loudspeaker, 6
months old, barely broken-in, and in immaculate condition, $3195. (404) 436-8251 (message).
SELL OR TRADE: INFINITY IRS Gammas, EC with
Servo bass crossover, ($7000) $3800 negotiable, based
on del.; or trade for latest KSA-250, SA-550e, or M-L 23.5.
(513) 885-6141.
PRISM II CD PLAYER, mint condition, upgradable, digital out, retail $1850, sell $550; Mod Squad Wonderlink
cable, $60. (412) 331-5289.
VELODYNE SERVO 1200 powered subwoofer, brandnew factory-replaced amplifier and woofer. $600 firm.
(203) 521-5543 evenings, or leave message.
PIONEER ELITE F-93 AM/FM tuner. Sterrophile Class
C, mint condition, $450. (615) 886-1433.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO DELTA CD drive, $575 plus
shipping. Mr. Willes, (800) 227-6121 weekdays.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
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• Authorized Dealers for •
•ACROTEC
•ACURUS
•ALON
•AMC
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO QUEST
•88, K
•C
.
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L
.
•CARDAS
•CELESTION
•CODA

•DENON
•EPOS
•GRADO
•JMIABS
•KEF
•LINAEUM
•MELOS
•MERIDIAN
•M8, K
•NAKAMICHI
•ONKYO
•POWER WEDGE

•QUAD
•QED
•ROCKSOLID
•ROGERS
•SHARP VISION
•SONICFRONTIERS
•SUMIKO
•TANNOY
•THORENS
•VAC.
•YAMAHA

The Connector
COREY GREENBERG'S #1 CHOICE*

DigiFlex I
7511DIGITAL DATA LINK

A precision 75D coax with 75i/ impedance
matched RCA connectors expressly
designed for video and digital audio signals.
Call for information on HAVE
DigiFlex, VidiFlex and AudiFlex cables.

518-828-2000

and much more...
4 Sound Rooms

SOUNMIDEO

137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel (718) 321- 1500. Fax (718) 321-1078

HAVE

MC •VISA •AIVIEX •DISCOVER Accepted

In Southern California

ourirneg
Ira •Leisiel
r
1
_s
tizil 1
Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
Sonogrophe
NAD
Luxman
Denon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kelpie
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers

Turntables

Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
\.... Vandersteen

MICHIGAN
AUDIO VIDEO
ENTHUSIASTS
Visit or call our

showroom featuring
PS AUDIO •SUMO •I
NFINITY •
ENERGY •M ONITOR AUDIO •PSB
•M ARANTZ •NAD •M ITSUBISHI •
SONY •FOSGATE •SENNHEISER •
ZENITH •AUDIO ACCESS •
AUDIO SOURCE •SHARP •NHT
•LUXMAN •KEN WOOD •
M USETEX •SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
•MONSTER CABLE

Pro-Ject 1
Thorens
Denon

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

..)

AUDIO° VIDEO ALTERNATIVES

4526 NORTH W OOD WARD •RO1AL OAK. MI 48073

(818) 781-4700
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EAD DSP-7000, $500; Nakamichi CR-3 cassette player,
$200; Carver TX-2 tuner, $100. (601) 325-7004 (leave
message).
MUSE SUBWOOFER, $2750; Muse amp, $1200; preamp, $2500; Coda preamp, $1650; amp, $2250. Will trade
for B&W 801
Kinergetics KCD-40, Berning EA2101, ProAc Response 3, WATT 3, Spica Angelus, Quad
63 USA. (916) 920-9113.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XLO, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
CELESTION SL600s with stands, mint, $1050; Sound
Anchor stands for Vandersteen 2Cis, new, still in box,
$175; TARA Labs Quantum III cable, 10' pair, brand new,
$140; Target wall-mount turntable stand, $60. (702) 3998222 after 6pm PST
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3AMPLIFIER, mint, original
owner, warranty, $2850; Studer 807 analog recorder, new
from Switzerland, $7850 (list $1050). (201) 746-2794.
EPOS ES11, $700; Mission 781, $550. Both new in box.
Cyrus II amp, PSX, Cyrus tuner. (412) 262-2580.
MAGNEPAN TYMPANI IV, new ribbon tweeters,
$2000. (817) 772-5462.

JADIS JP 80, $6995; Jadis JA 200, $9895; Rockport turntable, $8985. (510) 339-8302.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE AND XDP MODIFICATIONS. FET analog output, upgraded filtering, etc Realize greater depth and asilkier, more open midrange and
top end: v1.0, v2.0, $169; XDP, $189. Also pure silver and
Teflon interconnects, $210/1m pair. All with money-back
guarantee We promise absolute heaven. Audio Alchemy
honors warranty with our modifications. Wave Tate Technologies, Inc., (813) 587-7868.
SHUN-MOOK, PROAC, VAC, XLO, Coda, Avalon,
Highwire, Air Tight, Apogee, Siltech, Acoustic Energy,
EAD, XLO Signature, American Hybrid, Bitwise, Illuminati, Sound Anchors, Vimak, Acrotec, Target, Signet,
VAC Digital, Billy Bags, Sci-Fi, SOTA, AudioStatic,
Power Wedge, Entec, Lexicon, KEF-THX, Vidikron,
XLO/VDO, AMC, Mobile Fidelity, Mapleshade, Quintessence Acoustics, Bright Star, Kinergetics THX, JM Lab,
and others: We build custom listening and theater rooms,
dedicated lines, etc. Used: Jadis Defy 7Mk.II, $4800; ML
No.23.5, $5200; Gryphon DM100, $8800; Entec 12-120
with crossover, $4500; Nakamichi 1000P, $9900; Apogee
Diva/DAX, $7800; Thiel CS5, rosewood, $6900; Monitor
Audio Studio 20, $2700; more. Trade-ins accepted. Free
next-day air on new equipment, monthly newsletter,
Visa/MC/COD. Xponent, 260 Corporate Pl., Suite D-108,
Monterey Park, CA 91754-7635. Phone: (213) 266-8992. Fax:
(213) 266-8620 Orders: (800) XPONENT Call/Faxfor directions/appointments.

LPs/CD s/TApEs

ELECTROVOICE 30W 30" woofers, new in box. These
are the only ones left anywhere! Build asuper sub or Patricians, $650 each. Larry, (414) 529-9805 evenings.

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
ext,llent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
CLASSICAL COLLECTORS—LPs gathering dust since
switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records,
contact Randall Goldman, Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270, tel./Fax (619) 323-2000.
WANTED: Displaced-head (staggered-head) versions
of RCA half-track, open-reel tapes. Randall Goldman, PO.
Box 2804 Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, teL/Fax (619) 323-2000
A LIST OF CLASSICAL AUDIOPHILE LPs available
by Nov. 1st. Randall Goldman, P.O Box 2806, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270, tel./Fax (619) 323-2000.
LIQUIDATING PERSONAL CLASSICAL COLLECTION. 30,000 LPs; 5000 broadcast reels. Catalog, $1.
MITMLP, Box #1, Brightwaters, NY 1171&
LIQUIDATING RECORD ARCHIVE: Classical (all
categories), Organ (Classic, Theater). Archive Exchange,
971 Hilkrest Drive, Redwood City, CA 94062.

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS," Mercury 90000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, Fax (212) 496-0733, Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317) 255-3446.

IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc). William Hesler, 8765 Radburn Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
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AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Discs,
Quiex, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard.
With atotally different approach it is now possible to discover what is truly hidden in your LPs and shellacs. Provides performance never thought possible. For further
information: FM Acoustics Ltd., Seestrasse 5a, CH-8810 Horgen/Switzerland, TeL 41-1-725 77 77 Fax 41-1-725 77 90.
THE TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including classical, jazz, rock LPs, is available. Write: Suite
184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefintaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
1993 MIDWEST CLASSICAL RECORD SHOW.
Saturday, November 13, 9:30-4 at Holiday Inn North
Shore, 5300 W. Touhy, Skokie, IL. 1000s of LPs, CDs,
and open-reel tapes—new and used. Many audiophile
and collector's items. For information call (708) 991-9272.
COLLECTOR SELLING AUDIOPHILE RECORDS.
All categories Richard, PO Box 4121, Montebello, CA 9064q
Tel: (818) 961-9355.

WANTED
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-165a

SOUNDACI
RKS

V
V
3400 MONROE AVE. ROCHESTER, NY 14618 716164.0410

its about musk..

WANTED: ONE PAIR medium oak Infinity Kappa 8
speakers. (216) 884-32743/mfr.
WANTED: OLD AND NEW, McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, ARC, EV, Klyne, Levinson, Krell, Melos, Wilson,
Cello, C-J, JBL, Nestorovic, PS Audio, Classé, Quad, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Sequerra, Thiel, B&W, Fulton, Linn,
Ariston, etc.; tube/solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Corb.
WANTED: McINTOSH tube hi-fi gear. Also, old Vox
and Fender guitar amps. Frank Cz4a, 8968 W Forest Home
#4, Milwaukee, WI 53228, (414) 529-9395.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY.
McINTOSH receiver, 4200 or more current one. (708)
824-8254.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.

Coming Attractions (continuedfrom p.3)
Featurewise, Robert E. Benson will be discussing Tchaikovsky's Symphony 5, Robert Harley
interviews Craig Dory and Brian Levine (the
men behind Dorian Recordings), and Jack English continues the "Sonic Bridge" series he
started earlier in the year on how to judge what
you hear from hi-fi systems.
And stay tuned to this space for exciting news
about Stereophile.
—John Atkinson
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

111E STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson ik Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
Acoustic Image .
Acoustic Research
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
a/d/s/
Aerial Acoustics
Ambrosia Audio
Apogee Acoustics
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Arts
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Forest
Audio Influx
Audiolab
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Selections
Audio Power Industries
AudioQuest
Audio Trading Times
Audio Video Alternatives
AudioVisions
B&K Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Bay Area Audio
Billy Bags
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cary Audio
Chattanooga Valley Audio
Chesky Records
Clarity Recordings
Classé Audio
Conrad-Johnson
Crown International
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Denon America
Digital Ear
Discriminating Ear
Duntech
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Esoteric Audio
Euroson
Fairport Soundworks
Fried Products
Golden String
Gryphon
Hafler
Harbeth
HAVE
Headroom
HiFi Jones
Highwire Audio
Hsu Research
Innovative Audio
Jadis
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
KEF
Kief% Audio/ Video
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
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256
56
240-241
96
204
182
254
74
254
190-192.224
268
244
270
258
260
206
188
250
110
264
186
210.276
244
270
260
68
30
236
268
94
250,252
6
266
246
266
42
76
180
242.248
266
28
226
272
188
262
18
41
188
272
27
212
196
88
86
270
106
251
208
172
202-203
44
171
264
246
52
266
196
64

Krell
Michele Lauren
Lexicon
Listening Room
Lodestar
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Per Madsen Design
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
May Audio
McIntosh
Melos
Meridian
Mirage
Mondial
Monster Cable
Muse Electronics
Music Hall
NBS
New England Audio Resource
Nimtec
Nordost
OCM
Oracle
Paradigm
Paragon
Pass Laboratories
ProAc
Progressive Audio
PS Audio
P58 Speakers
RCS International
Reference Audio/Video
Resolution Audio
Rotel of America
Sanus Systems
Savant Audio & Video
Sennheiser
Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Sorice
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Goods
Soundings
Sound-Lab
Sound Resource
Soundworks
Stereo Dynamics
Straight Wire
TARA Labs
Theta Digital
Tubes By Design
Univocal
Wadia Digital
White Audio Labs
Nat Williams Marketing
WireWorld
XL0 Electric
Yakov Aronov Audio Laboratory
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9
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ythe time you read this, Iwill have
been fortunate enough to have attended abanquet put on by Harry
Pearson in celebration of The Abso!ute Sound's
20th anniversary. Stereophile and TAS may
have had their disagreements from time to
time, but Itake this opportunity to congratulate Harry and his staff on 20 years of excellent high-end publishing. Ibelieve it's not
excessively immodest to report that high-end
manufacturers frequently remind me of their
gratitude for the healthy and vibrant highend publishing community which exists in
the United States—and does not in most
other countries. Many publications make up
this community, but Stereophile and TAS are
certainly the most widely read.
Iwell remember Stereophde's 20th "anniversary," which took place in 1982—also in
October, according to J. Gordon Holt's
memory of Vol.1 No.l's publication date. By
that time Ihad been professionally involved
with Stereophile for eight months, aperiod of
time filled with rude awakenings. In those
days, our circulation was just over 3000 compared with 65,000 today. Our most recent
publishing schedule had announced ten
issues ayear; we had actually published two.
Those were also the days of "Table of Contents" covers (you couldn't beat the price for
cover art), and "typesetting" carried out on
aDiablo 630 daisy-wheel printer fed by a
Hewlett-Packard CP/M computer. (How
many of you remember CP/M?) This was
underground magazine publishing at its most
subterranean.
My ambition was to actually meet our
1982 publishing schedule with ten complete
issues by the end of the year. We almost made
it—Vol.5 No.10 came out in January 1983.
My belief was that more frequent publishing
would create asituation in which the world
would beat apath to Stereophile's door. My
first rude awakening was that most of the
high-end world thought we had ceased publication several years before. My second rude
awakening was that the first noticeable effect
of publishing more frequently was that sub274
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scribers' subscriptions ran out much more
quickly, and circulation decreased. My third
rude awakening was that ahigher percentage
of people renew when they have six months
between issues to think about it, rather than
one month; circulation decreased.
But through many serendipitous occurrences and much hard work, Stereophile was
able to survive such an inauspicious anniversary—believe me, there was no banquet
in 1982! We are fortunate to now be in the
position to publish technically groundbreaking articles such as Rémy Fourré's in
October and Ftobert Harley's in this issue Such
journalism represents amighty leap for Stereophde, accomplished by John Atkinson's
and Richard Lehnert's devotion to editorial
quality. We're not celebrating a31st anniversary this year in any spectacular fashion, but
Ifeel confident that the progress Stereophile
has made over the last 11 years isn't about
to end.
Those same 11 years have seen much more
dramatic changes in other areas. Microsoft
Corporation has gone from a recentlydeparted-from-New-Mexico upstart software company to one of the world's most
influential industrial, informational, and economic forces. Communism, an enormously
important world force since the second
decade of the century, has collapsed. Ancient
enemies in the Middle East have tentatively
gone further toward peace with one another
than ever before. IBM, once the world's most
profitable industrial corporation, has lost
double-digit billions of dollars in the last two
years. American Senators have in two years
gone from attacking an upstart woman who
questioned the status quo of their processes to
acquiescent admiration of—almost obeisance
to—a formerly ridiculed woman who is more
intelligent, better informed, and more straightforward than any of them. (Actually, two
women fit this description—Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Ruth Bader Ginsburg.)
What world will our 40th anniversary see
in 2002? We peer eagerly into the fog, but we
know not.
—Larry Archibald
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MASTERS AT WORK...
LIAISON

AO 1013 Sasha Matson
Steel Chords. i-5: Works
For Pedal Steel Guitar,
Harp and Strings
Fascinating contemporary
classical music from California
composer Sasha Matson.

AO 1014 Jeff Palmer,
John Abercrombie, Arthur Blythe.
Victor Lewis Ease On
Asteaming organ, sax, guitar and
drum romp with New York's finest!

"Sasha Matson's music
is sensual, evocative,
challenging, lyrical and
passionate."

"Palmer pushes the music beyond
Jimmy Smith, bringing an entirely
modern attack to grand-daddy blues.
The result is awildly ,nnovative
program that expands the tradition
rather than replicates it."

Tom Schnable
-OCR W-FM Santa Monica. CA

Bill Kohlhasse
-Contributing jazz writer-LA Times

AO 1015 Mighty Sam McClain
Give It Up To Love
What ASound! Mighty Sam is a
rhythm and blues legend who comes
out of the classic Otis Redding/Bobby
Bland tradition. Asmoking backing
band. Astunning comeback!
"Today, Mighty Sam McClain is one
of America's greatest deep-soul
vocalists."
Ted Drozdowski
-Boston Phoenix
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AO 1017 Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs
Tenor sax master Bennie Wallace has
one of the most instantly identifiable
sounds in jazz. This set finds Bennie
at the top of his form putting his
indelible stamp on aprogram of
timeless classics! Bennie is joined
by Lou Levy on piano, Alvin Queen on
drums and Bill Huntington on bass.

AVAILABLE AT ALL

RECOMIS I
Vila
To order by phone:
Tower Records (800)648-4844 or
Acoustic Sounds (800)525-1630

AO 1018 Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters
Still River

AD 1016 Choice selections
from the latest ten (AO 1007
to AO 1018) AudioQuest Music
releases.

Ronnie Earl performing at the
absolute peak of contemporary
blues guitar craft. Finally, the all
instrumental showcase of versatility
Ronnie's fans have been waiting for!
Also features keyboard wizard
Bruce Katz.

Distributed by:
Abbey Road (800) 827-7177
Encore (800) 334-3394
North Country (315) 287-2852
Timeless (212) 529-3655
Titus Oaks (800) 388-8889
WorldRadioHistory

aucJioquest
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